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Sushil Kumar Ghosh
Department of Mathematics,

Garhbeta College,
Paschim Medinipur 721127,

West Bengal, India

Hydromagnetic Fluctuating Flow
of a Viscoelastic Fluid in a Porous
Channel
An exact periodic solution for the time dependent flow of a viscoelastic fluid in the
presence of transverse magnetic field is derived. It is assumed that on one plate the fluid
is injected with certain velocity and that it is sucked off at the other plate with the same
velocity. Both plates are oscillating with a known velocity in their own plane. A pertur-
bation method has been employed by treating the viscoelastic parameter to be small.
Effects of viscoelastic parameter, cross-flow Reynolds number, frequency parameter, and
Hartmann number on the velocity as well as wall shear stress of the flow are discussed
here with graphs. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2062828�

Introduction
Influence of the magnetic field on the non-Newtonian fluid flow

has wide applications in chemical engineering, metallurgical en-
gineering, and various industries. Researchers have considerable
interest in the study of flow phenomenon between two parallel
plates. Because of its occurrence in rheometric experiments to
determine the constitutive properties of the fluid, in lubrication
engineering, and in transportation and processing encountered in
chemical engineering, the flow on non-Newtonian viscoelastic
fluid is worthwhile to investigate.

Gupta �1� developed the stability analysis of viscoelastic fluid
over an infinite flat plate and achieved a wide range of significant
conclusions regarding that problem. Bhatnagar �2� considered the
pulsatile flow of viscoelastic fluid through a porous channel with
permeable walls. He made an analysis by using a perturbation
scheme, considering a small perturbation parameter with a valid
reason related to his problem. Assuming the fluid is an electrically
conducting and incompressible, Balaram �3� suggested that the
applied transverse magnetic field exerts a strong stabilizing influ-
ence on the fluid motion and investigated the growth of small
random motion in the fluid flow. He has investigated the impul-
sive motion of fluid between parallel planes. Bujurke et al. �4�
extended the Bhatnagar’s �2� problem by considering the time
dependent flow �evaluated by Laplace transform� when the motion
is impulsive. Mukhopadhya and Chaudhury �5� discussed the flow
of viscoelastic fluid of the Oldroyd type over an infinite porous
plate due to fluctuation in the main flow. Ray et al. �6� derived an
exact solution for a hydromagnetic flow of second-order fluid in a
channel using a method applied by Vajravelu �7�.

The present investigation is undertaken for two reasons. First,
researchers have studied the impulsive motion of Newtonian fluid
in the presence of magnetic field and stabilized the random mo-
tion, however, for non-Newtonian fluid it is unknown. Second,
velocity profiles for viscoelastic fluid for porous channel flow is
known but in the presence of magnetic field it is yet to be deter-
mined. The perturbation technique used by Bhatnagar �2� will be
followed in the present analysis and the result is verified with
small values of viscoelastic parameter for validity.

Basic Equations
The Rivlin-Ericksen model for viscoelastic fluid is described as

�2�

�ij = − p�ij + 2�1Eij + �2Dij + 4�3Ei
mEmj

Eij = 1
2 �Ui,j + Uj,i�

Dij = ai,j + aj,i2Um,jU,j
m

ai =
�Ui

�t
+ UmU,m

i �1�

Here �ij, Eij, �ij, Dij, Ui, and ai respectively denote the stress
tensor, rate of strain tensor, Koneckor delta, acceleration gradient
tensor, velocity, and acceleration vector. �1 and �2 represent the
Newtonian viscosity and viscoelasticity, whereas �3 accounts for
the cross viscosity. The fluid flow performs under the respective
mass and momentum conservation laws

Ui,i = 0 �2�

�� �Ui

�t
+ UmUi,m� = �ij,j �3�

where � is the density of the fluid.

Formulation of the Problem
It has been considered that fluid is driven by fluctuating pres-

sure gradient

1

�

�p

�x
= A + Bei�t �4�

where A and B are known constants and � is the circular fre-
quency. Let us take both plates are in motion with a constant mean
velocity U0. Through the lower plate the fluid is injected with a
constant velocity V perpendicular to it and that is sucked off with
the same velocity at the upper plate. We assume that the thickness
of the channel is h. The uniform magnetic field is applied perpen-
dicular to the plates where the magnetic Reynolds number is small
and induced magnetic field is negligible. The motion of highly
viscous fluid is slow. Consequently the governing equations re-
duce to one-dimensional having no convective terms.

The equation of motion �3� by Eq. �1� is then �2,3,5�
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�u

�t
+ V

�u

�y
= −

1

�

�p

�x
+ �

�2u

�y2 + �� �2u

�y�t
+ V

�3u

�y3� −
�H0

2	2

�
u

+
�H0

2	2

�
uI* �5�

where �=�1 /�, �=�2 /�, u velocity along x axis, 	 is the mag-
netic permeability, � is the electrical conductivity, H0 is the con-
stant magnetic field strength, uI* is the impulsive fluid velocity.

Boundary conditions are

u = U0ei�t at y = 0 and y = h �6�

Analysis
Equation �5� is a linear partial differential equation and pressure

is the sum of steady and pulsatile part. Then we can write

u = uS + uf

u�y,t� = ū�y� + f̄�y�ei�t �7�

Using Eq. �7� in Eq. �5� and making nondimensional, we note that
Eq. �5� can be written as

u� − Ru� − M2u = R − M2uI − KRu� �8�

f� − Rf� − �M2 + iF2�f = 1 − K�iF2f� + Rf�� �9�

where dash denotes differention with respect to r and r=y /h, u

= ū / �Ah /V� and f = f̄ / �Bh2 /V�,
K=� /h2 �viscoelastic parameter�;
R=Vh /� �cross-flow Reynolds number�;
F=�h2� /� �frequency parameter�; M =��H0

2	2 /�
Equations �8� and �9� are to be solved with the boundary con-

dition

u = 0 at r = 0; u = 0 at r = 1.0 �10�

f = U0 at r = 0; f = U0 at r = 1.0 �11�

We then look for a solution of the form

u = u0 + Ku1 + K2u2 + K3u3 + . . . �12�

f = f0 + Kf1 + K2f2 + K3f3 + . . . �13�

Substituting Eqs. �12� and �13� into Eqs. �8� and �9�, respectively,
and equating the like power of K we get six equations for u0, u1,
u2, f0, f1, and f2. By making use of Eqs. �10� and �11�, we obtain

u0 = c11 cosh�m1r� + c12 sinh�m2r� +
M2uI − R

M2 �14�

u1 = c21 cosh�m1r� + c22 sinh�m2r� − Rc11m1
3 cosh�m1r�

r

m1 − m2

+ Rc12m2
3 sinh�m2r�

r

m1 − m2
�15�

u2 = c31 cosh�m1r� + c32 sinh�m2r� − Rc21m1
3 cosh�m1r�

r

m1 − m2

+ Rc22m2
3 sinh�m2r�

r

m1 − m2
− 3R2c11m1

5r
cosh�m2r�
�m1 − m2�2

+ 3R2c12m2
5r

sinh�m2r�
�m1 − m2�2 − R2c11m1

6cosh�m1r�
m1 − m2

� r2

2
−

r

m1m2
	

+ R2c12m2
6sinh�m2r�

m1 − m2

 � r2

2
−

r

m1 − m2
	 �16�

f0 = en1r
D11 cos�n2r� + D12 sin�n2r�� +
1

n1n2
�17�

f1 = en1r
�D21 + X1Y1 + X2Y2�cos�n2r� + �D22X2Y1 + X1Y2�sin�n2r��
�18�

f2 = en1r
�D31 + X3Y3 + X4Y4�cos�n2r�

+ �D32 + X3Y4 + X4Y3�sin�n2r�� �19�

where all the constants c11,c12,c21,c22,c31,c32,D11,D12,D21,
D22,D31,D32 are given in the Appendix. The shear stress at the
wall, i.e., on the plate, is defined as

� = �
�2u

�r2 + �� �3u

�r3 +
�3u

�t�r2� �20�

Results and Discussions
For convenient representation of figure we denote 0, 2� /3,

2� /4, �, � /3 as T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, respectively.
At different instants of time, the axial fluid velocity has been

represented in Fig. 1 �M =5.0, R=2.0, K=−0.05, U0=0.0, uI
=0.1, F=2.0�. It shows the distribution of velocity in various in-
stants of time at different points on the thickness of the channel. It
is found that there is a back flow for the instant t=0, t=2� /3
surrounding the upper wall; but on the lower wall where the fluid
is injected, the fluid in the channel space has increased its axial
velocity substantially toward the forward direction. It may be con-
cluded that the Richardson’s annular effect can be suppressed by a
transverse magnetic field when the fluid is electrically conducting.

In Fig. 2 �M =2.0, R=10.0, K=−0.05, U0=0.0, uI=0.1, F=2.0�,
a change has been made on R and observed a significant differ-
ence between this and Fig. 1. In this case back flow is higher in
magnitude and the shape is not at all parabolic. Hence the cross-
flow Reynolds number has a significant effect on the flow. A com-
parison with Bhatnagar �2� shows that the magnetic field induces
the back flow surrounding the upper wall. Moreover, in these stud-
ies the velocity profile has forward and backward flow in the same
instant of time �t=0, t=2� /3�.

The above two figures are represented for nonoscillating walls.
Figure 3 �M =5.0, R=2.0, U0=0.05, uI=0.1, F=2.0, t=2� /3� de-
picted for different elastic parameter for the instant t=2� /3. The
configuration is similar to Fig. 1. The figure shows that if the
values of K decrease the velocity response significantly. Although
two walls have the same pulsating velocities the magnitude of
fluid velocities on the upper and lower plates are different. This
may be the cause of suction and injection.

The effect of magnetic field on the fluid flow having non-
Newtonian character has been incorporated in Fig. 4 �R=2.0, K
=−0.02, F=2.0, U0=0.05, uI=0.1, t=0.0�. The graphs are for dif-

Fig. 1 Axial velocity at different instants of time
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ferent values of M. By interpretation of the figure, it may be found
that by increasing values up to M =16, the fluid velocity increases
and then decreases in the given set of values of different param-
eters. Also, it has been observed that the values of M on the
velocity profile are very sensitive and the values of M less than 10
introduce back flow along the axis of the channel. In Fig. 5 �M

=10.0, R=10.0, K=−0.02, U0=0.05, uI=0.1, t=2� /3� graphs in-
dicate the wall shear stress for different values of frequency pa-
rameter at various instants of time. From the previous figure it is
clear that the shear stress increased with the increasing values of
frequency parameter. Reasons behind this may be interpreted as
the greater values of � sharply diminish the axial velocity and
enhance the frictional resistance between the layers, so the shear
stress increased in a significant manner.

An important prediction of wall shear stress for various elastic
parameters has been introduced by Fig. 6 �M =10.0, R=10.0, U0
=0.05, uI=0.1, F=2.0, t=2� /3�. Graphs are nearly symmetric
about t=� /3 �except K=−0.03�. It is to be noted that first it de-
creases sharply and then increases symmetrically. Figure 7 �M
=10.0, K=−0.05, F=2.0, U0=0.05, uI=0.1� is the graphical rep-
resentation of the wall shear stress with cross flow Reynolds num-
bers. Graphs in Fig. 7 are for different t and it produces the result
that the higher values of R sweep out the existing differences
between the graphs of different t. The graphical results of the
velocity also predict the similar observation, which is obvious and
expected. As the impulsive motion has been inducted into the fluid
motion, therefore its effective impacts are also to be studied. To
study the impact of impulsive velocity we take the assistance of
Fig. 8 �M =10.0, K=−0.05, F=2.0, U0=0.05, uI=0.1, t=��. A
careful investigation may lead to the conclusion of Fig. 8 that an
appreciable increase in the impulsive velocity ensures the enrich-

Fig. 2 Axial velocity at different instants of time

Fig. 3 The axial velocity for different values of K

Fig. 4 Axial velocity distribution at different channel heights

Fig. 5 Distribution of shear stress with t

Fig. 6 Shear stress distribution at the wall with t
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ment of the wall shear stress. Thus, it may put forward that a
moderate value of impulsive velocity can bring down the wall
shear stress in the expected manner.

Conclusions
This study is analogous to Bhatnagar �2� and here along with

oscillating plates we have applied a transverse magnetic field. It is
observed that the back flows in moderate magnitude occur be-
cause of the plate’s oscillation. The Loretz force due to the pres-
ence of magnetic field suppresses the back flow in high Hartmann
number and reduces Richardson’s annular effect. Besides, the im-
pulsive velocity disturbs the original motion and substantially in-
creases the wall shear stress.
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Appendix

n1,n2 = �R

2
+

1

2�2
��A2 + B2 + A	 + i� 1

2�2
��A2 + B2 − A	

A = R2 + 4M

B = 4F; m1,m2 =
R ± �R2 + 4M2

2
, C11 =

R − M2uI

M2 ,

C12 =
R − M2uI

M2 � cosh�m1� − 1

sinh�m2� �
C22 =

R

m1 − m2
�C11m1

3 sinh�m1� − C12m2
3 cosh�m2�

sinh�m2�
�

C21 = 0, C31 = 0

C32 =
1

sinh�m2��RC21m1
3 cosh�m1�

1

m1 − m2

+ RC22m2
3 sinh�m2�

1

m1 − m2
− 3R2C11m1

5 cosh�m2�
�m1 − m2�2

+ 3R2C12m2
5 sinh�m2�
�m1 − m2�2 − R2C11m1

6 cosh�m1�
�m1 − m2��1

2

−
1

m1 − m2
	 + R2C11m2

6sinh�m2�
m1 − m2

�1

2
−

1

m1 − m2
	

X1 = − �iF2
D11n1 + n2D12� + R
D11�n1
3 − 3n1n2

2�

+ D12�3n1
2n2 − n2

3���

X3 = − �iF2
D21n1 + D22n2� + R
D21�n1
3 − 3n1n2

2�

+ D22�3n1
2n2 − n2

3���

X4 = − �iF2
D22n1 − n2D21� + R
D22�n2
3 − 3n2n1

2�

− D21�3n2
2n1 − n1

3���

Y1 =
�n1

2 − n2
2 − Rn2 − M2�

�2n1n2 − Rn2 + F2�2 + �n1
2 − n2

2 − Rn1 − M2�2

Y2 =
2n1n2 − Rn2 + F2

�2n1n2 − Rn2 + F2�2 + �n1
2 − n2

2 − Rn1 − M2�2

D11 = 2U0 +
1

n1n2
,

D12 =
1

sin�n2�
U0e−n1 − D11 cot�n2� −

1

n1n2
e−n1 cos ec�n2�

D21 = − �X1Y1 + X2Y2�, D22 = − �X2Y1 + X1Y2�

D31 = − �X3Y1 + X4Y2�

D32 = − �X4Y1 + X3Y2�
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T-Stresses Across Static Crack
Kinking
This paper is concerned with the T-stress change before and after crack kinking in
two-dimensional elastic solids. By using asymptotic analysis and the Westergaard stress
function method, approximate analytical formulas for calculating the T-stress as well as
stress intensify factors of an infinitesimal kink are given. Contributions from the T-stress
before crack kinking, to the T-stress and the stress intensity factors of the kinked crack,
are clearly described. It is noted that since the sign of the T-stress of a kinked open crack
might be different from that of a main crack, simply using the sign of the T-stress before
crack kinking is not sufficient to determine crack growth stability as observed in recent
experiments. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2188016�

1 Introduction
A crack will propagate off its original path due to change in

local fracture mode mixity �a mechanics factor� or fracture tough-
ness �a material factor�. This type of crack phenomena is often
called “crack kinking” �1–3�. According to recent experimental
observations by Xu and Rosakis �4� as seen in Fig. 1�a�, when two
dynamic mode-I cracks passed through a weak interface �lower
interfacial fracture toughness than the matrix material, Homalite-
100, a brittle polymer�, one crack completely kinked from its
original path and transformed into a mixed-mode interfacial crack.
We may call this type of crack kinking “material-induced kink-
ing.” Whereas, another crack propagated across the interface and
suffered a crack kink probably due to the reflected stress wave
from specimen edges, this type of crack kinking may be called
“load-induced kinking.” The kinked crack and the main crack �or
mother/parent crack� formed a smooth kinking angle, which is in
contrast to a sharp kinking angle formed in the “material-induced
kinking” case. With extensive applications of composite/layered
materials and in-depth research of earthquakes �5–9�, investiga-
tion of material interfaces has become vital and hence more atten-
tion needs to be given to the material-induced crack kinking phe-
nomena �10–12�.

Here, we only consider static crack kinking cases and explore
some necessary conditions based on different scenarios of crack
kinking paths, rather than the sufficient conditions, such as stress
or energy criterion to predict crack kinking initiation �13,14�. For
a two-dimensional elastic material, the full-field stress tensor of a
mixed-mode main crack as seen in Fig. 1, can be expressed in a
polar coordinate system �15�

�ij
m�r,�� =

KI
m

�2�r
�ij

I
��� + T�i1� j1 +

KII
m

�2�r
�ij

II
���

+ O�r1/2� �i, j = 1,2� �1�

where m and k denotes “main crack” and “kinked crack.” KI and
KII are mode I and mode II stress intensity factors; T is a nonsin-
gular term, O�r1/2� represents higher-order terms of length scale r
and will be dropped if the kinked daughter crack length l is very
small; and known functions �ij

I ��� ,�ij
II��� represent the angular

variations of stress components. Previous research on crack kink-
ing was focused on the relation between the stress intensity factors
before and after crack kinking, which can be expressed in a united
way �16,17�

KI
k = c11KI

m + c12KII
m + b1T�l �2�

KII
k = c21KI

m + c22KII
m + b2T�l �3�

The above relation could also be obtained using dimensional
analysis, and numerous results have been reported to determine
the coefficients cij and bi �i , j=1,2�. From the above relations, it
is obvious that the stress intensity factors of the kinked crack
depend not only on the stress intensity factors of the main crack,
but also on the T-stress of the main crack. However, similar to the
main crack, the kinked crack should have its own T-stress field,
which should be related to the T-stress of the main crack. There-
fore, a new issue that we are raising will be the change of “the
T-stress” before and after crack kinking, and to the authors’
knowledge this has not been dealt with in the open literature. The
T-stress is the constant term in William’s series solutions �18�,
which is acting along the main crack surface and is only deter-
mined by the far-field load. According to the stress tensor decom-
position principle, for the kinked crack, there will be three nons-
ingular, constant stress terms in a polar coordinate system as seen
in Fig. 1�b�

Trr = T cos2 � T�� = T sin2 � Tr� = − T cos � sin � �4�

Note that these terms are defined before the crack kinking initia-
tion. There have also been no systematic results reported regard-
ing the contributions of these different constant stress terms to the
kinked crack if the original T-stress of the main crack is very large
�19�.

A number of experiments have demonstrated that besides the
usual stress intensity factors at a crack tip describing the singular
elastic stress field, the T-stress plays a crucial role in determining
crack growth direction �20–24� and the apparent fracture tough-
ness �25,26�, even for a pure mode-I crack subjected to biaxial
loading. Now two parameters, the stress intensity factor and the
T-stress, have been accepted as a two-parameter fracture criterion
in predicting the crack propagation direction and the shape and
size of small-scale yielding �27–29�. Computational methods for
determining the T-stress have been extensively published. For ex-
ample, in addition to standard Williams’ expansion method, other
methods for determining T-stress contain Eshelby’s path-
independent integral technique �30�, higher-order weight function
method �31�, stress difference method �32�, finite element method
�33�, and boundary element method �34�. Moon and Earmme �35�
calculated the T-stress at the interface crack tip for in-plane defor-
mation and antiplane deformation. Numerical studies have been
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carried out by Jayadevan et al. �36� to determine the T-stress
caused by dynamic loading. The effect of the T-stress on the crack
propagation in a functionally graded material has been analyzed
by Becker et al. �17� and Paulino and Kim �37�.

Numerous researchers have investigated the crack kinking or
crack branching problem both theoretically and experimentally.
They included Bilby and Cardew �38�, Lo �39�, Cotterell and Rice
�40�, Hayashi and Nemat-Nasser �41�, Gu and Asaro �42�, among
others. Furthermore, a kink of a preexisting crack in an aniso-
tropic elastic plane has been dealt with by Gao and Chiu �43� via
a perturbation analysis, and Azhdari and Nemat-Nasser �14� ana-
lyzed this problem using stress and energy-based fracture criteria.
He et al. �16� showed that the residual stress parallel to the inter-
face strongly influences the energy release rate of the kinked
crack, for an interfacial crack with a small kink out of an interface
between two dissimilar elastic bodies. This work was further
modified by Geubelle and Knauss �44�. In addition, dynamic
crack growth path involving kinking in general anti-plane loading
has been investigated by Adda-Bedia and Arias �45�. Very re-
cently, a crack with a kink in an anisotropic medium subjected to
thermomechanical loading has also been dealt with by Li and
Kardomateas �46�. However, most of the above-mentioned work
is focused on the stress intensity factors at the kink tip and very
little work involving the T-stress at the kink tip can be found.
Only Selvarathinam and Goree �47� studied the T-stress at the
kink tip of a main crack embedded in an isotropic medium under
biaxial tension, and Yang and Yuan �48� briefly investigated the
T-stress for a kinked crack in an anisotropic elastic medium under
mixed mode loading. Indeed, the effect of the T-stress on the crack
growth is very important. For instance, if a kinked crack is sub-
jected to mixed mode loading, the kink surfaces may be com-
pletely or partially closed under the action of a large compressive

T-stress �see Eq. �2��. Once this takes place, crack growth could be
arrested and the failure due to cracks can be controlled effectively.
Lauterbach and Gross �49� considered the effect of the kink cur-
vature on the stress intensity factors. Leblond and Frelat �50� stud-
ied the stability of crack growth path for an initially closed main
crack with an open kink, and Isaksson and Ståhle �51� studied the
crack growth path for an initial closed crack with a closed kink.

This investigation is mainly concerned with a systematic analy-
sis of a main crack with a kink of a small kink angle and a kink
length. The conditions for an open kink or closed kink will be
carefully analyzed. We propose an approach to determine the
T-stress for an open or completely closed kink. This approach is
applicable for small kink lengths and angles. A comparison of the
results of the stress intensity factors obtained by our proposed
method with the other previous results will be made. In addition,
by adopting an asymptotic analysis, an approximate and a modi-
fied expression for the T-stress at the kink tip will be obtained.
Finally, some new results showing the influence of the sign of the
T-stress on the crack growth stability are given.

2 Statement of a General Crack Kinking Problem
Consider a kinked crack of an arbitrary length and kinking

angle embedded in an infinite elastic medium, as shown in Fig.
1�b�. It is assumed that the lengths of the main crack and the
kinked crack are 2a and l, respectively, and the kink is inclined at
a kinking angle � to the main crack. We are interested in cases
where the kink angle lies in the range from 0 to � /2 or −� /2 to 0.
Obviously, the analysis for the two cases is similar; thus, we will
only deal with the former case. Similar to the previous crack
kinking models, one of the coordinate systems is denoted as �x ,y�
and is established so that the main crack lies along the negative
x-axis and the origin is located at the right main crack tip. The
other is denoted as �� ,��, which is chosen so that the kink lies
along the negative �-axis and the origin is at the right kink tip.
Thus, the main crack occupies the region −2a�x�0,y=0, and
the kink occupies the region −l���0,�=0.

Assume that the infinite elastic medium with a kinked crack is
subjected to uniform mixed-mode loading at infinity, i.e.,

�xx → �xx
	 , �yy → �yy

	 , �xy → �xy
	 , as x,y → 	 �5�

Under such circumstances, the stress intensity factors and T-stress
at the kink tip can be determined exactly by using the dislocation
array model �39,52�. To describe the analytical dependence of the
T-stress and the stress intensity factors at the kink tip, on those at
the main crack tip, it is desirable to give explicit analytical ex-
pressions for these physical quantities, even if they are in approxi-
mate form. In this paper, we will present a method to approxi-
mately determine the closed-form solutions for the T-stress of an
infinitesimal kink with a small kink angle. Four possible cases, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, will be considered:

1. Both the main crack and the kink surfaces are free of traction
�see Fig. 2�a��, and the boundary conditions for this case is as
stated below

�yy�x,0� = 0, �xy�x,0� = 0, − 2a � x � 0 �6�

Fig. 1 „a… Conceptions of “load-induced kinking” and
“material-induced kinking” as observed in a brittle polymer
plate with a weak interface after projectile impact †4‡. „b… sche-
matic of a kinked crack from a main crack along with two coor-
dinate systems.

Fig. 2 Possible formats of main cracks and their kinks „a ,b…,
main cracks are open and their kinks are open in „a… and closed
in „b…; and „c ,d… main cracks are closed and their kinks are
open in „c… and closed in „d…
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�����,0� = 0, �����,0� = 0, − l � � � 0 �7�
2. The main crack surfaces are traction-free, and the kink sur-

faces are in frictionless contact �closed, see Fig. 2�b��, the corre-
sponding boundary conditions can be written as

�yy�x,0� = 0, �xy�x,0� = 0, − 2a � x � 0 �8�

�����,0� = 0, − l � � � 0 �9�
3. The main crack surfaces are in contact without friction, and

the kink surfaces are traction-free �see Fig. 2�c��, so the corre-
sponding boundary conditions are

�xy�x,0� = 0, − 2a � x � 0 �10�

�����,0� = 0, �����,0� = 0, − l � � � 0 �11�
4. When both the main crack and the kink surfaces are closed,

and the surface contact is frictionless �see Fig. 2�d��, then the
boundary conditions are given by

�xy�x,0� = 0, − 2a � x � 0 �12�

�����,0� = 0, − l � � � 0 �13�

It is worth pointing out that the above four cases take place de-
pending on certain remote boundary conditions. Here a closed
kink refers to kink surfaces that are completely in contact.

3 Approximate Solution for Crack Kinking With
Small Kinking Angles

3.1 Case 1: An Open Kink From an Open Main Crack.
The entire elastic stress field around the kink tip �ij

k after crack
kinking can be obtained by superposition of �ij

m and �ij
p , i.e.,

�ij
k = �ij

m + �ij
p �14�

where �ij
m stands for the elastic stress field around the main crack

tip before crack kinking �as if crack kinking is absent� and �ij
p

represents the perturbed elastic stress field induced by the kink,
where the kink surfaces are loaded by the negative values of �ij

m.
At the onset of crack kinking, the length of a kink is very small
when compared to that of the main crack, hence the main crack is
taken to be semi-infinite, as shown in Fig. 3.

We follow the same treatment of Cotterell and Rice �40�, who
employed the perturbation technique to establish a formula for
calculating the stress intensity factors at the tip of an infinitesimal
kink,

�KI
k

KII
k � =� 2

�
	

0

l ����

�r�
� dr

�l − r
�15�

which is accurate to the first order. It is noted that with the aid of
the Green’s function for a semi-infinite crack subjected to a pair of
concentrated forces at the crack surfaces �53�, the above formula
is equivalent to superposition of the stress intensity factors caused
by the distributed stresses applied on the crack surfaces. Now we
employ the following Westergaard stress functions for a semi-
infinite crack lying at x�0,y=0, opened by a pair of concentrated
tensile �shear� forces P�Q� at an arbitrary position b away from
the crack tip

� ZI�z�
ZII�z�

� = �P

Q
� 1

��z + b�
�b

z
�16�

where z=x+ iy, from which the induced elastic stress field can be
expressed in terms of ZI and ZII �54�, i.e.,

�xx = Re�ZI�z� + yZII� �z�� − Im�yZI��z� − 2ZII�z�� �17�

�yy = Re�ZI�z� − yZII� �z�� + Im�yZI��z�� �18�

�xy = − Re�yZI��z� − ZII�z�� − Im�yZII� �z�� �19�

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to z. There-
fore, in order to obtain the perturbed elastic stress field caused by
a kink, it is sufficient to superpose the induced elastic stress field
produced by the distributed stresses at the kink surfaces with the
fundamental Westergaard functions for concentrated loading. On
the other hand, with the knowledge of −�ij

m applied on the kink
surfaces, we can obtain the corresponding Westergaard functions
in the �� ,�� coordinate system �see Fig. 3�,

� ZI�
�
ZII�
�

� = −
1

�
	

0

l ����
m

�r�
m � 1


 + l − r
� l − r



dr �20�

where 
=�+ i� ,r is the distance from the main crack tip, and l
−r corresponds to b in Eq. �16� and denotes the distance from the
kink tip. By using the reside theorem, the following results are
readily obtained

1

�
	

0

l
1


 + l − r
� l − r

r
dr = 1 −� 



 + l
�21�

1

�
	

0

l
1


 + l − r
�l − r dr =

2

�
��l − �
 tan−1 � l



� �22�

Therefore, the stress field at the main crack tip can be obtained
if all higher-order terms are omitted

�rr
m =

1
�2�r

�C01���KI
m + C02���KII

m� + Tm cos2 � �23�

���
m =

1
�2�r

�C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m� + Tm sin2 � �24�

�r�
m =

1
�2�r

�C21���KI
m + C22���KII

m� − Tm sin � cos � �25�

where KI
m and KII

m denotes the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity
factors at the main crack tip, Tm is the T-stress at the main crack
tip, parallel to the crack plane, and

C01��� =
1

2
�3 − cos ��cos

�

2
, C02��� =

1

2
�3 cos � − 1�sin

�

2

�26�

Fig. 3 Schematic of superposition of elastic field for a crack
with a small kink „only ��� is depicted…
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C11��� =
1

2
�1 + cos ��cos

�

2
, C12��� = −

3

2
�1 + cos ��sin

�

2

�27�

C21��� =
1

2
�1 + cos ��sin

�

2
, C22��� =

1

2
�3 cos � − 1�cos

�

2

�28�

substituting the above results into Eq. �20�, one can easily show
that

ZI�
� =
C11���KI

m + C12���KII
m

�2�

+

2

�
� l



T m sin2 �

− 
C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m

�2��
 + l�
+

2

�
T m sin2 � tan−1 � l



�
�29�

ZII�
� =
C21���KI

m + C22���KII
m

�2�

−

2

�
� l



T m sin � cos �

− 
C21���KI
m + C22���KII

m

�2��
 + l�
−

2

�
T m sin � cos � tan−1 � l



�

�30�

Since the stress intensity factors and the T-stress are dependent on
the elastic stress field ahead of the immediate vicinity of the
propagating crack or kink tip, consequently, from the relations
�17�–�19�, the perturbed elastic stress field along the propagating
kink is given by

���
p = ���

p =
C11���KI

m + C12���KII
m

�2��
+

2

�
� l

�
T m sin2 �

− 
C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m

�2��� + l�
+

2

�
T m sin2 � tan−1 � l

�
�

�31�

���
p =

C21���KI
m + C22���KII

m

�2��
−

2

�
� l

�
T m sin � cos �

− 
C21���KI
m + C22���KII

m

�2��� + l�
−

2

�
T m sin � cos � tan−1 � l

�
�

�32�

On the other hand, owing to the assumption of an infinitesimal
length of the kink at an angle � to the crack plane, the elastic
stress field around the kink tip can be directly written by those
around the main crack tip prior to crack kinking, which has the
same expression as �23�–�25� but with a substitution r=�+ l.
Therefore, based on Eq. �14�, the entire elastic stress field �ij

k ,
around the kink tip posterior to crack kinking is given by the sum
of �ij

m and �ij
p

���
k =

C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m

�2��
+

2

�
� l

�
T m sin2 �

+
1

�2��� + l�
��C01��� − C11����KI

m + �C02��� − C12����KII
m

+ T m cos 2� + T m sin2 �
1 −
2

�
tan−1 � l

�
� �33�

���
k =

C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m

�2��
+ 
 2

�
� l

�
+ 1

−
2

�
tan−1 � l

�
�T m sin2 � �34�

���
k =

C21���KI
m + C22���KII

m

�2��
− 
 2

�
� l

�
+ 1

−
2

�
tan−1 � l

�
�Tmsin � cos � �35�

With the above elastic stress field ahead of the kink tip deter-
mined, stress intensity factors are readily found to be

KI
k = C11���KI

m + C12���KII
m + 2T m�2l

�
sin2 � �36�

KII
k = C21���KI

m + C22���KII
m − 2T m�2l

�
sin � cos � �37�

This is in agreement with the results obtained by He et al. �16� and
Fett et al. �55�. Obviously, if the terms involving the T-stress are
neglected, the results given by Cotterell and Rice �40� are recov-
ered. It should be noted that the stress intensity factors at the kink
tip depend not only on the stress intensity factors at the main
crack tip, but also the T-stress at the main crack, especially if the
T-stress is very large. Moreover, the length of the kink has a
pronounced influence on the stress intensity factors at the kink tip
when the T-stress is taken into account. From the obtained
asymptotic stress field ahead of the kink tip, the T-stress of the
kink tip could be expressed in terms of the stress intensity factors
and the T-stress at the main crack tip as follows:

Tk =
1

�2�l
�N1���KI

m + N2���KII
m� + n���T m �38�

where

N1��� = sin � sin
�

2
, N2��� = �1 + 3 cos ��sin

�

2
, n��� = cos 2�

�39�

which indicates that in addition to the T-stress at the main crack
tip, the stress intensity factors of the main crack strongly affect the
T-stress at the kink tip. Also, the T-stress is related to the angle
and length of the kink. In particular, when a crack advances in a
self-similar manner, which means when �=0, we have T k=T m, in
agreement with that for a single straight crack.

In order to further analyze the T-stress as expressed in Eq. �38�,
we split Tk into three parts: the first part comes from KI

m, the
second part is from KII

m, and the third is due to T m. Particularly, for
the third part, when a crack kinks at a 45 deg angle to the main
crack plane, it vanishes. When a crack kinks perpendicular to the
main crack plane, it yields the negative value of T m at the main
crack tip. This is attributed to the fact that a uniaxial tension
perpendicular to the crack plane produces a negative T-stress of
the same magnitude as tension, and by setting �xx

	 =0 for a single
isolated straight crack, one gets T=−�yy

	 . After a crack kinks at a
90 deg angle to the main crack, T m is just applied on the kink
surfaces normal to the kink direction, so that it produces −T m near
the kink tip. Of course, it should be pointed out that Eq. �38� is
valid only for a small kink angle �see Fig. 3�, and its accuracy will
be examined in Sec. 3.2. In contrast, the contributions of the first
and second parts are apparently due to the consequence of relax-
ation of tensile stress at the cracked plane without kink. The
traction-free boundary conditions at the kink surfaces enforce par-
tial stress to convert the T-stress at the kink tip. For these three
parts, the corresponding angle functions N1��� , N2���, and n���
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are plotted in Fig. 4.
We now study the contribution of each decomposed T-stress

component on a kinked open crack. The T-stress of the main crack
is decomposed into three components as shown in Fig. 1. The one
acting perpendicular to the kinked crack is T m sin2���, which con-
tributes to the mode I stress intensity factor of the kinked crack,
expressed in Eq. �36�. While the component parallel to the kink is
−T m sin���cos���, which further gives rise to the mode-II stress
intensity factor of the kinked crack and is expressed in Eq. �37�,
the last one directly acting along the kinked crack path is
T m cos2 � and makes a part of the T-stress of the kinked crack �see
Eq. �38��. The above results are based on an open kink initiating
from an open main crack. For different main cracks and kinks as
illustrated in Fig. 2, it would be interesting to see how the role of
each decomposed T-stress component quite differs.

3.2 Other Cases. Now we turn our attention to the case of
completely closed crack surfaces. First we consider case 2, i.e.,
the main crack is open and the kink is closed as seen in Fig. 2�b�.
This case does not change the conditions of the main crack, but
change the boundary conditions at the kink surfaces. For example,
under �yy

	 �0 and ���
m �0, the crack tip region is in a state of

compression since the former corresponds to an open main crack
and the latter indicates that the normal stress at the kink surfaces
is compressive. Thus, for the closed kink, due to the presence of
the normal stress, by superposition it is easily found that the per-
turbed elastic stress field induced by the kink is only caused by
−�r�

m . In other words, as compared to the treatment of the open
kink, the corresponding Werstergaard stress function ZII is the
same, while the other function ZI must vanish. Omitting a detailed
procedure, we get the elastic stress field of a closed kink, as
follows:

���
k =

1
�2��� + l�

�C01���KI
m + C02���KII

m� + T m cos2 � �40�

���
k =

1
�2��� + l�

�C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m� + T m sin2 � �41�

���
k =

C21���KI
m + C22���KII

m

�2��
− 
 2

�
� l

�
+ 1

−
2

�
tan−1 � l

�
�T m sin � cos � �42�

Therefore, the mode-II stress intensity factor for a closed kink

coincides with those for an open kink, and the mode-I stress in-
tensity factor reduces to zero. Furthermore, we find that due to the
closure of the kink surface, there are two nonsingular stress com-
ponents at the kink tip, parallel and perpendicular to the kink
surfaces, denoted as T I

k and T II
k , respectively. Setting �→0 results

in two T-stresses at the kink tip, respectively,

T I
k =

1
�2�l

�C01���KI
m + C02���KII

m� + T m cos2 � �43�

TII
k =

1
�2�l

�C11���KI
m + C12���KII

m� + T m sin2 � �44�

Clearly, this is a significant difference with the result of an open
kink initiating from an open main crack. This is because for an
open kink, there is only one nonsingular stress component along
the kink plane. Here, besides the T-stress TI

k parallel to the kink
plane, there is another T-stress perpendicular to the kink plane TII

k

for a closed kink. Furthermore, one can find that for a closed kink,
TII

k �0, equal to the compressive stress at the kink tip perpendicu-
lar to the kink surfaces �56�. It is noted that

TI
k − TII

k = Tk �45�

where Tk is the T-stress of an open kink as shown in Eq. �38�.
In the remainder of the section, we turn our attention to closed

main cracks with closed and open kinks. For case 3, where the
kink is open and is illustrated in Fig. 2�c�, the stability of crack
growth path has been considered by Leblond and Frelat �50�. Here
our emphasis is to derive the T-stress as well as the stress intensity
factors at the kink tip. It is obvious that for the main crack KI
=0 owing to �yy

	 �0. Furthermore, through a simple derivation,
the asymptotic stress field of a main crack tip is no longer given
by Eqs. �23�–�25�, but expressed as

�rr
m =

1
�2�r

C02���KII
m + T m cos2 � + �yy

	 �46�

���
m =

1
�2�r

C12���KII
m + T m sin2 � + �yy

	 �47�

�r�
m =

1
�2�r

C22���KII
m − T m sin � cos � �48�

for �yy
	 �0, where Tm=�xx

	 −�yy
	 . Here, we observe again that there

are two nonsingular stress components along the x- and y-axes
near the closed crack tip: �xx

	 and �yy
	 . Since the kink surfaces are

free of traction, an analogous procedure leads to the stress inten-
sity factors and the T-stress at the tip of an open kink from a
closed main crack

KI
k = C12���KII

m + 2�2l

�
�T m sin2 � + �yy

	 � �49�

KII
k = C22���KII

m − 2�2l

�
T m sin � cos � �50�

Tk =
KII

m

�2�l
�1 + 3 cos ��sin

�

2
+ T m cos 2� �51�

In addition, for a closed main crack as seen in Fig. 2�d�, if the
kink is also closed under certain conditions, the final results are
slightly different

KII
k = C22���KII

m − 2�2l

�
T m sin � cos � �52�

T I
k =

1
�2�l

C02���KII
m + T m cos2 � + �yy

	 �53�

Fig. 4 Variation of three angle functions with respect to kink
angles
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T II
k =

1
�2�l

C12���KII
m + T m sin2 � + �yy

	 �54�

However, these two T-stresses after crack kinking also satisfy the
following relation:

T I
k − T II

k = T k �55�

4 Results and Discussions
In this section, we will validate our approximate approaches by

comparing our results to exact results using the dislocation layer
technique �39,52�. Furthermore, we will also address the issue of
using the sign of the T-stress to predict crack stability. In our
numerical calculation, we adopt the Lobatto-Chebyshev colloca-
tion method with N=20 for solving a resulting singular integral
equation.

4.1 Comparison of Approximate and Exact T-Stress
Values. Since the T-stress strongly affects the direction of crack
growth, it is important to understand the variation of the T-stress
at the kink tip, rather than the T-stress of the main crack before
crack kinking. Our major focus is an open kink, and we only
compare the approximate analytical results to the exact ones for
the T-stress calculation. Table 1 shows the analytical and numeri-
cal results of the coefficients N1���, N2���, and n��� in Eq. �38�,
where the analytical results are from Eq. �39� and the numerical
procedure is similar to Lo �39� and Broberg �52�, and is omitted
here. From Table 1, it is found that for a biaxial tension case with
KI

m present and T m absent, the approximate closed-form expres-
sion for the T-stress at the kink tip provides quite accurate results
as compared to the exact ones. Even for a large kink angle, �
=90 deg, the difference is within 5%; and for ��75 deg, the dif-
ference is �1.5%. However, the combined influence of shear
loading and the T-stress of the main crack on the T-stress at the
kink tip does not seem to be described satisfactorily by Eq. �38�,
since there is evident difference between the two kinds of results,
and, furthermore, when ��15 deg, the error of the approximate
analytical results is enlarged. In what follows our discussions are
limited to a small kink angle such as ��15 deg.

4.2 Effects of T-Stress After Crack Kinking on the Crack
Growth Stability. As we know, the analysis of crack growth sta-
bility depends strongly on the adopted fracture criteria. In general,
common brittle fracture criteria include the maximum hoop stress
criterion, maximum energy release rate criterion, vanishing KII
criterion, etc. In this investigation, we choose the maximum hoop
stress criterion �13� since it contains both the stress intensity fac-
tors and T-stresses when high-order terms are involved. Therefore,
at a kinked crack tip one can write the hoop stress

� ��
k =

1
�2�r

cos
�

2

KI

k cos2 �

2
−

3

2
KII

k sin �� + T k sin2 � + O�r1/2�

�56�

where � is an angle to the kink, as shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity,
we assume the kink length l as a characteristic length, and denote

= l /2a. At the characteristic length, one can evaluate the hoop
stress at the kink tip � ��

k , and the maximum value of � ��
k will

determine the direction of the kinked crack path. Figures 5�a� and
5�b� show the variation of � ��

k against ���=�+�, for conve-
nience� in the absence of mode II stress intensity factors �
=0.01 and �=10 deg�, when we neglect T k or take into account
the presence of T k. From Fig. 5�a�, we find that if neglecting the
T-stress at the kink tip T k, the curves of � ��

k nearly intersect about
�=−6.5 deg. Moreover, the maximum value of � ��

k occurs in the

Table 1 Coefficients N1„�…, N2„�… and n„�… for the T-stress at the kink tip

� deg N1��� N2��� n���

Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
15 0.0337 0.0338 0.4495 0.5088 0.8729 0.8660
30 0.1285 0.1294 0.7975 0.9312 0.5287 0.5000
45 0.2672 0.2706 0.9662 1.1945 0.0678 0
60 0.4271 0.4330 0.9167 1.2500 −0.3752 −0.5000
75 0.5878 0.5880 0.6530 1.0814 −0.6691 −0.8660
90 0.7444 0.7071 0.2146 0.7071 −0.7166 −1

Fig. 5 Hoop stresses ����
k at the kink tip with �=0.01 and

�=10 deg in the absence of mode-II stress intensity factors
KII=0: „a… neglecting T k and „b… taking T k into account
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range of ��0 deg �or ��−10 deg� for a generalized biaxiality
ratio B�0, where

B = T��a/�KI
2 + KII

2 �57�

is introduced by Leevers and Radon �57� and Smith et al. �25�.
Therefore, a negative T-stress makes crack growth stable. On the
other hand, for B�0, the maximum value of � ��

k takes place at
��0 deg, inferring cracking away from the main crack plane.
Usually, a positive T-stress often causes unstable crack growth,
while a negative one leads to stable crack growth, which generally
agree with those results from Cotterell and Rice �40�. However, a
small positive T-stress still can lead to stable crack growth. In
order to compare the above results, we consider the presence of
the T-stress at the kink tip, and the corresponding curves are plot-
ted in Fig. 5�b�. Clearly, similar trends can be observed for B
�0 in Fig. 5�a�. That is, crack growth is stable for negative
T-stresses. However, for positive B, one can find that there are two
possible cases. One is that the crack path is stable for certain small
positive T-stresses, and the other case is that the crack path is
unstable for large positive T-stresses. This trend can be seen in
Fig. 5�b�, where a curve corresponding to B=5 possesses only a
peak at about �=−36 deg, while a curve corresponding to B=10
possesses only two local peaks at about �= ±71 deg, respectively.
The former case �� ��

k =1.546 at about �=−36 deg� indicates a
stable crack extension path since the crack advances toward the
original crack plane. The latter case �� ��

k =1.60 at about �
= ±71 deg� infers the occurrence of crack branch with one branch
��=−71 deg� propagating toward the original crack plane, and the
other ��=71 deg� propagating off the original crack plane.

In the presence of mode-II stress intensity factors, the variation
of � ��

k against � are displayed in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� with 
=0.01 and �=10 deg for both positive and negative KII

m. One can
observe that the locus of the peak of � ��

k commonly takes place
in the range of ��0 deg for the case of KII

m /KI
m=0.5 in Fig. 6�a�,

whereas it takes place about �=−26 deg when B=−5, and �
=27 deg, and 66 deg when B=0,5, respectively for the case of
KII

m /KI
m=−0.5 in Fig. 6�b�. This indicates that when the initial kink

angle is larger than zero, a positive KII
m enhances crack path sta-

bility, where a negative KII
m enhances crack path instability. Note

that in this case the initial kink angle is crucial in the presence of
KII

m. The above theoretical predictions agree well with recent ex-
periments and modeling. Melin �58� showed that when T�0, the
crack path was still stable and certain length dimensions or load-
ing configurations are more important while considering the crack
path directional stability rather than considering only the T-stress.
This was also pointed out by Yang and Ravi-Chandar �59� who
found the criterion T=0 inappropriate for predicting the direc-
tional stability for the case of thermally driven fracture processes
in quenched glass plates. Richardson and Goree �60� observed that
in PMMA specimens of different dimensions, the crack did not
kink immediately if the T-stress became positive. In our dynamic
fracture experiments �12�, even though the T-stress was always
greater than zero for a dynamic mode-I crack �61�, the crack path
was pretty stable. We note that the T-stress before crack kinking
was mainly considered by Cotterell and Rice �40� and He et al.,
�16�, while the T-stress after crack kinking is taken into account in
this paper.

4.3 Comparison of T-Stress Before and After Crack
Kinking. Since a small mode-II component will lead to a “load-
induced kink,” and even a pure mode-I crack will kink from its
original path to form a “material-induced kink,” we tend to as-
sume KII

m=0 and use Eq. �57� to get a ratio of the T-stresses before
and after crack kinking: T k /T m=N1��� / ��2B�+n���, which is
mainly related to three parameters: �i� kinking angle �; �ii� char-
acteristic length ; and �iii� the biaxial ratio B. To compare the
relative magnitude of the two terms in T k /T m, we employed an-
other function

F =
�2n���B

N1���
�58�

Interesting results on the T-stresses across crack kinking are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Usually, the magnitude of the T-stress
after crack kinking is always larger than that of the T-stress before
crack kinking, especially if the kinking angle is large ��45 deg�
as seen in Fig. 7�a�. This is similar to making a turn of a car, i.e.,
a higher support force will be needed compared to a car moving
straight with balanced support force from the ground. Of course,
unlike a moving car, a moving crack carries no kinetic energy. As
shown in Fig. 7�b�, it is also easy to understand that the T-stress
right after crack kinking is very large because the singular term is
related to the kinked crack length �see Eq. �38��. Since there is
another nonsingular term related to the T-stress before crack kink-
ing in Eq. �38�, a comparison of these two terms �see Eq. �58��
will be helpful to analyze the T-stress change. Figure 8�a� shows
that for the same small crack kink length �=0.01�, the nonsin-
gular term related to the T-stress before crack kinking will domi-
nate for small kinking angles, whether the biaxiality ratio is small
or large. With increasing kink crack lengths, the nonsingular term
will dominate again for the same kinking angle and the biaxiality
ratio, as shown in Fig. 8�b�.

The variation of T k /T m against the kinking angle is plotted for

Fig. 6 Hoop stresses �� ��
k at the kink tip with �=0.01 and �

=10 deg in the presence of mode-II stress intensity factors: „a…
K II

m /K I
m=0.5 and „b… K II

m /K I
m=−0.5
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various B with =0.01 in Fig. 9, which gives an important result
that the sign of the T-stresses before and after crack kinking would
be altered under certain conditions. Here, we consider a specific
case with small kink lengths �=0.01� and common ranges of the
biaxiality ratios. The ratio of the T-stresses is always positive �im-
plying the same sign for the T-stresses before and after crack
kinking� if the biaxiality ratio is positive. However, this ratio will
become negative �implying different signs for the T-stresses be-
fore and after crack kinking�, if the biaxiality ratio is a small
negative number �e.g., −0.5� even for small kinking angles
�20–30 deg�.

4.4 Opening and Closing Conditions of Kinks Due to Ap-
plied Loading. It is noted that the above discussion is based on
the assumption of an open kink tip, or KI

k�0. Once KI
k=0, the

crack surfaces are either partially or entirely in contact. Conse-
quently, for a larger compressive �xx

	 , the singularity of the kink
tip disappears and KI

k=0. For the closed kink, we only deal with a
simple case, i.e., the entire or partial kink surfaces are just in
contact �the normal stress along the crack surface just changes its
sign from zero to a very small negative value�. Thus, there is no
opening singularity at the kink tip �KI

k=0�. Applying a compres-
sive load may lead to the vanishing of the kink tip singularity,
similar to that of a Dugdale-type crack �62�. From the expression
�36� for KI

k, we can solve for the required T-stress such that KI
k

=0, which is dependent on the stress intensity factors of the main

crack tip and the kink angle. For example, for =0.01 together
with KII

m=0, if we set KI
k=0, we can get T m /�yy

	 equal to about
−28 and −7, corresponding to �xx

	 /�yy
	 �−27 and −6, for �

=30 deg and 60 deg, respectively.

Fig. 7 „a… Variation of T k /T m with crack length ratio and kink
angle for B=−1 and „b… variation of Tk /Tm with crack length
ratio and biaxiality ratio for kink angle �=10 deg

Fig. 8 „a… Variation of F with biaxiality ratio B and kink angle
for �=0.01 and „b… variation of F with crack length ratio and
kink angle for B=−1

Fig. 9 Variation of Tk /Tm with biaxiality ratio B and kink angle
for �=0.01
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5 Conclusions
We have systematically explored the possible static crack kink

cases to determine the necessary T-stress formats. The change of
the T-stresses before and after crack kinking and its relation with
the crack growth stability is highlighted. For an open main crack,
there is only one T-stress term along the main crack in the rect-
angular coordinate system. This T-stress before crack kinking
could be decomposed into three terms in a polar coordinate sys-
tem based on a possible kink direction, i.e., �i� normal T-stress
along the kinking path, Trr=T cos2 �; �ii� normal T-stress perpen-
dicular to the kinking path, T��=T sin2 �; �iii� shear T-stress along
the kinking path, Tr�=−T cos� sin �. These three terms make dif-
ferent contribution to the mechanics parameters of the kinked
crack. If the kinked crack is open �or free of surface traction�, the
normal T-stress perpendicular to the kinking path before crack
kinking affects the mode-I stress intensity factor of the kinked
crack �Eq. �36��; the shear T-stress along the kinking path contrib-
utes to the mode-II stress intensity factor of the kinked crack �Eq.
�37��, whereas the T-stress of the kinked crack only has one term
for a two-dimensional solid, which is determined by �i� normal
T-stress along the kinking path and �ii� normal T-stress perpen-
dicular to the kinking path, as expressed in Eq. �38�. The T-stress
for an open kink is a function of the kinked crack length and the
stress intensity factors of the main crack, and is different from the
T-stress before crack kinking. If the kinked crack is closed, i.e., its
mode-I stress intensity factor is zero, then two T-stress terms for
the kinked crack are necessary as expressed in Eqs. �43� and �44�,
which are contributed by the �i� normal T-stress along the kinking
path and �ii� normal T-stress perpendicular to the kinking path
before crack kinking. Of course, the shear T-stress along the kink-
ing path before crack kinking still contributes to the mode-II stress
intensity factor of the kinked crack.

Therefore, it is easily understood that the T-stress formats of a
closed main crack with two possible kink types. There are also
two nonsingular T-stresses for the closed main crack. For an open
kink, only one T-stress term and two stress intensity factors are
involved, whereas for a closed kink, two T-stress terms and one
stress intensity factor are important from mechanics viewpoint.
These results will be very helpful to analyze a crack kinking along
a material interface. It is also noted that simply using the sign of
the T-stress before crack kinking is not sufficient to determine
crack growth stability as observed in recent experiments.
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Exploring Effective Methods for
Simulating Damaged Structures
With Geometric Variation: Toward
Intelligent Failure Detection
Inaccuracies in the modeling assumptions about the distributional characteristics of the
monitored signatures have been shown to cause frequent false positives in vehicle moni-
toring systems for high-risk aerospace applications. To enable the development of robust
fault detection methods, this work explores the deterministic as well as variational char-
acteristics of failure signatures. Specifically, we explore the combined impact of crack
damage and manufacturing variation on the vibrational characteristics of beams. The
transverse vibration and associated eigenfrequencies of the beams are considered. Two
different approaches are used to model beam vibrations with and without crack damage.
The first approach uses a finite difference approach to enable the inclusion of both cracks
and manufacturing variation. The crack model used with both approaches is based on a
localized decrease in the Young’s modulus. The second approach uses Myklestad’s
method to evaluate the effects of cracks and manufacturing variation. Using both beam
models, Monte Carlo simulations are used to explore the impacts of manufacturing varia-
tion on damaged and undamaged beams. Derivations are presented for both models.
Conclusions are presented on the choice of modeling techniques to define crack damage,
and its impact on the monitored signal, followed by conclusions about the distributional
characteristics of the monitored signatures when exposed to random manufacturing
variations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2188535�

Introduction

Background and Motivation. Effective failure detection re-
quires a good understanding of the characteristics of the moni-
tored data and a good sample of failure data. In the absence of a
statistically significant sample of failure data, vehicle health moni-
toring systems for high-risk aerospace applications have to rely on
anomaly detection algorithms that work around this problem.
Prior work has shown that such algorithms work poorly for engi-
neered systems operating in a highly variable environment. For
anomaly detection algorithms to work effectively, a more compre-
hensive framework must be established to represent known
sources of design, manufacturing, operational, and random varia-
tion. In the case of anomaly detection, it is necessary to under-
stand the probabilistic footprint of all these combined effects on
the signals being measured.

In the actual operating environment, aerospace systems exhibit
significant variability �1–3�. Furthermore, variations introduced
during design, manufacturing, and assembly significantly influ-
ence the final response characteristics of such systems �4,2�. On-
going research at NASA Ames Research Center and at the Uni-
versity of Missouri—Rolla explores an empirical and simulation-
based approach to help develop deterministic and probabilistic
models of healthy and faulty data.

Previous work has been published which describes the attempt
to capture the influence of design variations for dynamic systems

using probabilistic models �5�, as well as to reduce the effects of
operational variations due to maneuvering on decisions about the
vehicle’s health �1�. Current efforts focus on modeling rare failure
signatures to determine their distributional characteristics using
both empirical and simulation-based data.

More specifically, health monitoring of gas turbine engines is of
great interest due to the use of the engines as the source of pri-
mary propulsion and power in many aerospace and military appli-
cations. The unexpected failure of a gas turbine can stop missions
and in the worst case result in the death of crew members. Health
monitoring is an integral part of many maintenance plans; accu-
rate and reliable health monitoring can result in significant cost
savings.

As a result, this paper is building a knowledge base for the
operational detection of cracked turbine blades in zero allowable
fault systems. A crack in a blade rotating at high speed can dev-
astate an engine beyond repair. An extensive postfracture failure
analysis of a wind tunnel compressor blade was made by Hamp-
ton and Nelson �6� and reveals much about crack initiation and
growth but this is far too late for many applications. Ganesan et al.
�7� use a finite element method to study the dynamic response of
high speed rotors with variation in elastic modulus and mass den-
sity. Turbine blades have complex geometries and are subject to
complex excitation signals. With a long term goal to completely
understand the vibrational response of healthy and damaged tur-
bine blades subject to different excitations, we begin with the
simpler problem of understanding the impact of design and manu-
facturing variations on healthy and damaged simple beams. As
basic knowledge is developed, future work will explore the more
complex turbine blade problem.

Paper Focus. In the first publication on the results of this work,
the authors presented a feasibility study on the use of probabilistic
methods �e.g., Monte Carlo simulation� using a simple example in
design, and compared these methods to more traditional variation
analysis techniques �5�. A case study was presented, focusing on
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the analysis of a lumped parameter dynamic model for a complex
cam-follower, followed by an analysis of vibration data obtained
from such a model. The Monte Carlo simulation technique was
used to vary a subset of the design parameters. The effect on the
vibration response was explored to determine whether probabilis-
tic methods can be used to model the inherent variations observed
in the dynamic response of complex systems �5�. Manufacturing
process capability variations on as little as one of the modeling
elements �e.g., the spring constant� were shown to cause signifi-
cant variations in the acceleration signature of the cam-follower
system.

A next set of publications addressed the question of whether
these variations, caused by variations in the manufacturing pro-
cess, would have an impact on the monitored signature when
combined with a failure signature. A key effort required was the
modeling of cracks in conjunction with variability. A modal analy-
sis approach was presented in that work to explore the effect of
variability and cracks together �8�. The results of the previous
work indicated that the type of variation that can occur from stan-
dard manufacturing processes can cause complications in identi-
fying damaged beams. Though the comparison of a damaged
beam to an undamaged beam still results in the same trend �the
eigenfrequencies of the damaged beam decrease as compared to
the undamaged beam�, the geometric variations result in a varia-
tion in eigenfrequencies on a scale similar to that resulting from
damage.

To thoroughly simulate turbine blades, variations in material
properties need to be included as well as variations in geometry.
In addition, realistic turbine blade geometries need to be simulated
as opposed to simple prismatic beams. Performing Monte Carlo
simulations on more complex geometries with more sources of
variation will be computationally expensive. Thus, determining an
effective method for calculating the eigenfrequencies of damaged
beams is important. In a previous effort, we discovered that using
a direct modal approach had difficulty in calculating high-order
eigenfrequencies �8�. In this paper, damage simulation is explored
further by using two different modeling approaches to generate
the failure signatures, and exploring their variational characteris-
tics when combined with inherent variations in the system and/or
its components. Specifically, models are derived to study the com-
bined impact of crack damage and manufacturing variation on the
vibrational characteristics of simple beams. The transverse vibra-
tion and associated eigenfrequencies of the beams are considered
as the candidate monitoring signature.

Specifically, we are interested in methods that are computation-
ally efficient and allow the inclusion of damage in the model
formulation. The first approach uses a finite difference approach,
initially presented in �8�, to enable the inclusion of both cracks
and manufacturing variation to be considered. The crack model
used with both approaches is based on a localized decrease in
Young’s modulus. The second approach uses Myklestad’s method.
This method uses a lumped model of the beam to create a fre-
quency equation which can then be solved to find the natural
frequencies. Using both beam models, Monte Carlo simulations
are used to explore the impact of manufacturing variation on dam-
aged and undamaged beams.

Finite element method �FEM� approaches, such as cohesive
zone finite element modeling, are not explored in this article. Fi-
nite element methods are perhaps the most versitile and effective
approach to the analysis of dynamic structures. However, when
applied to structures with uncertain properties, including geometry
and material properties, the FEM faces some difficulties. To per-
form a Monte Carlo simulation each sample requires the genera-
tion of a different geometric structure with spatially random prop-
erties. After generating the structure, it needs to be decomposed or
meshed, then solved and relevant information recorded. In many
cases, meshing requires almost as much computation time as the
solution. If 10,000 samples are needed to generate a sufficiently
accurate simulation, the computational time becomes large.

In the following sections, detailed derivations are presented for
both models, followed by their application to an example problem
to determine the distributional characteristics. Conclusions are
presented on the choice of modeling techniques to define crack
damage, and its impact on the monitored signal, followed by con-
clusions about the distributional characteristics of the monitored
signatures when exposed to random manufacturing variations.

Fault Detection and Health Monitoring Overview. The gen-
eral problem of fault detection is reviewed by Lefas et al. �9�.
Fault detection is conducted by checking that measured or esti-
mated parameters are within set tolerances. Models are needed to
relate directly measurable parameters to physical problems within
the device. For instance, if the natural frequency of a beam can be
measured, a model can be used to determine whether the beam is
cracked. Using the model, the tolerance for the natural frequency
can be set such that, if the natural frequency is outside the toler-
ance, confidence is high that a crack is present.

The final design of a health monitoring system for any turbo-
machinery is influenced by the maintenance philosophy which
will be employed for the machines lifetime and the specific needs
of the application. Four maintenance philosophies are reviewed by
Pusey and Roemer �10�. The design of a health monitoring system
requires the careful study of potential failure modes, their effects,
and criticality of those effects. Banks et al. �11� review this pro-
cess for the U.S. Marine Corps Advanced Amphibious Assault
Vehicle �AAAV�. Functional models and good system response
models are needed to determine where a particular failure mode’s
symptoms would occur and how it could be measured �12,13�. Set
points for alarms and automated responses can be established for
the measured parameters. The costs and benefits must then be
evaluated for the particular needs of an application. The trade off
between false alarm rate and missed detection rate is one of the
most difficult problems that must be balanced �14�.

With respect to the current focus on turbine blades, the most
commonly measured parameters for gas turbines are vibration,
lubrication oil quality, and performance. Performance is calculated
from the measured parameters of temperature, pressure, and flow
rate �15�. Lifson et al. �16� analyze the practices, benefits, and
limitations of several types of vibration monitoring systems used
with industrial gas turbines.

This paper is building a knowledge base for the operational
detection of cracked turbine blades in zero allowable fault sys-
tems. Blading problems are responsible for 42% of failures in gas
turbines �17�. A crack in a blade rotating at high speed can dev-
astate an engine beyond repair. Case studies have shown that com-
mon existing vibration monitoring systems on operating engines
cannot detect a fatigue crack until a critical problem occurs �18�.
Several methods of measuring the blade vibration have been re-
viewed by Al-Bedoor �19�, including strain gauges, laser Doppler,
lateral vibration, pressure fluctuations, torsional vibration, and pi-
ezoelectric materials. Most of these methods are still under inves-
tigation and are not intended for use on production engines. An
extensive postfracture failure analysis of a wind tunnel compres-
sor blade was made by Hampton and Nelson �6� and reveals much
about crack initiation and growth but this is far too late for many
applications. Ganesan et al. �7� use a finite element method to
study the dynamic response of high speed rotors with variation in
elastic modulus and mass density.

Turbine blades have complex geometries and are subject to
complex excitation signals. With a long term goal to completely
understand the vibrational response of healthy and damaged tur-
bine blades subject to different excitations, we begin with the
simpler problem of understanding the impact of manufacturing
variations on healthy and damaged simple beams. As basic knowl-
edge is developed and effective solution methods established, fu-
ture work will explore the more complex turbine blade problem.
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Modeling Vibration in Damaged Beams
A critical and observable impact of fractures on beam vibra-

tional response is the difference in the eigenfrequencies for the
damaged and undamaged beams. Most theoretical models of
cracked beams begin with a Euler-Bernoulli beam and develop
special considerations to model crack damage. Here, the Euler-
Bernoulli beam is developed with considerations for manufactur-
ing variation. Crack models are added to the resultant model to
explore the impacts of both manufacturing variation and structural
damage.

In the following sections, two different approaches are explored
to model crack damage in simple beams. The derivations of the
models are presented for each, followed by simulation results to
explore the distributional characteristics of the vibrational re-
sponse of cracked and uncracked beams when combined with
manufacturing variations.

Damaged Models and Related Work. A large effort has been
made to explore the vibrational characteristics of damaged beams.
Doebling et al. �20� present a review of vibration-based damage
identification methods. Damage identification methods can be
classified as linear and nonlinear. Linear methods can be divided
into model- and non-model-based methods. They can also be clas-
sified by the four levels of information they can provide:

Level 1: Determination that damage is present
Level 2: Level 1 plus the location of the damage
Level 3: Level 2 plus quantification of the severity of the

damage
Level 4: Level 3 plus a prediction of the remaining life of the

structure

There are three common types of crack models �21�; local stiff-
ness reduction, discrete spring models, and complex models in
two or three dimensions. Hu and Liang �22� use an integrated
approach of a massless spring and a continuum damage concept to
develop a crack detection technique. Gudmundson �23� developed
models that enable the simulation of natural frequency changes of
structures due to cracks and other geometrical changes. In Gud-
mundson �23� the models are benchmarked against finite element
analysis and experimental results from Wetland �24�. Chondros
et al. �25� developed a continuous vibration model for the lateral
vibration of a cracked Euler-Bernoulli beam with open edge
cracks. Chondros et al. have also explored a crack model for
transverse, longitudinal, and other vibrations as well as beams
with different end conditions �26–28�. Mengcheng �29� and
Yokoyama �30� used a theoretical line-spring model and Euler-
Bernoulli beam theory to approximate the response of cracked
beam vibrations. Maiti �31� developed theoretical models for the
vibration characteristics of cracked beams with a linearly variable
cross section �wedge shaped beams�. Zheng and Fan �32� devel-
oped a method to calculate the natural frequency of beams with an
arbitrary number of cracks and a nonuniform cross section using a
modified Fourier series. Using experimental methods, Ju et al.
�33� diagnosed the fracture damage of structures using modal fre-
quency methods. Kuang and Huang �34� tackled the problem of a
blade crack on a rotating disk with many shrouded blades.

Most works with cracks use a linear open crack model where
the opposing crack faces do not come in contact at any point
during the vibration. There has been some recent work with non-
linear breathing or closing crack models �35–37�; these all indi-
cate that the closing reduces the change in natural frequency re-
duction compared to the open crack models, making the practical
problem of damage detection more difficult.

Despite the effort expended in developing models that can be
used to simulate the vibrational characteristics of fractured beams,
each of the models assumes a beam with ideal geometry and ma-
terial properties. Little work has been done to determine the com-
bined effects of manufacturing variation and fractures on vibra-
tional characteristics of structures. Two such such models are

developed in this article and are presented next. The fault detec-
tion models developed will provide level 1 information and use a
stiffness reduction method to model damage.

A Finite Difference Approach. On approach to determining
the vibration characteristics of a cracked beam with manufactur-
ing variation is developed here. This approach uses a finite differ-
ence method to produce the complete spatial and time solution to
the beam. To produce the specific frequency information needed
to identify a crack, a fast Fourier transform �FFT� is used to ex-
tract frequency information from the complete solution. To model
a crack, a local reduction in material stiffness is used to model the
crack �38�.

Problem Formulation. The derivation of the model begins
with the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation:

�A
�2w

�t2 +
�2

�x2�EI
�2w

�x2 � = f�x,t� . �1�

In the development of the finite difference equations in this sec-
tion, the products �A and EI will be kept together as a single term.
Also, the explicit functional dependency of w on space and time is
not shown to simplify notation. To allow geometric variation to
enter the model, also, �A and EI have spatial dependency. We are
interested in the free response as only frequency information is
needed, thus f�x , t�=0. Given this construction, the multiplication
rule can be applied to give

�A
�2w

�t2 +
�2EI

�x2

�2w

�x2 + EI
�4w

�x4 = 0. �2�

Equation �2� is a model of beam vibration that allows geometric
variation to be included in the simulation. For the case presented
here, a pinned-pinned beam will be simulated. The boundary con-
ditions for the simply supported �pinned-pinned� case for the left
end are that the deflection is zero,

�w�x=0 = 0, �3�

and that the moment is zero,

�EI
�2w

�x2 �
x=0

= 0. �4�

Similarly, for the right end the boundary conditions are that the
deflection is zero,

�w�x=L = 0 �5�

and the moment is zero,

�EI
�2w

�x2 �
x=L

= 0. �6�

The frequency behavior of damaged and undamaged beams will
be extracted by applying an FFT to the complete solution of the
finite difference model. To produce motion, initial conditions must
be applied. The beam will be bent to an initial shape and then
allowed to vibrate from rest. This results in the following initial
conditions of

�w�t=0 = w0 �7�

and

� �w

�t
�

t=0
= 0 �8�

where w0 is the initial beam shape. The problem is now fully
formulated. We apply finite difference techniques in the next
section.

Application of Finite Difference Techniques. To formulate
algorithms for a computer program to solve, approximations for
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the fourth- and second-order terms in Eq. �2� must be substituted.
The second-order accurate approximation for the fourth-order
term from Lapidus �39� is

�4w

�x4 =
wi+2,j − 4wi+1,j + 6wi,j − 4wi+1,j + wi−2,j

��x�4 �9�

where i and j are integers representing the spatial step and the
time step, respectively. The second-order accurate approximation
for the second derivative of deflection with respect to x is

�2w

�x2 =
wi+1,j − 2wi,j + wi−1,j

��x�2 �10�

Similar approximations are used for the second derivative of de-
flection with respect to time and the second derivative of EI with
respect to x. The result is

�2w

�t2 =
wi,j+1 − 2wi,j + wi,j−1

��t�2 �11�

and

�2EI

�x2 =
EIi+1 − 2EIi + EIi−1

��x�2 . �12�

Substituting Eqs. �10�–�12� into Eq. �2� yields

�Ai

�wi,j+1 − 2wi,j + wi,j−1�
��t�2 + �EIi+1 − 2EIi + EIi−1

��x�2 �
��wi+1,j − 2wi,j + wi−1,j

��x�2 �
+ EIi�wi+2,j − 4wi+1,j + 6wi,j − 4wi−1,j + wi−2,j

��x�4 � = 0.

�13�

Solving for the wi,j+1 term gives

wi,j+1 = 2wi,j − wi,j−1 −
��t�2

�Ai��x�4 ��EIi+1 − 2EIi + EIi−1��wi+1,j

− 2wi,j + wi−1,j� + EIi�wi+2,j − 4wi+1,j + 6wi,j − 4wi−1,j

+ wi−2,j�� . �14�

Equation �14� can be used to calculate the deflection at a point on
the beam at a time step, given knowledge of the deflection at that
point at the two previous time steps, as well as knowledge of the
deflection two spatial time steps to the left and to the right at the
previous time step. This is an explicit finite difference form.

In addition to the general formulation of Eq. �14�, finite differ-
ence expressions are needed for the boundary conditions and time
and spatial steps where the two previous time steps are not known
and the spatial steps are at the physical ends of the beam. Using a
Taylor series expansion, the deflection at the first time step can be
represented by

wi,1 = wi,0 + �t� �w

�t
�

i,0
+ ��t�21

2
� �2w

�t2 �
i,0

. �15�

The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. �15� are known
from the initial conditions, Eqs. �7� and �8�. Substituting the initial
conditions and solving for the second derivative with respect to
time gives

� �2w

�t2 �
i,0

=
2�wi,j − wi,0�

��t�2 . �16�

Substituting Eqs. �16�, instead of �11�, along with Eqs. �9�, �10�,
and �12� into Eq. �2� and solving for the deflection at the first time
step gives

wi,1 = wi,0 −
1

2

��t�2

�Ai��x�4 ��EIi+1 − 2EI1 + EIi−1��wi+1,0 − 2wi,0 + wi,0�

+ EIi�wi+2,0 − 4wi+1,0 + 6wi,0 − 4wi−1,0 + wi−2,0�� . �17�

Equation �17� gives the deflection of the first time step for any
point on the beam except the first and second points from the left
or right where the terms i+2, i+1, i−1, and i−2 could have no
meaning as those points do not exist on the beam. The boundary
conditions must be used to give information about those points.

From the deflection boundary conditions �3� and �5�, the deflec-
tion for the left and right ends of the beam is zero for all time
steps

w1,j = 0 �18�

and

wn,j = 0 �19�

where wn,j represents the right end �x=L� and w1,j represents the
left end �x=0�.

Next, an expression for the second point from the left and right
must be found from the other two boundary conditions �4� and �6�.
Writing Eq. �10� for the end points �1 and n� and using the bound-
ary conditions to set the second derivative equal to zero yields

EI1�w0,j − 2w1,j + w2,j

��x�2 � = 0 �20�

and

EIn�wI+1,j + 2wI,j − wI−1,j

��x�2 � = 0. �21�

Substituting the values from Eqs. �18� and �19� into those above
gives

w0,j = − w2,j �22�

and

wn+1,j = − wn−1,j . �23�

Writing Eq. �17� for the points 2 and n−1 and substituting into
Eq. �18�, �19�, �22�, and �23� results in expressions for these sec-
ond points at the first time step. These expressions are

w2,1 = w2,0 −
1

2

��t�2

�A2��x�4 �EI2�w4,0 − 4w3,0 + 5w2,0� + �EI3 − 2EI2

+ EI1��w3,0 − 2w2,0�� �24�

and

wn−1,1 = wn−1,0 −
1

2

��t�2

�A2��x�4 ��EIn − 2EIn−1 + EIn−2��− 2wn−1,0

+ wn−2,0� + EIn−1�5wn−1,0 − 4wn−2,0 + wn−3,0�� . �25�

Also, writing Eq. �14� about the same points as above but for any
time step j+1 yields

w2,j+1 = 2w2,j − w2,j−1 +
��t�2

�A2��x�4 ��EI3 − 2EI2 + EI1��w3,j − 2w2,j�

+ EI2�w4,j − 4w3,j + 5w2,j�� �26�

and

wn−1,j+1 = 2wn−1,j − wn−1,j−1 +
��t�2

�An−1��x�4 ��EIn − 2EIn−1 + EIn−2�

��− 2wn−1,j + wn−2,j�

+ EIn−1�5wn−1,j − 4wn−2,j + wn−3,j�� . �27�
Equations �7�, �17�, �24�, and �25� are used in a program to give

a complete data set for the initial deflection of the beam and the
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deflection of the first time step. Equations �26� and �27� are then
calculated for a time step; Eq. �14� is then calculated for each
internal point on the beam.

Since this is an explicit formulation, the choice of step sizes
must meet the following stability criterion �40�:

2	EI

�A

��t�
��x�2 � 1. �28�

Parameter Variation and Crack Modeling. Using the finite
difference technique developed above, solutions to Euler-
Bernoulli beams with variation in the material properties and ge-
ometry can be found. This section will consider how the variation
due to manufacturing tolerances and cracks was modeled. The
McGraw-Hill Machining and Metal Working Handbook �41� gives
tolerances for many manufacturing techniques and for different
parts. Rarely do these tolerances exceed 1% of the nominal di-
mension. We will use this variation as to approximate geometric
variations in the beam simulations below.

This paper considers a beam with a square cross section. To
model manufacturing variation, the base and height may differ at
any point on the beam’s length by ±1% from the nominal dimen-
sion. Using the standard practice �42�, a tolerance is equal to three
times the standard deviation of a normal distribution. To generate
these differences a random number generator was used with the
base diminsion as the mean and a standard deviation of one third
of the tolerance. Then, the base and height were generated for
each of the desired subdivisions of the length and then substituted
into the formulas for I and A. When multiplied by modulus of
elasticity and density, this results in data for the EI�x� and pA�x�
functions, thus providing a randomly varying geometry for the
beam.

As discussed above, there are numerous crack and damage
models in the literature. Here, the influence of the crack was mod-
eled using the damage mechanics approach by DiPasquale �43�.
The damage parameter is defined as

d =
Ad

AT
�29�

where Ad=b�a.
Using the damage parameter the stiffness degradation in the

area near the crack can be calculated as

E = �1 − d�E0. �30�

This degraded E is substituted into the EI formula for the node
corresponding to the crack location. This incorporates the influ-
ence of the crack into the varying properties of the beam.

Example. The finite difference equations and crack model de-
veloped above were used to simulate the vibrational behavior of a
cracked beam. The specific properties of the beam are shown in
Table 1. Results of the distribution of the first five natural frequen-
cies are presented for both a healthy and damaged beam below.

Results. A time marching program was developed in MATLAB
utilizing the equations presented above to solve the Euler-

Bernoulli beam. Ten thousand Monte Carlo simulates were run for
an uncracked beam with a randomly varying geometry. The first
five natural frequencies were recovered using fast Fourier trans-
forms for each iteration. However, in a final detailed simulation,
more than 10,000 runs would be used to create more accurate
models. In this article we are only comparing the two methods so
10,000 samples is deemed sufficient. The histograms for the un-
cracked beam are shown in Figs. 1–5.

The program was next modified to take into account the influ-
ence of a crack at the midpoint with a depth of 10 mm using the
local stiffness degradation model presented above. Histograms for
the first five natural frequencies are presented in Figs. 6–10.

Table 2 shows values for the mean and the standard deviation of
the five recovered natural frequencies for the damaged and un-
damaged beams. The mean decreased as expected when the beam
is cracked for the first, third, and fifth natural frequencies, but
increased for the second and fourth natural frequencies. The in-
crease in the second and fourth natural frequencies is inconsistent
with both the experimental and theoretical literature on damaged
beams. The increase in these natural frequencies represents an
error in the simulation approach. The difference in standard de-
viation of the natural frequencies between cracked and uncracked

Table 1 Properties of the simulated beam.

Property Value

Length 1 m
Nominal base 10 cm
Nominal base 10 cm
Nominal height 10 cm
E0 93750 Pa
Density 1 kg/m3

Crack depth 10 mm
Crack location Midpoint

Fig. 1 Histogram for the first natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 2 Histogram for the second natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „finite difference method…
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cases was small for all frequencies except the first, which nearly
doubled when cracked. The addition of manufacturing variations
on the beam had little impact on the changes in natural frequency
as compared to a beam of ideal geometry. Using this model, the
conclusion would be that a shift in natural frequencies would be
observable even under conditions of geometric variation. Also, the
standard deviations are largely the same for uncracked and
cracked beams.

The Myklestad Approach. A second approach to determining
the vibration characteristics of a cracked beam with manufactur-
ing variation is developed here. Myklestad �44� used a tabular
method to perform the calculations. Here, we will use Myklestad’s
method with the transfer matrix approach developed by Thomson
�45� and augmented by Pestel and Leckie �46�. In this approach a
lumping method will create a model of the beam with point
masses and stiffness fields. Transfer matrices will be written for
each segment of the lumped beam. The matrices are then multi-
plied together to form an overall transfer matrix for the entire
beam. Next, boundary conditions are then applied to produce the
frequency equation. Finally, the roots of the frequency equation
can then be solved to yield the natural frequencies.

Problem Formulation. Myklestad’s method for bending vibra-
tion is effective for determining natural frequencies for a struc-
ture. This paper uses the notation and approach of Meirovitch
�47�. First, a lumped model of the pinned-pinned beam must be
constructed. The beam will be divided into ten equal increments
with the lumped zero inertia masses placed in the center as shown
in Fig. 11. Ten increments were used to satisfy the rule �48� that
the number of concentrated masses should be at least twice the
number of frequencies to be obtained.

The masses will be called “stations” and the space in between
them will be referred to as “fields.” Utilizing a free body diagram
of a station, as shown in Fig. 12, and the equations of motion, a
system of equations for the variables on the right can be written in
matrix form



Y

�

M

Q
�

i

R

= 

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

− �2mi 0 0 1
�


Y

�

M

Q
�

i

L

= TS,i

Y

�

M

Q
�

i

L

. �31�

Now an equation for the field will be developed from the free
body diagram as shown in Fig. 13. Regarding the left end of the

Fig. 3 Histogram for the third natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 4 Histogram for the fourth natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 5 Histogram for the fifth natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 6 Histogram for the first natural frequency of the cracked
beam „finite difference method…
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field as clamped, the equivalent spring equations for cantilevered
beams can be introduced in the equations for deflection and angle.
These relations coupled with equations of motion yield the fol-
lowing transfer matrix for the ith field.



Y

�

M

Q
�

i+1

L

= 

1 �xi ��xi�2/2EIi − ��xi�3/6EIi

0 1 �x/EIi − ��xi�2/2EIi

0 0 1 − �xi

0 0 0 1
�


Y

�

M

Q
�

i

R

= TF,i

Y

�

M

Q
�

i

R

. �32�

Substituting Eq. �31� into Eq. �32� yields the transfer equation
for the station vector of the left side of station i+1 to the station
vector on the left side of station i



Y

�

M

Q
�

i+1

L

= Ti

Y

�

M

Q
�

i

L

, �33�

where Ti is the transfer matrix for the ith combination of station
and field given by the product of the two matrixes

Fig. 7 Histogram for the second natural frequency of the
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 8 Histogram for the third natural frequency of the cracked
beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 9 Histogram for the fourth natural frequency of the
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Fig. 10 Histogram for the fifth natural frequency of the
cracked beam „finite difference method…

Table 2 The mean and standard deviation for the five natural
frequencies „fn… recovered

Undamaged Cracked

fn1 Mean 13.8505 12.9380
fn1 StDev 0.0799 0.1585
fn2 Mean 55.4427 56.109
fn2 StDev 0.2702 02638
fn3 Mean 124.5604 121.9362
fn3 StDev 0.5343 0.5561
fn4 Mean 220.9936 221.1734
fn4 StDev 0.7692 0.7672
fn5 Mean 344.2524 341.3335
fn5 StDev 0.6542 0.6590
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Ti = TF,iTS,i

= 

1 + �2mi��xi�3/6EIi �xi ��xi�2/2EIi − ��xi�3/6EIi

�2mi��xi�2/2EIi 1 �xi/EIi − ��xi�2/EIi

�2mi�xi 0 1 − �xi

− �2mi 0 0 1
� .

�34�
Now the overall transfer matrix for the whole beam can be

written by multiplying all of the individual transfer matrices to-
gether with the first field matrix

T = TnTn−1 ¯ T2T1TF,0. �35�

The overall transfer matrix is a 4�4 matrix whose terms are
functions of the eigenvalues, expressed in generic terms as

T = 

T1,1��2� T1,2��2� T1,3��2� T1,4��2�
T2,1��2� T2,2��2� T2,3��2� T2,4��2�
T3,1��2� T3,2��2� T3,3��2� T3,4��2�
T4,1��2� T4,2��2� T4,3��2� T4,4��2�

� . �36�

The relationship between the two pinned ends �i=0 and i=11�
can now be expressed as



Y

�

M

Q
�

n+1

= T

Y

�

M

Q
�

0

. �37�

For the pinned-pinned case the deflection and bending moments
are zero at the ends giving end conditions of

Y0 = 0, M0 = 0, Yn+1 = 0, Mn+1 = 0. �38�
Substituting the values of Eq. �38� and the generic terms of Eq.

�36� into Eq. �37� gives

0 = T1,2��2��0 + T1,4��2�Q0, �39�

�n+1 = T2,2��2��0 + T2,4��2�Q0, �40�

0 = T3,2��2��0 + T3,4��2�Q0, �41�

Qn+1 = T4,2��2��0 + T4,4��2�Q0. �42�
The system of equations from Eqs. �39�–�41� have a nontrivial

solution if

det�T1,2��2� T1,4��2�
T3,2��2� T3,4��2�  = T1,2��2�T3,4��2� − T1,4��2�T3,2��2� = 0.

�43�
Finding the roots of Eq. �43� gives the eigenvalues whose

square roots are the natural frequencies or natural frequencies. In
order to determine the roots, we have to generate sets of the
lumped parameters m, EI, and a step size ��x�, then substitute that
data into the equations above and find the roots of the frequency
equation �43�. The process of developing the variable parameters
is described in the next section.

Parameter Variation and Crack Modeling. The reason for
using Myklestad’s method was to find solutions to Euler-
Bernouilli beams with variation in the material properties and ge-
ometry. This section will consider how the variation due to manu-
facturing tolerance and cracks can be modeled and included in the
Myklestad’s formulation.

Again, we will use a ±1% tolerance on geometric variation.
Also, the tolerance is considered equal to three times the standard
deviation of a normally distributed parameter. Using the same
beam as above, we consider a beam with a square cross section
but the base and height may differ at any point on the beam’s
length. To generate these differences a random number generator
was used with the base dimension as the average and a variance
based on the 1% tolerance.

The base and hight were generated separately for a number of
desired subdivisions of the length and then substituted into the
formulas for I and A. When I is multiplied by the modulus of
elasticity it produces the stiffness field parameter EI for that field.
The value for A is multiplied by density and step size to give the
value of the local lumped mass �mi�. Also, as used for the finite
difference formulation, the influence of the crack was modeled
using the same local stiffness degradation method as was used in
the finite difference section.

Results. A program was developed in MATLAB to solve the
same beam as presented in Table 1 in the finite difference section.
Ten thousand Monte Carlo simulations were run for the uncracked
beam with a randomly varying geometry. In a final detailed simu-
lation, more than 10,000 runs would be used to create more accu-
rate models. In this article we are only comparing the two meth-
ods so 10,000 samples is deemed sufficient. The first five natural
frequencies were solved for each iteration. The histograms for the
uncracked beam are shown in Figs. 14–18.

The program was next modified to take into account the influ-
ence of a crack at the midpoint with a depth of 10 mm using the
local stiffness degradation model presented above. Histograms for
the first five natural frequencies are presented in Figs. 19–23.

Table 3 shows values for the mean and the standard deviation of
the first five natural frequencies for the damaged and undamaged
beams. The mean decreased as expected when the beam is cracked
for all natural frequencies. This result is consistent with both the
experimental and theoretical literature on damaged and cracked
beams. The standard deviation increased for the odd natural fre-
quencies but decreased for the even ones. Again, the addition of

Fig. 11 Lumped model for a pinned-pinned beam

Fig. 12 Free-body diagram for station I

Fig. 13 Free-body diagram for station I
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manufacturing variations on the beam had little impact on the
changes in natural frequency as compared to a beam of ideal
geometry. Also, the standard deviations are largely the same for
uncracked and cracked beams.

Discussion: Comparison of Modeling Approaches. To per-
form Monte Carlo simulations of a damaged turbine blade with
the inclusion of variations in the model requires methods that run
quickly and provide quantitative results consistent with the experi-
mental and theoretical literature. Here the finite difference ap-
proach and Myklestad’s method are compared with respect to
their future applicability to realistic turbine blades.

Comparing the modeling approaches, both give largely the
same results for the vibrational behavior of the beam. It does
appear that the finite difference method introduces some numeri-
cal error with respect to the appropriate trends in natural fre-
quency behavior. Myklestad’s method can run much faster than
the finite difference technique �more than 800 times faster�. This
is because the finite difference approach has to calculate the be-
havior of the beam for all points in space and a large enough
sample length in time to recover the natural frequencies.
Myklestad’s method only requires solving the frequency equation

for the number of natural frequencies desired.
Another advantage of Myklestad’s method is its flexibility. The

nominal properties of the beam analyzed in this paper were inten-
tionally selected to have an unrealistically low modulus of elas-
ticity. Common structural materials have modulus measured in
GPa. To analyze beams with such high nominal modulus would
require extremely small time step sizes to meet the stability crite-
rion and the sampling frequency requirements. This would in-
crease the already large computational time and memory require-
ments to prohibitive levels for the common personal computer.

The finite difference approach has the disadvantage that it does
not directly supply frequency information. An FFT is used to ex-
tract the frequency information from the complete response. The
frequency resolution of the recovered frequencies is dependent on
the length of time the FFT samples. The larger the amount of time
simulated, the better �i.e., smaller� the resolution. However, in-
creasing the amount of data generated increases the demand on
computer resources. Another problem with the recovery of fre-
quency information by FFT is the leakage phenomena. Because
the dimensions of the beam are randomly generated it is impos-
sible to match the sampling period �i.e., record length� to the
natural frequencies of the beam. This mismatch causes false natu-

Fig. 14 Histogram for the first natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…

Fig. 15 Histogram for the second natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…

Fig. 16 Histogram for the third natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…

Fig. 17 Histogram for the fourth natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…
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ral frequencies to be recorded near true natural frequencies. The
false natural frequencies must be filtered out before meaningful
interpretation of the data can be conducted. Myklestad’s method
has none of these problems as the natural frequencies are directly
solved for.

Myklestad’s method is superior to the finite difference method
for the purposes of analyzing realistic structures with limited com-
puting resources. This makes it the method of choice for simulat-
ing damaged structures. From both of these methods, we can con-
clude that geometric variation due to manufacturing tolerances
alone is not likely to mask our ability to detect the presence of a
crack that penetrates to 10% or more of the beam’s depth by
measuring the natural frequencies. The decrease in the natural
frequencies in the damaged beams exceeds the standard deviation
of the undamaged beams. Additional work to confirm this hypoth-
esis will be discussed in the next section.

Summary and Future Work
In this article, the impact of manufacturing variations on the

vibrational behavior of healthy and damaged pinned-pinned
beams was explored. These modeling methods are being devel-

oped toward a long term goal of generating a complete under-
standing of realistic turbine blade behavior with respect to health
monitoring. Specifically, we are interested in determining the way
in which geometric and material variations interact with the vibra-
tional behavior of the turbine blade and obfuscate fault detection.

Two solution methodologies are employed. The first uses a fi-
nite difference method to produce a complete solution to an un-
damaged and damaged beam. Fast Fourier transforms are used to
extract frequency information from the complete response. The
second develops a lumped beam model and uses transfer matrices
to construct a frequency equation that can be solved to find the
characteristics of the damaged and undamaged beam. Both solu-
tion methods gave similar results. The inclusion of manufacturing
variation on a pinned-pinned beam of the nominal characteristics
simulated here has minimal impact on changes in natural frequen-
cies as compared to a significant crack.

Additional other methods in computational fracture mechanics
still need to be explored, for example, the stochastic finite element
method �SFEM�. The SFEM has the advantage that it extends
simply to structures of high geometric complexity. Also, develop-
ing efficient computational methods is facilitated by the wealth of
existing numerical solution approaches. Also the SFEM integrates

Fig. 18 Histogram for the fifth natural frequency of the un-
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…

Fig. 19 Histogram for the first natural frequency of the
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…

Fig. 20 Histogram for the second natural frequency of the
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…

Fig. 21 Histogram for the third natural frequency of the
cracked beam „Myklestad’s method…
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well with many of the crack models that are modeled using FEM
techniques. One of the key advantages of the SFEM is that it does
not require Monte Carlo simulation, thus it is computationally
inexpensive compared to Monte Carlo based simulations. Also,
multi-scale methods need to be explored.

To more realistically simulate actual turbine blades, critical fu-
ture work includes developing models that allow the inclusion of
variations in material properties such as density and Young’s
modulus. Additionally, more accurate representations of realistic
turbine blade geometry need to be simulated. The current work
has been limited to prismatic beams. The interaction between
damaged and the more complex geometries of turbine blades
needs to be explored.

Once the theoretical work has been developed to allow realistic
turbine blades to be simulated, experimental validation is re-
quired. Experimental validation will begin with benchmarking
theoretical models against simple prismatic structures and turbine
blade geometries. Additionally, different crack models need to be
explored and compared to determine which give the most accurate
results when the models include damage.
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Nomenclature
a � crack depth
b � width of beam
c � local compliance of the damaged beam
d � damage parameter

f�x , t� � external force applied to a beam
h � height of a beam’s cross section
i � integer multiplier for axial location
j � integer multiplier for time
n � denotes the left end of the beam
t � time

w � lateral deflection of the beam as a function of
space and time

w0�x� � initial deflection of the beam
x � horizontal coordinate
A � cross-sectional area of the beam cross section

Ad � area of a beam’s cross section affected by
damage

At � total area of a beam’s cross section
E � Young’s modulus of elasticity

Eo � undamaged or ideal Young’s modulus of
elasticity

EI � flexural stiffness of a beam
I � area moment of inertia
L � length of beam
� � nondimensional horizontal crack location
	 � ratio of crack depth to beam height

 � Poisson’s ratio
� � density
I � area moment of inertia

�A � mass per unit length of a beam
�t � uniform time step size
�x � uniform axial step size

Y � vertical position of a beam segment
� � angle of a deflected beam
M � bending moment
Q � shearing force
T � transfer matrix

�2 � eigenvalue
m � mass of a beam segment
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Modeling Heterogeneous Media
With Microstructures of Different
Scales
The objective of this paper is to extend the framework of the continuum theory so that it
can capture the properties that are embedded in the microstructure or nanostructure and
still keep its simplicity and efficiency. The model thus developed is capable of accounting
for local deformation of microstructures in solids especially their micro- (local) inertia
effect. The essence underlying this approach is the introduction of a set of bridging
functions that relate the local deformation of microstructures to the macrokinematic
variables. Once the solution of the macroscopically homogeneous continuum is obtained,
the solutions in the microstructures are obtained through the use of these bridging func-
tions. Propagation of waves of different wavelengths is considered and the dispersion
curve is used to evaluate the accuracy of the model. The model is also employed to study
wave reflection and transmission at the boundary of two media with microstructures of
very different scales. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2188536�

1 Introduction
The design and application of micro-heterogeneous materials

and nanostructured materials require efficient and accurate mod-
eling and analysis tools. For nanostructured materials, the use of
molecular dynamics �MD� may be a potential solution in the long
run. However, it is well known that the MD approach is beset with
prohibitive computing time and an astronomical amount of data
generated in the calculation. As a result, its usefulness will be
limited to describing behavior at the atomic scale. For bulk media
that contain heterogeneous microstructures or nanostructured ma-
terials such as many nanocomposites, the basic framework of con-
tinuum mechanics is highly desirable.

The conventional approach in treating heterogeneous solids has
been to replace the original solid with an equivalent continuum in
which the heterogeneous microstructure is no longer present. Such
an approach �often referred to as effective modulus theory� yields
great simplifications and has been widely adopted for analyses of
heterogeneous materials such as many forms of composite mate-
rials. However, classical continuum models become inadequate in
describing the response of heterogeneous solids when the charac-
teristic length �or wavelength� of deformation becomes compa-
rable to or smaller than the dimensions of heterogeneity. The main
reason for this deficiency of the classical continuum model can be
attributed to its inability to account for the local motion of the
microstructure.

One common way to solve the above-mentioned problem is to
employ additional kinematic variables to describe the nonhomo-
geneous local deformation in the microstructure of the solid. This
approach leads to Cosserat continuum models �1� or micropolar
models �2–4� or the like �5,6�. Some authors have even attempted
to use the Cosserat type of model �micromorphic theory� to bridge
continuum theory and molecular dynamics at the atomic scale �7�.
Common to all the above models is that, in addition to the usual
translational displacement vector to describe the average displace-
ment, additional deformation kinematic variables are introduced

to describe the nonhomogeneous deformation. It is evident that
additional kinematic variables would increase the complexity of
the resulting model.

Another approach is the homogenization by Kunin’s integral
transform �8�, which involves the introduction of a nonlocal con-
stitutive law which allows stresses to depend on strains at distant
points of the continuum, albeit with weight decreasing with dis-
tance from the point of interest. This homogenization was
achieved by trigonometric interpolation of the discrete field and
the particle centers are assumed to be situated at the nodes of a
regular grid. The kernels of the nonlocal relationship are ex-
pressed through Kunin’s analog of the Dirac-delta function. Re-
cently, Pasternak and Muhlhaus �9� compared the Cosserat con-
tinuum theory with Kunin’s integral homogenization theory for
homogeneous discrete systems of translational springs with an
additional rotational degree of freedom. According to Ref. �9�,
Kunin’s integral homogenization theory yields the exact solution,
but does not offer any real simplification in the solution of the
model equations as compared to the original discrete system. Nes-
terenko �10� solved wave propagation problems of compressed
chains of particles for linear and nonlinear cases using Taylor
expansions of displacements. Results of the resulting higher space
gradient continuum description show good agreement with the
corresponding discrete systems and experiments on the length
scales of about five particle sizes.

Recently, Wang and Sun �11� have introduced a continuum
model with microinertia that retains the simplicity of the classical
continuum mechanics while capturing the characteristics of the
microstructure. In this formulation, the microstructural effect is
included in an effective body force term that appears in the equa-
tions of motion and the boundary conditions. The effective body
force term is a function of the first and second time derivatives of
the macrostrain and is responsible for the dispersive behavior of
harmonic waves. By combining this effective body force term
with the macrostress, this continuum model has the form of the
classical elasticity theory.

The emerging nanotechnology has given rise to great interest in
modeling material behavior at nanoscale. One of the unavoidable
issues facing researchers in this new field is dealing with multiple
scales, or the so-called “hand-shaking” techniques. Methodologies
for linking a continuum to an atomistic domain can be found in
the literature as early as 1971 �12�. Finite element methods were
later employed by Mullins and Dokainish �13� using a numeri-
cally decoupled domain approach with spatially overlapping ato-
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mistic and continuum regions. Among these early analytic and
computational studies, frequent issues regarding the treatment of
the interface arose which were primarily handled through creative
use of kinematic constraints. More recently Tadmor et al. �14�
developed a finite element �FE� based formulation, the so-called
quasi-continuum method. Similar efforts were made through the
so-called handshaking or coupling-of-length-scales �CLS� method
by Broughton et al. �15� by increasing the atomic resolution to
account for electron degrees of freedom via the tight-binding �TB�
method. The dynamic problem was studied with a generalized
scaling approach in coarse-grained molecular dynamics by Rudd
and Broughton �16� to better handle the propagation of waves
through the atomistic FE interface and the FE far field. The
method is based on eliminating the high-frequency components
moving from fine mesh to coarse mesh. Along a similar line, E
and Huang �17� have developed nonreflecting interfaces by con-
structing time integration formulas that eliminate spurious reflec-
tions. A different approach was proposed by Wagner and Liu �18�
who have developed a multiscale method in which the molecular
displacements are decomposed into fine and coarse scales
throughout the domain. Another bridging domain method for cou-
pling continuum models with molecular models has recently been
proposed by Xiao and Belytschko �19�. However, most of these
methods are numerical in nature and the “hand shaking” between
materials of different scales is actually performed at the nano
scale.

In the present paper, we employ a continuum model developed
based on the micro-inertia modeling technique to describe the
mechanical behavior of discrete lattice systems. For simple illus-
trations of this approach, we consider only one-dimensional sys-
tems for which the exact solution can be worked out and used to
evaluate the present model. The effectiveness of interscale con-
nection �or hand shaking� between the lattice system and a homo-
geneous medium is examined. Different from other numerical ap-
proaches, the connection between the lattice and the homogeneous
medium is at the continuum level. Following a similar approach,
we investigate the hand-shaking between a thinly layered medium
and a homogeneous solid simulating composites containing re-
gions of microstructures of very different scales.

2 Continuum Model With Microinertia
The formulation of the microinertia model can be illustrated

with the representative volume element �RVE� for a heteroge-
neous solid as shown in Fig. 1. Using the classical micromechan-
ics approach, the macro-strain and -stress are defined, respec-
tively, as the volume averages of the strain and stress fields in the
RVE, i.e.,

Eij =
1

����
�

�ijd� = ��ij� i, j = 1,2,3 �1�

�ij =
1

����
�

�ijd� = ��ij� i, j = 1,2,3 �2�

where �ij and �ij denote the actual local stress and strain fields in
the original heterogeneous medium, respectively, �·� denotes the
volume average, and ��� is the volume of the RVE. Note that the
macrodisplacement vector Ui is defined from the relation Eij

= 1
2 ��Ui /�Xj +�Uj /�Xi�.
Underlying the development of the microinertia continuum

theory is the establishment of the relation between the local dis-
placement field ui and the macrostrain Eij. In a RVE, the relation
can be expressed in a general form as

ui = Ui�Xp� + ûijk�xp�Ejk�Xp� in an RVE �3�

in which xp and Xp are axes of the local and global coordinate
systems, respectively, and a set of bridging functions ûijk�xp� de-
scribes the local displacement field, which is required to match the
macrodisplacement at the boundary �V of the region occupied by
the RVE, i.e.,

ui = Ui�Xp� + Eijxj at �V �4�

The above matching condition is necessary in order to satisfy the
energy equivalence between the RVE and the representative ho-
mogeneous continuum �11�. This boundary conditions on the RVE
�see Fig. 1� are used to find the candidate bridging functions
ûijk�xp� for the approximate local displacement field. As a result of
this relation given by Eq. �4�, the local strains and stresses can be
estimated from the global solution of the homogenized medium
once bridging functions ûijk�xp� are established. Using Eq. �3�, the
local strains can be calculated and the local stresses can be ob-
tained from the stress-strain relations. Subsequently, the average
strain energy density of the RVE is obtained as

W = � 1
2�ij�ij� = 1

2�ijEij + W� �5�

where

W� = − � 1
2�üi�ui − Eijxj�� = W��E,Ëij�

In a similar manner, the kinetic energy density of the RVE

T = � 1
2�u̇iu̇i� = 1

2 ���U̇iU̇i + T� �6�

in which

T� = ��u̇i�Ėijxj� + � 1
2�u̇i�u̇i�� = T��Ėij�

ui� = ui − �Ui + Eijxj� = �ûijk − xj�ik�Ekj�Xp�
The Hamilton’s principle

��
V,t

�W − T�dVdt =�
V,t

Ti�UidSdt �7�

yields the macroequations of motion,

��ij

�Xj
+ Fi = ���Üi �8�

where Fi is an effective body force that contains the effect of
microinertia and is given formally as

Fi =
�Hij

�Xj
�9�

In Eq. �9�, Hij are functions of Eij and time derivatives of Eij and
can be obtained from

Hij =
�U�

�Eij
+

�2

�t2	 �U�

�Ëij

 +

�

�t	 �T�

�Ėij

 �10�

The natural boundary conditions are given in the form

Fig. 1 Representation of a representative volume element of a
heterogeneous solid by a homogeneous solid
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��ij + Hij�nj = Ti on �V �11�
Without considering the effective body force term that contains

microinertia, this model appears to be the same as the classical
continuum model except that the stresses and strains must be
properly interpreted as the macromechanical quantities. The effec-
tive body force is the result of the local motion that deviates from
the global average motion in the RVE and usually can be explic-
itly expressed in a rather simple form.

It is of interest to note that, if a new macrostress defined as
�ij

* =�ij +Hij is introduced, the equations of motion as well as the
traction boundary condition can be written exactly as the classical
elasticity model. However, such a definition of stress is quite dif-
ferent from the conventional definition of Cauchy stress in con-
tinuum mechanics as it contains time derivatives of displacement.
This type of definition is analogous to the so-called virial stress in
molecular dynamics �20–23�, which also includes particle velocity
terms.

3 Microinertia Model for Lattice Systems
In this section, we employ the procedure for developing the

microinertia model as described in Sec. 2 to derive an equivalent
continuum model for lattice systems. For clarity, we consider a
one-dimensional lattice consisting of two alternating masses m1
and m2 as shown in Fig. 2. The pairwise interactions are repre-
sented by elastic springs with spring constants k1 and k2, respec-
tively. The spacings between the adjacent periodic masses are L1
and L2 as shown in Fig. 2. This periodic chain of masses is viewed
as a typical chain in a three-dimensional lattice system with a unit
cross section.

Consider a unit cell of the lattice system as shown in Fig. 3 in
which x denotes the local coordinate axis and X is the macroco-
ordinate axis. The total deformation energy and kinetic energy in
the unit cell can be readily obtained in terms of the displacements
of the two masses. Assume that the unit cell has a unit cross-
sectional area. Then the deformation and kinetic energy densities
are

W = 	 k1

2
�u0 − u1�2 +

k2

2
�u2 − u0�2
� L , �12�

and

T = 	m1

2
�u̇1�2 +

m2

2
�u̇0�2
� L �13�

respectively. In Eqs. �12� and �13�, L=L1+L2, u0 is the displace-
ment at mass 2, and u1 and u2 are the displacements at the left and
right ends of the unit cell, respectively.

To represent the unit cell as an equivalent homogeneous con-
tinuum element, we define the macrostrain E and macrostress � as
the volume average of the local strains and stresses, respectively,
i.e.,

E =
L1��1� + L2��2�

L1 + L2
, � =

L1��1� + L2��2�

L1 + L2
�14�

where ��1�= �u0−u1� /L1, ��2�= �u2−u0� /L2, ��1�=k1�u0−u1�, and
��2�=k2�u2−u0�. The macrodisplacement U of the continuum is
defined from the relation E=�U /�X.

For the local displacement field in the unit cell, we assume the
linear approximation form as

u1 = u0 + a1x, u2 = u0 + b1x �15�

Applying static force equilibrium at mass point m2 within the unit
cell and the boundary matching condition given by Eq. �4� at the
two ends of the unit cell leads to

u0 =
k2L2 − k1L1

k1 + k2
E + U, a1L1 =

k2L

k1 + k2
E, b1L2 =

k1L

k1 + k2
E

�16�

Substituting Eq. �16� in �15� and then in Eqs. �12� and �13�, we
obtain the strain energy and kinetic energy densities, respectively,
for the equivalent continuum:

W =
L

2

k1k2

k1 + k2
E2 �17�

and

T =
m1

2
�U̇ − L1Ė�2 +

m2

2
	U̇ +

k2L2 − k1L1

k1 + k2
Ė
2

=
1

2
�m1 + m2��U̇�2 + T� �18�

where

T� =
m1

2
�− 2L1U̇Ė + L1

2Ė2� +
m2

2
2

k2L2 − k1L1

k1 + k2
U̇Ė

+ 	 k2L2 − k1L1

k1 + k2
Ė
2� �19�

is the term that contains the local inertia. The corresponding mac-
rostress can be expressed as

� =
�W

�E
= kE �20�

in which the elastic constant k is

k =
Lk1k2

k1 + k2
�21�

The equation of motion can be obtained using Hamilton’s prin-
ciple with the result

��

�X
+ F = �0Ü �22�

where

�0 � ��� =
m1 + m2

L
, F =

1

L �

�t	 �T�

�U̇

 +

�2

�t�X	 �T�

�Ė

�

F =
�H

�X
, H = H0

�Ü

�X

Fig. 2 The lattice system

Fig. 3 Representative unit cell of the lattice system
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H0 = m1L1
2 + m2	 k2L2 − k1L1

k1 + k2

2�� L . �23�

The corresponding traction boundary condition is

� = � + H �24�

where � is the prescribed traction. It is interesting to note that in
Eq. �24� the traction boundary condition included an inertia term.

4 Wave Propagation in Lattice Systems
We consider the harmonic wave propagation in the one-

dimensional lattice system of infinite extent as shown in Fig. 2.
For the jth unit cell the equations of motion are

m1ü1
j = k1�u2

j − u1
j � − k2�u1

j − u2
j � �25�

m1ü2
j = k2�u1

j+1 − u2
j � − k1�u2

j − u1
j � �26�

where ui
j is the displacement at mass mi in the jth unit cell. The

harmonic wave assumes the form

u1
j = B1eiq�x1−cpt�, u2

j = B2eiq�x1+L1−cpt� �27�

where q denotes the wave number, cp is the phase velocity, and x1
is the position of mass m1. Substitution of Eq. �27� in Eqs. �25�
and �26� yields two homogeneous equations for B1 and B2 as

m1cp
2q2 − �k1 + k2� k1eiqL + k2

k1e−iqL + k2 m2cp
2q2 − �k1 + k2�

��B1

B2
� = �0

0
� �28�

The dispersion equation is obtained by setting the determinant of
the coefficient matrix in the above system of equations to zero. We
have

	 cp

c0

2

=
�m1 + m2�2�k1 + k2�2

2k1k2m1m2q2L2 	1 ±�1 −
8k1k2m1m2�1 − cos qL�

�m1 + m2�2�k1 + k2�2 

�29�

where

c0 = L� k1k2

�k1 + k2��m1 + m2�
�30�

is the limiting phase velocity at vanishing wave numbers �q→0�.
The dispersion curve for harmonic waves in the equivalent con-

tinuum with microinertia can be obtained in a similar manner by
assuming the wave form:

U = Aeiq�X−cpt�

The result is

	 cP

c0

2

=
m1 + m2

�m1 + m2� + m1L1
2 + m2	 k2L2 − k1L1

k1 + k2

2�q2

�31�

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the lowest dispersion curves
obtained according to Eqs. �29� and �31�, respectively, for L2 /L1
=1, m2 /m1=4, and k2 /k1=0.5. It is found that the microinertia
continuum model is reasonably accurate for qL�2.0. It is noted
that, for long waves, q→0 and cp→c0. This means that, for long
waves, the microinertia effect diminishes �F=0 in Eq. �22�� and
the microinertia model reduces to a classical homogeneous solid.

5 Transmission/Reflection of Waves Between a Lattice
System and a Homogeneous Continuum

When waves propagate over materials composed of micro/
nanostructures of very different scales, reflections occur and en-
ergy transmitted across the boundary of the two regions is af-

fected. When a homogeneous continuum is used to represent a
microscopically heterogeneous medium, these wave reflection/
transmission characteristics should be accurately preserved. With
the foregoing in mind, we consider a one-dimensional lattice sys-
tem which is connected to a homogeneous elastic solid as shown
in Fig. 5 in which �* and c* are the mass density and longitudinal
wave velocity of the homogeneous solid, respectively.

An incident harmonic wave traveling over the lattice system
toward the homogeneous solid is first studied. Subsequently, the
same problem is studied with the lattice system replaced by an
equivalent continuum with microinertia.

When a wave reaches the interface separating two media of
different acoustic impedances, two boundary conditions requiring
continuities in displacement and stress must be met. In general,
these conditions can be expressed as

uI + uR = uT, �32�

� I + � R = � T �33�

where superscript “I ” indicates incident wave, “R” reflected wave,
and “T ” transmitted wave. Implicit in the continuity conditions is
the condition that the angular frequencies of the incident and all
the induced waves must be identical.

5.1 A Lattice System Connected to a Homogeneous Elastic
Solid. In the lattice/solid model, the solution for harmonic waves
in the lattice system is given by Eq. �27� in conjunction with Eq.
�28�. From Eq. �28�, we obtain

B2 = �B1 = −
m1cp

2q2 − �k1 + k2�

k1eiqL + k2
B1 �34�

where cp represents the phase velocity in the lattice system. As a
result, the incident and reflected waves in the lattice system can be
written, respectively, in terms of the displacement of m1 as

Fig. 4 Comparison of the dispersive curves obtained with the
lattice model and the microinertia continuum model

Fig. 5 A lattice system connected to a homogeneous elastic
solid
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u1
I = BIeiq�x−cpt�, u1

R = BRe−iq�x+cpt� �35�
The transmitted wave in the homogeneous elastic solid is

uT = BTeiq*�x−c*t� �36�

in which q* is the wave number and c* is the phase velocity for
the homogeneous solid.

If the lattice system is connected to the homogeneous solid as
shown in Fig. 5, then the corresponding stresses of the waves at
the boundary can be expressed as

� I = k2�u1
I − u2

I �, � R = k2�u1
R − u2

R�, � T = − �*c*u̇T �37�

where u1 is the displacement of m1 at the interface and u2 is the
displacement of m2 that is adjacent to the interface. It is found that
interchanging the positions of m1 and m2 at the interface does not
affect the result of wave transmission/reflection.

The continuity conditions �32� and �33� yield

BR =
k2�1 − �� − iqcp�*c*

k2��̄ − 1� + iqcp�*c*

BI �38�

BT =
k2��̄ − ��

k2��̄ − 1� + iqcp�*c*

BI �39�

where �̄ is the complex conjugate of � given in Eq. �34�. Thus, the
solutions of the reflected and transmitted waves can be obtained in
terms of the incident wave. The ratio of the stresses of the trans-
mitted wave and the incident wave at the interface is obtained as

� T

� I =
i�*c*qcp��̄ − ��

�1 − ���k2��̄ − 1� + i�*c*qcp�
�40�

It should be noted that the above stress ratio is a complex number,
indicating that both amplitude and phase angle are altered during
wave transmission.

5.2 The Microinertia Model Connected to a Homogeneous
Elastic Solid. We now consider the problem of Sec. 5.1 using the
proposed microinertia continuum model to represent the lattice
system. The incident and reflected harmonic waves are given by

UI = BIeiq�X−cPt� and UR = BRe−iq�X+cPt�, �41�
respectively. The transmitted wave in the homogeneous solid can
be expressed as

UT = BTeiq*�X−c*t� �42�
Note that, in the homogeneous solid, there is no distinction be-
tween the local displacement u and macrodisplacement U. It is
important to note also that, in satisfying continuity condition �33�,
the stresses � I and � R of the incident and reflected waves must be
interpreted according to Eq. �24�. From continuity conditions �32�
and �33� we obtain the reflected and transmitted displacement
fields in terms of the incident displacement, i.e.,

BR =
q�k − 	2H0� − 	�*c*

q�k − 	2H0� + 	�*c*
BI �43�

BT =
2q�k − 	2H0�

q�k − 	2H0� + 	�*c*
BI �44�

in which 	 is angular frequency, and k and H0 are given in Eqs.
�21� and �23�, respectively. With the aid of the above relations, the
stress response of the transmitted wave in the homogeneous solid
can be obtained and the following ratio of stresses at the interface
is readily obtained.

�T

�I =
2	�*c*�k − 	2H0�

k�q�k − 	2H0� + 	�*c*�
�45�

Figure 6 shows the ratio of stresses of the incident wave and
transmitted wave at the interface of a lattice system connected to

a homogeneous solid. The curve labeled as “exact solution” is
calculated according to Eq. �40�; the “microinertia model” curve
is obtained from Eq. �45�. The material properties used in the
calculations are �* /�0=2, c* /c0=5, and Poisson’s ratio 
*=0.3 for
the homogeneous solid, and L2 /L1=5, m2 /m1=0.2, and k2 /k1=2
for the lattice system. The result of Fig. 6 indicates that the mi-
croinertia model is excellent for nondimensional wave numbers at
least up to qL=1.5, which is equivalent to a wavelength equal to
four times the unit cell dimension of L.

5.3 Effect of Microinertia. The effectiveness of the micro-
inertia model to represent a lattice system can be evaluated by
studying transmission of harmonic waves through the lattice/
microinertia continuum system similar to that considered in Sec.
5.1. If there is little wave reflection, then the representation is
good. The analysis procedure for this case follows that described
in Sec. 5.1. If the microinertia terms F in Eq. �22� and H in Eq.
�24� are set equal to zero, then the microinertia model reduces to
a classical elastic solid or the so-called effective modulus theory.
We consider both cases with the lattice connected to the microin-
ertia continuum �that represents the lattice� and a continuum with-
out microinertia �the effective modulus theory�. The numerical
results are shown in Fig. 7 for L2 /L1=5, m2 /m1=0.2, and k2 /k1
=2. From these results it is evident that the effective modulus

Fig. 6 Ratio of stresses of the incident and transmitted waves
at the interface in the lattice/homogeneous solid system

Fig. 7 Effectiveness of wave transmission in lattice/
representative continuum system
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theory is adequate in representing the lattice system only for long
waves. On the other hand, the microinertia model allows almost
perfect transmission of waves across the lattice/microinertia con-
tinuum boundary for wavelengths up to six times the size of the
unit cell.

6 Wave Propagation Between a Layered System and a
Homogeneous Elastic Medium

Wave reflection and transmission are also considered for lay-
ered media attached to a homogeneous elastic medium as shown
in Fig. 8. The microinertia model developed by Wang and Sun �8�
is adopted here. The thicknesses for layer 1 and layer 2 are de-
noted as L1 and L2, respectively, and the total length for each cell
is L=L1+L2. In the study, layer 1 is assumed to be attached to the
elastic medium.

6.1 The Original System. The longitudinal harmonic wave
propagating in the direction normal to the layers is a one-
dimensional problem for which the nonvanishing displacement
field can be derived from a scalar potential function �, i.e., u
=�� /�x with � satisfying the wave equation

�2�k

�x2 =
1

ck
2

�2�k

�t2 �46�

where k=1,2 indicating layer 1 and layer 2, respectively, ck

=���k+2k� /�k is the longitudinal wave velocity in layer k, and �
and  are the Lamé constants. The general forms of the incident
and reflected harmonic waves in layer 1 can be expressed as �5�

�1
I = �A1

I e−iqx�1+cp/c1� + B1
I e−iqx�1−cp/c1��eiq�x−cpt�,

�1
R = �A1

Reiqx�1+cp/c1� + B1
Reiqx�1−cp/c1��e−iq�x+cpt� �47�

where cp is the phase velocity for the layered medium. Similar
expressions for the incident and reflected waves in layer 2 can be
obtained from Eq. �47� by replacing subscript “1” with “2.” The
transmitted wave in the homogeneous elastic solid is

�T = ATeiq*�x−c*t� �48�
In view of the periodicity of the layered medium, we conclude
from Floquet’s theorem that the scalar functions �k are periodic
with a period L �5�. By using this periodic condition and continu-
ity conditions between layers 1 and 2, we obtain the following
relation

B1
I = nA1

I

=

ei�cp/c1�L1eiqL −
1

2
�1 + p�e−iq�cp/c2�L2 +

1

2
�p − 1�eiq�cp/c2�L2

e−i�cp/c1�L1eiqL +
1

2
�p − 1�e−iq�cp/c2�L2 −

1

2
�1 + p�eiq�cp/c2�L2

A1
I

�49�

where p= ��1+21�c2 / ��2+22�c1. In a similar manner, B1
R can

be expressed in terms of A1
R as B1

R= n̄A1
R.

Thus, the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves can all be
expressed in terms of a single arbitrary amplitude. From continu-
ity conditions �32� and �33� at the interface between layer 1 and
the attached homogeneous elastic medium, we have

AT =
2p*c*�1 − n̄n�

c1��1 − n̄� − p*�1 + n̄��
A1

I �50�

in which p*= ��1+21�c* / ��*+2*�c1 and c*=���*+2*� /�*.
Subsequently, the following ratio of stresses at the interface is

obtained.

� T

� I =
2�1 − nn̄�

�1 + n���1 − n̄� − p*�1 + n̄��
�51�

6.2 The Continuum Representation. Consider the system of
Fig. 8 with the layered medium being replaced by the microinertia
model. According to �11�, for the one-dimensional wave motion,
the macroequation of motion can be obtained as

��

�X
+ F = �0Ü

where �=�1f1+�2f2, f1=L1 /L, f2=L2 /L and F=�H /�X with

H = H0
�Ü

�X
and H0 =

1

6

f1f2���1 − �2��bf1
2 − f2

2�
��2f1 + ��1f2�

.

The problem of transmission of harmonic wave propagation
from the microinertia model to the homogeneous elastic medium
can be readily solved. We obtain the ratio of stresses at the inter-
face as

�T

�I =
2	�*c*�� − 	2H�

��q�� − 	2H� + 	�*c*�
�52�

where

� =
1�1�2

��f2�1 + f1�2�
, �1 =

2�1 − v1�
1 − 2v1

, �2 =
2�1 − v2�
1 − 2v2

,

b =
�1

�2
, � =

1

2
.

Figure 9 shows the numerical results for Eqs. �51� and �52� with
�* /�2=4, c* /c2=5, and v*=0.3 for the homogeneous solid, and
L1 /L2=4, 1 /2=10, �1 /�2=3, v1=0.3, and v2=0.35 for the lay-
ered medium. The result of Fig. 9 indicates that the microinertia
model yields excellent agreement with the exact solution �Eq.
�51�� up to qL=2.0. A numerical simulation is also performed for
the case in which layer 2 is connected to the homogeneous solid.
No variance with the result of Fig. 9 is noticed.

6.3 Effect of Microinertia. Analogous to the lattice system
discussed in Sec. 5.3, we now consider the system of a layered
medium connected to the microinertia continuum that represents

Fig. 8 A layered medium attached to an elastic medium

Fig. 9 Ratio of stresses of the incident and transmitted waves
at the interface of the layer medium/homogeneous solid
system
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the layered medium. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 10
for L1 /L2=4, 1 /2=10, �1 /�2=3, v1=0.3, and v2=0.35. For
comparison, the result obtained by dropping the microinertia �i.e.,
the effective modulus theory� is also presented in the figure. It is
easy to see that the microinertia model allows almost perfect
transmission of waves across the interface for wavelengths up to
six times the size of the unit cell. This implies that, in this range of
wavelength, the microinertia model can accurately describe the
dynamic characteristics of the layered medium.

7 Concluding Remarks
It has been demonstrated that, by including the microinertia

effect, a homogeneous continuum model can effectively represent
a locally heterogeneous continuous media. A similar approach can
also be used to develop continuum models for nonhomogeneous
lattice systems. It was shown that the microinertia term appears in
the equations of motion as a body force. Moreover, the traction
boundary condition in the continuum model �with microinertia�
also involves the contribution of the microinertia. To check the
accuracy of the continuum representation, the model was em-
ployed to study wave reflection and transmission at the boundary
of two media �continua and lattices� with microstructures of very
different scales. It was found that, in general, the continuum
model with microinertia is accurate in representing the original

heterogeneous media or lattice systems up to wavelengths that are
of the same order of magnitude of the size of the representative
volume element.
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Some Applications of Integrated
Elasticity
This paper examines the effects of relaxing the assumption of classical linear elasticity
that the loads act in their entirety on the undeformed shape. Instead, loads here are
applied incrementally as deformation proceeds, and resulting fields are integrated. A
formal statement of the attendant integrated elasticity theory is provided. A class of
problems is identified for which this formulation is amenable to solution in closed form.
Some results from these configurations are compared with linear elasticity and experi-
mentally measured data. The comparisons indicate that, as deformation increases, inte-
grated elasticity is capable of tracking the physical response better than linear
elasticity. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2188537�

1 Introduction
The classical theory of elasticity is founded on three lineariza-

tions. The first linearization stipulates that the relationship be-
tween stresses and strains is linear: that is, the stresses are small in
a sense. The second linearization requires that the strains depend
in a linear fashion on the displacement gradients: that is, the dis-
placement gradients are small. The third linearization has that all
loads act on the undeformed shape throughout the entire loading
process: that is, the deflections are small. The primary objective of
this paper is to consider what happens when we relax this last
linearization.

In his monograph �1�, Frisch-Fay provides an indication of how
significant relaxing the third linearization can be. In Ref. �1�, on p.
1, a cantilever beam of length “100 in.” and bending stiffness
“1000 lbf in2,” subjected to a transverse concentrated end load of
“1 lbf,” is first treated via traditional beam theory. That is, within
the context of classical one-dimensional elasticity. This results in
a vertical tip deflection of “333 in.” with no horizontal displace-
ment, implying strains of the order of 300%, and thus seemingly
suggesting gross yielding and even rupture of the beam. Subse-
quently in Ref. �1�, on p. 39, the same beam is analyzed by track-
ing its deformation and applying loads to its deformed shape. That
is, within the context of nonlinear beam theory. The result is a tip
deflection of “81 in.” vertically and “56 in.” horizontally, and
stresses and strains that can be well within the elastic regime.
Hence, physically sensible results are obtained by merely remit-
ting the small deflection assumption, while still adhering to the
other two linearizations of linear elasticity. This example was no
doubt chosen by Frisch-Fay to dramatically demonstrate the po-
tential impact of taking into account deflections during loading.
Typically such large differences in results are not to be expected.
Nonetheless, it would seem worthwhile to investigate the effects
of relaxing the third linearization in general, and such is the intent
of the present work.

Arguably the simplest approach to relaxing the small deflection
assumption is to apply loads incrementally, then add the result of
successive increments. One means of actually implementing such
an approach is to use the linear elastic deflections produced by
each load increment to update the body’s positions and the points

of application of the loads. The outcome of summation is then an
accumulation of infinitesimal elasticity responses. Such an accu-
mulation might reasonably be termed integrated elasticity.

The approach is not new. Griffith applied it to a single configu-
ration in 1920 �see Ref. �2��. Truesdell �3� quotes Murnaghan as
explicitly advancing this possibility in general in Ref. �4� in 1949,
while Truesdell himself pursues it in its simplest form in Ref. �3�,
Sec. 56.2 Under favorable circumstances, updating the geometry
of the body reduces to simple integration of the linear elastic
fields with respect to loading alone. Further, when it is possible to
carry out the integration in closed form, such an approach com-
bines tractability with the promise of capturing the physics better
as deformation proceeds. Unfortunately, the progressively larger
loads can engender rotational deformations that are no longer in-
finitesimal, even with a linear elastic response assumed for each
load increment. Accordingly, some care must be exercised in the
application of integrated elasticity.

In this paper, we identify a class of configurations that do admit
to solution simply by direct integration. We proceed to analyze a
number of members of this class of problems, and examine them
with respect to the effects, if any, of accumulated rotations. We
then compare results with linear elasticity and some physical mea-
surements. We also make some comparisons with a neo-Hookeon
constitutive law from rubber elasticity. Specifically, we begin in
Sec. 2 by providing a formal statement of the integrated elasticity
theory to be used, and discussing its limitations. In Sec. 3, we
consider the application of the theory to the uniaxial tension �or
compression� of a prismatic bar. Next, in Sec. 4, we apply it to
thin-walled pressure vessels �a companion analysis of thick-
walled vessels is given in an Appendix�. In Sec. 5, we provide a
limited treatment of a plate under tension weakened by an ellipti-
cal hole. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks in Sec. 6.

2 General Formulation of Integrated Elasticity
Consider an elastic body occupying an open regular region R0

with a boundary �R0 in an initial stress-free and undeformed state
�Fig. 1�a�: herein and henceforth, a hairline dashed outline indi-
cates an undeformed shape�. We use rectangular Cartesian coor-
dinates Xi �i=1,2 ,3� with corresponding unit vectors ei and origin
O to describe this region. At the conclusion of the loading history,
R0 deforms into the ultimate region Ru, with boundary �Ru. We
employ new Cartesian coordinates xi �i=1,2 ,3�, sharing the same
unit vectors and origin, to describe this deformed region. During
loading, after a number of intervening load increments, R0 de-
forms into an intermediate R, with boundary �R �Fig. 1�b��. In the
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2This sort of approach belongs to a class of rate-of-deformation theories, early
versions of which were also advanced in Jaumann �5� and Hencky �6�.
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interest of keeping distinct notations to a minimum, we continue
to use the Cartesian coordinates xi to designate this intermediate
state. Thus X is the position vector of a point initially in R0, and x
is the corresponding position vector in both R and Ru. We denote
the displacements associated with x by u. Again, u designates
displacement in R, an intermediate stage, and in Ru, the ultimate
configuration. The differences in x and u between successive load
increments are denoted by �x and �u. For the present, we limit
consideration to configurations loaded only by tractions, and
where load is controlled by a single parameter. With these prelimi-
naries in place, we can furnish the following formal statement of
an integrated theory of elasticity.

In general, we seek the stresses �ij, strains �ij, and displace-
ments ui �i , j=1,2 ,3�, throughout Ru as functions of position x,
resulting from the accumulation over the entire loading history of
corresponding increments in accordance with

�ij =�
0

�

��ijd�, �ij =�
0

�

��ijd�, ui =�
0

�

�uid� �1�

throughout Ru, wherein ��ij, ��ij, and �ui are the stress, strain,
and displacement increments, respectively, and the integration
variable � is a single, controlling, loading parameter. Further, the
increments are to satisfy the following field equations of linear
elasticity

����ij�
�xj

= 0

��ij =
E

1 + �
� �

1 – 2�
��kk�ij + ��ij�

Fig. 1 Coordinate systems for elastic regions: „a… initial and final regions, „b…
intervening regions for successive load increments
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��ij =
1

2
� ���ui�

�xj
+

���uj�
�xi

	 �2�

on R. Here E is Young’s modulus, � is Poisson’s ratio, and �ij is
the Kronecker delta. For boundary conditions, we subject a por-
tion of the boundary, �1R, to traction increments, the magnitudes
of which depend on �� alone with the understanding that the limit
��→0 is employed in Eq. �1�. These traction increments remain
in fixed proportion with respect to one another. Accordingly

��ijnj = ��si �3�

on �1R, where nj are the components of the unit vector normal to
�R0 and si are the fixed components of a unit vector. On the
remainder of the boundary, �2R, we prescribe displacement
boundary conditions such that

�ui = 0 �4�

on �2R. For Eqs. �3� and �4�, �1R��2R=�R, and �1R��2R=�.
Several comments on the foregoing formulation of integrated

elasticity are in order. First, we observe that loading has been
assumed to be slow enough that any problem can be considered
quasi-static. Second, the integration of the familiar infinitesimal
strain is, in effect, defined as our measure of the accumulated
strain in the final state. Third, the elastic moduli are taken to be
constant and independent of the loading. Fourth, the loading pro-
cess is controlled by changing the value of a single scalar param-
eter, here �. That is, loading directions are fixed. With this pro-
viso, the present formulation is equally applicable to loading via a
single controlling displacement. Fifth, there are limitations im-
posed by the effects of rigid-body rotations and of rotational de-
formations accumulating during loading. These merit discussion
in greater detail.

To be of completely general applicability, a theory dealing with
elastic deformations must produce correct results under rigid-body
rotations. Provided they are undertaken quasi-statically, such ro-
tations should not change the state of stress or strain within the
body. Fortunately, ��ij of Eq. �2� are guaranteed to vanish identi-
cally under such rotations. However, in terms of the fixed coordi-
nate systems Xi or xi, neither ��ij nor ��ij take on appropriate
values under a simple rotation of the frame of reference �Fung �7�,
p. 447, gives a demonstration of this�. Consequently, the present
formulation lacks material frame indifference, as does classical
linear elasticity whence it derives. It is therefore necessary to
restrict the use of this formulation to loading situations wherein
rigid-body rotations are precluded.

The possibility of rotational deformations accumulating
throughout the loading process results in further limitations on the
applicability of the current formulation. Nevertheless, when rota-
tions accumulate no more than in the corresponding linear elastic-
ity treatment, integrated elasticity promises to do no worse than
linear elasticity in this regard. Further, in such instances, inte-
grated elasticity can capture the physics more accurately, as it
tracks the action of the load on the deforming shape.

That said, there is the question of why we consider the present
approach instead of one of the treatments available in the litera-
ture that can handle rotational deformations exactly. The answer
lies in the tractability of the present formulation of integrated
elasticity, which can yield closed-form solutions under favorable
circumstances. One such favorable circumstance occurs when the
deformed shape exhibits a weak form of geometric similarity to its
undeformed antecedent. Here weak geometric similarity admits
more than one scaling parameter, as is the case for hollow spheres.
This is in contrast to the usual definition of strict geometric simi-
larity for triangles in a plane which have but one scaling param-
eter. For deformed shapes that are weakly geometrically similar to
their undeformed shapes, with loading directions being fixed as in
Eq. �3�, one can directly write down integrals for the outcome of
an integrated elasticity analysis. Moreover, on occasion, such in-
tegrals can be evaluated exactly to furnish solutions involving

elementary functions. In what follows, we identify configurations
with the foregoing attributes for facilitating solution and seek to
exploit them.

3 Uniaxial Tension of a Cylindrical Bar
We begin with one of the simplest configurations to analyze,

namely a cylindrical bar held at one end and subjected to a uni-
form tensile traction � at the other �Fig. 2�. We derive the stresses,
strains, and displacements predicted by integrated elasticity under
such loading; we then compare them with those of linear elasticity
and some experimental data.

The bar has an undeformed cross section of constant area A0
which lies in the X1X2 plane �Fig. 2�. Initially, the bar occupies an
open region R0 along with its closure, where

R0 = 
�X1,X2,X3��X1,X2 � S0,0 � X3 � L0�

and L0 is the length of the bar in the undeformed state, while S0 is
the open set of points comprising A0. When loaded parallel to the
X3 axis, the bar deforms such that plane cross sections remain
plane. It occupies a deformed region R described in the
x1 ,x2 ,x3-coordinate system by

R = 
�x1,x2,x3��x1,x2 � S,0 � x3 � L�

where L is the deformed length of the bar and S the open set of
points comprising the deformed cross section A.

For a single first increment of uniaxial tensile loading, linear
elasticity has that the only normal stress component induced is the
longitudinal stress. Moreover, the accompanying displacement
components are functions of the coordinates aligned with their
direction alone. The occurrence of this response for an initial in-
crement suggests that it may persist for a sequence of increments.
Accordingly, we seek fields of this type in what follows.

Thus we seek throughout R the longitudinal stress �33, the nor-
mal strains �ii �no sum�, and the displacements ui, for i=1,2 ,3.
These result from the accumulation of corresponding increments,
under a gradually applied traction �, in accordance with

Fig. 2 Cylindrical bar under uniaxial tension
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�33 =�
0

�

��33d�, �ii =�
0

�

��iid� �no sum�, ui =�
0

�

�uid�

�5�

on R, wherein ��33, ��ii �no sum�, and �ui are the stress, strain,
and displacement increments, respectively. At any stage of defor-
mation, an additional increment of traction �� engenders these
increments such that they satisfy: the stress equation of equilib-
rium

����33�
�x3

= 0 �6�

on R; the stress and strain relations

��33 =
E

�1 + ���1 − 2��
��1 − ����33 + ����11 + ��22��

��11 = ��22 = − ���33 �7�

on R; the strain-displacement relations

��ii =
d��ui�

dxi
�no sum� �8�

on R; the end condition prescribing the application of the traction

��33 = �� �9�

at x3=L for x1, x2�S; the displacement end condition

�u3 = 0 �10�

at x3=0 for x1 ,x2�S; and the supplementary boundary conditions
to prevent rigid-body translations

�u1 = �u2 = 0 �11�

at x1=x2=x3=0.
The formulation for the incremental fields is identical to that of

linear elasticity for uniaxial tension of a prismatic bar. Therefore,
we can draw on the linear elasticity results to write expressions
for the longitudinal stress, strain, and displacement, and the atten-
dant lateral strains and displacements �see, e.g., Sokolnikoff �8�,
Art. 30�

��33 = ��

��33 =
��

E
, ��11 = ��22 = −

���

E
�12�

�u3 =
x3

E
��, �u1 = −

�x1

E
��, �u2 = −

�x2

E
��

on R. That this is the solution to the incremental problem is veri-
fied directly through substitution into Eqs. �6�–�11�.

The integrated elasticity expressions for stresses and strains are
obtained immediately from their incremental counterparts by
evaluating the corresponding simple integrals of Eq. �5� to yield

�33 = �

�13�

�33 =
�

E
, �11 = �22 = −

��

E

To obtain the integrated elasticity predictions for displacements,
we first recall that the deformed coordinates xi are related to their
undeformed counterparts Xi by

xi = Xi + ui

For i=3, substituting this relation into the expression for �u3 of
Eq. �12� and taking the limit as the increments tend to zero, we
can write a differential expression for the longitudinal displace-
ment increment at any load level as

du3 =
�X3 + u3�

E
d�

On integrating we obtain

u3 = X3�e�/E − 1� �14�

Following a similar procedure, we obtain the expressions for the
lateral displacements as

u1 = X1�e−��/E − 1�, u2 = X2�e−��/E − 1� �15�

Equations �13�–�15� constitute the integrated elasticity solution
for the uniaxial tension problem. Here deformed states are only
weakly geometrically similar to their antecedents, but this still
facilitates analysis sufficiently to obtain closed-form expressions.
In these expressions, the absence of rotations altogether guaran-
tees the absence of errors associated therewith.

The integrated elasticity solution has a couple of consequences
worth noting. First, we observe in Eq. �13� that the accumulated
strain measure is linearly proportional to the stress, and that it
obeys Hooke’s law. Substituting the strain for � /E into Eq. �14�
and rearranging yields the relation between �33 and the total de-
flection �, where �=u3 at X3=L0. This relation has

�33 = ln�1 +
�

L0
� �16�

In Eq. �16�, we recognize �33 as the well-known natural or true
strain originally proposed in Ludwik �9�. The corresponding result
to Eq. �16� for �33 is also consistent, up to and including
O��� /L0�2�, with that of Green �10�.

Second, we note from Eq. �15� that both the X1 and X2 direc-
tions are simply scaled by e−��/E. Consequently, the loaded cross-
sectional area, A, is related to the undeformed area, A0, by

A = A0e−2��/E �17�

The companion force-stress response follows directly on multiply-
ing Eq. �17� through by �. Thus, on normalizing by E

F

EA0
=

�

E
e−2��/E �18�

To obtain the associated load-deflection response, we substitute
for � /E in terms of � /L0 from Eq. �14�. Thus

F

EA0
=

ln�1 +
�

L0
�

�1 +
�

L0
�2� �19�

We observe that Eqs. �18� and �19� also hold for uniaxial com-
pression, as do their antecedents Eqs. �13�–�17�.

To compare the response for integrated elasticity with that of
linear elasticity, we begin by recovering the linear elasticity rela-
tions for small loads. For Eq. �18� this corresponds to taking the
limit � /E→0, and for Eq. �19�, the limit � /L0→0. Accordingly
we have

F

EA0
=

�o

E
,

F

EA0
=

�o

L0
�20�

where the superscript o distinguishes the linear elasticity predic-
tions. That Eqs. �20� are indeed the linear elasticity relations may
be confirmed from standard texts �see, e.g., Sokolnikoff �8�, Art.
30�.

The means of derivation of Eq. �20� has, as an immediate con-
sequence, that the results of the two theories must agree for small
loads. To examine the differences between the two for larger
loads, we sketch their stress-force responses in Fig. 3 �from Eq.
�18� and the first of Eq. �20��, and their force-deflection responses
in Fig. 4 �from Eq. �19� and the second of Eq. �20��. Both figures
are for a force range of �F /EA0 � �1. In both cases, the linear
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elasticity predictions are represented by a single broken line, as
they do not depend on �. The integrated elasticity results, on the
other hand, do depend on �. Thus we overlay several curves for
each response corresponding to a representative spectrum of val-
ues of Poisson’s ratio. When �=0, the material has no lateral
contraction in response to stretch. The stress is, therefore, merely
the quotient of the force by the original cross section, and the

curve for integrated elasticity is identical to that of linear elastic-
ity. In Fig. 3, this response together with that for ��0 is shown:
The stress predicted by integrated elasticity for a given tensile
force is amplified by the lateral contraction, while for compres-
sion, it is reduced due to lateral expansion. In Fig. 4, the deflection
predicted by integrated elasticity for �=0 for a given tensile force
level is greater than that for linear elasticity �independent of ��.
This is due to the progressive decrease in the body’s stiffness as
integrated elasticity tracks the stretch in the length direction. For
nonzero values of Poisson’s ratio, the increase in the predicted
deflection is even more pronounced as the presence of lateral con-
traction reduces the body’s stiffness even further. Conversely, the
lengthwise contraction predicted by integrated elasticity is less for
a given compressive force due to the increases in stiffness associ-
ated with the bar shortening and laterally expanding.

To examine the physical appropriateness of the force-deflection
relationship of integrated elasticity compared to that of linear elas-
ticity, we review some experimental results obtained for rubber
bands and latex tubes. These materials can be expected to deform
significantly and yet recover largely elastically; consequently, they
enter a regime wherein linear elasticity can be expected to depart
from the physical response. The point, then, of these two sets of
experiments is to see whether or not integrated elasticity can still
track the physical response.

The first set of experiments entails three flat-ribbon rubber
bands of the common office-supplier variety. These rubber bands
are supplied by different manufacturers and consequently do not
necessarily have the same composition. The objective of these
experiments is to see whether or not the integrated elasticity result
of Eq. �19� can capture the response of the three different rubber
bands for moderate engineering strains �� /L0�1/2�. While there
are quite a number of tension tests on rubber reported in the lit-
erature �e.g., Rivlin and Saunders �11��, the focus of these tests is
typically on large strains �� /L0� �12��, and not a lot of data are
provided throughout the range of interest here.3

The simple experimental procedures for these rubber band tests
are set out in Ref. �12�. Results are summarized in Fig. 5. In fitting
theories to measured data in this figure, we first take Poisson’s
ratio to be 0.5, an accepted value for rubber materials. To deter-
mine E for linear elasticity, we use a least-squares fit to the initial
slope. For integrated elasticity, however, we observe that the cur-
vature of experimental results in Fig. 5 is similar to that in Fig. 4
for �=1/2. Thus we determine E by separately fitting the highest
strain result �� /L00.45� for each of the rubber bands.

In contrast to linear elasticity, the predictions of integrated elas-
ticity and Eq. �19� are in trendwise agreement with measured data.
Where scatter ranges are indicated, they intersect or touch 11 of
14 or 78% �not including the fitted points�. Moreover, measured
scatter here is only attributable to repeating the loading process
three times for the same rubber band, so quite possibly is under-
estimated. All told, reasonable agreement is found between inte-
grated elasticity and measured responses in these preliminary ex-
periments.

Encouraged by the foregoing, the second set of experiments
seeks to capture the response of latex tubes with more attention
being paid to experimental scatter, and with an independent deter-
mination of Young’s modulus. To assess scatter, six large hollow
tubes and six small are subjected to tension. The tubes are then
combined and subjected to torsion to furnish an independent de-
termination of the shear modulus, hence E.

All of the tubes are from a single manufacturer and are de-
scribed as being made of pure latex. They are sized so that they
can individually be readily tested in tension, yet can be combined
via an interference fit for torsion testing, the six tubes so formed

3For � /L0�1/2, there are six reported measurements in Ref. �11�: Eq. �19� can fit
these six to within 5%.

Fig. 3 Comparison of stress versus force response of linear
and integrated elasticity

Fig. 4 Comparison of force versus deflection response of lin-
ear and integrated elasticity
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being less susceptible to buckling. Details of the experimental
procedures for these latex tube tests are set out in Ref. �12�.

For torsion, a linear torque-twist response is predicted by both
linear elasticity and integrated elasticity. Here experiments are
found to confirm this to be the case for the mean twist up to an
engineering shear strain of 0.54, corresponding to an axial engi-
neering strain of � /L0=0.27 �see Ref. �12� for details; like results
to similar strain levels may be found in Rivlin and Saunders �11��.
From the linear response, the mean shear modulus is determined,
and hence on continuing to take �=1/2

E = 1.82 MPa �21�

with a range of 1.64–2.15 MPa. These results are in agreement
with other reported values for rubber materials �e.g., Treloar �13�,
p. 96, which has a range of E from 1.17 MPa to 2.36 for seven
different vulcanized rubbers�.

For tension, results are presented in Fig. 6. The linear and in-
tegrated elasticity predictions included in Fig. 6 both employ E of
Eq. �21�; the latter also continues to use �=1/2. As expected at
these levels of deformation, again linear elasticity does not track
the physical response. Integrated elasticity, on the other hand, cap-
tures it quite well up to engineering strains of 30%. For scatter
ranges up to this level, integrated elasticity intersects 15 of 16 or
94%.

For the latex tube data of Fig. 6, it is appropriate to compare as
well with predictions of neo-Hookean constitutive laws from rub-
ber elasticity. In essence there are two basic approaches to the
development of these neo-Hookean laws: molecular network ther-
modynamics �Treloar �13�, Chaps. 2–6�, and phenomenological
fits of strain energy functions �ibid., Chaps. 10, 11�. We compare
with kinetic theory for Gaussian chains developed via the first
approach. We make this choice because kinetic theory is physi-
cally reasoned and enjoys long-standing acceptance. We also
make it because it too takes �=1/2 and then has a single param-
eter to fit, as does integrated elasticity in Fig. 6: indeed, kinetic
theory has the same parameter in effect, namely E.

For tension, kinetic theory predicts

F

EA0
=

1

3
�1 +

�

L0
− �1 +

�

L0
	−2� �22�

Expanding Eq. �22� for small � /L0 gives

F

EA0
=

�

L0
− c� �

L0
	2

+ O�� �

L0
	3	 �23�

c being a constant. As should be the case, the first term on the
right hand side is that for linear elasticity �cf. Eq. �20��. The sec-
ond term actually has c=1. Integrated elasticity has an expansion
of the same form �from Eq. �19��, but with c=3/2. Thus inte-
grated elasticity can be expected to be qualitatively similar to
kinetic theory for small to moderate engineering strains, yet quan-
titatively different.

To gauge which agrees better with the physical data, Fig. 6
includes the preditions of kinetic theory with E from Eq. �21�.
While both kinetic theory and integrated elasticity are trendwise
correct in Fig. 6, integrated elasticity appears to track this data
better. This may be due to some of the additional assumptions
underlying kinetic theory not being strictly adhered to by the
tested material in this strain range. At higher strains, kinetic theory
performs better than integrated elasticity, though ultimately it too
deviates significantly from the physical data. At such large defor-
mation levels, higher-order molecular chain theories can be ex-
pected to perform well and indeed they do �see Ward and
Sweeney �14�, Secs. 3.4, 3.5, for a recent review of these theo-
ries�.

In closing this section we remark that states of biaxial or tri-
axial tension or compression of some configurations are amenable
to closed-form solution within the context of integrated elasticity.
It is also possible to analyze tension in combination with torsion
for a right circular cylinder.

4 Pressure Within Thin-Walled Spherical and
Cylindrical Vessels

Here we treat a further class of simple configurations, namely
that of thin-walled vessels under internal pressure. For cases
where such configurations expand considerably under pressure,
we expect that significant differences could arise between inte-
grated elasticity and linear elasticity because of the thinning that
accompanies expansion. We concentrate on a thin-walled spheri-
cal vessel subjected to an applied internal pressure �Fig. 7� be-

Fig. 5 Force-deflection response of rubber band specimens

Fig. 6 Force-deflection response of latex tubes
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cause it enables comparison with data from a rudimentary experi-
ment on rubber balloons, but do include corresponding results for
a cylindrical vessel.

Classical treatments of thin-walled pressure vessels in the linear
elastic regime assume small deformations. As a result, they do not
attempt to estimate the thinning effects, these being taken as neg-
ligible. At least, we have not been able to obtain such an estimate
from a dozen or so standard texts. As a result, we derive one here.

To this end we proceed as follows. We set up our basic incre-
mental formulation for thick-walled spherical pressure vessels.
Once we have obtained the corresponding fields, we take averages
through the thickness of the stresses and radial displacement, and
evaluate the thinning as the difference of the displacements.
Thereafter we expand all resulting expressions in terms of the
thickness and take the lowest order terms as our thin-walled in-
cremental results. In so doing, we are assuming that the thickness
of the vessel is small enough relative to its radius that the stresses
and displacement are well represented by their respective averages
over the thickness. Last, we accumulate these increments. The
formulation that follows is in accordance with the above but sets it
out in reverse order.

The spherical vessel has an undeformed inner radius R0, and
relatively small thickness t0. We use spherical coordinates r, �, 	,
to describe the deformed geometry �Fig. 7�. These coordinates are
related to their rectangular Cartesian counterparts by the following
relations

x1 = r sin 	 cos �, x2 = r sin 	 sin �, x3 = r cos 	

for 0�r�
, 0���2�, 0�	��. In its undeformed state the
vessel occupies an open region R0 together with its closure, where

R0 = 
�r,�,	��R0 � r � R0 + t0,0 � � � 2�,0 � 	 � ��

The problem at hand is spherically symmetric. Hence the de-
formed sphere occupies the region R such that

R = 
�r,�,	��R � r � R + t,0 � � � 2�,0 � 	 � ��

where R and t are the inner radius and the wall thickness after
deformation.

In view of the spherical symmetry, the radial displacement ur is
the only nonzero displacement component, being also independent
of both 	 and �. Thus we seek throughout R the average radial
stress �̄rr, the average hoop stresses �̄��= �̄		, and the average

radial displacement ūr. These result from the accumulation of cor-
responding increments, under a gradually applied internal pressure
p, in accordance with

�̄rr =�
0

p

��̄rrdp, �̄�� =�
0

p

��̄��dp, ūr =�
0

p

�ūrdp

on R, wherein ��̄rr, ��̄��, and �ūr are the average radial stress,
hoop stress, and radial displacement increments, respectively. The
average increments are obtained from their corresponding unaver-
aged counterparts as follows

��̄rr =
1

t�
R

R+t

��rrdr, ��̄�� =
1

t�
R

R+t

����dr

�ūr =
1

t�
R

R+t

�urdr �24�

In turn, the unaveraged, incremental field quantities satisfy the
following: the stress equation of equilibrium

d���rr�
dr

+
2���rr − �����

r
= 0

on R; the stress-displacement relations

��rr =
E

�1 + ���1 − 2����1 − ��
d��ur�

dr
+ 2�

�ur

r
�

�25�

���� =
E

�1 + ���1 − 2����ur

r
+ �

d��ur�
dr

�
on R; and the boundary conditions applying a pressure on the
inner wall while maintaining the outer stress free

��rr = − �p at r = R

��rr = 0 at r = R + t

for 0���2� ,0�	��.
The formulation for the incremental fields is identical to that of

linear elasticity for a spherical container under internal pressure.
Therefore, we draw on linear elasticity results in the literature to
write expressions for the radial and hoop stress increments, ��rr,
����, and ��		, resulting from an increment of applied internal
pressure �see, e.g., Sokolnikoff �8�, Art. 94�. These results yield

��rr = �p
R3

�R + t�3 − R3�1 −
�R + t�3

r3 �
�26�

���� = ��		 = �p
R3

�R + t�3 − R3�1 +
�R + t�3

2r3 �
The radial displacement increment �ur may be derived by substi-
tuting the stress results from Eq. �26� into Eq. �25� and integrating
to get

�ur =
rR3

�R + t�3 − R3

�p

E
�1 − 2� + �1 + ��

�R + t�3

2r3 � �27�

Upon averaging the expressions in Eqs. �26� and �27� over the
thickness as in Eq. �24�, we obtain the average stress increments,
��̄rr, ��̄��, and ��̄		, and the radial displacement increment �ūr
for a thick-walled sphere. We evaluate the increment of change in
thickness, or increment of thinning, as the difference of displace-
ment increments at the outer and inner sphere walls. We then
expand the resulting expressions for small values of t to obtain the
incremental expressions for a thin-walled sphere

��̄rr = −
�p

2
�1 + O�t��, ��̄�� = ��̄		 =

R�p

2t
�1 + O�t��

Fig. 7 Spherical vessel under internal pressure
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�ūr =
�1 − ��

2E

R2�p

t
�1 + O�t��, �t = −

�R�p

E
�1 + O�t��

�28�

as t→0, wherein O is the large order O symbol. We note, from the
first of Eq. �28�, that the mean pressure in the sphere’s wall is the
average of the boundary values. Further, from the second of Eq.
�28�, the hoop stresses found here are in fact consistent with those
obtained from classical elementary treatments. The average dis-
placement and thinning, for their part, are the apparently new
results needed to proceed with the remainder of the integrated
elasticity analysis.

The integrated elasticity solution may be obtained by using the
fields in Eq. �28�. The procedure starts by taking the limit �p
→dp and writing the expressions for change in radius and thin-
ning in differential form in terms of the current, deformed, radius
R and thickness t, and the pressure differential dp. Hence, from
the last two of Eq. �28�,

dR =
�1 − ��

2E

R2

t
dp, dt = −

�R

E
dp �29�

Each equation in Eq. �29� involves all three variables R, t, and p.
To separate and then integrate, we need expressions with just two.
Consequently, we need to eliminate a variable: We choose p as it
appears solely as dp. Hence

dR = −
�1 − ��

2�

R

t
dt

Now integrating, the integrated elasticity relation for R versus t is

R

R0
= � t

t0
	−�1−��/2�

�30�

Substituting this result into the second of Eq. �29�, we can elimi-
nate R to obtain

dt = −
�R0

E
� t

t0
	−�1−��/2�

dp

Integrating we obtain the thickness in the deformed state as func-
tion of the applied pressure. This in turn we can substitute into Eq.
�30� above to obtain the radius-pressure relation. The two expres-
sions so derived may now be used in the differential forms for the
stresses which, upon integration, yield the remainder of the inte-
grated elasticity solution. The final results take a more compact
form on exchanging Young’s modulus for the shear modulus G.
The entire solution can be expressed as

�̄rr = −
p

2
, �̄�� = − 2G ln�1 −

R0

nt0

p

G
�

�31�
R

R0
= �1 −

R0

nt0

p

G
�−n�

,
t

t0
= �1 −

R0

nt0

p

G
�1−n�

where n�=2�1−�� / �2−2�+�n�, and n=4 with �̄		= �̄�� for the
thin-walled, spherical, pressure vessel. In Eq. �31�, we introduce
the index n and related variable n� so as to provide the corre-
sponding results for a thin-walled, cylindrical, pressure vessel in
plane strain. These are derived in an analogous manner to the
sphere, and the final results take the same form: namely, as in Eq.
�31� but for n=2. We note that thick-walled pressure vessels are
also tractable to analysis to yield closed-form solutions. Details of
such an analysis and resulting expressions are given in the Appen-
dix. For all these configurations, the weak geometric similarity of
deformed geometries to their antecedents again enables closed-
form solutions to be derived. Further, all of these solutions have
no rotations and therefore are free of any associated errors.

To compare the integrated elasticity response for the sphere to
its linear elasticity counterpart, we begin by writing �̄�� and R of
Eq. �31� explicitly for the sphere. Hence

�̄�� = − 2G ln�1 −
R0

4t0

p

G
�,

R

R0
= �1 −

R0

4t0

p

G
�−�1−��/�1+��

�32�
Next we expand the integrated elasticity expressions for small
loads to obtain expressions valid in the linear elastic regime. Thus,
on reverting to E and taking the limit as pR0 /Et0→0, we get

�̄��
o =

pR0

2t0
,

Ro

R0
= 1 +

1 − �

2

R0

t0

p

E
�33�

where the superscript o again serves to distinguish linear elasticity
predictions. These are consistent with Eq. �28�: The expression for
the hoop stress is also consistent with that obtained from standard
treatments of thin spherical shells �see, e.g., Sokolnikoff �8�, Art.
94�.

In the range of small loads where both theories are linear, the
fact that Eq. �33� can be obtained directly from Eq. �32� guaran-
tees that they will agree. To examine the differences between the
two for larger loads, we sketch their hoop stress responses to
pressure in Fig. 8 �from the first of both Eq. �32� and Eq. �33�,
with the former converted to E�, and their pressure-radius re-
sponses in Fig. 9 �from the second of both Eq. �32� and Eq. �33�,
again with the former converted to E�. Both figures are for a load
range 0� pR0 /Et0�1, with a family of plots corresponding to �
=0, 1 /4, 1 /2. In Fig. 8, the linear elasticity prediction for stress is
represented by a single straight line, as it is independent of the
parameter �. In contrast, the predictions of integrated elasticity do
depend on �. For �=0, the difference between the two theories is
due solely to integrated elasticity tracking the expanding radius.
That the gap increases with � is attributable to integrated elasticity
additionally tracking the thinning effect on the sphere’s wall, and
thus on the stress. In Fig. 9, both theories predict that the change
in radius depends on �. For linear elasticity, this is because each
in-plane stress component contributes a lateral contraction in the
direction of the other due to Poisson’s ratio effect. Consequently,

Fig. 8 Comparison of stress versus pressure response of lin-
ear and integrated elasticity
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net strains are reduced with increasing �. This in turn means that,
for a given pressure, the radius decreases with increasing Pois-
son’s ratio. For integrated elasticity, this effect is offset by both
the tracking of the increase in radius �for �=0� as well as the
tracking of thinning ���0�. In Fig. 9, this can most easily be
appreciated by examining the reduction in the pressure required to
produce a given radius.

To gain an appreciation for the applicability of the integrated
elasticity results for a sphere and contrast them with those of
classical elasticity, we compare predictions to some pressure-
versus-radius measurements. There are a number of such measure-
ments reported in the literature �e.g., Hart-Smith �15��, but typi-
cally they are for far higher levels of deformation than those of
interest here. Accordingly we perform our own set of experiments
with a view to providing more data in the engineering strain range
0–40 %. Here the intent is merely to assess whether the spherical
vessel’s response is linear or not.

With this objective in mind, we put together a simple apparatus
for inflating rubber balloons. The apparatus consists of a piping
system, pressurized by a bicycle pump, and fitted with a water
manometer �see Ref. �16� for further details�. Figure 10 shows a
plot of the pressure-versus-radius data recorded during two suc-
cessive inflation runs, overlaid with the predictions of integrated
and linear elasticity. The modulus of elasticity values in these
predictions are based on a least-squares fit to all the data for
integrated elasticity, and to the initial data for linear elasticity:
Poisson’s ratio continues to be taken to be one half for both theo-
ries. These fits lead to a slightly lower value of E for linear elas-
ticity, hence integrated elasticity predictions that are initially
somewhat higher than those of linear elasticity, in contrast to Fig.
9. At higher radii, however, integrated elasticity predicts soften-
ing, whereas linear elasticity does not. These simple experiments
confirm the softening. The same softening is found in other ex-
periments �e.g., Ref. �15��: It can also be tracked using kinetic
theory instead of integrated elasticity.

5 Far-Field Tension of a Plate with an Elliptical Hole
In this section we consider an elastic plate of infinite extent,

weakened by an elliptical hole, under uniaxial tension at infinity
�Fig. 11�. In general, the integrals encountered in developing the
integrated elasticity solution for such a configuration are not that
tractable, but some key results can be readily obtained. We derive
these in what follows, then comment on similar results in Griffith
�2� and Mansfield �17�, including a limited comparison with some
physical data.

Fig. 9 Comparison of pressure versus radius response of lin-
ear and integrated elasticity

Fig. 10 Pressure-radius response of rubber balloons

Fig. 11 Plate weakened by an elliptical hole under tension at
infinity
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In the undeformed state, the elliptical hole has a major axis of
length 2a0, and minor axis of length 2b0 �Fig. 11�. In plane rect-
angular Cartesian coordinates X1, X2, the major axis of the hole is
parallel to the X1 axis. Initially, therefore, the hole is described by

�X1

a0
	2

+ �X2

b0
	2

= 1 �34�

The plate is subjected to a uniform tensile traction � at infinity
parallel to the X2 axis.

Before we proceed to a formal statement of the associated in-
tegrated elasticity problem, we need to check whether the corre-
sponding linear elasticity solution deforms an elliptical hole into
yet another elliptical hole: Such weak geometric similarity of de-
formed geometries facilitates both formulation and subsequent
analysis. That this geometric similarity is maintained in the earlier
examples is immediately established by inspection of the simple
deformation fields attending their linear elasticity solutions: Here
it is not so obvious.

The linear elasticity solution for this configuration was first
given in Kolossoff �18� and subsequently in Inglis �19�. While a
number of contributors have since furnished alternate solution
forms for the linear elastic response, in terms of complex poten-
tials, for example, the complete stress and displacement fields are
not readily available in the open literature. Accordingly we draw
on an internal report that develops these fields, Kondo and Sin-
clair �20�.

For a state of plane stress, the hole boundary displacements can
be obtained from Ref. �20�. After some algebra, these components
can be resolved into the X1 and X2 directions. This yields the
following relatively simple expressions

u1
b = −

�X1

E
, u2

b =
�

E
�1 + 2

a0

b0
	X2 �35�

where the superscript b distinguishes displacements on the hole
boundary �here, as opposed to elsewhere, displacements are inde-
pendent of ��. To investigate the deformed shape of the hole under
tension we consider

� x1

a
	2

+ � x2

b
	2

where x1, x2 are the plane rectangular Cartesian coordinates de-
scribing the deformed shape, and a and b are the lengths of the
deformed semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively. Recog-
nizing that, on the hole boundary, x1=X1+u1

b, x2=X2+u2
b, and that

a=a0+u1�X1=a0

b , b=b0+u2�X2=b0

b , we obtain, from Eq. �35�,

� x1

a
	2

+ � x2

b
	2

= �X1�1 −
�

E
	

a0�1 −
�

E
	 �

2

+ �X2�1 +
�

E
�1 + 2

a0

b0
	�

b0�1 +
�

E
�1 + 2

a0

b0
	� �

2

That is, from Eq. �34�

� x1

a
	2

+ � x2

b
	2

= 1 �36�

Consequently, the elliptical hole does indeed deform into another
elliptical hole. Hence we can specify the deformed region in our
formulation to reflect this fact and proceed as previously to derive
some integrated elasticity results.

In the undeformed state, the plate occupies an open region R0
together with its boundary, where

R0 = 
�X1,X2��1 � �X1/a0�2 + �X2/b0�2 � 
 �

In light of the foregoing, when loaded parallel to the X2 axis, the
plate deforms so as to occupy the open region R described in the
x1, x2-coordinate system by

R = 
�x1,x2��1 � �x1/a�2 + �x2/b�2 � 
 �

where a and b continue as the deformed counterparts of a0 and b0.
In general, then, we seek throughout R the stresses �ij and the

displacements ui as functions of xi, where now the subscripts i , j
only range over 1,2. These result from the accumulation of corre-
sponding increments, under a gradually applied traction �, in ac-
cordance with

�ij =�
0

�

��ijd�, ui =�
0

�

�uid�

on R, wherein ��ij and �ui are the stress and displacement incre-
ments, respectively. At any stage of deformation, an additional
increment of traction �� engenders these increments such that
they satisfy: the stress equations of equilibrium in the absence of
body forces

����ij�
�xj

= 0

on R; the stress-displacement relations for a state of plane stress4

��ij =
E

2�1 + ��� 2�

1 – �

���uk�
�xk

�ij +
���ui�

�xj
+

���uj�
�xi

	 �37�

on R where k is summed over 1,2; the boundary conditions for the
stress-free hole

���� = ��� = 0

for x1, x2 satisfying Eq. �36�, where ����, the normal stress com-
ponent perpendicular to the boundary, and ���, the shear stress
component parallel to it, are given by

���� = 1
2 ���11 + ��22� + �����11 − ��22� + 2����12

��� = 2����12 − �����11 − ��22�

wherein

� =
a2 + b2

a2 − b2� x1
2

a2 −
x2

2

b2	 − 1, � =
4x1x2

a2 − b2 ,

� = �a2 + b2

a2 − b2 −
x1

2

a2 +
x2

2

b2�/2��2 + �2�

and the boundary conditions at infinity, prescribing the application
of the traction transverse to the hole

��22 = ��, ��12 = 0, as x2 → ± 


��11 = ��12 = 0, as x1 → ± 


on R.
We begin the integrated elasticity solution by seeking displace-

ments in the deformed state. These involve integrals that are
readily tractable only at the tips of the major and minor axes of
the elliptical hole. Since the ellipse deforms into another ellipse,
we only need expressions for the lengths of the major and minor
axes to describe the hole geometry as deformation progresses. We
use Eq. �35� to write the displacement increments on the hole
boundary, dui

b, in response to an incrementally applied stress, d�.
Specifically, for the major axis, we have

du1
b = −

x1

E
d�

Introducing da=du1
b and a=x1 and integrating, we obtain

4For plane strain, exchange E for 2�1+��G then replace the remaining occur-
rences of � with � / �1−��.
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a = a0e−�/E �38�

Now, for the minor axis, the second of Eq. �35� has

du2
b =

x2

E
�1 + 2

a

b
	d�

Introducing db=du2
b, x2=b, and the expression for a of Eq. �38�,

we obtain a first order linear differential equation in b, namely

db

d�
−

b

E
=

2a0

E
e−�/E

Upon integrating we get

b = 2a0sh �/E + b0e�/E �39�

Here and henceforth, the Russian notation for hyperbolic func-
tions is used for compactness. Equations �38� and �39� are our
integrated elasticity solution for the lengths of the ellipse semi-
axes.

Turning to the stress fields, these also involve integrals that are
only readily tractable at the axis tips on the hole boundary. How-
ever, these are the locations of the peak tensile and compressive
stresses. Drawing on the linear elasticity solution in Inglis �19�,
we have, at X1= ±a0, X2=0

�22
max = �1 + 2

a0

b0
	� �40�

Here the superscript max denotes the peak tensile stress. Hence
the stress differential at the tip of the major axis of the elliptical
hole can be written as

d�22
max = �1 + 2

a

b
	d�

Now substituting Eqs. �38� and �39� and integrating, we obtain the
peak tensile stress

�22
max = E ln��1 +

a0

b0
	e2�/E −

a0

b0
� − � �41�

Again drawing on Inglis �19�, we find that �11=−� at X1=0, X2
= ±b0. Hence d�11=−d� and the trivial integration yields

�11
min = − � �42�

where the superscript min denotes the peak compressive stress.
Equations �41� and �42� are our integrated elasticity solution for
the stress at the semi-axes of an elliptical hole under uniform
uniaxial tension in the far field.

The elliptical hole in a thin plate under all-round tension admits
to a similar treatment within integrated elasticity. Such an analysis
yields results consistent with some earlier ones, independently
obtained in Griffith �2� and Mansfield �17�. The semi-axis lengths
and maximum and minimum stresses on the hole boundary for
this case are given by

a = a0ch
2�

E
+ b0sh

2�

E
�43�

b = a0sh
2�

E
+ b0ch

2�

E

and

�22
max = E ln�ch

2�

E
+

a0

b0
sh

2�

E
�

�11
min = E ln�ch

2�

E
+

b0

a0
sh

2�

E
� �44�

for a0�b0. Equations �43� and �44� complete our limited set of
closed-form solutions for a plate with an elliptical hole.

Some comments are in order on the integrated elasticity solu-
tions in Eqs. �38�, �39�, and Eqs. �41� through �44�. First, we
observe that the two elliptical hole configurations treated do un-
dergo rotations and so these solutions are approximate, as are their
linear elasticity antecedents in this respect. Second, under the
limit � /E→0, we recover the corresponding linear elasticity so-
lutions, as should be the case. That is, a=a0, b=b0 for both types
of loading, and Eqs. �40� and �42� for uniaxial tension, �22

max

=2a0� /b0, �11
min=2b0� /a0 for all-round tension. Third, under the

limit b0→0, the elliptical hole becomes a mathematically sharp
crack. For both loading configurations considered here, integrated
elasticity then predicts a stress singularity at the crack tip. How-
ever, the tip stresses, �22

max of Eqs. �41� and �44�, now increase
only as O�ln�b0�� as b0→0. This is in contrast to classical elas-
ticity which has peak stresses of O�1/b0� as b0→0.

The last result for the limit as b0→0 reflects the general reduc-
tion in peak stress that attends integrated elasticity for this con-
figuration. This is in contrast with some earlier configurations,
where tracking the deformation generally resulted in higher
stresses due to thinning and other effects. To illustrate the present
case we plot peak stress response for integrated elasticity for vari-
ous elliptical holes under uniaxial tension. More precisely, �22

max

from Eq. �41� for a /b=1,4 ,16 �Fig. 12�. For comparison, we
include the corresponding peak stress response for linear elastic-
ity. That is, �22

max from Eq. �40�. The reduction in stress evident in
Fig. 12 with integrated elasticity results from its tracking of the
progressive blunting of the ellipse, something which linear elas-
ticity does not do.

As in previous sections, we seek to ascertain whether integrated
elasticity agrees better than linear elasticity with the physical re-
sponse in instances of moderate deformation of elastic materials.
To this end, we consider experimental data furnished by Mansfield
�17�. In Ref. �17�, two thin rubber sheets with a razor-sharp crack
are subjected to biaxial tension, and the changes in the crack
profile are recorded as it deforms. In Fig. 13, we reproduce mea-
sured data from Ref. �17� for the semi-length of the crack plotted
against the normalized applied stress as load increases. This

Fig. 12 Comparison of peak stress versus applied stress for
linear and integrated elasticity
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length corresponds to a under the limit b0→0 for the elliptical
hole. Thus, for comparison, we overlay on this plot the predictions
of linear elasticity, namely that a=a0, and of integrated elasticity
which has a=a0ch�� /E� �see Eq. �43� with b0=0�. In the latter we
use the same value of E as is implicit in Mansfield �17�. The
results from Ref. �17� agree fairly well qualitatively with the pre-
dictions of integrated elasticity in as much as the rubber’s re-
sponse is curved downwards: this is in contrast to linear elasticity
which has that the major semi-axis length is constant under load.
However, quantitative agreement is not good for the choice of
Young’s modulus in Mansfield �17�.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this study, we consider some implications of relaxing the

third linearization of the theory of linear elasticity which holds
that the loads be applied entirely on the undeformed shape. The so
relaxed theory applies load increments as deformation progresses
and then integrates the result. Consequently, we term the resulting
modified formulation integrated elasticity.

In certain instances, this integrated elasticity formulation is
amenable to solution in closed form. This can be the case when
classical elasticity results in a deformed shape that is either geo-
metrically similar or weakly geometrically similar to its unde-
formed antecedent. This class of problems immediately admits to
integral representations for its integrated elasticity solutions. On
occasion such integrals may be evaluated exactly. All such solu-
tions recover their linear elastic antecedents as the first order term
when expanded in the limit as the applied loading tends to zero. It
follows that integrated elasticity only differs significantly from
linear elasticity when deformation levels are moderately high. Un-
der every such circumstance as was investigated here, integrated
elasticity captured the nature of the physical response better than
linear elasticity, and actually agreed well with measured responses
up to engineering strains of 30%. This can reasonably be expected
to be the case in further like configurations.
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Appendix: Pressure Within Thick-Walled Spherical and
Cylindrical Vessels

Here we provide the complete stress and displacement fields for
the integrated elasticity solutions for spherical and cylindrical,
thick-walled, pressure vessels. We outline the analysis and give
results for the spherical vessel, and just report the results for the
cylinder vessel which admits to a similar treatment.

The spherical pressure vessel occupies an undeformed region in

space with inner radius R0, and outer radius R̂0. Under internal

pressure p, the radii become R and R̂, respectively �Fig. 14�. For
this spherical pressure vessel, the formulation is the same as that
of Sec. 4 for the thin-walled vessel, except for the absence of
averaging through the thickness.

As a result of sharing common elements with its formulation,
the thick-walled sphere has the same incremental fields as the
unaveraged thin-walled sphere. Thus these unaveraged fields are

given by Eqs. �26� and �27�, with R̂ substituted for the sum of the
inner radius and the thickness. Hence Eq. �27� yields the differen-
tial expressions for both the inner and outer radii, namely

dR =
R4

R̂3 − R3

dp

E
�1 − 2� + �1 + ��

R̂3

2R3�
dR̂ =

R3R̂

R̂3 − R3

dp

E
�1 − 2� +

1

2
�1 + ��� �A1�

Each equation in �A1� involves all three variables, R, R̂, and p.
Now, though, integration cannot proceed as simply as in Eq. �29�
et seq. via the direct elimination of a variable then separating
remaining variables. However, we can proceed if we recognize

Fig. 13 Crack length response of a rubber sheet under tension
„data from Mansfield †17‡… Fig. 14 Cross section of a thick-walled spherical pressure

vessel
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that the number of dimensions characterizing the cross section can
be reduced if we scale the outer radius by the inner. That is, we
take

R̂ = �R

The differential for R̂ is then given by

dR̂ = �dR + Rd�

On substituting for R̂ and dR̂, we get

dR

R
=

1

��3 − 1��1 − 2� +
1

2
�1 + ���3�dp

E

d�

�
= −

1

2
�1 + ��

dp

E
�A2�

Now the last of �A2� involves only two variables, thereby en-
abling integration for �. Substituting the resulting expression for �
into the first of �A2�, we obtain an expression for R. Hence we
have

� = �0e−�1+��p/2E

�A3�

ln
R

R0
= − �1 − 2��

p

E
−

1 − �

1 + �
ln��3 − 1

�0
3 − 1

�
where �0= R̂0 /R0. To obtain the distribution of the radial displace-
ment across the thickness of the vessel, we start by writing the
differential of the displaced radial coordinate r, from Eq. �27�, as

dr =
rR3

R̂3 − R3
�1 − 2� + �1 + ��

R̂3

2r3�dp

E

Defining the dimensionless radius �=r /R, we recast the above
expression in terms of �, R, and �

Rd� + �dR =
�R

�3 − 1
�1 − 2� + �1 + ��

�3

2�3�dp

E

Dividing by �R and using the first of �A2�, we obtain

�2d�

1 − �3 =
�3�1 + ��
2��3 − 1�

dp

E

We then use the first of �A3� to substitute for � and integrate,
obtaining

ln��3 − 1

�0
3 − 1

� = −
3

2
�1 + ��

p

E
+ ln��0

3 − e
3�1+��p

2E

�0
3 − 1

�
where �0 is r /R in the undeformed state. The expressions for the
radial and hoop stresses are obtained in similar fashion in terms of
� and �, starting from Eq. �26�.

As with the results in Sec. 4, expressions here are more com-
pact when expressed in terms of the shear modulus G rather than
Young’s modulus E. The complete integrated elasticity solution
for a thick-walled spherical vessel is then given by

�rr = − p − 2�m − 1�G ln� �

�0
�, ��� = − p + 2G ln� ���0

m − 1�
�0��m − 1��

R

R0
= e−�1−2��p/2m�G��0

m − 1

�m − 1
��1−��/m�

,
�

�0
= e−p/2�m−1�G

�m − 1

�m − 1
=

�0
m − 1

�0
m − 1

�A4�

where m�=1−2�+�m, and m=3 with �		=��� for the thick-
walled spherical pressure vessel. In �A4�, we introduce the index
m and related variable m� so as to provide the corresponding
results for a thick-walled cylindrical pressure vessel in plane
strain. These are derived in an analogous manner to the sphere,
and the final results take the same form. That is, as in �A4� but for
m=2. Expanding �A4� for small p /G recovers the linear elasticity
results for both the thick-walled sphere and cylinder �see, e.g.,
Sokolnikoff �8�, Arts. 94 and 81, respectively�.
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Identification of Linear
Time-Varying Dynamical Systems
Using Hilbert Transform
and Empirical Mode
Decomposition Method
This paper addresses the identification of linear time-varying multi-degrees-of-freedom
systems. The identification approach is based on the Hilbert transform and the empirical
mode decomposition method with free vibration response signals. Three-different types of
time-varying systems, i.e., smoothly varying, periodically varying, and abruptly varying
stiffness and damping of a linear time-varying system, are studied. Numerical simulations
demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method with single- and
multi-degrees-of-freedom dynamical systems. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2188538�

1 Introduction
Linear time-invariant �LTI� systems are appropriate to model

systems that have stationary properties. Linear time-varying
�LTV� systems are frequently used to model systems that have
nonstationary properties and undergo low magnitude vibrations.
The identification of LTV dynamical systems has received in-
creasing attention nowadays. In electrical engineering and control
engineering, various identification techniques with time-varying
systems have been proposed both by using single input and output
time sequence and by using multiple input and output sequence
�1–4�. In civil engineering and mechanical engineering, identifi-
cation of LTV systems has been attracting considerable attention
in recent years because most real structures exhibit nonstationary
dynamical behavior during their service life. It is generally recog-
nized that the LTV model is more appropriate and better than the
LTI model to capture the instantaneous dynamical behaviors of
the system, and it could be used to assess the condition of the
system or to diagnose its failure �5,6�.

Many discrete-time state-space identification algorithms, such
as the eigensystem realization, singular value decomposition
�SVD�, observability range space extraction, etc., have been em-
ployed in the modal testing community. Starting from the 1990s,
some efforts have been made in extending the discrete-time state-
space methods to LTV systems �2,7�. A subspace-based identifi-
cation technique �8� was proposed to describe linear time-varying
systems subject to initial disturbance. The concept of pseudo-
modal parameters is proposed to characterize the dynamic prop-
erties of LTV systems. The essence of the new algorithm is to
form a series of the general Hankel matrices using an ensemble of
response sequences. Then the SVD is used to extract observability
range spaces and identify the pseudo-modal parameters. Experi-
mental verification studies on an axially moving cantilever beam
were addressed in Ref. �9�.

Compared with the Fourier analysis, the wavelet transform
�WT� makes use of adjustable window location and size to de-

compose signals and thus can obtain more time-localized informa-
tion. The wavelet packet decomposition �WPD� is furthermore
considered to be a powerful signal processing tool due to its rich
library of redundant bases with arbitrary time-frequency resolu-
tion �10�. Many authors have recently addressed the identification
problem based on WT theory, and a wavelet-based identification
approach for nonlinear structural dynamic systems has been pro-
posed �11�. Hou et al. �12� have developed a structural model with
multiple breakable springs subjected to a harmonic excitation.
Studies show that the WT can successfully be used to identify
both abrupt and cumulative damages. A WPD-based method com-
bined with the neural network technique was proposed for the
damage assessment of structures �13�. Sun and Chang �14� made
use of the combination of the wavelet packet feature extraction
technique and a covariance-driven preprocessing procedure to
deal with the output-only signal in developing a structural health
monitoring method. All the above-mentioned approaches are only
for cases of LTI systems. The wavelet-based identification ap-
proach for the analysis of linear time-varying systems was pre-
sented �15,16�. The identification algorithm focuses on the estima-
tion of the parameters associated with a differential equation
model relating input and the output measurements using the
Galerkin approach.

The Hilbert transform �HT� also has the capability of decom-
posing measured signals in the time-frequency domain to capture
the time-localized information such as the instantaneous fre-
quency at a time instance. Successful approaches of identification
for a special type of single-degree-of-freedom �SDOF� time-
varying and nonlinear system have been developed with the Hil-
bert transform �17,18�. Then, the empirical mode decomposition
combined with the Hilbert transform, noted as the Hilbert-Huang
transform �HHT�, has been proposed �19�. This method, which is
based on the EMD and Hilbert transform, has been applied to
identify the modal parameters of multi-degrees-of-freedom
�MDOF� including not only the natural frequencies and damping
ratios, but also the mode shapes as well as the mass, stiffness, and
damping matrices of the linear systems �20�. Its application for
identification of natural frequencies and dampings of in situ tall
buildings using ambient wind vibration data has been investigated
�21�. However, these HHT-based approaches are applicable only
to the time-invariant systems.

In this paper a new identification approach for linear time-
varying dynamical systems based on the Hilbert transform and the
empirical mode decomposition method is proposed with free vi-
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bration response signals. Three types of time-varying systems are
studied to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the pro-
posed identification algorithm. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the basic theory of the Hilbert transform and
the empirical mode decomposition. Section 3 develops the identi-
fication technique for the linear time-varying multi-degrees-of-
freedom system with free vibration response data. Section 4 pre-
sents two numerical examples to illustrate the use of the proposed
approach and demonstrate its effectiveness. Section 5 gives a brief
conclusion.

2 Theoretical Bases

2.1 Hilbert Transform. The behavior of the dynamic re-
sponse signal of a time-varying nonlinear system is generally
varying both in the time and frequency domains. Many transient
responses exhibit this variation in an inconspicuous way. The Fou-
rier transform cannot show the signal’s instantaneous dynamic
characters even if no information of the signal has been lost dur-
ing the signal processing procedure. The best and successful ap-
proach to study this varying dynamic nature is the use of the
Hilbert transform.

For an arbitrary dynamic response signal y�t�, the Hilbert trans-
form of y�t�, denoted by ỹ�t�, is given by

ỹ�t� = HT�y�t�� =
1

�
P�

−�

+�
y���
t − �

d� �1�

where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. With this definition,
y�t� and ỹ�t� form a complex conjugate pair, and the analytical
signal Y�t� of y�t� is expressed as

Y�t� = y�t� + jỹ�t� = A�t�exp�j��t�� �2a�
in which

y�t� = A�t�cos���t�� �2b�

A�t� = �y2�t� + ỹ2�t� �2c�

��t� = arctan�ỹ�t�/y�t�� �2d�

A�t� is an envelope signal �the instantaneous amplitude�, ��t� is
the instantaneous phase angle, and j= �−1�1/2. The instantaneous
frequency ��t� of the signal is the time derivative of the instanta-
neous phase, obtained as

��t� = �̇�t� =
y�t�ẏ̃�t� − ẏ�t�ỹ�t�

A2�t�
�3�

The time derivative of the instantaneous amplitude is also impor-
tant to represent the analytic signal, expressed as

Ȧ�t� =
y�t�ẏ�t� + ỹ�t�ẏ̃�t�

A�t�
�4�

Equations �1�–�4� only show the instantaneous behavior of a
single frequency signal at any time t if the signal y�t� is processed
through the Hilbert transform. However, for a general signal at
any time, there is a spectrum of frequencies at that time instance
rather than just a single frequency. Therefore, to obtain a mean-
ingful decomposition of a general signal in the time-frequency
domain becomes very important in order to clearly show the in-
stantaneous behavior of the signal at any time instance.

2.2 The Empirical Mode Decomposition. The method to de-
compose a general signal into n intrinsic mode functions �IMFs�,
such as y�t� in Eq. �2�, is proposed by Huang et al. �19� using the
empirical mode decomposition �EMD� approach.

An IMF should satisfy two conditions: �a� in the whole range of
data, the number of extrema and the number of zero crossings
must either be equal or differ at most by one, and �b� at any point,

the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and
the envelope defined by the local minima is zero. Huang et al.
used the sifting process to decompose a general signal and obtain
its IMFs. A step in the sifting process is to identify all the local
maxima and minima of the signal and to connect all these local
maxima and minima with two cubic splines as the upper envelope,
and lower envelope respectively. The mean of the upper and lower
envelopes is then found. If this mean satisfies the above two con-
ditions, it is an IMF. The sifting processing is repeated by sub-
tracting this mean from the original signal to form a new curve
from which cubic splines are found for the upper and lower en-
velopes. The process is repeated to obtain more IMFs. Suppose n
intrinsic mode functions are obtained after all the sifting pro-
cesses. The original signal can be expressed as

y�t� = �
j=1

n

yj�t� + r�t� �5�

in which yj�t�, j=1,2 , . . . ,n, are the IMFs of the original signal
and r�t� is the residue, which is a monotonic function from which
no more IMFs can be extracted. Such a process is referred to as
the EMD method.

3 Identification Technique via Free Vibration Data
The equation of free vibration of a linear time-varying multi-

degree-of-freedom �MDOF� system can be expressed as

M�t�ÿ�t� + C�t�ẏ�t� + K�t�y�t� = 0 �6�

in which y�t�= �y1�t� ,y2�t� , . . . ,yn�t��T is the displacement vector,
and M�t�, C�t�, and K�t� are �n�n� time-varying mass, damping,
and stiffness matrices, respectively. For the linear system, the dis-
placement vector can be expressed as the superposition of n IMFs.
The ith element of the displacement vector can be denoted as

yi�t� = �
j=1

n

yij�t� = �
j=1

n

Aij�t�cos��ij�t�� �j = 1,2, . . . ,n� �7�

in which Aij�t�cos��ij�t�� is the jth IMF extracted for the ith ele-
ment �which corresponds to the ith DOF� of the displacement
vector, such as the IMF shown in Eq. �2�.

According to Bedrosian’s theorem �22� on the Hilbert transform
of the product of two signals, consider the case of nonoverlapping
spectra of the signals f�t� and g�t�, where f�t� is the low-pass
portion of the signal and g�t� is the high-pass portion of the signal.
Then H�f�t�g�t��= f�t�H�g�t��, and we have

H�M�t�ÿ�t�� = M�t�H�ÿ�t�� = M�t�ÿ̃�t� �8a�

H�C�t�ẏ�t�� = C�t�H�ẏ�t�� = C�t�ẏ̃�t� �8b�

H�K�t�y�t�� = K�t�H�y�t�� = K�t�ỹ�t� �8c�

Equation �8� implies that the coefficients, M�t�, C�t�, and K�t�, do
not vary quickly over time. This means Eq. �8� is not suitable for
the abrupt varying systems. This will be further discussed in the
simulation studies.

Use the Hilbert transform for both sides of Eq. �6�, and together
with Eqs. �8a�–�8c�. The Hilbert transform of Eq. �6� becomes

M�t�ÿ̃�t� + C�t�ẏ̃�t� + K�t�ỹ�t� = 0 �9�

Multiplying each term of Eq. �9� by j and adding it to the corre-
sponding term of Eq. �6�, a differential equation on the analytic
signal is obtained as

M�t�Ÿ�t� + C�t�Ẏ�t� + K�t�Y�t� = 0 �10�

in which Y�t�= �Y1�t� ,Y2�t� , . . . ,Yn�t��T is the analytic signal of
the displacement vector, and the ith element �which corresponds
to the ith DOF� of the analytic signal can be written as Eq. �2� by
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Yi�t� = �
j=1

n

Yij�t� = �
j=1

n

Aij exp�j�ij�t�� �11�

in which

yij�t� = Aij�t�cos �ij�t�

Aij�t� = �yij
2 �t� + ỹij

2 �t�

�ij�t� = arctan�ỹij�t�/yij�t��
Using the analytic signal from Eq. �11�, and together with Eqs. �3�
and �4�, we have

Ẏij�t� = Yij�t��Ȧij�t�/Aij�t� + j�ij�t�� �12�

Ÿij�t� = Yij�t��Äij�t�/Aij�t� − �ij
2 �t� + j„2Ȧij�t��ij�t�/Aij�t� + �̇ij�t�…�

�13�

in which

�ij�t� = �̇ij�t� =
yij�t�ẏ̃i j�t� − ẏij�t�ỹij�t�

Aij
2 �t�

= Im� Ẏij�t�
Yij�t�

	 �14a�

Ȧij�t� =
yij�t�ẏij�t� + ỹij�t�ẏ̃i j�t�

Aij�t�
= Aij Re� Ẏij�t�

Yij�t�
	 �14b�

�̇ij�t� = Im� Ÿij�t�
Yij�t�

	 − 2
Ȧij�t��ij�t�

Aij�t�
�14c�

Äij�t� = Aij�t�
Re� Ÿij�t�
Yij�t�

	 + �ij
2 �t�� �14d�

The free vibration of the linear time-varying MDOF system in

Eq. �10� can be solved by substituting Ÿ and Ẏ of Eqs. �12� and
�13�, and using Eqs. �11� and �14�. Assuming the mass to be
known, Eq. �10� can be simplified and written in compact matrix
notation for the jth IMF of the analytic signal.

P j
c� j

c + P j
k� j

k = P j
m �15�

in which � j
c= �c1 c2 ¯ ci ¯ cnT, � j

k= �k1 k2 ¯ ki ¯ knT, and

P j
c = �

h1j
c Y1j h1j

c Y1j − h2j
c Y2j

h2j
c Y2j − h1j

c Y1j h2j
c Y2j − h3j

c Y3j

¯ ¯

hij
c Yij − hi−1j

c Yi−1j hij
c Yij − hi+1j

c Yi+1j

¯ ¯

hnj
c Ynj − hn−1j

c Yn−1j

� �16�

P j
k = �

Y1j Y1j − Y2j

Y2j − Y1j Y2j − Y3j

¯ ¯

Yij − Yi−1j Yij − Yi+1j

¯ ¯

Ynj − Yn−1j

� �17�

P j
m = �− m1h1j

m Y1j − m2h2j
m Y2j ¯ − mihij

mYij ¯

− mnhnj
m YnjT �18�

The coefficients hij
c and hij

m in Eqs. �16� and �18� are

hij
c =

Ȧij�t�
Aij�t�

+ j�ij�t� �19�

hij
m = � Äij�t�

Aij�t�
− �ij

2 �t�	 + j�2Ȧij�t��ij�t�
Aij�t�

+ �̇ij�t�	 �20�

The complex Eq. �15� can be separated into two equations accord-
ing to the real and imaginary parts, and then the two parts can be
assembled in the following form,

�Re�Pi
c� Re�Pi

k�
Im�Pi

c� Im�Pi
k�
	��i

c

�i
k� = �Re�Pi

m�
Im�Pi

m� � �21�

For an n DOF linear time-varying system, Eq. �21� contains 2n
time-varying unknown parameters and 2n time-varying equations
for each IMF of the original signal. Therefore, each IMF extracted
from the original signal can be used in Eq. �21� to solve for one
set of identification results. This is an important advantage of the

proposed method in practical system identification as only one set
of IMFs is required to solving all the time-varying unknown sys-
tem parameters.

For a single-degree-of-freedom system, the identified results
from Eq. �21� can be simplified and written as the following ex-
plicit expressions, which are the same as presented in Ref. �17�.

c�t� = − m
2Ȧ�t�
A�t�

+
�̇�t�
��t�

� �22a�

k�t� = m�0
2�t� �22b�

in which

�0
2�t� =

k�t�
m

= �2�t� −
Ä�t�
A�t�

+
2Ȧ2�t�
A2�t�

+
Ȧ�t��̇�t�
A�t���t�

�23a�

��t� = �̇�t� =
y�t�ẏ̃�t� − ẏ�t�ỹ�t�

A2�t�
= Im� Ẏ�t�

Y�t�
	 �23b�

Ȧ�t� =
y�t�ẏ�t� + ỹ�t�ẏ̃�t�

A�t�
= A�t�Re� Ẏ�t�

Y�t�
	 �23c�
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�̇�t� = Im� Ÿ�t�
Y�t�

	 − 2
Ȧ�t���t�

A�t�
�23d�

Ä�t� = A�t�
Re� Ÿ�t�
Y�t�

	 + �2�t�� �23e�

4 Simulation Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed

identification method for the linear time-varying system, two nu-
merical examples are presented in this section. One example is a
single-degree-of-freedom mass-spring-damping dynamical sys-
tem. Another system with two degrees-of-freedom is shown in
Fig. 1, in which the two stiffness coefficients and the two damping
coefficients are assumed to be time dependent, and the mass co-
efficients are known. Three different types of time variation are
studied, which are respectively the smoothly varying system, the
periodically varying system, and the abruptly varying system. The
response signals of the systems used to perform the identification
can be the displacement, velocity, and acceleration time se-
quences, which are obtained from the numerical solutions of the
free vibration differential equations using the Newton-Raphson
method �23�. The time interval between two data points in the
analysis is

�t =
T

N
=

10

1024
� 0.01 s

The identification procedure can be summarized as follows: �1�
The free vibration response signals obtained from the numerical
solution of the governing differential equations using the Newton-
Raphson method are decomposed based with the EMD method.
Each IMF is extracted from the response signals, which is suitable
for analysis with the Hilbert transform. �2� Each IMF is analyzed
using the Hilbert transform. Coefficients of instantaneous ampli-
tude, instantaneous frequency, and their time derivatives are com-
puted according to Eq. �14�. All these coefficients are time depen-
dent. �3� At each time step, each element of the matrices in Eqs.
�16�–�18� is then calculated using these coefficients. Then Eq. �21�
is constructed. �4� Equation �21� is solved to identify the stiffness
and damping coefficients at this time step. �5� Repeat steps �3� and
�4� to obtain results for the whole time history.

4.1 Identification of Smoothly Varying Systems. This sec-
tion addresses the identification of the smoothly varying changes
in the stiffness and/or damping of the linear time-varying systems.
For a SDOF system, the stiffness and damping variations are
given by

k�t� = 100�2 − 10�2t, c�t� = 0.66 + 0.15t, when t � 3

k�t� = 70�2, c�t� = 1.11, when t 	 3

The mass coefficient is assumed to be known �m=1�. The initial
conditions for the free vibration analysis are y0=1.0 and ẏ0=0.

Identification results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows
the identified stiffness coefficients versus time. The identified
stiffness coefficient is denoted with the dashed line and the true

stiffness coefficient is denoted with the solid line. Likewise, the
identified damping results are shown in Fig. 3. The identified stiff-
ness and damping coefficients are close to the true values.

For the 2-DOF system shown in Fig. 1, the stiffness coefficients
are given by

k1 = 40 053, k2 = 87 552 when t � 1

k1 = 40 053, k2 = 87 552 − 8755.2�t − 1� when 1 
 t 
 3

k1 = 40 053, k2 = 70 042 when t � 3

The damping coefficients and mass coefficients are assumed as
constants: c1=30, c2=0, and m1=m2=50. The initial conditions
for the free vibration analysis are y10=0.0, y20=1.0 and ẏ10=0,
ẏ20=0.

Two IMFs are decomposed from the response signals. The stiff-
ness coefficients are identified from each IMF and the average
values of k1 and k2 identified from both IMFs are plotted in Figs.
4 and 5, respectively. Figure 6 shows the identified stiffness coef-
ficient k2 from only the second IMF. These results show the iden-
tification results are very close to the true values in the whole time
period when using single IMF data or both IMFs data.

Fig. 1 2 DOF linear time-varying system

Fig. 2 Smoothly varying change of SDOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient

Fig. 3 Smoothly varying change of SDOF system: identified
damping coefficient
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4.2 Identification of Abruptly Varying Systems. The case
with abruptly varying stiffness in a linear time-varying system is
discussed. In the SDOF system, the stiffness variation is given by
k�t�=100�2 for t�1.5, k�t�=60�2 for 1.5
 t
3.5, and k�t�
=80�2 for t�3.5. The damping coefficient is invariant at c�t�
=0.7. The mass coefficient is assumed to be known �m=1�. The
initial conditions for the free vibration analysis are y0=1.0 and
ẏ0=0.

The analysis results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows
the time-frequency distribution of the time-varying response sig-
nal. Two abrupt jumps in the instantaneous frequency at t=1.5s
and t=3.5s are noted, suggesting that there are abrupt changes in
the physical parameter of the system. The identified results in Fig.
8 with the dashed line shows the abrupt stiffness changes at t
=1.5s and t=3.5s, which accords with the observed changes in
Fig. 7, and they match closely the true values which are denoted
with the solid line in Fig. 8.

For the 2-DOF system, the stiffness coefficients are given by
k1=40 053, k2=87 552, c1=30, c2=0 for t
3, and k1=36 048,
k2=70 042, c1=30, c2=0 for t�3. The mass coefficients are as-
sumed to be known as m1=m2=50. The initial conditions for the

free vibration analysis are y10=0.0, y20=1.0 and ẏ10=0, ẏ20=0.
The abrupt stiffness damages in k1 and k2 are identified using

both IMFs, which are extracted from the response data based on
the Hilbert transform. Results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respec-
tively. The identified stiffness coefficients denoted with the dashed
line are very close to the true values which are represented by the
solid line.

However, it is noted from Figs. 8–10 that there exists larger
identification error at the time instances when the system stiffness

Fig. 4 Smoothly varying change of 2 DOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient k1 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 5 Smoothly varying change of 2 DOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient k2 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 6 Smoothly varying change of 2-MDOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient k2 „from the second IMF…

Fig. 7 Abruptly varying change of SDOF system: instanta-
neous frequency versus time

Fig. 8 Abruptly varying change of SDOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient
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has abrupt changes. This indicates that the proposed method has
poor capability in tracking the abrupt variations of the system
parameters due to limitations in Eq. �8�.

4.3 Identification of Periodically Varying Systems. This
section addresses the identification of the periodically varying
stiffness of the linear time-varying systems. For a SDOF system,
the stiffness variation is given by k�t�=100�2−10�2 sin�2�t�,
c�t�=1.26, and the mass coefficient is known �m=1�. The initial
conditions for the free vibration analysis are y0=1.0 and ẏ0=0.

Identification results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The identi-
fied stiffness and the damping results are shown varying closely
around the true values.

For the 2 MDOF system shown in Fig. 2, the stiffness coeffi-
cients are given by

k1 = 40 053, k2 = 87 552, c1 = 30, c2 = 0 for t � 2

k1 = 40 053 − 4005.3 sin���t − 2��, k2 = 87 552, c1 = 30,

c2 = 0 for t 	 2

The mass coefficients are assumed as constants: m1=m2=50. The
initial conditions for the free vibration analysis are y10=0.0, y20
=1.0 and ẏ10=0, ẏ20=0.

For the 2 MDOF system, two IMFs are decomposed from the
response signals and they are used to identify the system param-
eters. The time-frequency distribution of the first IMF extracted
from the response signal at the second DOF is shown in Fig. 13. It
can be seen that there is a change in the periodical varying instan-
taneous frequency starting from t=2s. This phenomena indicates
that a physical parameter change occurs at that time and this kind
of change may be periodical if it is a stiffness change. The iden-
tified stiffness coefficient k1 shown in Fig. 14 verifies the above
observation. Other identified results on the coefficients k2, c1, and
c2 are shown in Figs. 15–17, respectively. All of them are identi-
fied using both IMFs data. The stiffness coefficient k1 identified
from using only the first IMF is shown in Fig. 18, which is similar
to that obtained from both IMFs. All these results are found vary-
ing closely to the true values of the system.

Fig. 9 Abruptly varying change of 2 DOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient k1 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 10 Abruptly varying change of 2 DOF system: identified
stiffness coefficient k2 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 11 Periodically varying change of SDOF system: identi-
fied stiffness coefficient

Fig. 12 Periodically varying change of SDOF system: identi-
fied damping coefficient
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5 Conclusions
A new identification approach for a linear time-varying dynami-

cal system is proposed based on the Hilbert transform and the
empirical mode decomposition method using free vibration re-
sponse time histories. A single-degree-of-freedom system and a
multi-degree-of-freedom system have been studied to demonstrate

Fig. 16 Periodically varying change of 2 DOF system: identi-
fied damping coefficient c1 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 17 Periodically varying change of 2 DOF system: identi-
fied damping coefficient c2 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 18 Periodically varying change of 2 DOF system: identi-
fied stiffness coefficient k1 „from the first IMF…

Fig. 13 Periodically varying change of 2 DOF system: instan-
taneous frequency versus time „from first IMF of the second
DOF…

Fig. 14 Periodically varying change of 2 DOF system: identi-
fied stiffness coefficient k1 „from both IMFs…

Fig. 15 Periodically varying change of 2 DOF system: identi-
fied stiffness coefficient k2 „from both IMFs…
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the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method. Three
types of time-dependent stiffness and damping parameters, i.e.,
smoothly varying, periodically varying, and abruptly varying stiff-
ness and damping of the linear time-varying system, are assumed
and used in the above studies. The identification method may not
be suitable for fast varying system parameters due to the assump-
tion of nonoverlapping frequency range in the response and the
system parameters, but simulation results show that the proposed
approach has the capability of tracking these variations using
single or more IMFs extracted from free vibration response sig-
nals. This is an important feature of the proposed system identifi-
cation approach with a linear time-varying system because a
single IMF can be extracted very conveniently from the vibration
response signals in practice.
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A Discrete Quasi-Coordinate
Formulation for the Dynamics of
Elastic Bodies
The discretized equations of motion for elastic systems are typically displayed in second-
order form. That is, the elastic displacements are represented by a set of discretized
(generalized) coordinates, such as those used in a finite-element method, and the elastic
rates are simply taken to be the time-derivatives of these displacements. Unfortunately,
this approach leads to unpleasant and computationally intensive inertial terms when
rigid rotations of a body must be taken into account, as is so often the case in multibody
dynamics. An alternative approach, presented here, assumes the elastic rates to be dis-
cretized independently of the elastic displacements. The resulting dynamical equations of
motion are simplified in form, and the computational cost is correspondingly lessened.
However, a slightly more complex kinematical relation between the rate coordinates and
the displacement coordinates is required. This tack leads to what may be described as a
discrete quasi-coordinate formulation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2189873�

1 Introduction
The dynamics of rapidly rotating elastic bodies has received

considerable attention in recent years �1–7�. The principal moti-
vation comes from robotics, where the demand for faster opera-
tion requires one to consider elasticity in the joints and links as
well as a litany of other effects.

The approach normally taken in addressing this problem nu-
merically is to discretize the elastic deformations and render the
equations of motion as second-order differential equations in these
coordinates. To account for fast rotational rates, it is imperative to
consider quantities that tend as the square or even the cube of the
elastic coordinates. Many of these make themselves present in the
inertial terms as first-degree and second-degree corrections to the
moments of mass of the body in question.1

The retention of these higher-degree terms means that the sys-
tem mass matrix becomes dependent on the elastic coordinates, in
essence on the shape of the body at any given time. In numerical
integration, this matrix must be inverted or Gaussian elimination
must be applied thereon to obtain the accelerations. These fre-
quent operations add heavily to the computational cost.

A welcome alternative would be a choice of coordinates that
would keep the system mass matrix constant. Such an alternative
is afforded by the use of quasi-coordinates. Here, we propose to
discretize the elastic displacement field and the elastic velocity
field separately, which leads to a constant mass matrix. The two
discretized fields are brought in accord via an appropriate kine-
matical relationship. The approach is, in fact, reminiscent of Eul-
er’s equations for rotational motion.

The term quasi-coordinate, or more properly differentials or
rates of quasi-coordinates or even quasi-velocities as some au-
thors prefer, alludes to the fact that the equation relating it to the
configuration coordinates is not integrable. The situation calls to

mind nonholonomic constraints. When quasi-coordinates are in-
volved, a direct application of Lagrange’s equations is not pos-
sible. The theory on the use of quasi-coordinates in Lagrangian
dynamics was begun by Boltzmann �8� and developed by Hamel
�9�, and the resulting equations have become known as the
Boltzmann-Hamel version of Lagrange’s equations or simply the
Boltzmann-Hamel equations �10�.

Recently, Junkins and Schaub �11� presented a very general and
most elegant approach to this problem. They have developed a
formulation by which the mass matrix is diagonalized by eigen-
decomposition. To accomplish this, they employ quasi-velocities
and take the Boltzmann-Hamel path to the equations of motion.
The generality of their approach makes it applicable to the present
problem as well. In our development, we take a different approach
that specifically addresses the case of elastic continua and we seek
only to obtain a constant mass matrix. Nevertheless, the spirit of
our work is the same and, indeed, originally motivated by the
same problems that motivated Junkins and Schaub, namely, multi-
body systems. Junkins and Schaub’s method can also facilitate
constraints; an issue we do not address at all here.

Now, one cannot enter this realm of inquiry without alighting
on the problem of “geometric stiffening,” for when considering
inertial terms that involve nonlinear effects owing to deformation,
it is only consistent to consider as well nonlinearity in the stiffness
terms. There has been much written on this topic, and although
our model will take this into account, we wish to make clear that
it is not the central subject of this paper.

We shall first present a development of the second-order formu-
lation followed by the first-order one using the Boltzmann-Hamel
idea in conjunction with Hamilton’s principle. In this procedure,
the discretization of the elastic continuum occurs at the end. The
results of a numerical example—the ever popular slender Euler-
Bernoulli beam—will be reported for both formulations. It is dem-
onstrated that the first-order development is not only analytically
attractive but also, as our preliminary numerical results suggest,
computationally more expedient.

2 A Typical Second-Order Formulation
Let us consider an elastic body E, as shown in Fig. 1, and affix

to this body a reference point O at which we place a reference
frame FE. The velocity of O and the angular velocity of FE rela-
tive to inertial space shall be given by v0 and � as expressed in
FE. All quantities in this development will be assumed to be ex-

1There is potentially a confusion in using the word order for it may refer to
differential order as well as algebraic order. To avoid this, we shall restrict the use of
the term order to the former and cmploy degree, which is customarily used in refer-
ence to polynomials, for the latter.
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pressed in the frame FE unless otherwise specified. The position
of an arbitrary point P relative to O in the undeformed body shall
be denoted by r. The deformation P will be indicated by ue�r , t�.

The elastic displacement field ue�r , t� will be discretized in the
customary manner as

ue�r,t� = �
�=1

n

���r�q��t� �1�

where ���r� are basis functions satisfying the cantilever condi-
tions at O. In the immediate sequel, we shall derive the second-
order equations of motion for E using a Lagrangian approach.

2.1 Kinetic Energy. The kinetic energy of the body is given
by

T =
1

2�E
wTw dm �2�

where dm= �r�dV is a mass element and ��r� is the mass density
with dV being the volume element. The velocity field w�r , t� is

w�r,t� = v�t� + u̇e�r,t� + ��t��r + ue�r,t�� �3�

Substituting �1� and �3� into �2� yields

T = 1
2mvTv + 1

2�TĴ� + 1
2 M��q̇�q̇� − vTĉ�� + vTp�q̇� + �Tĥ�q̇�

�4�
To avoid a plethora of summation signs, we shall assume the
Einstein convention of implying summation on repeated indices.
The cross operator, corresponding to the vector cross product, is
defined such that

�x

y

z
�

�

� � 0 − z y

z 0 − x

− y x 0
�

In �4�, m is the mass of the body. The first moment of mass, which
is dependent on the elastic deformation of the body, is

ĉ = c�0� + c�1�

where

c�0� ��
E

rdm, c�1� � p�q�

and

p� ��
E

���r�dm

The second moment of mass, also dependent on elastic deforma-
tion, is

Ĵ = J�0� + J�1� + J�2�

where

J�0� � −�
E

r�r�dm, J�1� � ���
T + ���q�, J�2� � ���q�q�

where

�� � −�
E

��
�r�dm, ��� � −�

E
��

��r���
��r�dm

Also

ĥ� = h�
�0� + h�

�1�

where

h�
�0� ��

E
r����r�dm, h�

�1� � ���q�

where

��� � −�
E

��
��r����r�dm

Finally,

M�� =�
E

��
T�r����r�dm

forms the mass matrix associated with the elastic coordinates.
The terms in �4� have been arranged to highlight the quadratic

rate terms. Accordingly, the superscripts �0�, �1�, and �2� indicate
zeroeth-, first-, and second-degree terms in the elastic displace-
ment coordinates. In particular, c�0� and J�0� are the rigid-body first
and second moments of mass. It is also worthwhile noting that the
coefficients p� and h�

�0� correspond, respectively, to the momen-
tum and angular momentum associated with the basis function

���r�. The augmented quantity ĥ� accounts for the deformation in
the body. When the basis functions are the mode shapes, we may
refer to these coefficients as modal momentum coefficients �12�.

2.2 Potential Energy. We shall consider the potential energy
in the body to be completely due to strain. Given that we are
considering nonlinearities in the inertial terms, we permit a gen-
eral nonlinear expression for the strain energy,

U = U�ue� �5�

As such, it follows that U=U�qe�, where as a shorthand we write
qe=col	q�
.

2.3 Equations of Motion. The equations of motion for the
elastic body E in general translation and rotation may be obtained

Fig. 1 An elastic body
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from an approach à la Lagrange, as for example in �13�,

d

dt
� �L

�v
� + ���L

�v
= fr

d

dt
� �L

��
� + v��L

�v
+ �� �L

��
= gr

d

dt
� �L

�q̇�
� −

�L

�q�

= f� � = 1, . . . ,n �6�

where L�T−UL�v ,� ,qe , q̇e�. Also fr�t� and gr�t� are the total
force and torque acting on the body and

f��t� ��
E

��
T�r�f�r,t�dV

where f�r , t� is the force distribution applied to E. The origin of
�6� is, in fact, central to our development. The reader will no
doubt recognize that it is not the standard form of Lagrange’s
equations. It is actually an example of the application of the
Boltzmann-Hamel equations; however, we shall defer our discus-
sion thereon until later.

Inserting �4� and �5� into �6� yields

mv̇ − ĉ��̇ + p�q̈� + m��v − ��ĉ�� + 2��p�q̇� = fr

ĉ�v̇ + J�̇ + ĥ�q̈� + ĉ���v + ��Ĵ� + 2��
T�q̇� = gr

p�
Tv̇ + ĥ�

T�̇ + M��q̈� + p�
T��v − �T�̂�� + 2���

T �q̇� + K��q�

= f� � = 1, . . . ,n �7�

where, following our practice,

�̂� = ��
�0� + ��

�1�

and

��
�0� � ��, ��

�1� � ���q�

�Note that summation is applied over � in the first two equations
of �7� but not in the third as the index is not repeated; the sum-
mation in the last equation is on �.� The stiffness matrix K��

=K���q�� is, in general, nonlinear and may be written as

K�� =
�2U

�q��q�

We may compress �7� into the following form:

M̂rrv̇ + M̂req̈e = fr + f̂I,r

M̂re
T v̇ + Meeq̈e + Kee�qe�qe = fe + f̂I,e �8�

where

v � �v

�
�, fr � � fr

gr
�, M̂rr � �m1 − ĉ�

ĉ� Ĵ
�, M̂re � �P

H
�

and P� row	p�
, Ĥ� row	ĥ�
, Mee�matrix	M��
, fe�col	f�
.
The nonlinear inertial terms f̂I,r and f̂I,e can be inferred from �7�.
All of the hatted quantities above depend on the deformation of
the body. �This also generally applies to the stiffness matrix, al-
though it is governed by the specific nature of the strain energy,
for which reason we choose to denote it by a functional depen-
dence on qe.�

Equations �7�, or equivalently �8�, represent what we shall refer
to as the second-order formulation for the dynamics of a free
elastic body. The numerical intergration of these equations re-
quires us to solve for the accelerations �̇ and q̈e at each step. That
the system mass matrix is dependent on the body’s deformation

would seem to bode ill because, in principle, the mass matrix must
be inverted or decomposed in Gaussian fashion at each time step.

2.4 Kinematical Equations. We must not forget that there are
kinematical equations that accompany the dynamical equations
�7�. Denote by � the position of O relative to some inertially fixed
point as expressed in an inertial frame FI. The velocity v is re-
lated to � as follows:

v = C����̇ �9�

where C is the rotation matrix from FI to the body frame FE and
�=col	�1 ,�2 ,�3
 may be regarded as an Euler set of rotation
angles. The angular velocity � can thus be expressed as

� = S����̇ �10�

where S depends on the sequence of rotations. These must be
solved simultaneously with the dynamical equations �along with
integrating q̈e twice� to obtain the configuration of the body.

3 A First-Order Formulation
Let us now consider an alternate approach wherein we dis-

cretize the elastic velocity field in addition to the elastic displace-
ment field. That is, we shall still employ �1� as the discretization
for ue�r , t�, but rather than using �3� for the total velocity field
w�r , t�, we shall write

w�r,t� = v�t� − r���t� + ve�r,t� �11�

and expand ve�r , t� directly as

ve�r,t� = �
�=1

n

���r�v��t� �12�

where ���r� are appropriately chosen basis functions and v� are
generalized rate coordinates. Although �� can, in general, be dif-
ferent from ��, we shall in this development take them to be the
same. The cantilever conditions inherent in �� keep the velocity
of O and the local angular velocity at O as v and �. The choice of
same basis functions, however, is more out of convenience for it
requires us to keep track of only one set of functions and the
discretized inertial quantities that issue therefrom.

It is our aim here to derive the equations of motion for E in
terms of v� in place of q̇�. This would typically require us to use
the Boltzmann-Hamel version of Lagrange’s equations; however,
we shall choose to take the Boltzmann-Hamel approach in con-
junction with Hamilton’s principle. But first we should explore the
kinematical relationships.

3.1 Quasi-Coordinates. The kinematical equations �9� and
�10� for the translational and rotational velocities still hold. To
reconcile �1� with �12�, we require that

ve = u̇e + ��ue �13�
at all points in E.

We have a situation here in which “quasi-coordinates,” as Whit-
taker �14� for example refers to them, naturally arise. Equations
�9�, �10�, and �13� can be expressed in differential form as

d		 = Cd�

d	� = Sd�

d	e = due − ue
�Sd� �14�

The quantities d		, d
�, and d
e represent differentials of quasi-
coordinates, so called because unlike true coordinates none of
�14� is, in general, integrable.

3.2 Hamilton’s Principle Using Quasi-Coordinates. The
extended Hamilton’s principle states that the motion of a system is
given by
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��
t1

t2

Ldt +�
t1

t2

�Wedt = 0 �15�

where L=T−U as before and �We is the virtual work. We begin
with a continuum formulation and, accordingly, shall express
these quantities in terms of v, �, ve, and ue.

The kinetic energy is

T =
1

2�E
�v − r�� + ve�T�v − r�� + ve�dm �16�

The first variation in the kinetic energy is

�T =�
E

��v − r��� + �ve�T�v − r�� + ve�dm �17�

We need to transform the variational quantities �v, ��, �ve into
�		, �	�, �	e. The latter set can be expressed in terms of the true
coordinates using the variational form of �14�

�		 = C��

�	� = S��

�	e = �ue − ue
�S�� �18�

The strategy is thus to render �17� first in terms of ��, ��, �ue.
This can be facilitated by noting the relations

�v

��
= v�S,

��

��
= Ṡ + ��S

and taking the first variation of �9�, �10�, and �13�, namely,

�v =
�v

��
�� +

�v

��̇
��̇ = v�S�� + C��̇

�� =
��

��
�� +

��

��̇
��̇ = �Ṡ + ��S��� + S��̇

�ve = �u̇e + ���uc − ue
���

Substituting these in �17� and integrating by parts in time where
necessary yields

�
t1

t2

�T dt = −�
t1

t2�
E

	�		
T�v̇ − r��̇ + v̇e + ���v − r�� + ve��

+ �	�
T�r��v̇ − r��̇ + v̇e� + r���v − ��r�r��

− r�ve
��� + �	e

T�v̇ − r��̇ + v̇e + ���v − r��

+ ve��
dm dt �19�

assuming, as usual, that the variations vanish at t1 and t2. It is also

necessary to note Poisson’s equations Ċ+��C=O in arriving at
�19�.

The expression for the potential energy, being a function of ue
only, remains unchanged. The first variation may be written as

�U =�
E

�ue
TK�ue�dV

where K is the nonlinear stiffness operator. Using the last of �18�
to introduce the quasi-coordinates gives

�U =�
E

��	e + ue
��	��TK�ue�dV �20�

The virtual work is

�We = �		
Tfr + �	�

Tgr +�
E

�ue
Tfe dV

which becomes

�We = �		
Tfr + �	�

Tgr +�
E

��	e + ue
��	��Tfe dV �21�

using �18� again.
We need now to express �	e in terms of the basis functions.

The expansion, in fact, is the same as that for ve in �12�, namely,

�	e�r,t� = �
�=1

n

���r��
�,e�t� �22�

�with ��=��� for this is the variational version of �12�. Upon
substitution into �19�–�21� and, in turn, into �15�, while recogniz-
ing the independence of �		, �	�, and �
�,e, we have

mv̇ − c��̇ + p�v̇� + m��v − ��c�� + ��p�v� = fr

c�v̇ + J�̇ + h�v̇� + c���v + ��J� + ��
T�v� + 
�q� = gr + g�q�

p�
Tv̇ + h�

T�̇ + M��v̇� + p�
T��v − �T��� + �T���v� + K��q�

= f� � = 1, . . . ,n �23�
where


��q�� � −�
E

��
�K���q��dV, K���q��q� ��

E
��

TK���q�� dV

from which K���q�� can be inferred; this is the same �nonlinear�
stiffness matrix that appeared in the second-order formulation ex-
pressed in terms of the stiffness operator instead of the strain
energy. Both types of quantity may, and in general are dependent,
on deformation. Also,

g��t� � −�
E

��
��r�fe�r,t�dV

which accounts for a first-degree correction to the net applied
torque and may be directly compared to 
�. If the only force and
torque are applied at O then g�=0. �Note again that summation is
applied over � in the first two equations of �23� but not in the
third as the index is not repeated; the summation in the last equa-
tion is on �.�

We may as in the second-order case collect the terms of �23� in
a more compact expression

Mrrv̇ + Mrev̇e + Kre�qe�qe = fr + fI,r + Freqe

Mre
T v̇ + Meev̇e + Kee�qe�qe = fe + fI,e �24�

where the new terms are

Mrr � �m1 − c�

c� J
�, Mre � �P

H
�

Kre � �O

K
�, Fre � �O

G
�

and ve�col	v�
, H=row	h�
, K� row	
�
, G� row	g�
.

3.3 Kinematical Equations. Equations �9� and �10� must be
solved in conjunction with �23�. But, in addition, we must solve
�13� or rather a discretized form of it. We choose to discretize �13�
by substituting �1� and �12�, then premultiplying by ��

T�r� and
integrating over the mass distribution of the body. This leads to

M��v� = M��q̇� − �T���q� � = 1, . . . ,n

�the summation is over �� or, in matrix form,
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Meeve = Meeq̇e − q���
T� �25�

�the summation remains on �� where ��� row�	���
.
We shall refer to the foregoing development as the first-order

formulation for the dynamics of a free elastic body. The key dif-
ference is that none of the inertial parameters here depends on the
deformation. The coefficient matrix—that is, the system mass
matrix—is constant, and thus, solving for the accelerations in a
numerical integration scheme requires the inversion of this matrix
only once at the outset. There is no other procedure that is needed
at each evaluation as in the second-order formulation, which, in
principle, involves at least Gaussian decomposition at each step.

There is, however, a price to be paid, namely, the slightly more
complex kinematical equation above which must be solved for q̇e;
however, this can be done easily for, again, the coefficient matrix
is constant. There is in addition a new stiffness term, Kre�qe�qe, in
the dynamical equations as well as a new force term, Freqe, in
general. It is not necessary though to compute anew the stiffness
parameters for the former term as they can typically be inferred
from those in Kee�qe�; the same can be said for Fre.

4 Example: Free-Free Euler-Bernoulli Beam
It is customary to test theories of this kind numerically on a

slender Euler-Bernoulli model of a beam, and so we shall. We will
consider a uniform beam of length � and total mass m rotated
about one end by a prescribed torque. Both axial �u1� and trans-
verse �u2 and u3� deformation will be taken into account. The
beam is assumed to possess the same bending stiffness EI in all
transverse directions and an axial stiffness EA.

The expansion for the displacement field �1� may be dissembled
as

u1�x,t� = �
�=1

n1

�1,��x�q1,��t�

u2�x,t� = �
�=1

n2

�2,��x�q2,��t�

u3�x,t� = �
�=1

n3

�3,��x�q3,��t� �26�

where n1+n2+n3=n. The axial coordinate along the undeformed
beam is x.

As we have maintained, and as is abundantly demonstrated in
the literature, it is not consistent to consider higher-order inertial
terms while neglecting higher-order, i.e., nonlinear, terms in the
stiffness. Some authors, however, have chosen to give the appear-
ance of a linear stiffness term by employing a “stretch” coordinate
along the elastic axis of the beam. It is not our intention to wade
into this issue but direct the reader to Sharf �4� for a comprehen-
sive study of the various approaches taken.

4.1 Strain Energy. The strain energy due to Euler-Bernoulli
bending and nonlinear axial strain effects is given by �2�

U =
1

2�
0

� �EAu1�
2 + EIu2�

2 + EIu3�
2 + EAu1��u2�

2 + u3�
2� +

1

4
EA�u2�

4

+ 2u2�
2u3�

2 + u3�
4��dx �27�

where �·���d�·� /dx. This form of the strain energy, which uses
Lagrangian strain, will allow us to take properly into account
geometric �centrifugal� stiffening.

On substitution of �26�, we may write

2U = K11,���
�0� q1,�q1,�� + K22,���

�0� q2,�q2,�� + K33,���
�0� q3,�q3,��

+ K122,����
�1� q1,�q2,�q2,�� + K133,����

�1� q1,�q3,�q3,��

+ 1
4K2222,������

�2� q2,�q2,��q2,�q2,��

+ 1
2K2233,����1

�2� q2,�q2,��q3,�q3,�� + 1
4K3333,������

�2� q3,�q3,��q3,�q3,��

�28�

The superscripts are used for the same designation as before, and
the summation convention is once again in force. For clarity we
have chosen the subscripts � and �� in these parsed expressions to
relate to the axial quantities and hence to range from 1 to n1. The
subscripts � and �� �and � and ���, associated with the transverse
quantities in one direction, range from 1 to n2; the subscripts �
and �� �and  and ��, associated with the transverse quantities in
the perpendicular direction, range from 1 to n3.

The stiffness coefficients are

K11,���
�0� = K11,���

�0� =�
0

�

EA�1,�� �1,��
� dx

K22,���
�0� = K22,���

�0� =�
0

�

EI�2,�� �2,��
� dx

K33,���
�0� = K33,���

�0� =�
0

�

EI�3,�� �3,��
� dx

K122,����
�1� = K122,����

�1� =�
0

�

EA�1,�� �2,�� �2,��
� dx

K133,����
�1� = K133,����

�1� =�
0

�

EA�1,�� �3,�� �3,��
� dx

K2222,������
�2� = K2222,������

�2� = K2222,������
�2�

=�
0

�

EA�2,�� �2,��
� �2,�� �2,��

� dx

K2233,������
�2� = K2233,������

�2� = K2233,������
�2�

=�
0

�

EA�2,�� �2,��
� �3,�� �3,��

� dx

K3333,������
�2� = K3333,������

�2� = K3333,������
�2�

=�
0

�

EA�3,�� �3,��
� �3,�� �3,��

� dx

The elastic forces corresponding to the axial and transverse gen-
eralized coordinates are accordingly

�U

�q1,�
= K11,��

�0� q1,� +
1

2
K122,���

�1� q2,�q2,� + K133,���
�1� q3,�q3,� �29�

�U

�q2,�
= K22,���

�0� q2,�� + K122,����
�1� q1,�q2,��

+
1

2
K2222,������

�2� q2,��q2,�q2,�� +
1

2
K2233,�����

�2� q2,��q3,�q3,��

�30�
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�U

�q3,�
= K33,���

�0� q3,�� + K133,����
�1� q1,�q3,��

+
1

2
K2233,������

�2� q2,�q2,��q3,�� +
1

2
K3333,������

�2� q3,��q3,�q3,��

�31�

We can give this result a conventional appearance by writing

�U

�qe
= Kee�qe�qe �32�

where

qe = �
col

�=1,n1

	q1,�


col
�=1,n2

	q2,�


col
�=1,n3

	q3,�
 �
and

Kee = �K11 K22 K13

K12
T K22 K23

K13
T K23

T K33
�

The components of the �nonlinear� stiffness matrix are as follows:

K11,��� = K11,���
�0�

K22,��� = K22,���
�0� + 1

2K122,�����
�1� q1,�� + 1

2K2222,������
�2� q2,�q2,��

K33,��� = K33,���
�0� + 1

2K133,�����
�1� q1,�� + 1

2K3333,������
�2� q3,�q3,��

K12,�� = K21,�� = 1
2K122,����

�1� q2,��

K13,�� = K31,�� = 1
2K133,����

�1� q3,��

K23,�� = K32,�� = 1
2K2233,������

�2� q2,��q3,�� �33�

Note that Kee�qe� is symmetric.
For the first-order formulation, there are yet more stiffness co-

efficients to determine but in fact no new computations are re-
quired. They only need be picked out from those already calcu-
lated from the foregoing expressions. Setting gs=Kre�qe�qe, the
corresponding stiffness torques are

gs,1 = 0 �34�

gs,2 = − KEA,13,��
�1� q1,�q3,� + KEI,13,��

�1� q1,�q3,� + K113,����
�2� q1,�q1,��q3,�

− 1
2K223,����

�2� q2,�q2,�1q3,� − 1
2K333,����

�2� q3,�q3,��q3,�

+ 1
2K1333,�����

�3� q1,�q3,�q3,��q3,� + 1
2K1223,�����

�3� q1,�q2,�q2,��q3,�

�35�

gs,3 = KEA,12,��
�1� q1,�q2,� − KEI,12,��

�1� q1,�q2,� − K112,����
�2� q1,�q1,��q2,�

+ 1
2K222,����

�2� q2,�q2,��q2,� + 1
2K233,����

�2� q2,�q3,�q3,��

− 1
2K1222,�����

�3� q1,�q2,�q2,�q2,�� − 1
2K1233,�����

�3� q1,�q2,�q3,�q3,��

�36�
where

KEA,12,��
�1� =�

0

�

EA�1,�� �2,�� dx

KEI,12,��
�1� =�

0

�

EI�1,�� �2,�� dx

K112,����
�2� =�

0

�

EA�1,�� �1,��
� �2,�� dx

K222,����
�2� =�

0

�

EA�2,�� �2,��
� �2,�� dx

K233,����
�2� =�

0

�

EA�2,�� �3,�� �3,��
� dx

K1222,�����
�3� =�

0

�

EA�1,�� �2,�� �2,�� �2,��
� dx

K1233,�����
�3� =�

0

�

EA�1,�� �2,�� �3,�� �3,��
� dx

and similarly for the others. Clearly, if the same basis functions
are used in each direction then none of these needs to be calcu-
lated. For example, KEA,12,��

�1� =K11,��
�0� and so on. Note that the

terms here bear a higher degree �as marked by the superscript�
owing to the involvement of ue

� in Kre. In fact, there is now
another level of stiffness terms.

4.2 Numerical Results. For our numerical values, we shall
take the same as those used originally by Kane et al. �1� and later
used by a succession of authors �2–4,7�. That is, m=12 kg, �
=10 m, EI=14,004 Nm2, and EA=31,724,000 N.

A torque was applied only about the 3-axis and was given by

g3�t� = �gmax�1 − cos
2
t

T
� , 0 � t � T

gmax, t � T
�

with gmax=160 N and T=15 s. This is the same torque profile as
used by Damaren and Sharf �3� and Sharf �7�; Hanagud and
Sarkar �2� specified the angular velocity, which corresponds to the
above torque applied to the beam if it were rigid.

The equations of motion were solved using MATLAB. The
ordinary-differential-equation solver chosen was “ode15s” with
“MaxOrder=1.” An accelerator package was not implemented
which accounts for some of the longer simulation times �Table 1�.

Table 1 Run times

Ne

First-Order
�s�

Second-Order
�s�

Improvement
in First-Order

�%�

1 208.6 262.6 20.5
2 2285 2555 10.6
3 46440 70630 34.2
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The basis functions in each direction were chosen to be the
standard Hermite cubic functions of finite-element fame. Numeri-
cal results were obtained for elements 1, 2, and 3. The transverse
tip deflection is shown in Fig. 2 and the axial tip deflection in Fig.
3. The results were the same to within one part in 105 for the
first-order and second-order formulations. During the integration,
the total energy was monitored against the work done for the
applied torque. In all cases, they agreed to O�10−3� or better rela-
tive to the peak energy. Moreover, the transverse results agree
with those of Sharf �7� who also uses Hermite cubic polynomials
for both transverse and axial deformations. Note that the axial
deflection is inward before it settles into its steady-state elonga-
tion. This is the so-called foreshortening effect arising from the

bending beam.
The effect of the various levels of higher-degree terms are

shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the first-order approach. In these plots,
Q refers to the highest degree of retained terms in q� as indicated
by the bracketed superscripts. The q̇� terms, as well as those in-
volving q̈�, are always retained. The responses are similar for the
second-order formulation although Q=3 does not apply for it.
�Third-degree terms appear only with ���

�3� in the first-order formu-
lation.� For Q=0, only the linear stiffness term �K��

�0�q�� is retained
as it is comparable to the elastic inertial forces �M��q̈��.

The numerical response quickly diverges for Q=1 �and hence is
not shown�. This is a result of the “softening” effect which enters

Fig. 2 Transverse deflection „full model, Q=3…

Fig. 3 Axial deflection „full model, Q=3…
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via �̂� in the elastic equations in the second-order formulation.
The term −�T	���q� creates a destabilizing effect. This term is
not explicit in the first-order approach, but the result, owing to the
kinematical equation, is the same. Higher-degree terms are re-
quired to counteract this effect.

The first-order formulation clearly holds an edge in computa-
tional efficiency. The run times on a Pentium II 450-Hz PC com-
puter are summarized for this example in Table 1. However, we
emphasize that these limited results are not presented as evidence
for a definitive statement of computational efficiency �properly
done that would entail a separate study� but merely to whet the
numerical appetite.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have offered a first-order formulation for the dynamics of
an elastic body that may be constrained, partially constrained, or
completely unconstrained. The benefit of this approach is that it
dispenses with the cumbersome inertial parameters that are depen-
dent on deformation in a second-order formulation. There is, how-
ever, a slightly more involved kinematical relation for the elastic
coordinates that accompanies the first-order dynamical equations.
In addition, a new stiffness and force term enter the first-order
picture although, typically, their parameters can be easily gleaned
from quantities that would otherwise be readily available.

Fig. 4 Effect of higher-degree terms on transverse deflection „Ne=1…

Fig. 5 Effect of higher-degree terms on axial deflection „Ne=1…
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The development of the first-order formulation is, in itself, ana-
lytically interesting, which makes use of the Boltzmann-Hamel
approach to quasi-coordinates—a method in dynamics that is
rarely employed these days. Moreover and more important from a
practical standpoint, judging by the numerical example of a rotat-
ing elastic beam, the first-order formulation computationally out-
performs the second-order one as may have been anticipated by
the simplification of the inertial parameters. It is hazardous, of
course, to reach any sweeping conclusion regarding the relative
efficiency of the two formulations. There has been no attempt here
to streamline either method.

As the literature plainly shows, there is still a vigorous debate
on the relative importance of various nonlinear terms, which of
course depends greatly on the system and the prevailing condi-
tions. In this paper, we have not sought to address this issue. We
do, nonetheless, feel justified in asserting as a preliminary conclu-
sion that the first-order formulation, in the analysis of elastic-body
dynamics, merits serious consideration and a closer look.
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Delamination Detection-Oriented
Finite Element Model for a Fiber
Reinforced Polymer Bonded
Concrete Plate and Its Application
With Vibration Measurements
Delamination is a common type of damage in laminated fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)
composites. As FRP composites are becoming popular in upgrading and strengthening of
civil concrete structures, the specific delamination damage, i.e., the FRP-concrete deb-
onding, is considered more critical than inter-laminar delamination occurring in the FRP
composites. A finite element formulation on the FRP-bonded concrete plate with this type
of delamination fault is developed in the context of non-destructive evaluation from
vibration measurements and compared with a two-layer solid element model. An adhesive
interface where possible debonding could occur is introduced between the FRP and the
concrete plates. A scalar damage parameter characterizing the delamination is incorpo-
rated into the formulation of a finite element model that is compatible with the vibration-
based damage identification procedure. The formulated model is then applied to the
prediction of FRP-concrete delaminations from modal test results based on the sensitivity
analysis of uniform load surface curvature, which has been previously proposed by the
authors. The validity of the methodology is demonstrated in two numerical examples. The
first one is used to check the model accuracy, while the second one assesses the efficiency
of the model-based identification method. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2190228�

1 Introduction
Over the last few decades, fiber-reinforced polymer �FRP� com-

posite materials have been increasingly used in many engineering
applications, especially in the aerospace and defense industries,
due to their high ratio of stiffness and strength to self-weight. The
use of FRP in upgrading and strengthening of civil concrete struc-
tures has become more popular in recent years due to the large
reduction of material cost. Previous research �1,2� showed that
glass fiber composites could be effectively used for concrete beam
strengthening to improve the flexural load carrying capacity.
Compared with conventional rehabilitation techniques with steel
reinforcing patch, the technique of using FRP for tension face
strengthening provides better ultimate flexural load capacity, less
labor intensive implementation, and less maintenance problems
with the material at the expense of a small additional self weight.

Delamination is one of the most common types of damage in
laminated FRP composites due to their relatively weak interlami-
nar strengths. For a concrete beam or plate reinforced with the
FRP bonding technique for enhancing the ultimate failure loads
and the desirable failure behaviors, the connecting layer between
the FRP plate and concrete host is more vulnerable to delamina-
tion damage due to the distinctly different ductility of the FRP and
concrete materials. Although fracture mechanics of the FRP-
concrete debonding are different to that of the interlaminar
delamination which occurred inside the FRP composite, and many
experimental studies show that the FRP-concrete debonding fail-

ure scenarios may be very variegated �3�, their effects on the static
and dynamic behaviors of the structure are similar in the design
consideration. The presence of delamination may significantly af-
fect the structural integrity, hence severely reduce the stiffness and
strength of the structure statically, and in some cases lead to cata-
strophic failure. Therefore, the development of a reliable delami-
nation detection or integrity evaluation system becomes very im-
portant. Fortunately the delamination also affects the structural
stiffness and damping dynamically, which results in changes in
the dynamic characteristics of the structure. Thus vibration mea-
surements from a structure at two or more stages of its life span
offer the possibility of detecting delamination damages.

As previously mentioned, the FRP-concrete debonding failure
modes may be very variegated, and their effects on the structural
dynamic characteristics vary greatly. In this paper, only delamina-
tion damage occurred in the interface between the FRP and the
concrete is investigated as a typical failure mode. Delamination
reduces the stiffness and increases damping of the structure in
general, which in turn decreases the frequencies and increases the
modal damping of the delaminated structure. Delamination in-
volves mainly a separation of the two types of materials, and its
effects on the structural mass are usually small and thus are ne-
glected in this paper. Diaz Valdes and Soutis �4,5� studied the
effect of delamination on the modal frequencies of existing lami-
nated composite beams. Modal frequencies were obtained by ap-
plying a novel method known as resonant ultrasound spectros-
copy. It was demonstrated that changes of the modal frequencies
after delamination, when compared with those of an intact speci-
men, give a good indication on the presence and magnitude of
damage. With the help of the modal strain energy distribution in a
beam, Griffin and Sun �6� presented a delamination identification
method based on changes of damping ratio of a delaminated struc-
ture. Luo and Hanagud �7� carried out a comparative study on the
sensitivity of four quantitative indices: frequencies, mode shapes,
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damping ratios, and delamination coefficients �defined as D
=������d� /�����d�, where � is the mode shape of the compos-
ite plate and � is the area of the plate�. The authors concluded that
the frequency information alone is insufficient to provide a reli-
able prediction of delamination, and that the delamination coeffi-
cients give a better indication of the presence of delamination
among the four indices. Ratcliffe and Bagaria �8� found that the
curvature of an undamaged structure is smooth and continuous
and the irregularity of the curvature could indicate the location of
delamination in a composite beam. When incorporated with the
“gapped-smoothing” technique, the method has an advantage of
not requiring an undamaged reference of the structure.

All the above methods are experiment-driven without an ana-
lytical model to represent the delaminated structure, and therefore
they do not lead to a quantitative indication of the damage. For an
accurate investigation of the effects of delamination, finite ele-
ment models of delaminated beams and plates were developed
based on Euler beam theory �9�, engineering beam theory �10�,
and Timoshenko beam theory and the Galerkin method �11�. A
finite element model using layer-wise theory was also developed
for laminated composite plates �12�, which can be used to study
the multi-delamination problem in the thickness of the plate.
When incorporated with modern artificial intelligence �AI� com-
putation techniques of neural network �13–15� or genetic algo-
rithm �16�, these models make the real-time non-destructive
delamination detection based on vibration measurements possible.

In consideration of dynamic behavior of the delaminated beams
�or plates�, one may assume the delaminated members to deform
independently without taking into account the mutual contact and
friction effects. This kind of modeling is known as “free mode”
analysis �17�. In order to take into account the possible dynamic
contact between delaminated layers in an approximate way, a
“constrained mode” has also been proposed, in which the delami-
nated layers are assumed to have the same transverse displace-
ment but are allowed to slide over each other �9�. A more refined
model may adopt contact elements or contact conditions in the
finite element modeling to avoid overlapping between the upper
and lower portions of a delaminated plate and the dynamic analy-
sis must be performed by time integration techniques �18�.

All the above models are not suitable for the structural damage
identification that is an inverse problem mathematically. In order
to study the location and magnitude of a particular delamination
damage, a new finite element mesh has to be constructed for each
case. Thereby, to use these models in model-based damage iden-
tification procedures, one has to construct a large number of finite
element meshes and choose the one that closely reproduces the
experimental data. Perel and Palazotto �19� developed a finite el-
ement model of a delaminated beam particularly for the damage
identification procedure. Three parameters characterizing the loca-
tion and magnitude of delamination are selected and estimated by
minimizing the discrepancy between the computed and measured
responses.

This paper focuses on the FRP-bonded concrete plate structures
and the delaminations are confined to occur between the FRP
layer and the concrete host. A scalar damage parameter character-
izing the extent of delamination is introduced and a finite element
model with this type of delamination is formulated. Instead of
using AI-based searching techniques to minimize the discrepancy
between the computed and measured dynamic characteristics, a
sensitivity analysis with the uniform load surface curvature
�ULSC� with respect to the delamination is applied to identify the
damage parameters.

2 Finite Element Formulation

2.1 Assumptions and Governing Equations of the Inter-
face Layer. An FRP-bonded concrete plate as shown in Fig. 1 can
be modeled as a laminate comprising two plies: the concrete host
and the FRP plate, between which an interface is introduced,
where the delamination is likely to occur. The interface behaves as

an entity with large stiffness but negligible thickness. Its physical
justification at a microscopic level is the existence of the thin
resin-rich layer between the plies. When the loading level in-
creases, or the fatigue durability of the structure decreases during
its service life, delamination damage initiates and gradually devel-
ops at the interface. From the viewpoint of micro-mechanics,
there is an interim state between the intact and the delaminated
interface states. This damage zone containing micro-defects is
called the weak bonding zone �WBZ� in this paper. Macrodelami-
nation forms after these micro-defects grow and coalesce. To rep-
resent these micro-defects in the context of continuum damage
mechanics, a damage parameter is required to describe the mac-
roscopic effects of these distributed micro-defects.

The parameter pb is therefore introduced to characterize the
growth of the micro-cracks or the macro-bonding condition of the
interface

pb = �0 delaminated

�0 and � 1 weak bonding

1 intact
� �1�

The adhesive layer is assumed to carry only constant shear and
peel strains over its thickness in both perfect bonding and weak
bonding conditions. For the plate segment with delamination at
the interface, it is assumed that there is no stress transferring
between the concrete host and the FRP layer. In addition, contact
and friction between the two debonded surfaces are not consid-
ered for simplicity. Based on the well-known constant shear and
peel strain assumption �20�, the peel and shear stress in the inter-
face layer are given by Tong, Sun, and Atluri �21� in the form of

�b =
pbEad�1 − vad�

�1 − 2vad��1 + vad�had
�wf − wc� �2�

�b =
pbEad

2�1 + vad�had
� �3�

where h, E, 	, and w denote the thickness, the Young’s modulus,
the Poisson ratio, and the transverse deflection, respectively, and
the subscripts f , ad, and c, respectively, represent the lower sur-
face of the FRP plate, the adhesive layer and the upper surface of
the concrete host. The shear strain �xz takes the form as follows:

�xz =
1

2
	 �wc

�x
+

�wf

�x

 +

1

2had
�	h

2
+ hD
 �wc

�x
+ 	h

2
− hD
 �wf

�x
�

+
uf − uc

had
, �4�

where h denotes the thickness of the whole FRP-bonded concrete
plate and hD denotes the distance between the interface and the
mid-plane of the plate, as shown in Fig. 2. u represents the longi-
tudinal displacement along the x axis. The transverse shear strain
�yz can be similarly written as Eq. �4�.

2.2 Basic Equations for the Three-Dimensional Aniso-
tropic Material. The FRP composite sheet is made of the typical
anisotropic material. This section presents the basic equations on
the three-dimensional anisotropic material as the basis of further
formulations. These equations include the following.

The strain-displacement equations

Fig. 1 Propagation of delamination from the free end of FRP-
bonded concrete beams
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xy =
1

2
	 �u

�x
+

�v
�y

 
xz =

1

2
	 �u

�z
+

�w

�x

 
yz =

1

2
	 �v

�z
+

�w

�y



�5�

The equations of motion:

��xx,x + �xy,y + �xz,z = �ü

�yy,y + �yx,x + �yz,z = �v̈

�zx,x + �zy,y + �zz,z = �ẅ
� �6�

The constitutive relations in the principal coordinate system:

�
�1

�2

�3

�4

�5

�6

� = 
C11 C12 C13 0 0 0

C12 C22 C23 0 0 0

C13 C23 C33 0 0 0

0 0 0 C44 0 0

0 0 0 0 C55 0

0 0 0 0 0 C66

��

1


2


3


4


5


6

� �7�

where

� =
1 − 	12	21 − 	23	32 − 	13	31 − 2	12	23	31

E1E2E3

C11 =
1 − 	23	32

E2E3�
C12 =

	21 + 	23	31

E1E3�

C13 =
	31 + 	21	32

E1E2�
C23 =

	32 + 	12	31

E1E2�

C22 =
1 − 	13	31

E1E3�
C33 =

1 − 	12	21

E1E2�

C44 = G23 C55 = G31 C66 = G12

The corresponding equations of the concrete host can be similarly
written except that the coefficients in Eq. �7� should be replaced
by the constitutive relations of isotropic material where

C11 = C22 = C33 =
E

1 − 	2 C12 = C13 = C23 =
	E

1 − 	2 �8�

C44 = C55 = C66 = G

2.3 Strain-Stress Formulation of the Delaminated Plate.
Considering the FRP-bonded plate with no externally applied
loads on the upper and lower surfaces, the stress boundary condi-
tions at the upper and lower surfaces are given as

��zz = 0

�xz = 0

�yz = 0
� at z = ±

h

2
�9�

According to the classical plate theory, it is assumed that the
thickness of the plate does not change during deformation such
that


zz = 0 �10�

In the case of a thin plate, the normal stress in the z axis can be
assumed equal to zero

�zz = 0 �11�

and the third row of the constitutive relations in Eq. �7� can be
discarded. However, in this formulation, the peel stress at the
interface layer has to be taken into account, and the strain 
zz
could be very small but not equal to zero. Furthermore, by taking
into account the boundary conditions in Eq. �9�, the strains along
the z axis in the concrete host and the FRP sheet take up the
following forms:


zz
�1��x,y,z� = ��1��x,y�	1 +

2

h
z



zz
�2��x,y,z� = ��2��x,y�	1 −

2

h
z
 �12�

where ��x ,y� is an unknown function that characterizes the strain
distribution in the mid-plane of the plate, and the superscripts �1�
and �2� represent terms in the concrete and FRP sheet respectively.

On further inspection of the stiffness coefficients in Eq. �7�, the
strain 
zz is found to be very small due to the small dimension of
the plate in z direction compared with the other two dimensions,
the Poisson ratios 	31 and 	32 are also quite small compared with
	21. Therefore one can assume that the coefficients C13 and C23
are negligible and the peel stress and strain in the z axis are inde-
pendently related by a stiffness scalar. The resulting constitutive
equations take the form as

�
�1

�2

�3

�4

�5

�6

� = 
Q11 Q12 0 0 0 0

Q12 Q22 0 0 0 0

0 0 Q33 0 0 0

0 0 0 Q44 0 0

0 0 0 0 Q55 0

0 0 0 0 0 Q66

��

1


2


3


4


5


6

� �13�

where

Q11 =
E1

2

E1 − 	12
2 E2

Q12 =
	12E1E2

E1 − 	12
2 E2

Q22 =
E1E2

E1 − 	12
2 E2

Q33 = E3 Q44 = G23 Q55 = G13 Q66 = G12

The constitutive relations are expressed in another coordinate sys-
tem by rotating about the z axis counterclockwise through an
angle � with respect to the principal coordinate system of the
material, the relations can be rewritten as

�
�xx

�yy

�zz

�yz

�xz

�xy

� = 
Q̄11 Q̄12 0 0 0 Q̄16

Q̄12 Q̄22 0 0 0 Q̄26

0 0 Q̄33 0 0 0

0 0 0 Q̄44 Q̄45 0

0 0 0 Q̄45 Q̄55 0

Q̄16 Q̄26 0 0 0 Q̄66

��

xx


yy


zz


yz


xz


xy

� �14�

where

Fig. 2 Diagram of the FRP-bonded concrete beam „interface
thickness=0…
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Q̄11 = Q11c
4 + 2�Q12 + 2Q66�s2c2 + Q22s

4

Q̄12 = �Q11 + Q22 − 4Q66�s2c2 + Q12�s4 + c4�

Q̄16 = �Q11 − Q12 − 2Q66�sc3 + �Q12 − Q22 + 2Q66�s3c

Q̄26 = �Q11 − Q12 − 2Q66�s3c + �Q12 − Q22 + 2Q66�sc3

Q̄22 = Q11s
4 + 2�Q12 + 2Q66�s2c2 + Q22c

4 Q̄33 = Q33

Q̄44 = Q44c
2 + Q55s

2, Q̄45 = �Q55 − Q44�cs Q̄55 = Q55c
2 + Q44s

2

Q̄66 = �Q11 + Q22 − 2Q12 − 2Q66�s2c2 + Q66�s4 + c4�

c = cos � s = sin �

Considering the strain-displacement relation, 
zz=�w /�z, the
transverse displacement w�x ,y ,z� can be obtained from Eq. �12�
as

w�1��x,y,z� = ��1��x,y��
−h/2

z 	1 +
2

h
z
dz

= ��1��x,y�	 z2

h
+ z +

h

4



w�2��x,y,z� = ��2��x,y��
z

h/2 	1 −
2

h
z
dz

= ��2��x,y�	 z2

h
− z +

h

4

 �15�

Therefore one gets the transverse deflection at the upper surface of
the concrete wc=w�1��x ,y ,hd� and the deflection at the lower sur-
face of the FRP, wf =w�2��x ,y ,hd�. Substituting them into Eq. �2�
leads to

��2��x,y�	hD
2

h
− hD +

h

4

 − ��1��x,y�	hD

2

h
+ hD +

h

4



=
�b�1 − 2vad��1 + vad�had

pbEad�1 − vad�
�16�

By writing the constant peel stress at the interface layer as �b

= �Q33
zz
�1��z=hD

=Q33��1��x ,y��1+2hD /h� and substituting it into
Eq. �16�, we can have ��2� expressed as a function of ��1�

��2��x,y� = Q33	1 +
2hD

h

�1 − 2vad��1 + vad�had

pbEad�1 − vad�

+

hD
2

h
+ hD +

h

4

hD
2

h
− hD +

h

4
���1��x,y� �17�

,
Equation �17� links up the strain distributions in the two plates

enabling the subsequent mathematical derivation of delamination
formulation. Taking the longitudinal displacement along the x axis
at the mid-plane of concrete host as u0

�1��x ,y�= �u�1�

�x ,y ,z��z=hD/2h/4, the longitudinal displacement of the concrete
can be written as

u�1��x,y,z� = u0
�1��x,y� +�

hD/2−h/4

z 	2
xz
�1� −

�w�1�

�x

dz �18�

Similarly the longitudinal displacement of the FRP sheet takes the
form

u�2��x,y,z� = u0
�2��x,y� +�

hD/2+h/4

z 	2
xz
�2� −

�w�2�

�x

dz

where u0
�2��x,y� = �u�2��x,y,z��z=hD/2+h/4. �19�

Inspecting the elements in rows 4 and 5 in the constitutive equa-
tions �14� in conjunction with the boundary conditions in Eq. �9�,
we can conclude that

�
xz = 0


yz = 0
� at z = ±

h

2
�20�

Therefore the transverse shear strain 
xz
�1��x ,y ,z� in the concrete

host and 
xz
�2��x ,y ,z� in the FRP sheet can be assumed to take the

form as


xz
�1��x,y,z� = ��1��x,y�	1 +

2

h
z



xz
�2��x,y,z� = ��2��x,y�	1 −

2

h
z
 �21�

where ��x ,y� is an unknown function similar to ��x ,y� that char-
acterizes the strain distribution at the mid-plane of the plate. Sub-
stituting Eqs. �21� and �15� into Eqs. �18� and �19�, we have the
displacement along the x axis expressed as

u�1��x,y,z� = u0
�1��x,y� +�

hD/2−h/4

z �2��1�	1 +
2

h
z
 −

���1�

�x
	 z2

h
+ z +

h

4

�dz = u0

�1��x,y� + 2��1�	 z2

h
+ z +

3h

16
−

hD

4
−

hD
2 h

4



+
���1�

�x

�2hD − h − 4z��16z2 + 20hz + 8hDz + 7h2 + 8hDh + 4hD
2 �

192h

or in the matrix form:
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u�1��x,y,z� = �
1

z

z2

z3
�

1
�

�x

�8hD
3 − 7h3 + 6h2hD + 12hD

2 h�
192h

3h

8
−

hD

2
−

hD
2 h

2

0 −
h

4

�

�x
2

0 −
h

2

�

�x

2

h

0 −
1

3h

�

�x
0

��u0
�1�

��1�

��1�
� �22�

Similarly for the FRP sheet, we have

u�2��x,y,z� = u0
�2��x,y� +�

hD/2+h/4

z �2��2�	1 −
2

h
z
 −

���2�

�x
	 z2

h
− z +

h

4

�dz = u0

�2��x,y� + 2��2�	−
z2

h
+ z −

3h

16
−

hD

4
+

hD
2 h

4



+
���2�

�x

�4z − 2hD − h��16z2 − 20hz + 8hDz + 7h2 − 8hDh + 4hD
2 �

192h

or

u�2��x,y,z� = �
1

z

z2

z3
�

1
�

�x

�− 8hD
3 − 7h3 − 6h2hD + 12hD

2 h�
192h

hD
2 h

2
−

3h

8
−

hD

2

0
h

4

�

�x
2

0 −
h

2

�

�x
−

2

h

0
1

3h

�

�x
0

��u0
�2�

��2�

��2� � �23�

Further with the use of the strain-displacement relation, 
xx=�u /�x, we can find the strains 
xx
�1� and 
xx

�2� in terms of the unknown
characterizing functions u0, �, and �:


xx
�1� = �

1

z

z2

z3
�

�

�x

�2

�x2

�8hD
3 − 7h3 + 6h2hD + 12hD

2 h�
192h

	3h

8
−

hD

2
−

hD
2 h

2

 �

�x

0 −
h

4

�2

�x2 2
�

�x

0 −
h

2

�2

�x2

2

h

�

�x

0 −
1

3h

�2

�x2 0

��u0
�1�

��1�

��1� � �24�

and


xx
�2� = �

1

z

z2

z3
�

�

�x

�2

�x2

�− 8hD
3 − 7h3 − 6h2hD + 12hD

2 h�
192h

	hD
2 h

2
−

3h

8
−

hD

2

 �

�x

0
h

4

�2

�x2 2
�

�x

0 −
h

2

�2

�x2 −
2

h

�

�x

0
1

3h

�2

�x2 0

��u0
�2�

��2�

��2� � �25�

The displacements at the delamination surfaces of the FRP and
concrete sheets, uf and uc in Eq. �4�, respectively, are written as

uc = u�1��x,y,hD� = u0
�1��x,y� +�

hD/2−h/4

hD 	2
xz
�1� −

�w�1�

�x

dz ,

uf = u�2��x,y,hD� = u0
�2��x,y� +�

hD/2+h/4

hD 	2
xz
�2� −

�w�2�

�x

dz �26�

One can substitute Eqs. �26�, �21�, and �15� into Eq. �3�, and
express u0

�2��x ,y� as a function of u0
�1��x ,y�,
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u0
�2��x,y� = F���1�,��1�,��2�� · u0

�1��x,y� �27�

where F���1� ,��1� ,��2�� is a general function of the characterizing
functions ��1��x ,y�, ��1��x ,y�, and ��2��x ,y�. This gives the rela-
tionship between the displacements along the x axis of the two
plates which is similar to Eq. �17� which is for the out-of-plane
displacements. Similar to Eqs. �18�–�27�, one can obtain the for-
mulations on the displacements along the y axis as

v�1��x,y,z� = v0
�1��x,y� +�

hD/2−h/4

z 	2
yz
�1� −

�w�1�

�y

dz ,

v�2��x,y,z� = v0
�2��x,y� +�

hD/2+h/4

z 	2
yz
�2� −

�w�2�

�y

dz �28�

and the transverse strains


yz
�1��x,y,z� = ��1��x,y�	1 +

2

h
z



yz
�2��x,y,z� = ��2��x,y�	1 −

2

h
z
 �29�

It should be noted that the coefficients C13 and C23 in Eq. �7�
would not be negligible in the case of a thick plate, and an inclu-
sion of them in the above formulation is necessary.

2.4 Finite Element Formulation of the Delaminated Plate.
The virtual work principle of the delaminated plate element can be
written in the form as

�� �
VCon

��1��ü�1��u�1� + v̈�1��v�1� + ẅ�1��w�1��dV

+�� �
VFRP

��2��ü�2��u�2� + v̈�2��v�2� + ẅ�2��w�2��dV

+�� �
VCon

��xx
�1��
xx

�1� + �xz
�1�2�
xz

�1� + �yy
�1��
yy

�1� + �yz
�1�2�
yz

�1�

+ �zz
�1��
zz

�1� + �xy
�1�2�
xy

�1��dV +�� �
VFRP

��xx
�2��
xx

�2�

+ �xz
�2�2�
xz

�2� + �yy
�2��
yy

�2� + �yz
�2�2�
yz

�2� + �zz
�2��
zz

�2�

+ �xy
�2�2�
xy

�2��dV = 0 �30�

in which the volume and mass of the interface layer are ignored.
In order to derive the finite element formulations, the equation of
motion in Eq. �6� and the constitutive relations in Eq. �14�
are substituted into Eq. �30� with the unknown characterizing
functions, ��1��x ,y�, u0

�1��x ,y�, v0
�1��x ,y�, ��1��x ,y�, ��2��x ,y�,

��1��x ,y�, ��2��x ,y� represented by piecewise interpolation
polynomials.

Table 1 gives the maximum order of derivatives of the un-
known functions required in this finite element model. If the vir-
tual work principle contains spatial derivatives of a characterizing
function with a highest order of m, then the chosen interpolation
polynomial has to satisfy the following conditions: �1� it must be
a complete polynomial of degree m or higher; �2� the polynomial
and all its derivatives up to order m−1 must be continuous across
the element boundaries. The Hermit polynomials of the third de-
gree satisfying the above requirements are therefore chosen to
interpolate the function ��1��x ,y� as

��1��x,y� = �N�116��̄�1��161

where

N1 = H1���H1��� N2 = H3���H1��� N3 = H1���H3���

N4 = H3���H3���

N5 = H2���H1��� N6 = H4���H1���

N7 = H2���H3��� N8 = H4���H3���

N9 = H1���H2��� N10 = H3���H2���

N11 = H1���H4��� N12 = H3���H4���

N13 = H2���H2��� N14 = H4���H2���

N15 = H2���H4��� N16 = H4���H4���

H1��� = 1 − 3�2 + 2�3 H2��� = 3�2 − 2�3

H3��� = � − 2�2 + �3 H4��� = �3 − �2

and

��̄�1�� = ���̄1
�1�� ��̄2

�1�� ��̄3
�1�� ��̄4

�1���T �31�

where ��̄i
�1��= ��̄i

�1� ��̄i
�1� /�x ��̄i

�1� /�y �2�̄i
�1� /�x�y�T and i denotes

the node number.
Following the same rules, the two-dimensional Lagrange poly-

nomials of the first degree are chosen to interpolate the other six
characterizing functions �take ��1��x ,y� for example�:

��1��x,y� = �M�14��̄�1��41 �32a�

where

M1 = 1
4 �1 − ���1 − �� M2 = 1

4 �1 + ���1 − ��

M3 = 1
4 �1 + ���1 + �� M4 = 1

4 �1 − ���1 + ��

and

and ��̄�1�� = ��̄1
�1� �̄2

�1� �̄3
�1� �̄4

�1��T

Further we introduce a general nodal displacement vector,
�w̄�101, the components of which are defined as

w̄1 = �̄�1� w̄2 =
��̄�1�

�x
w̄3 =

��̄�1�

�y
w̄4 =

�2�̄�1�

�x�y

w̄5 = ū0
�1� w̄6 = v̄0

�1�

w̄7 = �̄�1� w̄8 = �̄�2� w̄9 = �̄�1� w̄10 = �̄�2� �32b�

By substituting the polynomial approximations of the unknown
functions in Eqs. �31� and �32� into the virtual work principle
expression in Eq. �30�, we can obtain the finite element formula-
tion of the delaminated plate model in terms of the general nodal
displacement vector:

Table 1 The required maximum order of the characterizing
functions in the virtual work formulation

Characterizing functions Maximum order of derivative

��1� 2

u0
�1� 1

v0
�1� 1

��1�, ��2� 1

��1�, ��2� 1
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��w̄�T��m��ẅ̄� + �k��w̄�� = 0 �33�

where �m�4040 and �k�4040 are, respectively, the elemental mass
and stiffness matrices of the four nodes rectangular plate element.

3 Numerical Examples for Analysis and Detection

3.1 Verification on the Finite Element Model. In order to
verify the accuracy of the finite element model formulation pre-
sented above, we considered an example of a cantilever FRP-
bonded plate. The plate consists of a 3-cm-thick concrete host and
a bonded 0.6-cm-thick T300/5208 carbon fiber reinforced polymer
�CFRP� layer, and it has the in-plane dimension of 1.6 m
0.8 m. The fiber orientation of the FRP layer is parallel to the x
axis which is normal to the support as shown in Fig. 3. Table 2
summarizes the material properties of the components of the
structure. The cantilever plate is separately represented by two
finite element models, in which one is based on the above-derived
formulations with the bonding parameters pb=1 for each element
and the other finite element model consists of two layers of
8-nodes solid elements, with one layer for the concrete host and
the other for the FRP. The two models have the same in-plane

meshing of 2010 as shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the
delamination starts from the free end over the full width of the
plate. To simulate the delamination damage with the proposed
model, the bonding parameter could be set to a tiny but non-
vanishing value �pb=110−5 in this example� for the delaminated
elements. For the two-layer solid element model, the delamination
is simulated by un-joining the commom joints at the concrete-FRP
interface. The un-joined nodes are shown as � in Fig. 3.

Modal analysis is performed separately on the two finite ele-
ment models for the intact and delaminated plate. The first eight
natural frequencies are listed in Table 3. The results from the
proposed model are consistent with those from the two-layer solid
element model for both the intact and delaminated states. Both
models successfully predict the “delamination modes” without
sliding and sticking �friction� between the two component plates,
which are caused by the delamination and shown as the fifth and
seventh modes in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows the first eight modes of
the delaminated plate.

3.2 Verification on the Delamination Detection. This sec-
tion presents a method to identify the bonding parameters pb using
the uniform load surface curvatures �ULSC� of the plate that are
estimated from the vibration measurements. For a linear structural
system with n degrees-of-freedom, the modal-based formulation
of the structural deflection vector under a set of uniform unit load
was defined as Uniform Load Surface �ULS� by Zhang and Aktan
�22�. The component of the deflection vector uk is approximated
as

uk = �
r=1

m

�
l=1

n
�r�k��r�l�

�r
2 �34�

where �r and �r denote the rth natural frequency and the corre-
sponding mass normalized mode shapes, and m denotes the num-
ber of the available modes from test. An approach to estimate the
ULS curvature of plate structures using the Chebyshev polyno-
mial approximation has been proposed by the authors �23�. This
approach is adopted and outlined as follows.

It is assumed that the ULS values, u�xp ,yq�, are obtained from
Eq. �34� for all the Q measuring points on the plate. The curvature
of the ULS can be obtained in terms of the second derivatives of
the Chebyshev polynomials as

ucxx = �
r=1

N

�
s=1

M

crs
�2Tr�x�

�x2 Ts�y� ucyy = �
r=1

N

�
s=1

M

crsTr�x�
�2Ts�y�

�y2

ucxy = �
r=1

N

�
s=1

M

crs
�Tr�x�

�x

�Ts�y�
�y

�35�

where Tr�x�, Ts�y� are the first kind Chebyshev polynomials and
N, M are their orders. Denoting P=NM, the coefficient vector

Fig. 3 Finite element model of the plate with delamination at
the free end

Table 2 Material properties of the cantilever plate

Properties Concrete
T300/5208

�CFRP�

Mass density �kg/m3� 2402 1600
Young’s modulus E1 �Pa� 2.482E10 1.81E11
Young’s modulus E2 �Pa� -- 1.03E10

Poisson ratio 	21
0.2 0.28

Torsional modulus G12 1.034E10 7.17E9

Table 3 Natural frequencies „Hz… of the plate with delamination at the free end

Mode
order

Natural frequency �Hz�
Percentage reduction

�%�

Solid element model Proposed model
Solid

element
model

Proposed
modelIntact Delaminated Intact Delaminated

1 15.087 15.078 15.135 14.833 0.06% 2.00%
2 37.135 36.074 37.576 36.668 2.86% 2.42%
3 94.397 93.264 93.318 92.563 1.20% 0.81%
4 135.71 126.89 136.18 124.96 6.50% 8.24%
5 — 163.88 — 156.76 — —
6 185.17 170.61 186.46 173.76 7.86% 6.81%
7 — 184.95 — 180.67 — —
8 264.33 252.39 262.31 245.05 4.52% 6.58%
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�crs� can be solved by the least-squares technique as

�crs�P1 = ��T�xp�T�yq��QP
T �T�xP�T�yq��QP�−1

�T�xp�T�yq��QP
T �u�xp,yq��Q1 �36�

As we use the “free mode” model, in which the delaminated
members deform independently without taking into account the
contact and the friction effects, the delamination damage is as-
sumed not significantly changing the linear behavior of the struc-
ture. The damage-induced changes in the ULSC of the plate can
then be approximated by the first order Taylor series

�ucxx�xp,yq� = ucxx
D − ucxx =

�ucxx

�pb
�pb

e=1 +
�ucxx

�pb
�pb

e=2 + ¯

+
�ucxx

�pb
�pb

e=ne �37�

where ne is the number of potentially damaged elements. Similar
relations can be obtained for the curvature changes �ucyy�xp ,yq�
and �ucxy�xp ,yq�. Repeating the above relation for each measur-
ing point and arrange them in matrix form, one gets

U · ��pb� = ��uc� �38�

where matrix U contains all the sensitivity coefficients of the ULS
curvature with respect to the bonding parameters. To calculate the
sensitivity matrix, the derivative of Eq. �35� with respect to the
bonding parameter pb is obtained as

�ucxx

�pb
= �

r=1

N

�
s=1

M
�crs

�pb

�2Tr�x�
�x2 Ts�y�

�ucyy

�pb
= �

r=1

N

�
s=1

M
�crs

�pb
Tr�x�

�2Ts�y�
�y2

�ucxy

�pb
= �

r=1

N

�
s=1

M
�crs

�pb

�Tr�x�
�x

�Ts�y�
�y

where

� �crs

�pb
�

P1
= ��T�xp�T�yq��QP

T �T�xP�T�yq��QP�−1

�T�xp�T�yq��QP
T � �u�xp,yq�

�pb
�

Q1
�39�

To find the derivatives of the ULS at the measuring points, Eq.
�34� is differentiated with respect to pb to have

�u�xp,yq�
�pb

=
�uk

�pb
= �

r=1

m

�
l=1

n � 1

�r
2	 ��kr

�pb
�lr +

��lr

�pb
�kr


−
2

�r
3

��r

�pb
�kr�lr� �40�

The derivatives of frequencies and mode shapes with respect to pb
in Eq. �40� are available if the stiffness matrix of the plate can be
expressed as a function of pb, which is a requirement of the pro-
posed model. Therefore, iteration using Eq. �38� gives the identi-
fication results of the bonding parameters, which were all initial-
ized as pb=1 to represent perfect bonding.

To verify the proposed delamination detection method incorpo-
rating the proposed model of the plate, a new damage scenario on
the previously studied cantilever plate as shown in Fig. 5 is con-
sidered. The dark-gray area represents the delaminated zone, and
the surrounding grey area denotes the weak-bonding zone. The
two-layer solid element model is used to simulate the real delami-
nated plate in test, by unjoining the interfacial joints denoted by �

in the figure. All the related interfacial joints are unjoined in the
delaminated zone to simulate the macro-delamination damage,
while in the weak-bonding zone the interfacial nodes are unjoined
at the interfacial joints at a staggered pattern to simulate the weak-
ening effect due to the growing micro defects. It is assumed that
the free vibration response of the delaminated plate is “measured”
by “accelerometers” located at all nodal points along the z direc-
tion on the FRP side to extract the frequencies and mode shapes.
The first eight modes from the “measurement” are used to ap-
proximately estimate the ULS curvature and its sensitivity. The
above-mentioned parameter updating method is then applied to
identify the bonding parameters for all potentially damaged ele-
ments in the proposed model. Table 4 lists the natural frequencies
of the updated finite element model of the delaminated plate com-

Fig. 4 Identified mode shapes of the cantilevered delaminated
plate „---original plate; —deformed plate…

Fig. 5 Finite element model of the plate with delamination at
mid-span
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pared with those from the solid element model. To denote the
local delamination severity, a debonding index based on the iden-
tified bonding parameters is defined as

DI = − log pb �41�
The index would approach zero for perfectly bonded elements and
tends to be a large positive scalar when the interface is completely
debonded. Figure 6 shows the delamination index map of the
updated plate model. It is seen that the completely debonded zone
and the weak-bonding zone can be distinctly localized separately
with different index values. The debonding index corresponding
to the completely delaminated zone attains a value of 3.0–5.0,
whereas the index for the weak-bonding zone is mostly not larger
than 1.0.

4 Conclusion
A finite element formulation for the FRP-bonded concrete plate

with delamination faults is developed for the non-destructive fault
detection from vibration measurements. The proposed finite ele-
ment model simulates the delamination effect by defining a gen-
eral nodal displacement vector, which consists of a set of displace-
ment characterizing functions on both debonded plies. To specify
these unknown functions, a scalar parameter characterizing the
bonding condition of the adhesive interface between the FRP and
concrete plates is introduced. A gradient-based model updating
method based on the sensitivity analysis of the ULSC of the plate

is further presented to identify the bonding parameter for each
element. An intuitive delamination index is defined based on the
identified parameters to locate the damage and to scale the dam-
age severity. Numerical examples demonstrate that the proposed
model predicts the “real” delaminated plate very well and the
identification methods are effective for delamination detection.
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Table 4 Natural frequencies „Hz… of the plate with delamina-
tion at mid-span

Mode
order

Solid
element
model

Updated
proposed

model
Percentage
errors �%�

1 15.04 15.18 0.91
2 37.11 36.64 1.27
3 93.89 91.68 2.36
4 135.09 129.67 4.01
5 184.89 182.73 1.17
6 256.50 257.65 0.45
7 301.89 291.91 3.31
8 323.72 315.33 2.59

Fig. 6 Identified delamination index map of the plate with
delamination at mid-span
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An Investigation of Steady-State
Dynamic Response of a
Sphere-Plane Contact Interface
With Contact Loss
In this study, the dynamic behavior of an elastic sphere-plane contact interface is studied
analytically and experimentally. The analytical model includes both a continuous nonlin-
earity associated with the Hertzian contact and a clearance-type nonlinearity due to
contact loss. The dimensionless governing equation is solved analytically by using multi-
term harmonic balance method in conjunction with discrete Fourier transforms. The
accuracy of the dynamic model and solution methods is demonstrated through compari-
sons with experimental data and numerical solutions for both harmonic amplitudes of the
acceleration response and the phase difference between the response and the force exci-
tation. A single-term harmonic balance approximation is used to derive a criterion for
contact loss to occur. The influence of harmonic external excitation f��� and damping
ratio � on the steady state response is also demonstrated. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2190230�

1 Introduction

The vibratory motions at contact interfaces of elastic solids
have been of interest to several investigators. Dynamic motions at
such interfaces influence fatigue and wear performance of contact
surfaces. Some examples of such contact interfaces include gear
meshes, rolling element bearings, and railroad wheel-rail contacts.
Hertzian theory has been employed extensively to model the flex-
ibility of the contact interfaces. One major theoretical study on
contact dynamics is by Nayak �1�, who proposed a single-degree-
of-freedom �SDOF� dynamic model, and obtained analytical solu-
tions by using a single-term harmonic balance method �HBM�. As
the theoretical predictions matched experimental results qualita-
tively, a heuristic approach was employed to describe the dynamic
behavior further. Hess and Soom �2� studied the same problem by
using the method of multiple scales, and quantified the amount of
friction reduction due to contact vibrations. These earlier studies
assumed that the surfaces are maintained in contact all the time. In
two recent studies, Perret-Liaudet �3,4� investigated a sphere-
plane contact problem that allows the separation of contacting
surfaces �contact loss�. The existence of subharmonic and super-
harmonic responses was demonstrated by using numerical meth-
ods. In a later work, Sabot et al. �5� reported the results of an
extensive experimental study on the same sphere-plane contact
problem. They demonstrated that the steady state response pre-
dicted by a dynamic model based on the Hertzian contact formu-
lation agrees well with experimental data for both free and har-
monically excited vibrations. Focusing on vibro-impacts, Perret-
Liaudet and Sabot �6� investigated the same model of Hertzian
contact by numerical methods, and confirmed the significance of
clearance at the contact on super- and subharmonic resonances. In
two recent studies, Rigaud and Perret-Liaudet �7�, and Perret-

Liaudet and Rigaud �8� solved an impacting Hertzian contact
problem by using the shooting method in conjunction with para-
metric continuation technique.

These previous studies used either numerical or experimental
methods to investigate contact vibration problems, and very little
analytical treatment of this problem is available, especially when
the contact loss is included. Accordingly, this paper focuses on the
dynamic analysis of a flat surface in contact with a sphere by
using multi-term HBM.

Variations of HBM were applied successfully in the past to
oscillators having piecewise linear stiffness and linear viscous
damping. Examples of such studies include papers by Singh
�9–12�, Natsiavas �13–17�, Kahraman �18–21�, Noah �22,23�, and
Lai and Zhang �24�. These studies demonstrated clearly that a
wide range of nonlinear behavior exhibited by piecewise linear
systems can be predicted by using HBM.

While there have been recent studies which expanded the use of
HBM for systems having piecewise-nonlinear stiffness �e.g. Refs.
�25,26��, the multi-term HBM is yet to be applied to a Hertzian
contact problem having different forms of piecewise-nonlinear
damping and piecewise-nonlinear stiffness. Accordingly, the
multi-term HBM formulation proposed by Ma and Kahraman �26�
for systems having piecewise nonlinear springs is modified here to
study the dynamic behavior of a sphere-plane interface with pos-
sible contact losses. We refer to Ref. �26� for a detailed literature
search of the studies that used HBM for piecewise linear systems.
In order to validate the analytical predictions, the HBM solutions
are compared with corresponding numerical results from the
shooting method. Results of an experimental study are also pre-
sented to validate both the dynamic model and the HBM predic-
tions. The condition for contact loss to occur is obtained by using
a single-term HBM approximation. At the end, the influence of
external force f��� and damping ratio � on steady-state response is
quantified.

2 Multi-term HBM Formulations

2.1 Equation of Motions. A double sphere-plane Hertzian
contact can be modeled as a SDOF system shown in Fig. 1 �7�.
The dimensionless equation of motion is given as
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ü��� + 2��D�u�����mu̇��� + G�u���� = 1 + f��� �1a�

where � is the dimensionless time, an overdot denotes differentia-
tion with respect to �, u��� is the displacement of the unit mass
normal to the tangent plane of the interface, � is the viscous damp-
ing ratio, and f��� is the dynamic component of external force. In
Eq. �1a�, G�u���� is piecewise nonlinear restoring function defined
as

G�u���� = ��1 + �u����1/� u��� � −
1

�

0 u��� � −
1

�
� �1b�

This equation represents a Hertzian contact, allowing contact
losses. Here, � is a constant that is �=2/3 for a sphere-plane
contact of bodies made of same material. When u����−1/� for
all �, the contact is maintained all the time, and the model repre-
sents a typical continuously nonlinear system. However, if u���
�−1/� for certain �, then the contact is lost, representing a
piecewise-nonlinear system �11�.

D�u���� in Eq. �1a� is a damping function subject to a power
index m. Here, if m=0, the damping force fd��� is linearly pro-
portional to u̇. When m=1, D�u���� includes the contact loss be-
tween the sphere and the plane, and can be defined in the follow-
ing general form �7�

D�u���� = ��1 + �u����p u��� � −
1

�

0 u��� � −
1

�
� �1c�

When p=0, D�u���� reduces to a piecewise linear function:

D�u���� = �1 u��� � −
1

�

0 u��� � −
1

�
� �1d�

such that the damping is a linear viscous one when there is con-
tact, and is zero when the contact is lost. For p�0, fd��� is piece-
wise nonlinear function. Specifically p=0.5 represents a fd��� that
is proportional to the contact radius, p=1 represents a fd��� that is
proportional to the elastic deformation and contact area, and p
=1.5 represents a fd��� that is proportional to the elastic restoring
force �7�.

2.2 Multi-term HBM Solution. In previous studies, the
method of multiple scales was used extensively to analyze contact
vibration problems with continuous nonlinearity only �3–5�. When
contact loss is considered, such perturbation methods are no
longer applicable. One-term HBM was utilized by Nayak �1�, and
some obvious discrepancies were observed between HBM results

and experiments. Multi-term HBM was used in previous studies to
investigate similar discontinuous problems successfully
�18,19,23,26�. The same method combined with discrete Fourier
transforms �DFT� is employed here to obtain the steady-state so-
lutions of Eq. �1�. First, let �=�� /�=	� where � is the funda-
mental excitation frequency and � is a subharmonic index, and
write Eq. �1a� as

H2d2u

d2�
+ 2�H�D�u�����mdu

d�
+ G�u���� = 1 + f��� �2�

The periodic forcing function is given in the form of a Fourier
series as

f��� = 	
r=1

R

�f2r cos�r��� + f2r+1 sin�r���� �3a�

and the periodic steady state response is assumed as

u��� = u1 + 	
r=1

R

�u2r cos�r�� + u2r+1 sin�r��� �3b�

In order to maintain a harmonic balance, the nonlinear functions
D�u���� and G�u���� must be periodic as well, i.e.

D�u���� = d1 + 	
r=1

R

�d2r cos�r�� + d2r+1 sin�r��� �3c�

G�u���� = g1 + 	
r=1

R

�g2r cos�r�� + g2r+1 sin�r��� �3d�

By substituting Eq. �3� into Eq. �2� and enforcing a harmonic
balance with m=1, a vector equation S=0 is obtained as follows,
where S= �S1 S2 S3 . . . S2�R S2�R+1�T and

S1 = g1 − 1 + �H�	
r=1

R

r�d2ru2r�+1 − d2r+1u2r�� �4a�

S2i = − H2i2u2i + 2�Hd1iu2i+1 + g2i − f2i/� − �H	
r=1

R

d2r+1��r�

− i�u2�r�−i� − �i − r��u2�i−r�� + �r� + i�u2�r�+i��

+ �H	
r=1

R

d2r��r� − i�u2�r�−i�+1 + �i − r��u2�i−r��+1 + �r�

+ i�u2�r�+i�+1� i � �1,R� �4b�

S2i+1 = − H2i2u2i+1 − 2�Hd1iu2i + g2i+1 − f2i/�+1 + �H	
r=1

R

d2r+1��r�

− i�u2�r�−i�+1 + �i − r��u2�i−r��+1 − �r� + i�u2�r�+i�+1�

+ �H	
r=1

R

d2r��r� − i�u2�r�−i� − �i − r��u2�i−r�� − �r�

+ i�u2�r�+i�� i � �1,R� �4c�

These algebraic equations can be reduced to the case of constant
viscous damping �m=0� by letting d1=1, and d2r=d2r+1=0 for r
� �1,R�.

Meanwhile, coefficients gi and di in Eqs. �3c� and �3d� can be
expressed in terms of unknown Fourier coefficients of the re-
sponse u= �u1 u2 u3 . . . u2R u2R+1�T by utilizing discrete Fourier
transforms �DFT� �26�. The values of u��� at discrete values of
�n=nh are

Fig. 1 The dynamic model of a single degree-of-freedom
sphere-plane contact oscillator
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un = u1 + 	
r=1

R 
u2r cos�2
rn

N
�

+ u2r+1 sin�2
rn

N
� n � �0,N − 1� �5�

where h=2
� / �N�� and N�2R. Using Eq. �1b�, nth discrete
value of G�u���� is given as

Gn = ��1 + �un�1/� un � −
1

�

0 un � −
1

�
� �6�

The coefficients gi are calculated by taking the inverse DFT of Eq.
�6� as

g1 =
1

N	
n=0

N−1

Gn g2r =
2

N	
n=0

N−1

Gn cos
2
rn

N

g2r+1 =
2

N	
n=0

N−1

Gn sin
2
rn

N
�7�

For the case of a constant viscous damping model with m=0 in
Eq. �1a�, Dn=1. For a nonlinear damping model �m=1�, nth dis-
crete value of D�u���� is given as

Dn = ��1 + �un��p un � −
1

�

0 un � −
1

�
� �8�

and di are defined as

d1 =
1

N	
n=0

N−1

Dn d2r =
2

N	
n=0

N−1

Dn cos
2
rn

N

d2r+1 =
2

N	
n=0

N−1

Dn sin
2
rn

N
�9�

Having gi and di defined, the vector equation S=0 can be solved
for u by using Newton-Raphson method as

u�m� = u�m−1� − �J−1��m−1�S�m−1� �10�

where the value of u�m� at the mth iteration is obtained from the
values of S�m−1� and u�m−1�, and J is the Jacobian matrix. An
artificial-parameter generic homotopy method is utilized to over-
come the difficulties at the turning points in the domain of control
parameter � �27,28�. The stability of the steady-state response is
determined by using the Floquet theory �29–31�. The details of the
stability analysis procedure can be found in Ref. �26�.

3 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of a double sphere-plane con-

tact as shown in Fig. 2. A spherical ball is preloaded between two
horizontal plane surfaces. One plane is attached to a heavy rigid
frame while the other plane is on a vertically moving cylinder.
These two contacts can be approximated by Hertzian theory when
the surface roughness of contacting surfaces is not excessive. �In
this case, for the plane Ra�0.4 �m, and for the ball surface Ra
�0.03 �m� In addition, other critical assumptions for Hertzian
theory are met including negligible friction effects and elastic de-
formations. The elastic bodies in contact are made of SAE 52100
steel. The ball has a diameter of 25 mm and a mass of 0.064 kg,
which is significantly lower than the weight of the moving cylin-
der �6.48 kg�. The mass of the moving cylinder corresponds to an
applied static load equal to 63.6 N. Since the ball mass is negli-

gible in comparison with that of the moving cylinder, the experi-
mental system acts as a single degree-of-freedom oscillator. Thus,
assuming identical mechanical properties for the ball and the
planes, the restoring elastic force expression can be deduced from
the double sphere-plane Hertzian contact as F=Cz3/2, where C
=E�R / �3�2�1−2��. Given the modulus of elasticity E
=205 GPa, Poisson ratio  =0.29 and the radius of the ball R
=12.5 mm mm, one finds C=5.9�10�9 Nm−3/2, zs=4.9 �m, and
f0=276 Hz. Here, zs corresponds to the static displacement of the
moving cylinder due to its weight, and f0 is the calculated linear-
ized natural frequency.

The contact surface is excited in normal direction by a sus-
pended vibration shaker connected to a signal generator and a
power amplifier. Therefore, a harmonic normal force is applied to
the moving cylinder in addition to the static load. The excitation
force, the acceleration of the moving cylinder, and the normal
force transmitted to the rigid frame through the contact are mea-
sured by piezoelectric transducers. Conventional charge amplifiers
are used for all responses. Each harmonic component of the signal
is analyzed using a lock-in amplifier. This one is based on a phase
sensitive detection in order to single out the components of the
signal �frequency, amplitude and phase�.

The linear experimental contact natural frequency of 269 Hz
and equivalent viscous damping ratio of nearly 0.7%–0.8% are
measured from the resonant peaks under very small external input
amplitudes. This measured natural frequency is within 3% of the
calculated value of f0=276 Hz. Moreover, the measured damping
ratio is also in good agreement with previous studies �5�. Since the
experimental data are non-dimensionalized about the measured
linear contact natural frequency, any potential uncertainties on the
elastic Hertzian characteristics �Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
etc.� have no influence on the comparisons included in the paper.
Meanwhile, as in any vibratory system, the value of damping ratio
bears a certain amount of uncertainty. However, the model predic-
tions do not vary drastically within this estimated measured range
of damping ratio, and our experimental setup has no means to
vary the damping ratio as a parameter.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Comparison of HBM With a Numerical Solution
Method and Experiments. The predictions of multi-term HBM
are compared with those of a numerical solution method to deter-
mine the accuracy of HBM solutions. The shooting method in
conjunction with a continuation procedure is used as the numeri-
cal method here. Details in regards to the application of this
method to contact problems can be found in Refs. �29,31�. This
method employs a simple pseudo arc length continuation scheme
to predict periodic solutions. The case of linear damping �m=0�

Fig. 2 The test setup: „1… vibration exciter, „2… force trans-
ducer, „3… moving cylinder, „4… accelerometer, „5… ball, „6… tri-
axial force transducer, and „7… rigid frame
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with �=0.008 is considered for this comparison. The amplitudes
of the first two harmonics of ü��� are defined as H1=�2�u2

2

+u3
2�1/2 and H2=4�2�u4

2+u5
2�1/2, which are used as the parameters

for the comparison. In Fig. 3, the predictions of H1 and H2 from
HBM and the shooting method are compared for a harmonic ex-
ternal excitation of f3=0.04 �other f i=0� within the frequency
range of �� �0.5,1.5�. The first twelve harmonic terms are in-
cluded in Eq. �3b� that corresponds to R=6. It is evident that two
methods match each other well for both H1 and H2. The combined
softening effect of continuous contact nonlinearity and contact
losses results in a significant bend of the primary resonant peak to
the left, forming a region of double stable motions within �
� �0.75,0.96�. The same level of agreement is obtained for other
values of f3 and � as well, which suggests that multi-term HBM is
capable to solve equation �1� accurately.

Similarly, comparisons between the predictions of HBM and
measured response are provided in Figs. 4 and 5 for two different
excitation amplitudes in order to demonstrate the validity of Eq.
�1� for representing an actual sphere-plane contact. Here, the num-
ber of harmonics for system response is chosen as 6, which is
verified to be accurate enough for prediction. The damping ratio
was estimated from an approximately linear case with very small
external excitation �7�. Therefore, two values are trialed here for
two cases, respectively. The magnitude of external excitation is
decided from the input of vibration exciter. A linear damping

model with �=0.007 is used for these comparisons. In Fig. 4, the
amplitudes of predicted response H1 and H2 are compared with
measured ones for f3=0.007, which are not large enough to cause
any contact loss happen. Therefore, only a very slight softening
type resonance peak is obtained, and the predictions of H1 and H2
by HBM match the measured values quite well for this continu-
ously nonlinear case. In Fig. 5, another case is shown to represent
the theoretical predictions and the measured data from the same
experimental setup for f3=0.04. In this case, contact loss is ob-
served, which results in a more significant softening behavior than
the previous case in Fig. 4. The values of predicted and measured
H1 and H2 are again in good agreement, which suggests that not
only HBM is suitable to investigate the problem of sphere-plane
contact, but also Eq. �1� is sufficiently accurate for modeling the
actual system in hand.

In Fig. 6, the phase difference between external excitation and
acceleration response of the system for the first harmonic compo-
nent of the motion is compared to both experimental measure-
ments and the predictions from the shooting method for a case
when f3=0.031 and �=0.007. The agreement among the phase
angles predicted by multi-term HBM, numerical predictions, and
the experiments is very good, further suggesting that the model
and the HBM solutions are accurate.

4.2 Criterion of Contact Loss to Occur. When the ampli-
tude of the external harmonic excitation f3= f� exceeds a thresh-
old value, and the fundamental frequency of external excitation is

Fig. 3 Comparison of the acceleration response predicted by
HBM and the shooting method for �=0.008, f3=0.04. „a… H1 and
„b… H2; „—… stable HBM, „---… unstable HBM, and „�… shooting
method.

Fig. 4 Comparison of measured acceleration response to
HBM prediction for �=0.007, f3=0.018. „a… H1 and „b… H2; „—…

stable HBM, „---… unstable HBM, and „�… measurements.
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near the primary resonant frequency �=1, the contacting surfaces
of the sphere and plane might be separated during the certain
portion of a vibration period �7�. The condition for contact loss to
occur can be predicted approximately by using a single-term
HBM formulation. Using a linear damping model �m=0� and ex-
panding G�u���� into a truncated Taylor series �5�, one can write

G�u����

� �1 +
3

2
�u��� +

3

8
��u����2 −

1

16
��u����3u��� � −

1

�

0 u��� � −
1

�
�
�11a�

This approximation of G�u���� does not meet the boundary con-
dition G�−1/��=0 for u���=−1/�. In order to remedy this prob-
lem, the Taylor series approximation is modified slightly as

G�u����

� �1 +
3

2
�u��� +

3

7
��u����2 −

1

14
��u����3 u��� � −

1

�

0 u��� � −
1

�
�

�11b�

In Fig. 7, the comparison of different definitions of G�u���� is

illustrated, which shows that Eq. �11b� is quite accurate for u���
�2. Assume harmonic forms of u��� and G�u���� as

u��� = u1 + u� sin���� + ��� �12a�

G�u���� = �1 + �� sin���� + ��� �12b�

Here, when the sphere and the plane are in contact,

�1 = 1 +
3

2
�u1 +

3

7
�2u1

2 +
3

14
�2u�

2 −
1

14
�3u1

3 �13a�

�� =
3

2
�u� +

6

7
�2u1u� −

3

14
�3u1

2u� −
9

56
�3u�

3 �13b�

Substituting Eq. �12� into Eq. �1a� with m=0, one obtains �1
−1=0, and

��� − �2�2u��cos �� − 2���u� sin �� − f� cos �� = 0 �14a�

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured acceleration response to
HBM prediction for �=0.008, f3=0.04. „a… H1 and „b… H2; „—…

stable HBM, „---… unstable HBM, and „�… measurements.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the phase angle of measured accelera-
tion response to the prediction by HBM and the shooting
method. �=0.007 and f3=0.031.

Fig. 7 Comparison of power series approximations to exact
G†u„�…‡, „a… Eq. „1b…, „b… Eq. „11a…, and „c… Eq. „11b…
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��� − �2�2u��sin �� + 2���u� cos �� − f� sin �� = 0 �14b�

where �� is the phase angle between external excitation and the
system response. By imposing the condition at the point of contact
loss

u1 − u� = −
1

�
�15�

to Eqs. �13� and �14�, a cubic polynomial in u1 is obtained as

�3u1
3 − 9�2u1

2 − 27�u1 − 3 = 0 �16�
This equation has three real roots that can be solved numeri-

cally, and only one of them is suitable by considering the physical
system at hand. With the value of u1 known at the separation
point, the magnitudes of u� and �� can be calculated from Eqs.
�15� and �13b�. Eliminating �� and �� from Eqs. �14a� and �14b�
yields

u�
2�4�4 − 2u���� − 2�2u���2�2 + ��

2 − f�
2 = 0 �17�

The transition frequencies at which the contact loss is initiated are
given as

�1,2
2 =

1

�2
��

u�

− 2�2 �
1

u�

�4�2u���2u� − ��� + f�
2 �18�

For the contact loss to happen, the discriminant of Eq. �20� should
be positive. Hence, a separation criterion is obtained as

f� � 2��u���� − �2u�� �19a�

For a lightly damping system, ��1, Eq. �19a� is reduced as

f� � 2��u��� �19b�
For the experimental setup considered in this study, the values of
u� and �� at the separation point are obtained as u�=1.3266, and
��=1.1252, such that the condition for the contact loss to happen
for this system is f��2.44�. Nayak �1� used a set of heuristic
arguments to arrive at a similar threshold value. He stated that the
average dissipated power may be equal to the average input power
at the downward jump frequency, and that the forced response is
the same as the undamped free response at the same frequency. By
considering the undamped free response possessing an amplitude
grazing contact loss, one obtains a contact loss condition of f�

�2.66�, which is in reasonably good agreement with the condi-
tion obtained by the single-term HBM.

In Fig. 8, the effect of harmonic excitation f��� on H1 is shown
for a linearly damped case of �=0.008. Here, three response
curves for the different values of f� are illustrated. Here, the curve

for f t= �2.44��0.008�=0.0195 represents the threshold value.
When f�� f t, no contact loss is observed. When f�� f t, such as
f�=0.03, the contact loss takes place. Similarly, in Fig. 9, damp-
ing ratio � varies for constant f3=0.03. The threshold value of the
damping ratio is �b=0.03/2.44=0.0123. When � is as low as
0.008, contact loss is predicted. For ��0.0123, say �=0.02, the
softening behavior is reduced greatly since there is no contact
loss.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, a sphere-plane contact problem with contact loss

is investigated theoretically and experimentally. The physical sys-
tem is modeled by a SDOF oscillator with piecewise nonlinear
damping and stiffness. Multi-term HBM is used to obtain the
steady state solution of the governing equation. The HBM solu-
tions are confirmed by comparisons to those of the shooting
method. An experimental setup is devoted to measure the steady
state response of the physical system excited harmonically. A very
good agreement between theoretical prediction and measurements
is demonstrated for both acceleration response amplitudes and the
phase difference between response and external excitation. A sepa-
ration criterion, which is defined by f��� and �, is derived by using
a one-term HBM formulation, and examined for different values
of f��� and �.

For the contact problem at hand, a viscously linear damping
model yielded results that are in good agreement with the experi-
ments. Our current work focuses on other contact conditions that
might require a nonlinear damping model. We are also in the
process of expanding the HBM methodology to study multi-
degree-of-freedom contact problems. Such cases exist for the ex-
perimental setup considered here when the mass of the ball is no
longer negligible compared to the mass of the preload cylinder.
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The Dual Euler Basis:
Constraints, Potentials, and
Lagrange’s Equations in
Rigid-Body Dynamics
Given a specific set of Euler angles, it is common to ask what representations conserva-
tive moments and constraint moments possess. In this paper, we discuss the role that a
non-orthogonal basis, which we call the dual Euler basis, plays in the representations.
The use of the basis is illustrated with applications to potential energies, constraints, and
Lagrange’s equations of motion. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2190231�

1 Introduction
The Euler angle representation for a rotation consists in defin-

ing three angles �1 ,�2 ,�3 and their distinct axes of rotation. The
unit vectors corresponding to these axes of rotation constitute the
Euler basis �g1 ,g2 ,g3�. Thus, we have the following representa-
tion for the angular velocity vector � associated with the rotation:

� = �̇1g1 + �̇2g2 + �̇3g3 �1�

If we suppose that the rotation transforms a fixed set of orthogonal
basis vectors �E1 ,E2 ,E3� to a set of orthogonal basis vectors
�e1 ,e2 ,e3�, then we can express any of the Euler basis vectors in
terms of either of these bases.

It is well known, that, in general, � ·gi� �̇i. The question then
arises as to which vectors, denoted by a, have the property that

� · a = �̇i for some i = 1,2,3 �2�

The answer to this question provides a set of vectors, �g1 ,g2 ,g3�,
which satisfy the following identities:

g1 · g1 = 1 g1 · g2 = 0 g1 · g3 = 0

g2 · g1 = 0 g2 · g2 = 1 g2 · g3 = 0

g3 · g1 = 0 g3 · g2 = 0 g3 · g3 = 1 �3�

Definition �3� provides nine equations for the nine unknown com-
ponents of this basis, and the resulting vectors are such that

� · gk = �̇k �k = 1,2,3� �4�

It is straightforward to show that linear independence of
�g1 ,g2 ,g3� implies that �g1 ,g2 ,g3� is a basis which we call the
dual Euler basis. The procedure for computing this basis is iden-
tical to that used in differential geometry to determine the contra-
variant basis vectors using the covariant basis vectors.

In the remainder of this paper, we explore the use of the dual
Euler basis in determining constraint moments, conservative mo-
ments, and Lagrange’s equations. After selecting a specific, and
popular, choice of Euler angles, the 3-2-1 set, we then examine
various applications ranging from Ziegler’s example of a non-
conservative constant moment to the equations of motion of a

sliding rod. We wish to remark that the dual Euler basis has been
used by the author for several years in courses on rigid body
dynamics. They were first given a brief mention in the literature in
a recent paper by O’Reilly and Srinivasa �1�, and are discussed in
Rao’s new textbook �2�. The main purpose of the present paper is
to elaborate on the results presented in Ref. �1� by examining
various applications of the dual Euler basis.

2 Potential Energies, Constraints, and Lagrange’s
Equations of Motion

Consider a function U=U��1 ,�2 ,�3� of the Euler angles. We
wish to establish a representation for the gradient of this function:
�U. To proceed, we invoke the identity

U̇ = �U · � �5�

As U̇=�k=1
3 ��U /��k��̇k, with the help of Eqs. �1� and �4� we con-

clude that

�U

��k = �U · gk �k = 1,2,3� �6�

Consequently, we have the following representation:

�U =
�U

��1g1 +
�U

��2g2 +
�U

��3g3 �7�

This result, which is presented in Ref. �1�, enables an interesting
representation for a conservative moment M associated with a
moment potential U:

M = −
�U

��1g1 −
�U

��2g2 −
�U

��3g3 �8�

Several other treatments of a conservative moment are present in
the literature, see Antman �3� and Beletskii �4�. However, they are
all based on other representations of the rotation tensor.

The dual basis can also be used to calculate the constraint mo-
ment associated with a kinematic constraint. For instance, suppose
a constraint is imposed on the rotational motion of a rigid body:1

���1,�2,�3,t� = 0 �9�

This constraint can be expressed in the form

Contributed by the Applied Mechanics Division of ASME for publication in the
JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS. Manuscript received September 23, 2005; final
manuscript received February 3, 2006. Review conducted by R. M. McMeeking.
Discussion on the paper should be addressed to the Editor, Prof. Robert M. McMeek-
ing, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Department of Mechanical and Environmental
Engineering, University of California–Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106-
5070, and will be accepted until four months after final publication of the paper itself
in the ASME JOURNAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS.

1We can also consider more general constraints where the translational and rota-
tional motion of the rigid body are coupled, but this would not significantly add to
the present discussion.
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� · �� +
��

�t
= 0 �10�

Using the normality prescription, we find that the constraint mo-
ment Mc needed to enforce this constraint is

Mc = � � � �11�

where � is a Lagrange mutiplier. This constraint moment does
work: Mc ·�=−���� /�t�. As noted in Refs. �1,5�, the prescription
�11� is consistent with the Lagrange-D’Alembert principle, which
states that generalized constraint forces do no virtual work.

The role that the dual Euler basis plays in constraints and po-
tential energies naturally leads to questions concerning their role
in Lagrange’s equations of motion for a rigid body. To elaborate,
consider a rigid body subject to a resultant external moment M
and possessing an angular momentum relative to its center of

mass X̄ of H. After choosing a set of Euler angles, it is known
�5,6� that Lagrange’s equations of motion for the attitude of the
rigid body are equivalent to a balance of angular momentum M

=Ḣ:

d

dt
� �T

��̇k	 −
�T

��k = M · gk �k = 1,2,3� �12�

where T is the kinetic energy of the rigid body.
If we suppose that the sole external moment is conservative,

then M=−�U, and

d

dt
� �T

��̇k	 −
�T

��k = − �U · gk = −
�U

��k �k = 1,2,3� �13�

from whence it is easy to establish a form of Eq. �12� featuring the
Lagrangian L=T−U. On the other hand, if we suppose that the
body is subject to a constraint, say �3=constant, then, Mc=�g3.
Lagrange’s equations in this case provide two equations to deter-
mine �1�t� and �2�t�, while the third equation provides �:

d

dt
� �T

��̇k	 −
�T

��k = Ma · gk �k = 1,2�

d

dt
� �T

��̇3	 −
�T

��3 = Ma · g3 + � �14�

In these equations, M=Ma+Mc, where Ma is the applied mo-
ment.

3 The 3-2-1 Set of Euler Angles
To illustrate our previous remarks, we consider the set of 3-2-1

Euler angles �see Fig. 1�. For this set of angles, one starts with a

rotation through � about E3, followed by a rotation � about
cos���E2−sin���E1 and finally a rotation � about e1=cos���
�cos���E1+sin���E2�−sin���E3.2

The aforementioned sequence of rotations and the fixed basis
�E1 ,E2 ,E3� establishes the Euler basis. This basis is usually writ-
ten in terms of the basis �e1 ,e2 ,e3�:


g1

g2

g3
� = A
e1

e2

e3
� �15�

where the matrix A is

A = 
− sin��� sin���cos��� cos���cos���
0 cos��� − sin���
1 0 0

� �16�

To calculate the dual Euler basis, we note that Eq. �3� can be
written in a compact form:

ATB = I , �17�

where I is the identity matrix, T denotes transpose, and the matrix
B is composed of the components of the dual basis vectors:

B = 
g1 · e1 g1 · e2 g1 · e3

g2 · e1 g2 · e2 g2 · e3

g3 · e1 g3 · e2 g3 · e3
� �18�

Solving for the unknown components of B we find that


g1

g2

g3 � = 
0 sin���sec��� cos���sec���
0 cos��� − sin���
1 sin���tan��� cos���tan���

�
e1

e2

e3
�

= 
 sec2��� 0 tan���sec���
0 1 0

tan���sec��� 0 sec2���
�
g1

g2

g3
� �19�

It is easy to verify that the dual Euler basis and the Euler basis fail
to be bases when this set of Euler angles have their singularities at
�= ±� /2. Another interesting feature is that for all sets of Euler
angles g2=g2. The reason for this lies in the fact that the second
axis of rotation g2 is always normal to the other two.

4 Constant Moments are Not Necessarily Conservative
Ziegler discusses the curious example of a constant moment not

being conservative in his monograph on structural stability �8�.
Using an ingenious argument, he shows that the work done by the
moment depends on the sequence of rotations employed, and is
thus nonconservative. It is interesting to explore this example with
the help of the dual Euler basis.

Consider a moment ME3 acting on a rigid body whose rotation
tensor is parametrized using a set of 3-2-1 Euler angles. Now
suppose that this moment were conservative, then we would need
to find a moment potential U such that

ME3 = −
�U

��
g1 −

�U

��
g2 −

�U

��
g3 �20�

Taking the components of this equation, we find a set of partial
differential equations for U:

�U

��
= − M

�U

��
= 0

�U

��
= M sin��� �21�

Clearly, �21�2 and �21�3 are incompatible and we conclude that no
moment potential exists.

2This set of Euler angles is used in Refs. �2,6,7�. The term “Euler basis� first
appeared in Casey.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the 3-2-1 set of Euler angles: �, � and �.
The vectors e1�=cos„�…E1+sin„�…E2, and e3�=cos„�…E3

+sin„�…e1�.
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5 A Sliding Rod
To further illustrate the utility of the dual Euler basis, suppose

that we have a rigid body undergoing a motion where the third
Euler angle is a constant �0. An example of a situation where this
arises is shown in Fig. 2. There, a cylindrical rod of mass m slides
on a smooth horizontal surface. A vertical gravitational force
−mgE3 acts on the rod.

The cylinder is subject to two constraints:

x̄ · E3 = R � = 0 �22�

Here, x̄ is the position vector of the center of mass X̄ of the rod,
and the rotation of the rod is parametrized by a set of 3-2-1 Euler
angles. Clearly, �22�2 can be written in the form

� · g3 = 0 �23�

The constraint force Fc and moment Mc acting on the rod can be
prescribed using the normality prescription:

Fc = NE3 Mc = �g3 �24�

where N and � are unknowns. It is interesting to note that the
vector g3 for this example is normal to E3 and e2. Indeed, the
moment �24�2 can be realized by assuming a varying normal trac-
tion field t on the contacting line between the rod and the plane.
The system �24� will be equipollent to the field t.

Lagrange’s equations of motion for this body are straightfor-
ward to establish once the kinetic energy has been calculated:

T =
�t

2
��̇ cos���cos��� − �̇ sin����2 +

�2

2
��̇ cos���

+ �̇ cos���sin����2 +
�t

2
��̇ − �̇ sin����2 +

m

2
�ẋ1

2 + ẋ2
2 + ẋ3

2�

�25�

Here, �t and �2 are the principal moments of inertia, and x̄
=�i=1

3 xiEi. Evaluating Lagrange’s equations, imposing the con-

straints, introducing the constraint moment and constraint force,
and the applied gravitational force −mgE3, we find that3

mẍk = 0 �k = 1,2�

0 = N − mg

�t�̈ = 0

�2�̈ = 0

d

dt
�− �t�̇ sin���� − ��2 − �t��̇�̇ cos��� = � �26�

It follows from these equations that the center of mass of the rod
moves at a constant speed, and that � and � also have constant
velocities. Moreover, the constraint moment acting on the rod is

Mc = − �2�̇0�̇0 cos��0 + �̇0t�g3 �27�

where �̇0= �̇�0�, �̇0= �̇�0�, and �0=��0� are initial conditions. It is
interesting to note that the constraint moment for this elementary
problem is non-trivial.

6 Closing Comments
We have presented examples from rigid body dynamics which

illustrate uses of the dual Euler basis. As is hopefully evident from
them, this basis enables transparent representations for constraint
moments and moment potentials. These representations in turn
can be easily incorportated into a treatment of Lagrange’s equa-
tions for rigid bodies. The basis also has application to many areas
in mechanics which feature rotations. For instance, it could
be used to describe torques and torsional springs in several rod
theories.
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Fig. 2 A circular rod moving on a horizontal plane. The rota-
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Euler angles is constant. The basis vectors ei are fixed to the
rod.
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Hierarchical Corrugated Core
Sandwich Panel Concepts
The transverse compression and shear collapse mechanisms of a second order, hierar-
chical corrugated truss structure have been analyzed. The two competing collapse modes
of a first order corrugated truss are elastic buckling or plastic yielding of the truss
members. In second order trusses, elastic buckling and yielding of the larger and smaller
struts, shear buckling of the larger struts, and wrinkling of the face sheets of the larger
struts have been identified as the six competing modes of failure. Analytical expressions
for the compressive and shear collapse strengths in each of these modes are derived and
used to construct collapse mechanism maps for second order trusses. The maps are useful
for selecting the geometries of second order trusses that maximize the collapse strength
for a given mass. The optimization reveals that second order trusses made from structural
alloys have significantly higher compressive and shear collapse strengths than their
equivalent mass first order counterparts for relative densities less than about 5%. A
simple sheet metal folding and dip brazing method of fabrication has been used to
manufacture a prototype second order truss with a relative density of about 2%. The
experimental investigation confirmed the analytical strength predictions of the second
order truss, and demonstrate that its strength is about ten times greater than that of a first
order truss of the same relative density. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198243�

1 Introduction
Materials with structural hierarchy can have significantly higher

stiffness or strength to weight ratios than their single-length scale
microstructure counterparts. For instance, the maximum stiffness
to weight ratio of an isotropic two-phase material is set by the
Hashin-Shtrikman �1� �HS� upper bound. A number of two-phase
composites are known to attain the HS bounds on the bulk and
shear moduli. Most of these include structural hierarchy. For ex-
ample, Norris �2� and Milton �3� proposed differential schemes for
constructing composite structures with the extremal HS bulk and
shear moduli. While Milton �3� used a laminate microstructure,
Norris �2� employed coated sphere architectures. However, the
procedures suggested by both authors are iterative and require an
infinite number of mixing processes. On the other hand, Francfort
and Murat �4� suggested a “rank” laminate approach which at-
tained both the bulk and shear HS bounds with a finite number of
layering directions. Rank laminates are obtained by a sequential
process where at each stage the previous laminate is laminated
again with a single lamina �always the same� in a new direction.
Thus, a rank-n laminate is produced by n such successive lamina-
tions. Francfort and Murat �4� showed that while in the two-
dimensional case isotropic rank-3 laminates have the extremal
bulk and shear moduli, in the three-dimensional �3D� case rank-6
laminates are the optimal microstructures.

Hierarchical cellular structures consisting of self-similar struc-
tural units can also exhibit significant strength to weight improve-
ments over comparable non-hierarchical structures. For example,
Bhat et al. �5� manufactured sandwich panels with honeycomb
cores; the webs of these honeycombs were in-turn made from
honeycomb sandwiches resulting in a second order structure. The
experimental investigation of Bhat et al. �5� indicated the second
order panel had a compressive strength about six times greater

than an equal mass first order honeycomb sandwich panel. A simi-
lar experimental study of hierarchical hexagonal honeycombs by
Lakes �6� demonstrated that the compressive strength of a second
order honeycomb was three to four times greater than a first order
honeycomb of equal mass.

Lakes �6� and Murphey and Hinkle �7� presented models for the
stiffness and strength of hierarchical cellular materials and truss-
like structures. They assumed a “continuum” model for the mate-
rial at each length scale that led to simple recursive expressions
for the stiffness and strength of the hierarchical structures. In do-
ing so, they assumed macroscopic elastic or plastic buckling of
the struts to be the only operative failure modes at each length
scale. Short wavelength failure modes at the higher length scales
associated with the discrete nature of the hierarchical structure
were neglected in these initial analyses. Nevertheless, optimiza-
tions performed using these models predict substantial strength
increases with increasing structural hierarchy.

The widespread adoption of hierarchical materials has been im-
peded by difficulties in their manufacture and the high costs and
availability of very thin sheets of material. This constraint arises
because of the very large differences in the structural length scales
required to achieve optimal second and higher order systems. In
all but the largest macro-scale structures �e.g. the Eiffel tower� this
requires the use of very thin gauge sheet materials for the webs of
the structures at the smallest length scales.

Recent work in large-scale, ultralight structures that can resist
dynamic loading has stimulated a renewed interest in hierarchical
cellular structures as cores for sandwich panels. Prismatic sand-
wich core topologies �e.g., the corrugated or folded plate core� are
ideal for application in sandwich beams as they provide a high
in-plane stretching strength. However, low relative density two-
dimensional prismatic cores collapse by elastic buckling of the
webs and thus have a low strength to weight ratio. Increasing the
compressive strength of such prismatic corrugated cores offers
potential benefits in the design of shock resistant sandwich beams.
Hierarchical construction is expected to delay the elastic buckling
of the webs of these prismatic sandwich cores and is thus attrac-
tive for application in large sandwich structures �readers are re-
ferred to Deshpande and Fleck �8� for details on the relation be-
tween the bending strength of sandwich beams and the shear and
compressive strengths of the core�.
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Here, we investigate the “effective” mechanical properties of
hierarchical corrugated cores. Analytical models are developed for
the compressive and shear stiffness and strengths of first and sec-
ond order corrugated sandwich panel cores. Expressions for the
collapse strengths for six competing collapse modes are employed
to generate collapse mechanism maps for a second order corru-
gated sandwich core and to determine optimal designs that maxi-
mize the collapse strength for a given core mass. A preliminary
experimental investigation to validate the model predictions is
also reported.

2 Analysis of a Corrugated Sandwich Core
Two types of prismatic corrugated sandwich cores are consid-

ered here. The first is a simple �first order� corrugated core com-
prising struts of thickness t, and length l, with a corrugation angle
�, as illustrated in Fig. 1�a�. This type of corrugated core has no
structural hierarchy and will be subsequently referred to as the
first order corrugated core. A second order corrugated core then
has one level of structural hierarchy, i.e., the monolithic struts of
the first order core are themselves replaced by sandwich panels
comprising face sheets of thickness t and a corrugated truss core
comprising struts of thickness t1 and length l1 corrugated at an
angle �1. These truss core sandwich panels �columns� are then
corrugated at an angle � to form the second order corrugated core,
see Fig. 1�b�. The sandwich columns will be referred to subse-
quently as the large struts of the second order core while the struts
that form the core of these sandwich columns will be referred to
as the smaller struts of the second order core.

Here we derive analytical expressions for the effective trans-
verse stiffness and strength of the first and second order cores,
sandwiched between two rigid face sheets. In all the subsequent
analyses, we assume that the corrugated cores are made from an
elastic-ideally plastic material with a Young’s modulus Es, Pois-
son’s ratio �, and yield strength �Y. The width b of the corrugated
core �into the plane of the paper� is assumed to be sufficiently
small for plane stress conditions to prevail in the struts.

2.1 First Order Corrugated Core. The relative density �the
ratio of the volume of corrugated core material to the volume of
panel� �̄, of the first order corrugated structure sketched in Fig.
1�a� is, to first order in t / l, given by

�̄ =
2

sin 2�
� t

l
� �1�

where � is the angle of the corrugation. For small t / l, the contri-
bution to the overall stiffness from the bending of the constituent
struts is negligible compared to that from stretching. Thus, the
struts can be assumed to be pin jointed to the face sheets and
analytical expressions for the effective transverse Young’s E and
shear G moduli are

E = Es�̄ sin4 � �2�
and

G = Es
�̄

4
sin2 2� �3�

respectively, where Es is the Young’s modulus of the solid mate-
rial from which the corrugated core is made. As discussed above,
for small t / l, it is acceptable to assume that the struts are pin
jointed at the face sheets. Thus, an equilibrium analysis dictates
that the effective peak transverse compressive �P and shear �P
strengths are specified by

�p = �c�̄ sin2 � �4�
and

�p = �c
�̄

2
sin 2� �5�

respectively, where �c is the maximum compressive strength of
the struts of the first order corrugated core. For struts made from
an elastic-ideally plastic material, �c is given by

�c = � k2�2Es

12
� t

l
�2

if
t

l
�� 12�Y

�2k2Es

�Y otherwise
	 �6�

The factor k depends on the end constraints of the struts with k
=1 or k=2 corresponding to pin-jointed or built-in end conditions,
respectively.

2.2 Second Order Corrugated Core. The relative density of
the second order corrugated core, sketched in Fig. 1�b�, �to first
order in t / l and t1 / l1� is given by

�̄ = 4� t

l
� 1

sin 2�
+ 4� t1

l
� sin �1

sin 2�1 sin 2�
�7�

where the strut dimensions t, t1, l, and l1 along with the corruga-
tion angles � and �1 are defined in Fig. 1�b�. Again, for small t / l
and t1 / l1, the contribution to the stiffness from the bending of the
struts is negligible. Thus, equilibrium dictates that the effective
transverse Young’s and shear moduli of the second order corru-
gated core are

E = Es

sin3 �

cos �
�2t

l
� = Es
�̄ sin4 � − �2t1

l
� sin �1 sin3 �

sin 2�1 cos �
� �8�

and

G = Es sin 2�� t

l
� = Es
 �̄

4
sin2 2� − � t1

l
� sin �1 sin 2�

sin 2�1
� �9�

respectively. Since the second level of corrugations �the miniature
corrugations in Fig. 1�b�� do not contribute to the stiffness, the
second order corrugated core is less efficient than the first order
core from a stiffness perspective; compare Eqs. �8� and �9� with
the corresponding expressions for the moduli of the first order
core. This is consistent with the prediction of Lakes �6�, who
suggested that the stiffness to weight ratio of framework-type
structures decreases with increasing structural hierarchy.

2.2.1 Failure Modes of the Second Order Corrugated Core.
The second order corrugated core made from an elastic-ideally

Fig. 1 Sketches of „a… the first and „b… the second order cor-
rugated cores sandwiched between two rigid face sheets
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plastic material can fail by six competing collapse modes. We
consider each of these modes in turn and derive analytical expres-
sions for the effective transverse compressive and shear strengths,
�p and �p, respectively.

2.2.1.1 Plastic yielding of the larger struts. The larger struts
with face sheets of thickness t are subjected to compressive and/or
tensile stresses. Thus, these struts may fail by plastic yielding of
the face sheets, Fig. 2�a�. Upon assuming all struts to be pin
jointed, upper bound estimates of the compressive and shear col-
lapse strengths in this mode are given by

�p

�Y
= 2� t

l
�tan � �10�

and

�p

�Y
= 2� t

l
� �11�

respectively.

2.2.1.2 Euler buckling of the larger struts. Under compressive
loads, the larger struts can fail by Euler buckling as shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2�b�. Here we model these large struts as built-in
Euler columns with a second moment of area

I = 2t� l1 sin �1

2
�2

�12�

Upon assuming this failure mode, the compressive and shear col-
lapse strengths of the second order corrugated core are specified
by

�p

�Y
=

2�2

�Y
� t

l
�� l1

l
�2

sin2 �1 tan � �13�

and

�p

�Y
=

2�2

�Y
� t

l
�� l1

l
�2

sin2 �1 �14�

respectively, where �Y ��Y /Es is the yield strain of the solid ma-
terial.

2.2.1.3 Shear buckling of the larger struts. The larger struts
are sandwich columns comprising face sheets of thickness t and a

corrugated core. Shear buckling �Fig. 2�c�� of these sandwich col-
umns is set by the shear stiffness of the core, as discussed in
Zenkert �9�, and occurs at a load Ps

Ps = �AG�eq �15�

The equivalent shear rigidity of the core �AG�eq is given by

�AG�eq = bl1 sin �1
E

2
� t1

l1
�sin 2�1 �16�

where b is the width of the second order corrugated core �into the
plane of the paper in Fig. 1�b��. Thus, the compressive and shear
collapse strengths in this mode are

�p

�Y
=

1

�Y
� t1

l
�sin2 �1 cos �1 tan � �17�

and

�p

�Y
=

1

�Y
� t1

l
�sin2 �1 cos �1 �18�

respectively.

2.2.1.4 Elastic wrinkling of the larger strut face sheets. As
mentioned above, the larger struts of the second order corrugated
core are sandwich columns comprising face sheets and a corru-
gated core. Wrinkling is short wavelength elastic buckling �Fig.
2�d�� of the face sheets of these sandwich columns. Sheets of
thickness t can buckle as pin-ended Euler columns between the
points of attachment to the smaller corrugated core. The compres-
sive and shear collapse strengths of the second order corrugated
core are then given by

�p

�Y
=

�2

24�Y
� t

l
�3� l

l1
�2 tan �

cos2 �1
�19�

and

�p

�Y
=

�2

24�Y
� t

l
�3� l

l1
�2 1

cos2 �1
�20�

respectively. It is worth emphasizing here that the above analysis
neglects the stresses introduced into the face sheets by the core
and thus may overestimate the wrinkling strength of the hierarchi-
cal core. A full finite element analysis may be required to inves-
tigate this effect.

2.2.1.5 Yielding of the smaller struts. The sandwich columns
of length l that form the large struts of the second order corrugated
core are built in at the rigid faces, see Fig. 1�b�. Hence, shear
forces develop in these sandwich columns which in turn can yield
the smaller struts that form the core of the sandwich columns, see
Fig. 2�e�.

Elementary elastic beam theory dictates that the ratio of the
axial force Fa to the shear force Fs in the sandwich columns of
length l is

Fa

Fs
=

2

3
� l

l1
�2 1

sin 2�
�21�

Note that yielding of the smaller struts implies that the maximum
shear force in the larger struts is

Fsmax = 2b�Yt1 cos �1 �22�

An equilibrium analysis then gives the compressive and shear
collapse strengths of the second order corrugated core as

�p

�Y
= 2� t1

l
� cos �1

cos �

 1

3 cos �
� l

l1
�2

+ cos �� �23�

and

Fig. 2 Schematic drawings of the failure modes in the second
order corrugated core „a… plastic yielding of the larger struts,
„b… Euler buckling of the larger struts, „c… shear buckling of the
larger struts, „d… elastic wrinkling of the larger strut face
sheets, „e… yielding of the smaller struts, and „f… Euler buckling
of the smaller struts
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�p

�Y
= 2� t1

l
� cos �1

cos �

 cos2 �

3 sin3 �
� l

l1
�2

+ sin �� �24�

respectively.

2.2.1.6 Euler buckling of the smaller struts. Elastic buckling
of the smaller struts can also result in collapse of the second order
corrugated core, Fig. 2�f�. The analysis is similar to that outlined
for mode �e� but with the maximum value of the shear force now
set by elastic buckling of the smaller struts as built-in Euler col-
umns. Thus, the maximum value of Fs is given by

Fs�max =
2

3
b�2Es cos �1� t1

l1
�2

t1 �25�

and the corresponding compressive and shear collapse strengths of
the second order corrugated core are

�p

�Y
=

2�2

3�Y
� t1

l
�3� l

l1
�2cos �1

cos �

 1

3 cos �
� l

l1
�2

+ cos �� �26�

and

�p

�Y
=

2�2

3�Y
� t1

l
�3� l

l1
�2cos �1

cos �

 cos2 �

3 sin3 �
� l

l1
�2

+ sin �� �27�

respectively.
The regimes of dominance of the failure modes described

above can be illustrated in a collapse mechanism map. In con-
structing such a map it is assumed that the operative collapse
mode in compression or shear is the one associated with the low-
est collapse strength. An example of such a collapse map for the
compressive failure modes of a second order corrugated core with
l1 / l=0.04, �1=45 deg and �=60 deg, made from a solid material
with a yield strain �Y =0.004 is shown in Fig. 3 with the non-
dimensional axes t / l and t1 / l1. The regimes of dominance of the
collapse modes are marked along with contours of the non-
dimensional collapse strength, �̄��p /�Y, and relative density, �̄:
wrinkling of the faces of the large struts and elastic buckling of
the smaller struts are the dominant failure modes for this choice of
material properties.

3 Experimental Investigation

3.1 Sample Fabrication. Test specimens were fabricated
from 6061-T6 aluminum and designed using the failure mecha-
nism map shown in Fig. 3. The analytical predictions detailed
above suggest that the second order corrugated core may outper-
form the first order core at relative densities where elastic buck-
ling of the monolithic struts is the operative failure mode in the
first order core. Thus, we expect the 6061-T6 aluminum second
order corrugated core to only outperform the first order core at
relative densities �̄�0.05 �the yield strain of 6061-T6 aluminum
�Y �0.004�. We thus restricted the current experimental study to
this range of densities. Further, the choice of sample dimensions
was restricted by �i� the minimum thickness of 6061-T6 sheet that
was readily available �0.51 mm in this case� and to a lesser extent
�ii� by the maximum sample size that would fit within the avail-
able testing equipment. These constraints dictated a second order
corrugated core marked by the filled circle in Fig. 3. We describe
the manufacture and measurement of the compressive response of
a first and second order corrugated core each with a relative den-
sity �̄�0.02.

First and second order corrugated core specimens of width b
=152 mm �into the plane of the paper in Fig. 1� were manufac-
tured. These specimens comprised only a single unit cell as de-
scribed subsequently. The first order core was manufactured from
2.3-mm-thick 6061-T6 aluminum sheets. These sheets were in-
clined at an angle �=60 deg with respect to the horizontal plane
and then slotted into mounting plates on the test machine, see Fig.
4�a�. The second order corrugated core was also manufactured
from 6061-T6 aluminum sheets. First 0.51-mm-thick sheets were
folded to create a corrugated core with �1=45 deg and strut
length l1=12.7 mm. This corrugated core was then sandwiched
between two 1.02-mm-thick aluminum sheets which were coated
with a 0.13-mm-thick layer of a braze alloy with composition
Al-12Si wt%. The assembly was then bonded by dip brazing

Fig. 3 Failure mechanism map for Al6061-T6 „�Y=0.004… sec-
ond order corrugated core with l1 / l=0.04, �1=45 deg. The solid
circle marks the geometry tested in this study. The arrows trace
the path of the optimum designs that maximize the compres-
sive strength �p for a given relative density �̄.

Fig. 4 Photographs of the as-manufactured „a… first and „b…
second order corrugated cores. In this study the manufactured
cores are comprised of a single unit cell.
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�Coleman Microwave Co., Edinburg, VA�, and heat treated to the
T6 temper. These sandwich beams of length l=310 mm were then
inclined at an angle �=60 deg with respect to the horizontal and
slotted into mounting plates on the test machine to form a single
unit cell of the second order corrugated core; a photograph of the
as-manufactured second order corrugated unit cell is shown in
Fig. 4�b�. Table 1 gives the dimensions, and measured relative
densities of the manufactured first and second order corrugated
core specimens.

3.2 Measurements. Tensile specimens of dog-bone geometry
were cut from a solid bar of AA6061-T6 and used to determine
the tensile mechanical response of the alloy at a nominal applied
strain rate of 10−3 s−1. The measured true tensile stress versus
logarithmic strain response is shown in Fig. 5 and can be ad-
equately approximated as elastic-ideally plastic with Young’s
modulus Es=69 GPa and a yield strength �Y �250 MPa.

The first and second order samples were tested in compression
at nominal applied strain rate of 10−3 s−1. The measured load cell
force was used to define the nominal applied stress while the
nominal strain was obtained from a laser extensometer. The mea-
sured compressive responses of the first and second order sample
are plotted in Fig. 6 using axes of nominal stress � and nominal
strain �. The second order corrugated core achieved an initial peak
stress of 1.0 MPa at an applied strain ��0.005. Face wrinkling of
the face sheets of the large struts then set in which resulted in a
sharp drop in the stress. Subsequently, the stress increased until a
second wrinkle formed at approximately 0.8 MPa. The two
wrinkles are clearly visible in the photograph of the deformed
second order specimen ���0.007� shown in Fig. 7�a�. This oscil-
latory behavior continued until complete failure of the specimen
at an applied strain ��0.012. In contrast, the peak strength of the
first order core was approximately 0.08 MPa and was controlled
by elastic buckling of the struts �Fig. 7�b��.

In line with the collapse mechanism map in Fig. 3, the second

order core collapses by face wrinkling. This switch in the collapse
mode from elastic buckling of the struts in the first order core to
face wrinkling in the second order core results in a measured peak
strength of the second order core that is about 12.5 times greater
than that of a first order core of equal mass. The analytical pre-
dictions of the peak strengths of the first and second order corru-
gated cores are included in Fig. 6. Both the pin-ended �k=1� and
built-in �k=2� elastic buckling predictions for the first order core
are plotted in Fig. 6. The observed deformation mode �cf. Fig.

Table 1 Measured dimensions and relative densities of com-
pression test samples. Both the specimens have a width b
=152 mm.

Specimen
type

Corrugation angle Strut dimensions �mm� Relative
density

�̄� �1 t l t1 l1

1st order 60 deg ¯
2.3 311.2

¯ ¯
0.017

2nd order 60 deg 45 deg 1.02 310 0.051 12.7 0.018

Fig. 5 Uniaxial tensile response of the Al-6061-T6

Fig. 6 Measured compressive nominal stress versus nominal
strain responses of the �̄É0.02 first and second order corru-
gated cores

Fig. 7 Photographs showing the failure modes of „a… second
„�É0.007… and „b… first „�É0.20… order corrugated cores
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7�b�� and the measured peak strength of the first order core agree
well with the pin-ended elastic buckling predictions. The analyti-
cal model overestimates the �elastic wrinkling controlled� strength
of the second order core. However, the buckling strength of struts
is highly sensitive to imperfections at the transition between the
elastic buckling and plastic yielding modes �10�. Figure 3 clearly
shows that the design of the second order core lies at the boundary
between face-sheet wrinkling and the plastic yielding collapse
mode. Thus, the measured strength is anticipated to be sensitive to
manufacturing imperfections and be over predicted by the analyti-
cal bifurcation calculations.

4 Collapse Mechanism Maps and Optimization of the
Second Order Corrugated Core

The geometry of the second order corrugated core can be opti-
mized to maximize the shear and/or compressive collapse
strengths at a given relative density. To simplify the optimization
problem, we restrict attention to the case of both the smaller and
larger corrugations having equal angles, i.e., �=�1 �it will be seen
subsequently that the choice �=�1=45 deg is optimal from a
practical perspective�. Thus, the optimization problem under con-
sideration can be stated as follows. Given

�i� the solid material �i.e., fixed value of yield strain, �Y�,
�ii� the corrugation angle �=�1, and
�iii� the effective relative density �̄,

what are values of the non-dimensional strut aspect ratios t / l,
t1 / l1, and l1 / l that maximize the compressive or shear collapse
strengths of the second order corrugated core? Unless otherwise
specified, all results presented subsequently are for the choice of
corrugation angles �=�1=45 deg and a solid material yield strain
�Y =0.002; this yield strain is representative of many structural
metallic alloys.

For a prescribed length scale separation l1 / l, the optimal design
is obtained by selecting a geometry �t / l , t1 / l1� that maximizes the
strength for a given value of �̄. To help with this optimization,
collapse mechanism maps for the compressive failure of the sec-
ond order corrugated core are shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, for the
choices l1 / l=0.01 and 0.03, respectively. Euler buckling of the
smaller and larger struts are the dominant failure modes for the
l1 / l=0.01 corrugated core while Euler buckling of the smaller
struts and face wrinkling and plastic yielding of the larger struts
dominate the collapse mechanism map of the l1 / l=0.03 corru-
gated core. To help select the optimum geometries, contours of the
normalized strength �̄��p /�Y and relative density �̄ have been
added to the maps. We note that the optimal designs that maxi-
mize �p /�Y for any given value of �̄ lie along the boundaries of
the collapse regimes. The arrows sketched in Fig. 8 designate the
path of optimum designs with increasing �̄.

The optimized compressive strengths of the second order cor-
rugated cores are plotted in Fig. 9�a� as a function of �̄, for the
choices l1 / l=0.01, 0.03 and 0.05. The results reveal that while the
choice l1 / l=0.01 maximizes the strength at low relative densities
��̄�0.004� the choice l1 / l=0.03 is preferable at the higher values
of �̄. This suggests that the performance of the second order core
may be improved by including l1 / l as an optimization variable.
We shall refer to the optimal designs with l1 / l included in the
optimizations as fully optimized while optimal designs obtained by
fixing the value of l1 / l as suboptimal.

The fully optimized compressive strength of the second order
core is plotted in Fig. 9�a� along with the strength versus relative
density relation of the first order corrugated core �Eqns. �4� and
�6��. For the choice �Y =0.002, the first order corrugated core col-
lapses by elastic buckling of the struts for �̄�0.05 and by plastic
yielding of the struts at higher values of �̄. Thus, the strength of
the first order core scales linearly with relative density for �̄
	0.05 and is proportional to �̄3 at lower relative densities. Ap-

propriate designs of the second order corrugated cores increase
the strength of the struts at low values of �̄: the strength of the
fully optimized second order core scales linearly with relative
density for all �̄	0.005. Thus, the fully optimized second order
core substantially outperforms the first order core for 0.001��̄
�0.05. In fact, even the suboptimal second order designs outper-
form the first order core. For example, the suboptimal second
order cores with l1 / l=0.03 and 0.05 have a performance approxi-
mately equal to the fully optimized design for �̄	0.008 and �̄
	0.015, respectively, and outperform the first order core over the
whole range of relative densities investigated here. However, it is
worth noting that an inappropriately designed second order core
can have a lower strength to weight ratio than the first order core;
e.g., the strength of the l1 / l=0.01 suboptimal second order core is
below that of the first order core for �̄	0.03. In this range the
suboptimal designs of the l1 / l=0.01 second order core collapse by
a combination of elastic buckling of the larger and smaller struts
or elastic buckling and shear buckling of the larger struts. On the

Fig. 8 Collapse mechanism maps for the compressive failure
of the �=�1=45 deg second order core with „a… l1 / l=0.01 and
„b… l1 / l=0.03. The arrows trace the path of the optimum designs
that maximize the compressive strength �p for a given relative
density �̄. The yield strain of the solid material is taken to be
�Y=0.002.
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other hand, for �̄	0.05, the first order core collapses by plastic
yielding of the struts and thus outperforms this suboptimal design
of the second order core. The geometrical parameters t / l, t1 / l1,
and l1 / l associated with the fully optimized design are plotted in
Fig. 9�b� and clearly show that the optimal geometry is not self-
similar, i.e., the relative density at each level of hierarchy is not
equal as t / l� t1 / l1.

It is worth emphasizing that the second order corrugated core
can only outperform the first order corrugated core at low relative
densities when elastic buckling is the collapse mechanism for the
first order core. In fact, at relative densities where plastic yielding
is the collapse mechanism of the first order core, the second order
core will be structurally less efficient than the first order core as
the smaller scale core contributes little to the strength but does
increase the overall mass. In the optimal designs discussed above,
the mass of the smaller scale core is very small at the higher
relative densities and thus the second and first order cores have a

comparable performance at the higher densities. We do not expect
second order corrugated cores to find application at these high
relative densities.

The corrugation angle significantly effects the competition be-
tween collapse mechanisms. Compressive and shear collapse
mechanism maps for second order corrugated cores with �=�1
=70 deg and l1 / l=0.03 are plotted in Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�, re-
spectively. The compressive and shear collapse mechanism maps
are quite similar with the main difference being that the elastic
buckling of the smaller struts occupies a larger fraction of the
shear collapse mechanism map. Contours of the normalized com-
pressive and shear strengths are included in Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�,
respectively along with contours of the relative density. The ar-
rows in these figures again trace the path of the suboptimal second
order corrugated core designs that maximize the compressive and
shear strengths with l1 / l=0.03 and �=�1=70 deg.

The effect of the corrugation angle on the fully optimized com-
pressive and shear strengths of the second order corrugated cores
is illustrated in Figs. 11�a� and 11�b�, respectively. Results are

Fig. 9 „a… Comparison between the normalized compressive
strengths of the optimized �=�1=45 deg second order corru-
gated cores and the �=45 deg first order core. The yield strain
of the solid material is taken to be �Y=0.002. „b… The corre-
sponding geometries of the fully optimized second order core.

Fig. 10 „a… Compressive and „b… shear failure mechanism
maps for the �=�1=70 deg second order corrugated core with
l1 / l=0.03. The arrows trace the path of the optimum designs
that maximize the strengths for a given relative density. The
yield strain of the solid material is taken to be �Y=0.002.
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presented for �=�1=30, 45, and 70 deg. The compressive
strength increases with increasing corrugation angle, while the
shear strength is a maximum for �=�1=45 deg. It is worth noting
that the analytical formulas for the compressive and shear-
strengths are identical in all six competing collapse modes for the
case �=�1=45 deg. Thus, the values of the geometrical param-
eters plotted in Fig. 9�b� optimize both the compressive and shear
strengths of the second order corrugated core. On the other hand,
the geometrical parameters that maximize both the compressive
and shear strengths of the �=�1=30 and 70 deg are not identical.
This is illustrated in Fig. 12 where the minimum weight designs of
the �=�1=70 deg second order corrugated core for both com-
pressive �red lines� and shear �black lines� loading are plotted.
While the values of l1 / l and t / l are approximately equal in the
optimized compression and shear designs, t1 / l1 is higher in the
optimized shear design compared to the corresponding value in
the optimized compression design. If in practice the through thick-
ness compression and the transverse shear strengths are equally
important parameters, the choice �=�1=45 deg is desirable as
the same design maximizes both the shear and compressive
strengths.

5 Comparison With Competing Core Topologies
It is instructive to compare the peak compressive strength �p of

the fully optimized second order core with competing sandwich
cores. In particular, we compare the performance of the second
order corrugated core with �i� a square-honeycomb core, Côté et
al. �11�, �ii� prismatic-diamond core, Côté et al. �12�, �iii� a three-
dimensional pyramidal core, Wadley et al. �13� and �iv� the first
order corrugated core. In all cases we assume that the sandwich
cores are made from an elastic-ideally plastic solid with yield
strength �Y and yield strain �Y. All these cores collapse by elastic
buckling of the cell walls at low relative densities and plastic
yielding at higher values of the �̄. Thus, piecewise expressions for
the strengths of these cores are specified below with the transition
between the elastic buckling and plastic yielding modes set by
both the geometry of the core and the yield strain of the solid
material from which the core is made.

The normalized peak strength �̄��p /�Y of the square-
honeycomb core is given by �11�

�̄ = � �2

12�1 − �2��Y
�̄3 if �̄ ��12�1 − �2��Y

�2

�̄ otherwise
� �28�

while the strength of the prismatic-diamond core with square cells
is specified as �12�

�̄ = �
�2

96�Y
�̄3 if �̄ ��48�Y

�2

�̄

2
otherwise � �29�

The three-dimensional pyramidal core with struts inclined at
45 deg to the horizontal plane is more resistant to elastic buckling
compared to its two-dimensional or prismatic counterparts �for a
given relative density, the struts of the 3D pyramidal core are
more stocky than those in a prismatic core�. An equilibrium analy-
sis dictates that the strength of this pyramidal core is

Fig. 11 Comparison between the „a… compressive and „b…
shear strengths of the fully optimized second order and first
order corrugated cores. Results are shown for three selected
values of the corrugation angle �=�1 and the yield strain of the
solid material is taken to be �Y=0.002.

Fig. 12 The geometries of the fully optimized �=�1=70 deg
second order corrugated core. The geometries that maximize
the compressive „red lines… and shear „black lines… strengths
are included.
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�̄ =�
�2

24�2�Y

�̄2 if �̄ �
12�2�Y

�2

�̄

2
otherwise � �30�

A comparison between the normalized peak compressive strengths
of the competing cores is shown in Figs. 13�a� and 13�b� for the
choices of solid material yield strains �Y =0.002 and 0.02, respec-
tively. The strengths of the fully optimized �=�1=45 deg second
order corrugated core and the �=45 deg first order corrugated
core have also been included in Fig. 13. With the choice �Y
=0.002, the fully optimized second order core outperforms all
other two-dimensional cores �i.e., square-honeycomb, prismatic-
diamond and the first order corrugated core� for relative densities
�̄�0.03. However, the high elastic buckling strength of the three-
dimensional pyramidal core ensures collapse by plastic yielding
for �̄	0.003. Thus, the second order corrugated core has no per-
formance gain over the pyramidal core and in fact has a slightly
lower collapse strength than the pyramidal core for �̄�0.005. In
order to make a prismatic core such as the corrugated core out-
perform the pyramidal core, at least three levels of structural hi-

erarchy would be needed. It is also worth mentioning that with the
choice �Y =0.002, the three-dimensional pyramidal core collapses
by elastic buckling only for �̄�0.003. Thus, three-dimensional
hierarchical construction will only provide benefits for very low
relative densities ��̄�0.003�. Structural hierarchy is more effec-
tive in two-dimensional or prismatic cores where such construc-
tion provides performance enhancements for relative densities �̄
�0.05.

The effect of increasing the yield strain to �Y =0.02 on the per-
formance of the competing sandwich cores is illustrated in Fig.
13�b�. Elastic buckling becomes the operative collapse mode at
higher relative densities and thus hierarchical construction gives
performance enhancements at even higher values of relative den-
sity. For example, with �Y =0.02, the fully optimized second order
corrugated core outperforms all the competing two-dimensional
cores for all �̄�0.10.

The high out-of-plane strength of 3D cores such as the pyrami-
dal truss means that 3D cores have definite advantages over their
prismatic counterparts. However, unlike the pyramidal truss, pris-
matic topologies like a corrugated core have a high in-plane
stretching resistance that is critical in applications such as
clamped sandwich beams. The use of structural hierarchy to im-
prove the out-of-plane compressive strength of such prismatic
cores thus offers the attractive possibility of designing a low rela-
tive density core with high out-of-plane as well as in-plane
strengths.

6 Concluding Remarks
Analytical models for the transverse stiffness and strength of

second order corrugated cores have been presented. The collapse
of the second order corrugated core occurs by six competing col-
lapse modes. Analytical expressions for the collapse strengths in
each of these modes have been employed to determine the optimal
design of second order corrugated cores that maximize the com-
pressive and shear strengths for a prescribed effective relative
density of the core. Second order corrugated cores made from
structural alloys have significantly higher collapse strengths com-
pared to their equivalent mass first order counterparts for relative
densities �̄�0.05. The fully optimized second order core has a
strength that scales linearly with relative density for �̄	0.005 and
thus it has a collapse strength about two orders of magnitude
greater than its first order counterpart at �̄=0.005. Increasing the
order of the hierarchy to greater than two can increase the collapse
strength only at relative densities �̄�0.005. In contrast, increasing
the level of structural hierarchy yields no enhancements in the
stiffness of the corrugated core. In fact, the stiffness to weight
ratio of the first order core is slightly greater than its second order
counterpart suggesting that the hierarchical corrugated construc-
tion has applications in strength limited applications.

Representative first and second order corrugated core structures
have been fabricated from a high strength 6061-T6 aluminum al-
loy using a simple sheet folding and dip brazing process. The
non-optimal second order panel with a relative density of 1.7% is
found to have a measured compressive strength about 12.5 times
higher than that of a first order structure with a similar relative
density. These results are consistent with analytical predictions
and suggest that hierarchical corrugated cores have a high poten-
tial in strength limited sandwich panel applications.
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Utilization of Synchronous
Averaging for Inspection of Tooth
Surface Undulations on Gears
„Localization of Nonmesh
Harmonic Components to
Individual Gear…
Cyclic undulation of the gear tooth surface is one of the important sources of gear noise
and vibration. It has been known that vibration caused by this source can appear at the
nonmesh harmonic frequency components (ghost components). As there are no relation-
ships between the frequency of this vibration and any gear specifications, the gear noise
source is hard to detect. This paper proposes the utilization of the synchronous averaging
technique for diagnosis of the source of nonmesh harmonic vibration components on a
gear pair, and shows the possibility of using this technique for inspection of tooth surface
undulation. The method for practically applying this technique is discussed in detail.
Results demonstrated in the form of spectrum showed good agreement with the undula-
tion assessed from precise tooth surface measurement over the whole surface of every
tooth. The effect of the direction of the arrangement of cyclic undulation on tooth surface
and gear vibration is also discussed in this paper. Finally the limitation to the synchro-
nous averaging technique was discussed with respect to gear ratio.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2198248�

1 Introduction
To ensure vibration quality and quiet operation, gears are manu-

factured so that their geometry is as close as possible to their
design. In practice, however, there are always irregularities during
the manufacturing process that lead to various kinds of gear errors
and resultant vibration and noise problems.

Usually gear vibration is mainly observed at the fundamental
tooth meshing frequency and its harmonics. However, it is known
that when gear errors exist, many other frequency components are
also observed at the same time. Common errors of every gear
tooth lead to vibration at meshing frequencies as well as the varia-
tion of tooth stiffness during meshing. Pitch error and the other
fluctuations from common tooth shape bring about vibrations at
low frequency bands and sidebands surrounding meshing compo-
nents. Vibration attributed to gear local defects such as crack or
nick is observed as the occurrence of an impulsive wave in time
domain or a lot of comb spectra in wide frequency range.

In addition to gear error described above there are also some
kinds of gear error that cause peculiar vibrations at the noninteger
orders of meshing frequency. This kind of gear error and its cor-
responding vibration is focused in this paper. As this vibration
component does not relate to any specified geometries of the gear
pair, the vibration source cannot be detected by ordinary tooth
profile measurement equipment, and for this reason, this peculiar
vibration component is usually called ghost noise.

It is known that ghost noise is created by a periodic waviness,
or cyclic undulation, on the surface of a gear tooth continuing
from one tooth to the next. The source of this waviness can be
traced to the irregularity in the process of generation such as the
periodic error in the master worm or work spindle �1�. Mark �2�
showed how periodic undulations on tooth running surfaces can
generate ghost noise. Matson and Houser �3� showed experimen-
tally that cyclic waviness on the gear surface acted as an exciter to
generate ghost noise.

Matsumura et al. �4,5� introduced the use of maximum entropy
method �MEM� and discrete Fourier transform �DFT� along with
tooth surface measurement to verify the occurrence of periodic
waviness that is the cause of ghost noise. Although MEM and
DFT are very useful for detection of cyclic undulation on tooth
surface, these methods require two-dimensional and multiteeth
measurement, requiring significant time and cost. With this in
mind, another method for inspection of the cyclic undulation is
required. From Matsumura’s study, it has also been known that the
frequency of ghost noise generated by the cyclic undulation is
synchronous to the frequency of shaft rotation but asynchronous
to the meshing frequency. It should therefore be possible to apply
the method of synchronous averaging of the gear vibration to
diagnose the ghost noise source.

The synchronous averaging method is a time domain averaging
technique. In the past, this technique has been used to reduce
noise and improve the quality of the measured gear vibration sig-
nal, as shown by Smith and Wowk �6–8�. The synchronous aver-
aging method can eliminate vibration signal components having
frequency asynchronous with the signal of interest. It has been
successfully applied in the area of diagnosis of failure and early
defect detection in gears and bearings �9–16�.

Although the synchronous averaging method has been used for
diagnosis of defect in gears for a long time, there has only been
recent interest for the utilization of this method for tooth surface
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inspection. In this paper, the utilization of synchronous averaging
methods for diagnosing the source of ghost noise and inspection
of cyclic undulation of gear tooth surface is introduced. The
method for applying this method is discussed in detail. The effec-
tiveness of this proposed method is verified by precise tooth sur-
face measurement.

2 Test Stand and Experimental Gear
To clarify ghost noise behavior of a gear pair, the experiments

were performed with a test stand shown in Fig. 1.
A test gear pair was driven by a variable speed ac motor via V

belts. A dynamometer connected to a driven shaft was used to
apply the torque. Two diaphragm couplings mounted between
gear shafts, the motor, and the dynamometer were used to isolate
vibration attributed to the other parts of the test stand from the
gearbox.

The vibration of a gear pair was measured by a pair of accel-
erometers attached tangentially at the driven gear to extract only
torsional vibration. Then the vibration signal was sent via a slip
ring to a vibration analyzer. One pulse per revolution signal was
obtained from each of the driving and driven shafts by a magnetic
pickup placed near the shaft surface. Each signal was used as a
trigger for the synchronous averaging.

The driving gear used in this experiment had 30 teeth, while the
driven gear had 53 teeth, to give a prime gear ratio. The tooth
width was 20 mm, with a module of 2.5. Other parameters of the
test gears are shown in Table 1.

All experiments were done by using one driven gear, finished
by the indexed generation method, and which is called as the
“master gear.” On the other hand, the driving gear was changed to
use five gears with different finishing methods to give various
tooth surface conditions and various characteristics of ghost noise.
All gears were finished to have reasonable production accuracy
using typical production intended manufacturing tool and ma-
chines. The finishing methods of the test gears are shown in Table
2.

Tooth profile form inspections of experimental gears are drawn
in Fig. 2. The abscissa is the roll angle that was normalized with
normal pitch. The ordinate is the tooth surface deviation. From
these profiles, it is obvious, except for the gear SV1, that all
profiles are almost the same. Moreover, it is impossible to depict
the difference of cyclic surface undulation by viewing these tooth
profile forms.

3 Results of Dynamic Load Test
Vibration characteristics of a gear pair covering a wide range of

loads or speeds can be determined by a dynamic load test. Results
are shown in Fig. 3 in the form of waterfall plots of instantaneous
spectrum. These waterfall plots were obtained when the gear pair
was operated under driven shaft speed ranging from 550 to

Fig. 1 Test stand

Table 1 Gear parameters

Driving Driven

Module 2.5
Number of teeth 30 53
Pressure angle �deg.� 20
Helix angle �deg.� 30 LH 30 RH
Face width �mm� 20
Center distance �mm� 120.1
Total contact ratio 2.65

Table 2 Gear finishing method

Finishing method
Driven gear Master Indexed generation

GTM2, 4 Indexed generation
GTR2, 4 Continuous generation

Driving gear GTO1, 2 Form grinding
SV1, 4 Shaving

THO1, 2 Honing

Fig. 2 Tooth profile forms
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2300 rpm, with applied torque equal to 245 Nm �25 kgf� at the
driven shaft. Spectra of the rotational acceleration at various
speeds are arranged along the ordinate. The height of the spectrum
is the amplitude of the tangential vibration �acceleration� at the
base circle. The abscissa is the frequency of the vibration in the
range 0–6 kHz.

Tooth meshing frequency component �fz� and its harmonics
�2fz and 3fz� �which conform to 30th, 60th, and 90th order of
driving shaft rotation� are shown as the oblique solid lines. Fre-
quencies that correspond with the peaks of the spectra are natural
frequencies of this gear system and are marked by the black tri-
angle marks �in the case of gear GTM2�. In this experiment, natu-

Fig. 3 Waterfall spectra of a gear pair
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ral frequencies are found to occur at about 90, 240, 490, 900,
1480, 3640, and 4100 Hz. These natural frequencies may shift a
little from these values as the gear pair operates with the different
loads. In this experiment, modes of those frequencies were not
decided since only rotational vibration was measured. However,
the natural frequencies at about 3640 and at 4100 Hz are strongly
related to meshing stiffness. Prominent noninteger orders of mesh-
ing frequencies, or ghost noises, are observed in almost every
chart with prominent ones marked by the blank triangle marks.

From the waterfall plots, it is clear that gears finished by the
same method have similar patterns of ghost noise. On the other
hand, gears finished by the different methods were found to have
different patterns of ghost noise. For instance, gears GTM2 and
GTM3 have small peaks of ghost noise between the second and
third harmonic of meshing frequency. Gears GTR2 and GTR4
have a series of ghost noises every six orders of driving shaft
rotation between the fundamental mesh frequency and its third
harmonic.

Gears SV1 and SV4 have very high amplitude of ghost noise at
the 15th order of driving shaft rotation, or half of the fundamental
meshing frequency. This was known to be due to the incomplete-
ness of the hob, which had two start screws. However, in the case
of gears GTO and THO, ghost noise does not appear in the spec-
trum; only meshing components can be inspected in the waterfall
plots.

It should be noted that these characteristics have come from
individual machines used for this investigation and not from the
fabrication principle itself.

Although dynamic load tests can be used to verify the occur-
rences of ghost noises and can also give the information about the
natural frequencies of the gear system, it is impossible to detect
which gear is faulty, because the gear vibration is affected from
both the driving and driven gear.

4 Synchronous Averaging

4.1 Principle of Synchronous Averaging. The effect of vi-
bration caused by the driving and driven gear can be distinguished
from each other by using the synchronous averaging method. Syn-
chronous averaging is a well-known time domain averaging tech-
nique. The schematic diagram that shows how to utilize synchro-
nous averaging in this study is shown in Fig. 4.

First, a vibration signal and a trigger signal, one pulse per revo-
lution of either driving or driven gear, were measured and re-
corded by a data recorder as shown in Fig. 4�a�. Because the gear
vibration is the combinative vibration caused by both driving and
driven gear, accelerometers used to measure the gear vibration can
be placed at one of either driving or driven gears. In this experi-
ment, accelerometers were placed at the driven gear. After all
signals were recorded, they were post-processed such that blocks
of vibration signal beginning with the trigger where averaged. The
process was done by using trigger signals from the driving and/or
driven shaft as shown in Fig. 4�b�.

By this method, the signals repeating with the shaft revolution
will remain, and the signals not associated with each shaft revo-
lution, including random noise, will be eliminated.

When using the trigger signal from the driving shaft, the vibra-
tion signal related to the driving gear, synchronized with the ro-
tation of driving gear, will remain and others will be eliminated.
On the other hand, when using the trigger signal from the driven
shaft for the same vibration signal, only the signal related to
driven gear will be extracted from the others.

The signal that synchronizes with both driving and driven shaft
rotation such as meshing components still remains after averaging
with either driving shaft trigger or driven shaft trigger. The
samples of time-averaged wave form are shown in Fig. 4�c�. With
the frequency analysis �Fourier transform� synchronous averaging
spectra as shown in Fig. 4�d� are obtained.

4.2 Effect of the Number of Averages. The number of aver-

ages is one of the important parameters that affect the accuracy of
the averaged signal. Enough averaging is required for complete
extraction of the vibration signal attributed to the gear of interest
apart from the other gears. Although the larger number of aver-
ages normally brings higher accuracy, the measurement and cal-
culation time is also increased. The selection of the optimum num-
ber of averages will bring accurate results together with short
calculation time.

The effect of the number of averages can be categorized ac-
cording to the type of signal to be eliminated: One is a signal
asynchronous with any shaft revolution �random noise�, while an-
other is a signal synchronous with a shaft revolution other than the
shaft of interest.

4.2.1 Signal Asynchronous With Any Shaft Revolution or Ran-
dom Noise. It is well known that the reduction of the root mean
square amplitude of the random noise relates to the number of
averages N �17� as shown in Eq. �1� and Fig. 5.

�n�t��rms =
1

�N
n�t�rms �1�

where �n�t��rms is rms amplitude of the averaged random noise;
n�t�rms is rms amplitude of random noise without averaging.

Fig. 4 Principle of synchronous averaging technique
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Therefore, after N averages, the amplitude of random noise is

reduced by a factor 1 /�N from the amplitude of the unaveraged
random noise.

In the case of vibration produced by a rolling bearing, the revo-
lution of the rolling bearing does not repeat exactly with the shaft
revolution, since the cage does not revolve at an exact integral
speed ratio of the inner rotational speed �6�. The vibration signal
attributed to the rolling bearing is, therefore, considered to be
asynchronous with the shaft revolution and can be categorized in
this signal type.

4.2.2 Signal Synchronous With the Other Shaft Revolution.
Synchronous averaging of the signals that are synchronous with
the other shaft revolution but asynchronous with the revolution of
gear of interest is schematically shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� as a
rotating vector. To simplify the analysis, the signal S that will be
averaged is assumed to be a unit sinusoidal signal having fre-

quency mfs, when fs is the shaft rotation frequency �asynchronous
with gear of interest�, and m is the harmonic order of fs. Signal S
can be written as Eq. �2�

S�t� = ej2�mfst �2�

Each block of signal S that will be averaged is selected syn-
chronously with the trigger signal having frequency f t that is dif-
ferent from frequency mfs of the signal S. Because of the fre-
quency difference between both signals, the phase angle
difference � must occur at the beginning point of the adjacent
blocks of the signal S. The phase angle � is first defined as
elapsed time, which is equal to the period of trigger signal divided
by the period of the signal to be eliminated. From this definition,
the phase angle � can be written as shown in Eq. �3�

� =
Tt

Ts/m
� 2� �3�

where Tt is the period of the trigger signal and Ts is the period of
the shaft revolution.

Because � in Eq. �3� may be larger than 2k�, to represent � in
the range 0–2�, the phase difference � can be rewritten in the
form of �� as shown in Eq. �4� and in Fig. 6�b�

�� = �	 Tt

Ts/m

mod�1�� � 2� �4�

Usually, it is more convenient to write Eqs. �3� and �4� in terms
of frequency as shown in Eqs. �5� and �6�

� =
mfs

f t
� 2� �5�

�� = �	mfs

f t

mod�1�� � 2� �6�

Because the phase angle difference � must occur between the
beginning points of the adjacent blocks of the signal S, the phase
differences of consecutive blocks of signal when referenced to the
first block are �, 2�, 3� , . . .. Thus, because the initial phase angle
of each block is different, averaging these blocks of signal makes
the amplitude of the averaged signal S reduce to zero after enough
averages. The amplitude of the averaged signal after N averages
can be written as the following equations

Savg =
1

N
�ej2�mfst + ej�2�mfst+�� + ej�2�mfst+2�� + ¯

+ ej�2�mfst+�N−1����

=
1

N
�ej2�mfst + ej2�mfst · ej� + ej2�mfst · ej2� + ¯

+ ej2�mfst · ej�N−1���

=
ej2�mfst

N
�1 + ej� + ej2� + ¯ + ej�N−1��� �7�

which becomes

=
ej2�mfst

N
�1 − ejN�

1 − ej� � = Aej2�mfst �8�

Here, A is the coefficient of magnitude reduction of signal S. The
magnitude of A can be found by the following equation

�A� =
1

N
1 − ejN�

1 − ej�  �9�

The relation of �A� and the number of averages N at various phase
conditions are shown in Fig. 7.

From Fig. 7, it is found that if the proper number of averages is
applied, it is possible to completely eliminate asynchronous sig-

Fig. 5 The effect of the averaging times to the amplitude re-
duction of random noise

Fig. 6 Synchronous averaging of signal that is asynchronous
with trigger signal
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nals from the signal of interest. From Eq. �9�, asynchronous signal
will be completely eliminated when �A � =0, or 1−ejN�=0, hence

N� = 2k� �10�
The condition for complete elimination of asynchronous signals

can also be considered from the rotating vector diagram shown in
Fig. 6�b�. It is found that the amplitude of the sum of the rotating
vector must be exactly canceled when the Nth vector rotates
around the origin point to the position just before returning back
to the same position of the first vector. In the time domain shown
in Fig. �8�, this condition shows that at �N+1�th trigger, there are
no phase differences between the beginning point of the block of
signal and the first block of signal S. From Fig. 8, it is found that

NTt = a
Ts

m

In the case of a gear pair, having common meshing frequencies,
the trigger signal is obtained from one of the gear shafts, therefore
the period of the trigger signal and signal S to related with the
number of teeth of the gear pair, hence

Nm

a
=

Ts

Tt
=

Zs

Zt

�Nm�Zt = �a�Zs = L . C . M . �ZtZs� � p

N =
L.C.M.�Zt,Zs� � p

m � Zt
�11�

where Zt is the number of teeth of the gear that its rotation is used
as the trigger signal �gear of interest�, Zs is the number of teeth of
another gear in the gear pair, and L .C .M . �ZtZs� is the least com-
mon multiplier between Zt and Zs. From Eq. �11�, for all values of
harmonic order m, if p=q ·m, where q is any arbitrary integer, N
will be an integer. Therefore, the proper number of averages N
that eliminates asynchronous signals attributed to another gear in
the gear pair completely can be written as shown in Eq. �12�

N = q �
L.C.M.�Zt,Zs�

Zt
�12�

In the case of a gear pair used in this experiment, the proper
number of averaging can be calculated as follows.

1. Driving Shaft Trigger
In this case, the signal asynchronous with driving shaft rotation

will be eliminated with Zt=30, hence

N = q �
L.C.M. . �30,53�

30
= 53q

Therefore in the case when the driving trigger is used, averag-
ing with integer multiples of 53 will eliminate the asynchronous
signal completely.

2. Driven Shaft Trigger
In this case, the signal asynchronous with driven shaft rotation

will be eliminated. For Zt=53, hence

N = q �
L.C.M.�30,53�

53
= 30q

Therefore, in the case when the driven trigger is used, averag-
ing with integer multiples of 30 will eliminate the asynchronous
signal completely.

The relation between the number of averages and the amplitude
of the averaged signal in the case of the driving and driven shaft
trigger is shown in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�.

Although the proper number of averages can always be selected
for any gear pair, because of the restriction of instruments �fast
Fourier transform analyzer�, or because of multi stage gear ar-
rangements, it is frequently impossible to completely eliminate
unrelated signals attributed to the other gears apart from the gear
of interest. For this reason, a large number of averages is still
essential for obtaining high accuracy results.

From Eq. �9� and Fig. 6�b�, it is clear that the rate of the reduc-
tion of the amplitude of signals to be eliminated is also affected
highly by the phase difference � or ��. If the phase difference ��
is very close to 0 or 2�, the amplitude of the signal is reduced
slowly. Therefore, large numbers of averages will be required for
elimination of this signal. The values of phase difference �� at
various harmonic order of the shaft m in the case of the gear pair
used in this experiment are shown in the Figs. 10�a� and 10�b� for
the driving and driven shaft triggers, respectively.

From Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�, it is found that in the case of the
driving trigger, the phase difference �� at the 23rd and 30th har-
monic of the driven shaft rotation are the closest to 2� and 0,
therefore the amplitude reduction rate at these orders is very low
�53ith harmonic are meshing components, �23+53i�th and �30
+53i�th harmonic give the same phase angle with 23rd and 30th
harmonic, where i is an integer�.

In the case of the driven trigger, it is found that at 13th and 17th
harmonic of driving shaft rotation, the phase differences are the
closest to 0 or 2� �30ith harmonic are meshing components,
�13+30i�th and �17+30i�th harmonic give the same phase angle
with 13th and 17th harmonic, where i is an integer�. At these
orders, the amplitudes of the signal reduce slowly with the num-
ber of averages, therefore large numbers of averages will be re-

Fig. 7 The effect of the times of averaging to the amplitude
reduction of asynchronous signal at various phase angles

Fig. 8 Synchronous averaging of signal that is asynchronous
with trigger signal „completely eliminated asynchronous
signal…
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quired for elimination of these signals. The relation between am-
plitude �A� and number of times for averaging at these orders is
shown in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�.

From Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, it is clear that averaging more than
100 times reduces the amplitudes of these signals to be less than
about 10% of unaveraged signals regardless of harmonic orders.
Amplitudes of these averaged signals will be reduced to less than
2% after averaging more than 1000 times.

In this experiment, the number of averages was set at 1024.
With this setting, the amplitudes of the signal not related to the
gear of interest will be reduced to less than 2%. The effect of
random noise shown in Fig. 5 is also reduced to less than 5% of
the random noise in the case of unaveraged signal. This reduction
rate seems satisfactory for the analysis.

5 Synchronous Averaging Result
The result of synchronous averaging for gear GTM2 is shown

in Fig. 11. Figure 11�a� is a spectrum of the vibration of gear
GTM2 operated at 1800 rpm, torque 98 Nm at the driven shaft,
without averaging. This spectrum still consists of the contribution
of both driving and driven gear. In this case the fundamental
meshing frequency and its harmonics occurred at 1590, 3180, and
4770 Hz. Non-integer order of mesh vibration components can be
seen in the region less than 1 kHz and greater than 3 kHz.

The synchronous averaging results with the driving and driven
trigger in the range 0–5 kHz are shown in Figs. 11�b� and 11�c�.
It can be seen that the cluster of peaks existing between 4 and
5 kHz in the spectrum without averaging still remains after aver-
aging with the driving trigger �this frequency band conforms to
the order of driving shaft rotation in the range 75th–94th order�.
However, these peaks disappeared when the driven trigger was
used. This result indicates that the peaks of noninteger order of
meshing frequency occurring in this frequency band were gener-
ated by the driving gear. It can also be expected from this result
that there are cyclic undulations between 75th order and 94th
order of driving shaft rotation on the tooth surface of the driving
gear.

With regard to the peaks of noninteger order of mesh frequency
occurring in the region less than 1 kHz and between 3.3 and
3.7 kHz, it was found that these peaks still remained after averag-
ing with both driving and driven trigger. Therefore, it is supposed
that these are due to small cyclic undulations at the orders corre-
sponding with these frequencies on both driving and driven gear
teeth. Although these undulations are very small, they excite the
gear system to vibrate at the same frequencies as the natural fre-
quencies of the gear system, and due to the resonance effect, the
amplitudes of the vibration at these frequencies were amplified to
a considerable level.

It is also noticeable that in the spectrum without averaging in
Fig. 11�a�, there is a high vibration peak at frequency about
90 Hz, however this peak does not occur in synchronous averag-

Fig. 9 The effect of the number of averages on the amplitude
reduction of the asynchronous signal, „a… driving trigger, „b…
driven trigger

Fig. 10 Phase differences at various shaft orders; „a… driving
trigger, „b… driven trigger

Fig. 11 Conventional spectral representation and synchro-
nous averaged spectra of vibration at driven gear GTM2
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ing spectra in both Figs. 11�b� and 11�c�. This result shows that
the cyclic undulation at this order does not exist on either the
driving or driven gear. However, because this frequency corre-
sponds with one of the natural frequencies of the gear pair, the
vibration at this frequency was amplified to the abnormally high
level.

Figure 12 shows the results of synchronous averaging of other
gears operated at the same condition as the gear GTM2. In this
study, the master gear was unchanged in all experiments, and
hence synchronous averaging results with driven shaft trigger,
which show the vibration characteristics of the master gear, are
almost the same as expected. When the driving shaft trigger was
used, ghost noise components differed from each other according
to gear finishing methods. Gear GTR2 has a small series of ghost
noise at every sixth order of driving shaft rotation from 24th to
78th order �1272–4134 Hz�. Gear SV1 has very high amplitudes
of components at the 10th, 15th, and 17th order of the driving
shaft rotation. On the other hand, in the case of GTO1 and THO1,
the peaks of noninteger order of meshing frequency are rarely
seen, and only meshing components are observed. From these
results, it is summarized that there are a series of cyclic undula-
tions occurring at every sixth order of driving shaft rotation on the
tooth surface of gear GTR2, and the cyclic undulation also occurs
at the 15th order of the driving shaft rotation in the case of gear
SV1. Since the objective of this paper is to propose the method,
causes of these undulations are not discussed further. These results
also indicate that there was negligible periodic waviness on the
tooth surface of gear GTO1 and THO1.

It is concluded that utilization of synchronous averaging along
with considering gear vibration characteristics from waterfall plot
make it possible to examine the source of extraneous ghost noises
and their corresponding frequency orders, and with these results
the characteristics of tooth surface undulation can be estimated.

Because the synchronous averaging shows only the existence of
the order of shaft rotation when the noise occurs at each operating
speed, experiments done at other operating speeds will give dif-
ferent amplitudes and positions of peaks from this experiment,
since the amplitude of vibration is affected by other parameters
such as operating speed and natural frequency of the system.

6 Spectrum Analysis of Tooth Profiles
To verify the correctness of the order of tooth surface undula-

tion estimated from the synchronous averaging method, tooth sur-
face geometries of gears were precisely measured. Because cyclic
undulation cannot be detected by inspection of profiles of only a
few teeth, tooth profile forms were measured at every tooth. Fur-
thermore, measurements were done on 16 transverse sections on
each tooth. Analysis methods for detection of tooth surface undu-
lation were done by arranging all tooth profiles to form two-
dimensional presentation of tooth surface. Profiles of each tooth
were placed 1 pitch apart from each other, and profiles of each
section were aligned vertically slanted after the base helix angle.
With this arrangement the tooth surface condition for the two
dimensions of a gear can be known. The line of contact of this
tooth surface aligns vertically and the direction of meshing moves
from left to right. Each tooth profile was represented with one
base pitch.

A sample figure of two-dimensional tooth surface form is
shown in Fig. 13�a�. This figure shows the tooth surface of only
seven teeth, however all 30 teeth were measured and taken into
analysis. Because both amplitude and direction of the tooth sur-
face undulation of all teeth and all sections affect the gear vibra-
tion, to construct representative curves including all of these ef-
fects, the deviation of gear tooth surface of all sections was
averaged either along the line of contact or along the tooth trace at
each meshing position. A sample representative curve of surface
deviation averaged along the line of contact is shown in Fig.
13�b�. Adopting spectral analysis on these representative curves,
the spectra of tooth surface deviation averaged along the line of
contact and along the tooth trace can be known and cyclic undu-
lation of the tooth surface can be detected.

Spectra of tooth surface deviation of test gear �driving gear�
averaged both along the line of contact and along tooth trace are
shown in Figs. 14�a� and 14�b�, respectively. By comparing these
spectra with synchronous averaging results in Figs. 11 and 12 in
the case of driving shaft trigger, which shows the vibration char-
acteristics of the driving gear, it is obvious that the positions of
peaks obtained from the synchronous averaging method coincide
with the positions of peak of the spectra of the tooth surface
deviation averaged along the line of contact. The evident example
is for gear GTR2. From the spectrum of tooth surface deviation, it
is recognized that on the tooth surface of gear GTR2 there are

Fig. 12 Synchronously averaged spectra of vibration at driven
gear

Fig. 13 Two-dimensional tooth surface forms
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cyclic undulations aligned synchronously with the line of contact
at every sixth order of driving shaft rotation. These undulations
act as exciters to the gear pair to vibrate at the same frequencies
with their orders. Consequently, the peaks of the vibration at every
sixth order of driving shaft rotation occur. It should be noted that,
because of the difference of the motion, quantities that are dis-
placement from the spectrum of tooth surface deviation and ac-
celeration from synchronous averaging result, therefore the ampli-
tude in the low frequency region from both results is different.

Although the existence of surface deviation that is synchronous
with the line of contact directly affects the occurrence of gear
vibration, it is found that deviation in phase with the tooth trace
but not with the line of contact has little affect on the gear vibra-
tion. In the case of gear SV1, there were peaks of undulation
synchronous with the tooth trace at the 40th, 50th, 70th, and 80th
order of driving shaft rotation. These undulations are in phase
with the tooth trace direction, therefore there are no peaks at these
orders on the spectrum of tooth surface deviation collected along
the line of contact. By considering vibration measurement results,
the vibration at these orders also did not occur.

It is also noticeable in the case of gear SV1 that, although there
is a relatively high amplitude of cyclic undulation at the 20th
order of driving shaft rotation �black triangle mark� in the spec-
trum of tooth surface deviation averaged along the line of contact
and along the tooth trace, the vibration at this order from the
synchronous averaging result �black triangle mark� is very low. To
understand the reason for these findings, the detail of the change
of phase of surface deviation along the line of contact is
considered.

Figure 15 shows the change of phase of the surface deviation
along the line of contact. The abscissa is the position along face
width. The ordinate is the phase angle of surface deviation mea-
sured at the individual transverse section. If the phase angle syn-
chronizes with the line of contact, the variation of phase along the

line of contact will be insignificant. This can be shown by a line
lying horizontally parallel with the abscissa. From Fig. 15, it can
be seen that the phase angles of cyclic undulations at the 10th and
15th order of driving shaft rotation are in phase with the line of
contact and vibration at these orders is high. On the other hand,
the phase angle at the 20th order does not synchronize with the
line of contact, therefore the vibration level at this order is low
and does not appear in the synchronous averaging result.

From the discussion above, it is obvious that the occurrence of
ghost noise is not only affected by the existence of cyclic undu-
lation on the tooth surface, but it is also affected by the phase
arrangement of cyclic undulation along the tooth-width direction
comparatively. Only the cyclic undulation, which is synchronous
with the line of contact, affects the vibration of a gear pair.

From the results shown here, it has become clear that synchro-
nous averaging of the gear vibration can be used effectively to
detect the existence of tooth surface undulation even when the
undulation is very small at the level of 0.1 �m. However, it must
be remarked here that the relation between the amplitude of each
cyclic undulation and the amplitude of vibration is still not known
because the amplitude of vibration is also affected by the operat-
ing conditions such as the operating speed, torque, and natural
frequency of the system.

7 Restrictions of Synchronous Averaging
It has been shown that the synchronous averaging method can

be applied to distinguish vibration signals attributed to driving and
driven gears from each other effectively as shown by the experi-
mental results. It is, however, necessary to discuss its restrictions.
It is essential that the numbers of teeth of a gear pair are relatively
prime �for instance, 30:53 as used in this experiment� before the
signals attributed to the driving and the driven gear can be sepa-
rated from each other completely. In the case of the numbers of
teeth of a gear pair being related to each other, there are also
components besides meshing components that synchronize with
both driving and driven shaft, and cannot be eliminated by syn-
chronous averaging. In this case, the orders that cannot be elimi-
nated can be determined by the following consideration.

Let the driving gear have Z1 teeth and rotate at shaft frequency
fs1, and the driven gear have Z2 teeth and rotate at shaft frequency
fs2. The fundamental mesh component fz can be written as Eq.
�13�

fz = Z1fs1 = Z2fs2 �13�

Where a common factor exists between Z1 and Z2, there is a
maximum integer a, which is not equal to 1 that makes Z1=am
and Z2=an, when m and n are integers.

Substitute Z1 and Z2 into Eq. �13�, then

fz = amfs1 = anfs2

and

Fig. 14 Spectra of tooth surface geometry

Fig. 15 The change of phase of surface undulation averaged
along the line of contact
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fz/a = mfs1 = nfs2 �14�

From Eq. �14�, it is clear that the frequency at the mth order of
driving shaft rotation is equal to the frequency at the nth order of
driven shaft rotation. Therefore the vibration component at this
frequency �mth order of driving shaft rotation or nth order of
driven shaft rotation� cannot be distinguished into which gear is
the vibration source. Because this matter also occurs in the case of
any harmonics of this frequency, the following principles can be
developed about the order that can or cannot be eliminated by
synchronous averaging:

1. The frequency that cannot be eliminated= ifz /a
2. Driving shaft order that cannot be eliminated= im

= iZ1 /a
3. Driven shaft order that cannot be eliminated= in= iZ2 /a

Where a is the greatest common divisor of Z1 and Z2 i is an
arbitrary integer �1,2 ,3 . . . �.

In the case of small a, there are only few orders where synchro-
nous averaging cannot specify the source of the signals, therefore
synchronous averaging can still be used. However, if the value of
a becomes large, there are many orders that cannot be used to
specify the vibration source, and synchronous averaging method
is improper to use in this case.

8 Conclusions
This paper proposed the utilization of synchronous averaging

method for diagnosis of ghost noise sources and inspection of the
cyclic undulation on the tooth surface. First, the principle of syn-
chronous averaging method has been reviewed and the effect of
the number of averages was discussed. In this experiment, 1024
averages were used to ensure that the amplitude of asynchronous
signal and random noise were reduced into negligible level.

The experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of this
method; ghost noise components attributed to driving and driven
gear can be distinguished from each other and from the other
components obviously, and hence the ghost noise source can be
precisely localized to one of the gears. Because the orders of ghost
noise are conformable to the orders of the cyclic undulation on the
tooth surface, with synchronous averaging method cyclic undula-
tion on tooth surface can also be detected. From the results, a lot
of ghost noise components were observed at many frequencies,
especially in the case of gear GTM, GTR and SV. This means
there are cyclic undulations on the teeth of these gears at various
shaft orders that may excite a gear pair to vibrate at a resonance
frequency at various rotational speeds.

It is also confirmed by the results shown here that the proposed
method can be applied to detect surface undulation despite the
amplitude of deviation being very small in the level of 0.1 �m.
On the contrary, at this amplitude level, it is difficult to detect
surface undulation by ordinary tooth surface measurement di-
rectly. This concludes that the synchronous averaging method has
a higher ability than the use of the surface measurement method
and has strong potential for tooth surface inspection.

This paper also discussed the effect of the phase angle arrange-
ment of the cyclic undulation along the tooth width direction to

the vibration of a gear pair. The results show that only the cyclic
undulations synchronizing with the line of contact will affect the
gear vibration.

Finally, several restrictions of the synchronous averaging
method were discussed. Only in the case of a gear pair having the
numbers of teeth equal to relatively prime can this technique be
used to separate vibration signals attributed to driving and driven
gear from each other completely.
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Nonlinear Stability of the
Classical Nusselt Problem of Film
Condensation and Wave Effects
Accurate steady and unsteady numerical solutions of the full two-dimensional (2D) gov-
erning equations for the Nusselt problem (film condensation of quiescent saturated vapor
on a vertical wall) are presented and related to known results. The problem, solved
accurately up to film Reynolds number of 60 �Re��60�, establishes various features of
the well-known steady solution and reveals the interesting phenomena of stability, insta-
bility, and nonlinear wave effects. It is shown that intrinsic flow instabilities cause the
wave effects to grow over the well-known experiments-based range of Re��30. The wave
effects due to film flow’s sensitivity to ever-present minuscule transverse vibrations of the
condensing surface are also described. The results suggest some ways of choosing wall
noise—through suitable actuators—that can enhance or dampen wave fluctuations and
thus increase or decrease heat transfer rates over the laminar-to-turbulent transition
zone. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198249�

1 Introduction
The Nusselt problem �1� of film condensation of quiescent satu-

rated vapor on a vertical wall has been extensively studied—
analytically, computationally, and experimentally. For this prob-
lem, the state of empirical knowledge with regard to typical wave
effects on the heat transfer rates is quite good �see �2��. Despite
this, a good understanding of noise effects and instability mecha-
nisms for the flow has been lacking. With the help of first-
principles-based computational simulations, this paper explores
these issues and presents new results and understanding. Further-
more, compatibility with the well-known results for this problem
provides a test of the efficacy of the first-principles-based simula-
tion methodology employed here. This benchmark study, along
with some experimental results, also strengthens the confidence in
other convergent computational solutions obtained by essentially
the same simulation methodology for internal condensing flows
studied elsewhere �3–5�.

The well-known analytical solution �1� of the Nusselt problem
was improvised by Rohsenow �6� to account for the effects of the
energy convection term. Subsequently, Sparrow and Gregg �7�
provided a similarity solution under the assumption of zero inter-
facial shears. Vapor shear effects were accounted for, by an inte-
gral method, in the work of Chen �8�, and, by a similarity solution
technique, in the work of Koh et al. �9�. Dhir and Lienhard �10�
applied/generalized the solution for situations involving varying
gravitational inclinations. The computational solution of the
steady problem that has been presented in this paper is consistent
with the well-known Nusselt solution and its improvements. A
good review of the criteria for the range of applicability of the
Nusselt solution and its modifications is available in Arnas et al.
�11�. More specifically, this paper solves the steady Nusselt prob-
lem without making any of the usual approximations for the gov-
erning equations and yet yields the solutions which are in a good
agreement with the Nusselt solution �1�. The paper also shows

that, for steady solutions, it is only the near-interface vapor pres-
sure field �p2-p0� that is significantly affected by the presence or
absence of surface tension.

The unsteady solution for this problem—after ignoring the re-
striction based on the continuity of tangential velocities at the
interface—has been attempted by Miyara �12�. This work has
tried to improvise upon earlier related computational efforts �13�
for this problem. But these computational results suffer from the
fact that the three different ways of computing interfacial mass
flux values �from considerations of the relative velocity of vapor
at the interface, the relative velocity of liquid at the interface, and
the heat transfer rates across the interface� are not equal to one
another. In this regard, the simulation results presented here are
accurate and are shown to satisfy this and all the remaining inter-
face conditions.

Wave initiation mechanisms can, in principle, also be under-
stood by linear or nonlinear stability analyses. The linearized sta-
bility analyses of Unsal and Thomas �14� and Spindler �15� yield
results that are mutually consistent but do not satisfy the well-
known experimental results that are associated with laminar-to-
turbulence transition over Re�� �Re��Cr with �Re��Cr�30. The ex-
perimental observance of this laminar-to-turbulent transition is
believed to be related to Tollmien-Schlichting-type instability
waves �16� that are suitably modified by free surface phenomena
and mass transfer across the interface. The paper shows that the
instability mechanism for this problem is necessarily a nonlinear
phenomenon in time �as opposed to nonlinearities due to the size
of the amplitudes alone� and, therefore, cannot be identified by
either the linearized stability analyses assumption ��14,15�� or par-
tial nonlinear analyses ��17�� that employ two term expansions in
wave number and wave amplitude. This full nonlinear stability
analysis presented here does achieve agreement with the reported
values of �Re��Cr�30.

Our results are in basic agreement with the known experimental
result that laminar wavy flows occur over a zone for which, ap-
proximately, Re��30 �see Re� definition in the Nomenclature and
Incropera et al. �2�� and that the waves are typically small to
nonexistent over a zone for which, approximately, Re��30. Ex-
perimentally obtained local heat transfer coefficients for the wavy
regime have been proposed by Kutateladze �18�, Chun and Seban
�19�, etc., and are also given in Incropera et al. �2�. The results
given here are consistent with the range of heat transfer enhance-
ments that are expected under typical wavy conditions.
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Unlike the linearized stability analyses, the accurate simulations
reported here also suggest an insignificant role of surface tension
on the value of �Re��cr�30. This is in agreement with experi-
ments for this gravity driven flow but not in agreement with the
results based on the linearized stability analyses given in �14,15�.

This paper also clearly identifies how significantly wall noise
interacts with Tollmien-Schlichting-type growing waves in the
wavy laminar regime �i.e., transition to turbulence regime, which
is typically characterized by 30�Re��1800�. It is shown that
wall noise—modeled as a linear superposition of transverse dis-
placement standing waves of different amplitude, frequency, and
wavelength—can either diminish or accentuate the wave effects.
The enhancement of wave effects can be ensured if one can place
suitably chosen noise sources �e.g., actuators� that satisfy a certain
resonance condition. This result highlights the fact that knowledge
and control of wall noise are important issues in ensuring repeat-
ability of wave effects in the transition-to-turbulence regime.

2 Governing Equations
The liquid and vapor phases in the flow �e.g., see Fig. 1� are

denoted by a subscript I: I=1 for liquid and I=2 for vapor. The
fluid properties �density �, viscosity �, specific heat Cp, and ther-
mal conductivity k� with subscript “I” are assumed to take their
representative constant values for each phase �I=1 or 2�. Let TI be
the temperature fields, pI be the pressure fields, Ts�p� be the satu-
ration temperature of the vapor as a function of local pressure p, �
be the film thickness, ṁ be the local interfacial mass flux, Tw�x�
��Ts�p�� be a known temperature variation �here Tw�x�
=constant=Tw�0�� of the cooled bottom plate, and vI=uIêx+vIêy
be the velocity fields. As shown in Fig. 1, instead of the original
infinite domain �x�0 and y�0�, solutions are only to be obtained
over a finite subdomain �0�x�Xc and 0�y�Yc�. For conve-
nience, the characteristic length for this problem is chosen to be
Yc, where Yc is a known numerical multiple of the well known
��1�� physical value of the steady Nusselt film thickness �N�x� at
x=Xc. That is, Yc�c ·�N�Xc�, where c is a known number �e.g.,
c=47 for all cases shown here�. This makes Yc a priori known and
sufficiently large to capture all the relevant vapor flow. While
other choices of characteristic length Yc are possible �e.g., Yc
��N�Xc��, this choice is convenient for implementing the compu-
tational approach employed here. Furthermore, let the character-
istic speed U be the average value, at x=Xc, of the x component
of the liquid speed obtained from the well-known �1� Nusselt

solution. That is, U�g��1-�2� ·�N�Xc�2 /3�1. The above choices
of characteristic length and speed are used for defining the nondi-
mensional variables whose computationally obtained values are
reported in this paper. As needed, this choice is related to other
results obtained from other commonly used choices of character-
istic length and speed. Let gx and gy be the components of gravity
along x and y axes, p0 be the pressure of the far-field quiescent
vapor, �T�Ts�p0�−Tw�0� be the representative controlling tem-
perature difference between the vapor and the bottom plate, and
hfg be the heat of vaporization at saturation temperature Ts�p�.
With t representing the physical time, we introduce a new list of
fundamental nondimensional variables through the following
definitions:

	x,y,�,uI,ṁ
 � � x

Yc
,

y

Yc
,

�

Yc
,
uI

U
,

ṁ

�1U
�

	vI,�I,	I,t
 � � vI

U
,
TI

�T
,
pI − p0

�1U2 ,
t

�Yc/U�� �1�

2.1 Interior Equations. The nondimensional differential
forms of mass, momentum �x and y components� and energy
equations for flow in the interior of either of the phases are well-
known and are given in �A1�–�A4� of the Appendix. The simpli-
fied forms that are used in obtaining the Nusselt ��1�� solution are
given by �A1� and �A5� of the Appendix.

2.2 Interface Conditions. The nearly exact interface condi-
tions �Delhaye �20�� for condensing flows, with some approxima-
tions, are given in Narain et al. �3�—see their Appendix Eqs.
�A1�–�A9�. Utilizing a superscript “i” for values of the flow vari-
ables at the interface given by H�y−��x , t �=0, the nondimen-
sionalized forms of the interface conditions are given below.

• The nondimensional form of the requirement of continuity
of tangential component of velocities �Eq. �A2� of �3��
becomes:

u2
i = u1

i − �x�v2
i − v1

i � �2�

where �x���/�x.
• The nondimensional form of the normal component of mo-

mentum balance at the interface �Eq. �A3� of �3�� becomes:

	1
i =

�2

�1
	2

i −
1

We
 �xx

�1 + �x
2�3/2� + ṁ2�1

�2
− 1� �3�

where We−1�
 /�1U2Yc and surface tension 
=
�T� with
T being the interfacial temperature.

• The tangential component of momentum balance at the in-
terface �Eq. �A4� of �3�� becomes:

� �u1

�y
� i

= ��2

�1

�u2

�y
� i

+ �t� �4�

The term �t� used here is defined by Eq. �A6� of the
Appendix.

• The nondimensional forms of non-zero interfacial mass
fluxes ṁLK and ṁVK �defined in Eq. �A5� of �3�� impose
kinematic constraints on the interfacial values of the liquid
and vapor velocity fields and are given by:

ṁLK � �u1
i ���/�x� − �v1

i − ��/�t��/�1 + ���/�x�2 and

ṁVK � ��2/�1��u2
i ���/�x� − �v2

i − ��/�t��/�1 + ���/�x�2

�5�
• The nondimensional form of nonzero-interfacial mass flux

ṁEnergy �as given by Eq. �A6� of �3�� represents the con-
straint imposed on mass flux by the balance equation for the
net energy transfer across the interface, and is given by:

Fig. 1 Cooled vertical plate in a quiescent „far field… vapor
flow—geometry used for simulations
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ṁEnergy � Ja/�Re1 Pr1�	���1/�n�i − �k2/k1����2/�n�i
 �6�

where Ja�Cp1�T /hfg
0 and hfg

0 �hfg�Ts�po���hfg�Ts�p2
i ��.

• The interfacial mass balance requires that the net mass flux
�in kg/m2/s� at a point on the interface, as given by Eq.
�A7� of �3�, be single valued regardless of which physical
process is used to obtain it. The nondimensional form of this
requirement becomes:

ṁLK = ṁVK = ṁEnergy � ṁ �7�

It should be noted that negligible interfacial thermal resis-
tance and equilibrium thermodynamics on either side of the
interface are assumed to hold for x values downstream of
the origin �i.e., second or third computational cell onward�.
And hence, as in Nusselt �1� solution and as per discussions
leading to Eq. �A8� in �3�, no nonequilibrium thermody-
namic model for the interfacial mass-flux ṁ is needed to
obtain a solution.

• The nondimensional thermodynamic restriction on interfa-
cial temperatures �as given by Eq. �A8� in �3�� becomes:

�1
i � �2

i = Ts�p2
i �/�T � �s�	2

i � �8�

Within the vapor domain, for any of the typical refrigerants
�such as R113 considered here� changes in absolute pressure
relative to the inlet pressure are sufficient to affect vapor
motion, but, at the same time, they are too small to affect
saturation temperatures. This allows the approximation:
�s�	2

i ���s�0�.

2.3 Boundary Conditions. Since the vapor is stationary at
locations far away from the condensate, the appropriate far field
vapor boundary conditions are prescribed along lines AB �x=0�,
BC �y=Yc�, and CD �x=Xc or x=xc=Xc /Yc� in Fig. 1. These are:

• 	2�0,y,t� = 0 and � �u2

�x
�

�0,y,t�
= 0

• 	2�x,1,t� = 0 and � �v2

�y
�

�x,1,t�
= 0

• 	2�xc,y,t� = 0 and � �u2

�x
�

�xc,y,t�
= 0 �9�

At the condensing surface �y=0�, we have:

u1�x,0,t� = v1�x,0,t� = 0 and �1�x,0,t� = �w � Tw/�T �10�

Furthermore, vapor can be assumed to be at uniform saturation
temperature—i.e., �2�x ,y , t���s�0� at all locations in the vapor
domain. This is reasonable because effects of superheat �Tsup �in
the typical 5–10°C range� are verifiably negligible for the typi-
cally small values of vapor Jacob number �Jav�Cp2 ·�Tsup/hfg

o �
encountered for most vapor flow conditions studied here. The
point D at x=Xc is considered to be slightly but sufficiently above
the interface and no exit condition is imposed along ED. However
the mass flow over ED—which specifically includes the liquid
portion 0�y���xc�—is required to satisfy the overall mass bal-
ance for a control volume formed by the bounding surfaces x=0,
x=Xc, y=0, and y=Yc.

2.4 Initial Conditions. The above described continuum equa-
tions do not model and incorporate various intermolecular forces
that are important in determining the time evolution of very thin
�10–100 nm� condensate film thickness ��x , t�. As a result, t=0
cannot be chosen to be the time when saturated vapor first comes
in contact with and condenses on the dry subcooled �Tw�x�
�Ts�p0�� vertical/inclined wall. With the above modeling limita-
tions, the strategy here is to start at a time �t=0� for which one has
a sufficiently thick steady solution of the continuum equations

�where all of the governing equations clearly apply� and then,
from there, one can obtain the natural large time �t→�� smooth
or wavy �steady/quasi-steady� solutions with the help of the un-
steady equations. That is, if ��x ,y , t� is any variable �such as, uI,
vI, 	I, �I, etc.�, the initial values of � and film thickness ��x , t� are
given as:

��x,y,0� = �steady�x,y� and ��x,0� = �steady�x� �11�

where �steady and �steady are the solutions of the governing equa-
tions obtained by dropping all time dependencies in Eqs. �2�–�11�.

An inspection of all the non-dimensional governing equations,
interface conditions, and boundary conditions reveals the fact that
the flows considered here are affected by the following set of eight
independent non-dimensional parameters:

�Re1,Ja,Frx
−1,Fry

−1,
�2

�1
,
�2

�1
,Pr1,We� �12�

where Re1��1UYc /�1 indirectly depends on the physical value
of x=Xc.

2.5 Nusselt Formulation/Solution. Besides the assumptions
and approximations that lead to the interior equations given in the
Appendix—namely �A1� with I=1 and �A5�, this Nusselt ��1��
formulation for the underlying steady problem assumes: a small
slope approximation ���21�, negligible surface tension �We−1

�0� as well as negligible momentum transfer effects on the right
side of Eq. �3�, and zero to negligible vapor viscosity. The as-
sumption of negligible vapor viscosity makes continuity of tan-
gential velocity condition in Eq. �2� to become irrelevant. This
means that condensate motion is not affected by the equations
governing the vapor motion and any constraints arising from the
interfacial mass flux ṁVK defined in Eq. �5�. As a result, the steady
Nusselt formulation requires that �A1� for I=1 and �A5� in the
Appendix be solved subject to Eqs. �9� and �10� and the following
simplified interface conditions:

• 	2
i = 0 and 	1

i = 0 as a replacement of Eq. �3�

• � �u1

�y
� i

= 0 as a replacement of Eq. �4�

• ṁLK = �u1
i d�

dx
− v1

i �
=

d

dx��
0

��x�

u1�x,y� · dy� as a replacement of Eq. �5�

• ṁEnergy � Ja/�Re1 Pr1� · ���1/�y�i as a replacement of Eq. �6�

• ṁLK = ṁEnergy as a replacement of Eqs. �2� and �7�

• �1
i = �2

i = �s�	2
i �, i.e., Eq. �8� remains the same �13�

The analytical solution of the above Nusselt formulation is
known as the Nusselt ��1�� solution and is well known ��2��. This
classical solution �see, e.g., �2�� and its principle results are:

��x� � �N�x� � Yc�N = � 4k1�1�Tx

g�1��1 − �2�hfg
�1/4

u1�x,y� � Uu1�x,y� =
g��1 − �2��N

2

�1
� y

�N
−

1

2
 y

�N
�2�

�1�x,y� = �w +
�s − �w

�
y
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ū1�x� �
1

�
�

0

�

u1 dy =
g��1 − �2���N�x��2

3�1

Re1�x� �
�1g��1 − �2���N�x��2x

3�1
and

Re��x� �
4�1U�N�x�

�1
�14�

3 Computational Approach
Most of the details of the 2D steady/unsteady approach are the

same as described in Narain et al. �3�, Liang et al. �4�, and Liang
�5�. However, unlike the internal condensing flows considered in
the earlier papers, the external condensing flow of this paper em-
ploys a different computational approach for the implementation
of the pressure boundary condition described in Eq. �9�. Since the
boundary conditions that need to be imposed along lines AB, BC,
and CD in Fig. 1 are much like prescribing the shear and pressure
on the interface, the “tau-p” approach for the interface �see
“tau-p” method described in Liang �5�, Narain et al. �3�, and Yu
�21��—instead of other available approaches �22�—was adapted
to satisfy the boundary conditions in Eq. �9�.

The solutions’ convergence in the interior of each phase, grid
independence, and satisfaction of interface and boundary condi-
tions are better �i.e., within 5%—see a representative case in Table
2� than what were reported �within 7% on average� in �3–5�. On
any interface with propagating waves, the critical and difficult to
satisfy requirement is Eq. �7�—the requirement of the equality of
three differently computed/obtained values of interfacial mass flux
�this is known to be difficult for the more general interface cap-
turing techniques such as level set �23� or Volume of Fluid �24��.
However, this requirement is met by the interface tracking ap-
proach employed in this paper �see Table 2�. As shown in �3,4�,
one of the interface conditions �viz. ṁLK= ṁEnergy in Eq. �7��
yields the interface tracking equation that is used in this paper.
This equation is of the hyperbolic form:

��

�t
+ ū�x,t�

��

�x
= v̄�x,t� �15�

where the characteristic speed is ū��u1
i + 	Ja/ �Re1 Pr1�
��1 /�x�i

and the forcing function is v̄��v1
i + 	Ja/ �Re1 Pr1�
��1 /�y�i.The

spatial and temporal grid spacings and total lengths impose a re-
striction on wavelength � and frequency f that can be adequately
resolved. If the maximum spacing of the grid in the x direction is
�xm and its total length is xe while the total time duration is te and
is divided in equal intervals of duration �t; the restrictions im-
posed by Nyquist criteria �25� are well satisfied for ��4�xm and
f � �4�t�−1 and the restrictions imposed by the domain lengths are
well satisfied for ��xe /2 and f �2/ te. The initial �t=0� spatial
and temporal grids are defined by �ni�nj �nt�, where ni is the
total number of initial grid points along x, nj is the total number of

initial grid points along y �0 to 1�, and nt is number of time steps
with equal intervals ��t�. Typical values of ni �and nj� used were
30–40 �and 50–70� for typical maximum values of x �and y� of 50
�and 1�. Attainable values of nt depend on ni, nj, �t, and the
available computer memory for the storage of flow variables. For
the cases reported here, typical maximum nt��t �=t� values are
in the range from 30�5 �=150� to 36�7.5 �=270�.

4 Computational Results

4.1 Simulation Results for the Steady Problem. The classi-
cal Nusselt solution �1� was improvised by Rohsenow et al. �6� to
account for the effects of the neglected convection term in the
energy equation. Subsequently, Sparrow and Gregg �7� and Koh et
al. �9� accounted for the effects of convection and inertia terms
within the framework of the boundary layer and small slope ap-
proximations �� /�x� /�y and ��21� of the governing
equations.

For a specific case �see Table 1 and �26��, Figure 2�a� demon-
strates not only the ability of our computational approach to solve
the problem as posed by the Nusselt formulation �1� but, also, to
solve the full steady problem without the Nusselt approximations.
Since a significant amount of parametric study has already been
done �see �7,9�, etc.� for this problem, no parametric study has
been done here. This is because this paper limits itself to a quali-
tative understanding of the steady base flow and has a greater
focus on an understanding of the superimposed wave effects.

In Fig. 2�a� and its inset, for the conditions described in Table
1, “Curve 1” represents the classical analytical solution of Nusselt
plotted as ���N /Yc against x�x /Yc, where �N is defined in Eq.
�14�. “Curve 2” represents the solution under all Nusselt approxi-
mations except one—namely, in the interior equations, “� /�x”
terms have been retained. “Curve 3” is for the case which retains
the negligible vapor viscosity and negligible vapor motion as-
sumptions �resulting in ��u1 /�y�i=0 and 	2

i =0� but does not ne-
glect liquid inertia and convection. “Curve 4” is for the full
problem—discussed below for “Curve 5”—except that the surface
tension term on the right side of Eq. �3� has been dropped. Curve
5 is for the full steady problem posed by Eqs. �A1�–�A4� under
interface conditions �2�–�8� and boundary conditions �9� and �10�.
The effects of the presence or absence of surface tension, as
shown in Figs. 2�c� and 2�e�, are negligible on the motion of the
vapor but are noticeable on the interfacial values of the pressures

Table 1 Specification of a flow situation involving saturated
R-113 „ASHRAE †26‡…

po
�kPa�

Ts�po�
�°C�

�T
�°C� �2 /�1 �2 /�1 We Pr1

108.85 49.5 5 0.005 0.020 67.9 7.3

Table 2 Representative interfacial values of nondimensional variables show satisfaction of all interface conditions „for flow
exposed to initial disturbance with �=0.7 and �o=15… because appropriate contiguous columns are nearly equal to one
another—as required by Eqs. „2…–„4…, „7…, and „8…

x ṁLK ṁVK ṁEnergy 	1
i �2 /�1	2

i +terms u1
i u2

i �1
i �2

i �1
i �2

i

4 5.37E−05 5.33E−05 5.34E−05 1.86E−04 1.86E−04 1.15E−02 1.15E−02 0.009621 0.009621 64.53 64.53
8 3.55E−05 3.52E−05 3.53E−05 −2.22E−06 −2.22E−06 2.96E−02 2.96E−02 0.013676 0.013676 64.53 64.53

12 3.09E−05 3.07E−05 3.05E−05 −2.00E−06 −2.00E−06 4.29E−02 4.29E−02 0.005415 0.005415 64.53 64.53
16 2.77E−05 2.73E−05 2.74E−05 9.88E−07 9.88E−07 5.36E−02 5.36E−02 0.030117 0.030117 64.53 64.53
20 2.33E−05 2.31E−05 2.35E−05 −1.64E−06 −1.64E−06 6.76E−02 6.76E−02 0.004087 0.004087 64.53 64.42
24 2.41E−05 2.41E−05 2.46E−05 5.57E−07 5.57E−07 6.34E−02 6.34E−02 0.011717 0.011717 64.53 64.53

Note: terms=− 1
We� �xx

�1+�x
2�3/2 �+ ṁ2� �1

�2
−1�.
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Fig. 2 „a… For the case of R-113 „see Table 1… experiencing film condensation on a vertical plate, the figure above shows
steady film thickness values under different approximations. Here, xc=Xc /Yc=50 and c=Yc /�N„Xc…=47. „b… For the case of
R-113 „see Table 1… experiencing film condensation on a vertical plate, the figure above shows the streamline pattern and
contour zones depicting a range of �uI� values. „c… For Curves 4 and 5 of the base flow in „a…, the figure above shows the u„x* ,y…
versus y for x*=20. „d… For the case of R-113 „see Table 1… experiencing film condensation on a vertical plate, the figure above
shows the contour zones for temperature and a representative plot of �I„x* ,y… for x*=20. „e… For Curves 4 and 5 of the base flow
in „a…, the figure above shows the �I„x* ,y… versus y for x*=20.
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	2
i .
Generally, for all the cases considered here, the Jacob number

�Ja� is small and hence all predictions of ��x� are within 2.5% of
the Nusselt solution.

4.2 Simulation Results for the Unsteady Problem.

4.2.1 Nonlinear Stability and the Effects of Initial
Disturbances. The stable response of the flow in Fig. 2�a� to an
initial sinusoidal disturbance of wavelength �=7 is shown in Fig.
3�a�. Here, by stability, it is meant that as waves travel forward to
downstream locations, the amplitudes of the waves diminish—
with respect to the initial amplitude. Similarly, by instability, it is
meant that as waves travel forward to downstream locations, the
amplitudes of the waves increase and become significantly larger
than the initial amplitudes. Figure 3�b� shows an unstable re-
sponse of the flow in Fig. 2�a� to an initial sinusoidal disturbance
of wavelength �=15. Clearly, in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, the stability/
instability phenomena manifests only after a certain downstream
distance marked by x=xcr. As indicated by the dual labeling of the
x axis in Fig. 4, for any given flow, there is a one to one corre-
spondence between Re��x� and Re1�x�, and, therefore, between
�Re��cr and �Re1�cr where �Re��cr�Re��x=xcr�.

Figure 4 shows the general response, at t=247.5 of the flow in
Fig. 2�a� to initial disturbances of various wavelengths—viz. �

=5, 9, 15, and 23. Generally, for ���cr �here, �cr�11.5�, the
response is stable and for ���cr, the response is unstable. The
larger wavelength waves are clearly manifested for x�xcr�18
�i.e., �Re1�x��Re1�cr=7 or, equivalently, �Re��Re��cr�28�.

4.2.2 Effects of Surface Tension. The above described instabil-
ity mechanisms—of the Tollmien-Schlichting �16� type—are only
mildly affected by surface tension. Figure 5 shows that the waves
are gravity dominated and surface tension effects are negligible.
For the flow considered in Fig. 5, cases 
=
* and 
=2.5
*, when
compared to the 
=0 case, indicate that surface tension only
slightly assists in steepening the front of the wave.

4.2.3 Computed Values of �Re��cr. A compilation of various
experimental results �see Incropera and DeWitt �2� and Kutate-
ladze �18�� for steam and common refrigerants have led to the
commonly used estimate of �Re��cr�30 and a subsequent
laminar-to-turbulence transition regime that is characterized by
30� �Re��cr�1800. It is found that in the parameter set in Eq.
�12�, �1 and �1, are important parameters affecting the value of
�Re��cr because of their appearance in the definition of Re1 and in

the nondimensionalization process itself �e.g., ṁ�ṁ /�1U�. How-
ever, the remaining nondimensional parameters such as �2 /�1,
�2 /�1, etc., are unimportant because, as shown later in Fig. 8,

Fig. 3 „a… For the base flow in Fig. 2„a…, the figure above
shows the stable response „�t=7.5, t=150… of the film thick-
ness �„x , t… as a result of an initial disturbance �„x ,0…
=�steady„x… †1+���„x ,0…‡, where ��„x ,0…Æsin„2�x /�o…, �=0.15
and �o=7. „b… For the base flow in Fig. 2„a…, the figure above
shows the unstable response „�t=7.5, t=247.5… of the film
thickness �„x , t… as a result of an initial disturbance �„x ,0…
=�steady„x… †1+���„x ,0…‡, where ��„x ,0…Æsin„2�x /�o…, �=0.15
and �o=15.

Fig. 4 For the base flow in Fig. 2„a…, the figure above shows
the stable and unstable response „�t=7.5, t=247.5… of the film
thickness �„x , t… as a result of an initial disturbance �„x ,0…
=�steady„x… †1+���„x ,0…‡, where ��„x ,0…Æsin„2�x /�o…, �=0.15
and �o=5, 9, 15, and 23

Fig. 5 For the base flow in Fig. 2„a…, the figure above shows
the effect of surface tension at the interface „�t=7.5… on the
flow exposed to initial disturbance �„x ,0…=�steady„x… †1
+���„x ,0…‡, where ��„x ,0…Æsin„2�x /�o…, �=0.15 and �o=15
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vapor motion does not significantly influence the wave phenom-
ena. In addition, Table 3 shows that effects of changes in �T are
small on the values of �Re��cr but not on xcr.

Since, for common fluids, an increase in �1 typically accompa-
nies an increase in �1, typical changes in the kinematic viscosity
�1 ���1 /�1� values for nonmetallic vapors are limited. For this
reason, as shown in Table 4, the changes in �Re��cr with
the changes in the fluid are not much and �Re��cr remains
in the 27–35 range. This justifies the continued use of the
estimate �Re��cr�30. However, for uncommon or specially de-
signed fluids, one may be able to change �1 without significantly
changing �1 �Table 5� or change �1 without significantly chang-
ing �1 �see Table 6�. Under these special conditions, one can ex-
pect a more significant departure from “30” in the estimated value
of �Re��cr �e.g., in Table 6, one finds a case for which �Re��cr
�9�.

4.2.4 Comparison of Exact Nonlinear Stability Analyses Re-
sults Presented Here With the Known Linearized Stability Results.
Linearized stability analyses and associated results by Unsal and
Thomas �14� and Spindler �15� for the Nusselt solution are avail-
able in the literature. However their results, though mutually com-
patible, are not compatible with the above described experimental
estimates of �Re��cr�30. Subsequent attempts at nonlinear analy-
sis for this problem �see, e.g., Unsal and Thomas �17�� indicate the
partially correct view that the instabilities predicted by linear
analyses are not going to work and the problem needs some sort
of non-linear analysis.

To facilitate a comparison with the known results, we present
here, for the first time, the nearly exact nonlinear stability analyses
and associated results. It should be noted that the predictions of
the time dependent disturbances ���x ,��=��x , t�−�steady�x� in
Figs. 3 and 4, associated with an initial nonzero disturbance
���x ,0�, are obtained by nearly exact nonlinear simulations �see
Table 2 for representative satisfaction of all the interface condi-
tions� and, therefore, these simulations are capable of providing
good results from the point of view of both linear and nonlinear
stability analyses. The initial disturbances in Figs. 3 and 4 are
sinusoidal in nature and are given by the relation:

���x,0� = � cos ��x,0� � � cos�2	

�o
�x − xo

*�� , �16�

over a suitable range of x values with ��0 and x=xo
* being a

location where the phase angle ��x ,0� corresponds to a positive
peak and is defined to be zero.

The time evolution ���x , t� of the initial disturbance in Eq. �16�

can be characterized by a sinusoidal Fourier component—
associated with the disturbance in Eq. �16�—and is given as:

���x,t� = a�t� · cos � �x,t� �17�
However the linear and nonlinear stability analyses of condens-

ing flow in the literature �14–17� and other air-water free-surface
flows �see �27�� make the common, but restrictive, assumption
that Eq. �17� can have a special simplified form, viz.

���x,t� = Re	� exp�i� · �x − Ct��
 �18�

where ��2	 /�0 is a wave number �with �0 being the constant
wavelength� independent of x, “i” is the complex number �−1,
and C�Cr+ i ·Ci is a complex number dependent only on wave-
length �0 �or wave number ��. This means that the popular analy-
ses restrict the amplitude and phase-angle variations in Eq. �17�
to:

a�t� = � exp��Cit� and

��x,t� � ��x − Crt� �19�
The restriction in Eq. �19� is particularly severe for free surface
problems �such as this problem and other air/water and evaporat-
ing flow free-surface problems� because, as shown in Eq. �27� of
Narain et al. �3�, the equation governing ���x , t� is given by:

���

�t
+ ū

���

�x
= v� �20�

where v� �x , t�� v̄�x , t�− v̄steady�x�− 	ū− ūsteady�x�
d�steady/dx,
v̄�x , t��v1

i +Ja/Re1Pr1����1 /�y�i�, as per its definition in Eq. 27 of
�3�.

As a result of the above, it is easy to see that waves travel along
a family of characteristics curves x=xc�t�, where xc�t� satisfies Eq.
�25� of �3�. That is:

dxc

dt
= ū�xc�t�,t�

xc�0� = x* or xc�t*� = 0 �21�

where x* is any given value of x*�0 and t* is any given time t
�0. For the no disturbance �ū�x , t�� ūsteady� and large disturbance

Table 3 Effects of changes in �T

�T xcr Re�

5 19.6 27.72
10 10.7 29.54
15 7.64 31.15
20 6.25 33.27

Note: All fluids considered here have �2 /�1=0.00525, �2 /�1=0.0289, We
=402.133, and Pr1=7.223.

Table 4 Effects of changes in viscosity „�1=�1 /	1…

�1 �1 �1=�1 /�1 Fluid name for same �1 xcr Re�

1225 0.000199 1.62204E−07 R 12 5 31.93
989.4 0.000577 5.83485E−07 Water 20 25.2

1508.8 0.000519 3.44168E−07 R 113 19.6 27.72

Note: All fluids considered here have �2 /�1=0.00525, �2 /�1=0.0289, We
=402.133, and Pr1=7.223.

Table 5 Effects of changing 	1 without significantly changing
�1

�1 �1 xcr Re�

2262 5.19E−03 15.8 28.91
1885 5.19E−03 17.4 28.35
1508 5.19E−03 19.6 27.72

1206.4 5.19E−03 19.6 24.77
1005.3 5.19E−03 17.77 22.6

Note: All fluids considered here have �2 /�1=0.00525, �2 /�1=0.0289, We
=402.133, and Pr1=7.223.

Table 6 Effects of changing �1 without significantly changing
	1

�1 �1 xcr Re�

1508.8 1.04E−02 14 9.06
1508.8 7.79E−03 15.8 14.22
1508.8 5.19E−03 19.6 27.72
1508.8 3.46E−03 12.3 32.5
1508.8 2.60E−03 8.5 35.22

Note: All fluids considered here have �2 /�1=0.00525, �2 /�1=0.0289, We
=402.133, and Pr1=7.223.
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cases shown in Fig. 6�a�, representative plots of ū�x , t� are shown
in Fig. 6�b�. The linearized stability analyses assumption leading
to Eq. �19� is ū�x , t�=Cr��0�, where �0 is independent of x. The
plots in Fig. 6�b� clearly indicate that ū�x , t��Cr��0� and hence
this linearized stability assumption is not appropriate. Further-
more, this assumption implies that the characteristics governing
the problem are a set of parallel straight lines �xc=xc�0�
+Cr��0�t�. However, a fourth-order Runge-Kutta solution of Eq.
�21� for ū= ūsteady or ū�x , t� leads to a set of characteristics whose
slopes either change gradually with x �this is the case when ū
= ūsteady� or have some superimposed oscillations on these gradu-
ally varying slopes �as shown for, ū= ū�x , t�, in Fig. 6�b��. The
characteristics associated with ū= ū�x , t� in Fig. 6�b� are shown in
Fig. 6�c�. Clearly, the actual characteristics do not agree with the
linearized stability assumption of them being a set of parallel
straight lines.

In fact, with ���x ,0� given by Eq. �16�, it is easily seen that the
characteristics speed ū in Eq. �21� is also the phase-speed and
waves traveling along the characteristics have a constant phase-
angle ��x , t�, provided ��x , t� is given by:

��x,t� =
2	

�o
�x − xo

* −�
0

t

ū�xc���,�� · d�� �22�

where xc��� is the characteristic �0��� t� which, at time t, passes
through the point x and thus satisfies d� /dt=0 along a character-

istic x=xc�t�. Also, Eq. �22� is compatible with the correct phase
angle associated with the initial �at t=0� disturbance in Eq. �16�.
Therefore, all along xc��� �0���0�, we have � �x , t�
=� �xc��� ,��=� �xc�0� ,0�=2	 /�o�xc�0�−xo

*�=constant.
Substitution of Eq. �22� in the definition of local wavelength

��x , t��2	��� /�x�−1 and local time-period T�x , t��
−2	��� /�t�−1 �see Eq. 1.28 in �28�� imply nonconstant wave-
lengths �unlike the assumption in linear stability analyses� and
frequencies �or time periods T� given by:

��x,t� = �o�1 −�
0

t
�ū

�x
�xc���,��d��−1

and T�x,t� = ��x,t�/ū�x,t� �23�

Also, substitution of Eq. �17� �with � �x , t� given by Eq. �22�� in to
the governing equations �Eqs. �20� and �21�� imply that, along the
characteristics, the amplitude a�t� grows according to the
equation:

da

dt
=

1

cos	� �xc�0�,0�

v�̂ �24�

where v�̂ �v� �xc�t� , t� is the value of v� in Eq. �20� along a charac-
teristic curve. An integration of Eq. �24� along a characteristic
yields:

Fig. 6 „a… For the base flow in Fig. 2„a… and initial disturbances defined in Fig. 3, the figure above shows the unstable response
„�t=7.5, t=247.5…, for �o>�cr, of the film thickness �„x , t… as a result of an initial disturbance �„x ,0…=�steady„x… †1+���„x ,0…‡,
where �=0.15 and �o=15. „b… For the case shown in „a…, the figure above shows the values of characteristic speed ū „steady
value at t=0 and disturbed value at t=247.5… as function of x. „c… For the case shown in „a…, the figure above shows the
characteristic curves found by solving Eq. „21… through a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. „d… For the cases shown in „a…–„c…,
the figure above shows values of a„t… /a„0… for different values of initial disturbance wavelength �o for xc„t…=6.65.
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a�t�
a�0�

= 1 +
1

a�0�cos	� �xc�0�,0�

·�

0

t

v�̂ ��� · d� �25�

For the flow cases considered in Figs. 6�a�–6�c�, a plot of
“a�t� /a�0�” for different values of initial disturbance wavelength
�o �see Eq. �16��, with xc�0�=6.65, is shown in Fig. 6�d�.

From Fig. 6�d�, it is clear that the long time growth of a�t�
requires the full nonlinear analysis result in Eq. �25� and cannot be
captured by the linearized stability assumption �14,15� of a�t� be-
ing given by the exponential function in Eq. �19�.

For the above reasons, for the flow considered in Figs.
6�a�–6�d�, the simulation-based approximate stability boundary
depicted in Fig. 7 is far more trustworthy �it is compatible with
the experimental estimate on �Re��cr�30� than the Unsal �14� and
Spindler �15� results, based on the inappropriate assumptions in
Eqs. �18� and �19�.

It should be further noted that the nonlinear instability mecha-
nisms illustrated by the full nonlinear solutions in Fig. 4—besides
being in agreement with experiments regarding �Re��cr�30—also
show two other regularities. These regularities are: �i� As shown in
Fig. 8 and its caption, the vapor motion or its fluctuations do not
play a significant role in the evolution of gravity dominated
waves, and �ii� the results in Fig. 5 indicate negligible impact of
surface tension and this is consistent with experimental results but

not with the linearized stability theory’s result of a strong depen-
dence of xcr on the presence or absence of surface tension �see Eq.
�32� in �14� that states xcr�
4/11�.

4.2.5 Different Wave Mechanisms in Different Zones. As
marked in Fig. 4, for x�xcr, the initial disturbances may persist
but the zone is considered stable because the growth of the waves
is considered small. However, at longer lengths in Fig. 6�d�, there
is a loss of stability, that is, amplitudes for �o��cr are eventually
sufficiently large. The largeness of amplitude a�t� is defined here
to mean that, for x�xcr, a�t� /a�0��2.5 at large t and, at the same
time, the peaks of the resulting disturbances are off by more than
15% of the initial undisturbed film thickness values at the current
locations of the waves �see Fig. 4�. In the above definition of xcr,
the large amplitude waves at x�xcr �see Fig. 4� arise from initial
disturbances at x�0, where their amplitudes are sufficiently small
�less than 10% of the small steady film thickness at x�0�. An-
other feature of xcr being defined this way is that for �o��cr, the
amplitude ratio a�t� /a�0� is eventually less than 1,0 �i.e.,
a�t� /a�0��1� at large t. Under the above definition, the longer
length flows lose stability for �Re��Re��cr�30.

The wall noise is assumed to be a superposition of standing
waves of the form given by:

v1�x,0,t� = �b sin�2	x/�b�sin�2	t/Tb� �26�

As shown in �3�, one expects a resonance condition to hold if the
time period of oscillations Tb in the wall noise of Eq. �26� is such
that the forward travelling component of the standing noise has
approximately the same phase-speed as ū�x , t� �which is nearly
equal to ūsteady for small amplitude interfacial waves�. This means,
for resonance with large amplitude waves, Tb=Tb�x , t� must
satisfy:

�b

Tb�x,t�
= ū�x,t� � ū�x,t − �t� �27�

or Tb=Tb�x� must satisfy:

�b

Tb�x�
= ūsteady�x� �28�

For nonresonant single frequency �Tb=constant� wall noise, as
shown in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, depending on the value of Tb, one
may have either a negligible �if Tb is nowhere in the resonant
range� or a constructive �if Tb is somewhere in the resonant range�
interference between wall noise and intrinsic waves. As shown in
Fig. 10�a�, for the unstable �b=15��cr case �where �cr is same as
the one obtained from the earlier initial disturbance analysis�, the
resonant wall noise �in the sense of Eqs. �27� and �28�� interacts
with the intrinsic waves and sustains a large amplitude travelling
wave. Differently, but interestingly, as shown in Fig. 10�b�, for the
damped or stable �b=5��cr case, the resonant bottom wall noise
governed by Eq. �28� interacts with the intrinsic waves and sus-
tains a travelling wave which “beats” in the sense that the noises
are alternately damped over a period of time and then regained
over a subsequent period of time.

The above shows that wave effects will, in general, be present.
They may be intrinsic in the absence of wall noise �i.e., due to
initial disturbances alone� or they may be interactive in the pres-
ence of wall noise. Furthermore, the extent of the wave effects on
heat transfer rates and interfacial shear will, in general, remain
nondeterministic unless, experimentally, one can use wall noise
actuation to have a well-defined, enhanced, or diminished form of
wave effects.

4.2.6 Impact on the Heat Transfer Rates and Shear Stress.
Effect of waves on the wall heat transfer rate and wall shear stress,
for the ���cr initial disturbance case of Fig. 4, is shown in Figs.
11�a� and 11�b�. This confirms the well known �2� fact that, in the
presence of gravity-assisted drainage, intrinsic waves enhance

Fig. 7 Stability boundaries as obtained by Unsal and Thomas
†14‡ and Spindler †15‡, and this work

Fig. 8 Result showing waves while accounting for vapor mo-
tion and its fluctuations and, also, while neglecting vapor mo-
tion and its fluctuations „by not incorporating vapor domain
calculations in the simulations…. Here, �t=7.5 and �b=0.15
E-05.
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both of these important parameters. The extent of the heat transfer
enhancements is typically found to be within the range �i.e. 1.2
times the values associated with smooth-interface heat transfer
rates� suggested by empirical correlations �see �2,18��. This en-
hancement can be actively increased or reduced with the help of
resonant or nonresonant wall noises.

5 Conclusions

• The computational approach presented here accurately
solves the steady Nusselt problem and produces results in
agreement with the Nusselt solution.

• The results considered thus far affirm the experimental re-
sult that instability mechanisms associated with laminar to
turbulence transitions can typically be estimated to occur
around �Re��cr�30.

• The waves and the wave effects are quite sensitive to the
presence or absence of the wall noise. This sensitivity to the
frequency and wavelength spectrum of the wall noise can be
exploited either to suppress or enhance the wave effects.

• As is well known for this problem, the results affirm that
heat transfer rates and shear rates are significantly enhanced
by the presence of waves.
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Nomenclature
Xc � distance from leading edge �BC in Fig. 1�, m
Yc � characteristics length �AB in Fig. 1�, m

U � average liquid speed �Nusselt� at x=Xc,
g��1-�2��N

2 �Xc� /3�1, m/s
�x ,y , t � � physical distances �see Fig. 1� and physical

time, �m, m, s�
�x ,y , t� � nondimensional values of �x ,y , t�

k � thermal conductivity, W/�m K�
Cp � specific heat, J/�kg K�

p � pressure, N/m2

po � pressure at the inlet, N/m2

�u ,v� � values of x and y components of velocity, m/s
�u ,v� � nondimensional values of u and v

T � temperature, K
�T � temperature difference between the vapor and

the wall, K
hfg � latent heat �hg-hf�, J/kg
Ja � Jacob number, Cp1�T /hfg

ReI � Reynolds number �IUXc /�I
Re1�x� � Reynolds number �1Ux /�1
Re��x� � film Reynolds number 4�1U�N�x� /�1

PrI � Prandtl number �ICpI /kI
Fr � Froude number U2 /gYc

We � Weber number �1U2Yc /

qw� � bottom wall heat flux at any point and time,

W/m2

Greek Symbols
	 � nondimensional pressure
� � nondimensional temperature

Fig. 9 „a… Nonresonance bottom wall noise that do not lead to
growing waves. Here, �t=7.5, �b=0.15 E-05, and Tb=30. „b…
Nonresonance bottom wall noise that lead to growing waves.
Here, �t=7.5, �b=0.5 E-05 and Tb=250. Fig. 10 „a… Effects of resonant noise for �b=15>�cr and with

�t=7.5 and �b=0.35 E-05. „b… Effects of resonant noise for �b
=5<�cr and with �t=7.5 and �b=0.5 E-05.
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� � density, kg/m3

� � viscosity, Pa s
� � physical value of condensate thickness, m

�N � physical value of Nusselt film thickness at x,
��4k1�T�1x� / �hfg�1��1-�2�g��1/4, m

� � nondimensional value of condensate thickness
� � kinematic viscosity � /�, m2/s

 � surface tension, N/m
� � amplitude of nondimensional disturbances rep-

resenting values of ���x ,0�
�b � amplitude of nondimensional bottom wall vi-

brations sensed through v1�x ,0 , t�
� � nondimensional wavelength

�o � nondimensional wavelength for the initial dis-
turbance ���x ,0�

� � wave number, 2	 /�

Subscripts
I � it takes a value of 1 for liquid phase and 2 for

vapor phase
s � saturation condition

w � wall
b � bottom wall

Superscripts
i � value of a variable at an interface location

Appendix
The differential forms of mass, momentum �x and y compo-

nents�, and energy equations in terms of nondimensional variables
for flows in the interior of either of the phases �I=1 or 2� for this
external flow are given as

�uI

�x
+

�vI

�y
= 0 �A1�

�uI

�t
+ uI

�uI

�x
+ vI

�uI

�y
= −  �	I

�x
� + Frx

−1 +
1

ReI
 �2uI

�x2 +
�2uI

�y2 �
�A2�

�vI

�t
+ uI

�vI

�x
+ vI

�vI

�y
= −  �	I

�y
� + Fry

−1 +
1

ReI
 �2vI

�x2 +
�2vI

�y2 �
�A3�

��I

�t
+ uI

��I

�x
+ vI

��I

�y
�

1

ReI PrI
 �2�I

�x2 +
�2�I

�y2 � , �A4�

where Re1��1UYc /�1, Pr1��1Cp1 /k1, Frx
−1�gxYc /U2, and

Fry
−1�gyYc /U2.
Under negligible inertia, negligible convection, and boundary

layer �� /�x� /�y� approximations for thin condensate, Nusselt
formulation �1� effectively replaces, for I=1, �A2�–�A4� above by:

0 � −
�	I

�x
+ Frx

−1 +
1

ReI

�2uI

�y2

0 � −
�	I

�y
+ Fry

−1

0 �
1

ReI PrI
·
�2�I

�y2 �A5�

For I=2, the additional Nusselt �1� approximation of negligible
vapor viscosity and saturated vapor eliminates any consideration
of vapor motion and vapor temperature variation for obtaining the
steady liquid condensate solution. Therefore, one does not need to
consider the vapor �I=2� Eqs. �A1�–�A4� in order to obtain the
Nusselt ��1�� solution.

The term �t� on the right side of Eq. �4� is given by:

�t� = ���2

�1

�v2

�x
� i

− � �v1

�x
� i� +

2�x

�1 − �x
2��� �u1

�x
� i

− � �v1

�x
� i�

−
2�x

�1 − �x
2�

�2

�1
�� �u2

�x
� i

− � �v2

�y
� i� �A6�
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Analytical Modeling for
Stress-Strain Curve of a Porous
NiTi
Two models for predicting the stress-strain curve of porous NiTi under compressive
loading are presented in this paper. Porous NiTi shape memory alloy is considered as a
composite composed of solid NiTi as matrix and pores as inclusions. Eshelby’s equivalent
inclusion method and Mori-Tanaka’s mean-field theory are employed in both models. Two
types of pore connectivity are investigated. One is closed cells (model 1); the other is
where the pores are interconnected to each other forming an open-cell microstructure
(model 2). We also consider two different shapes of pores, spherical and ellipsoidal. The
stress-strain curves of porous shape memory alloy with spherical pores and ellipsoidal
pores are compared. It is found that the ellipsoidal shape assumption is more reasonable
than the assumption of spherical pores. Comparison of the stress-strain curves of the two
models shows that use of open-cell microstructure (model-2) makes the predictions more
agreeable to the experimental results of porous NiTi whose microstructure exhibits open-
cell microstructure. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198250�

1 Introduction
Over the last two decades shape memory alloys �SMAs� have

attracted great interests in various applications ranging from aero-
space �1� and naval structures �2� to surgical instruments, medical
implants and fixtures �3,4�. The use of SMAs has promoted ex-
tensive researches on developing SMA constitutive models.

Among SMAs, NiTi alloy has been used most extensively due
to its large flow stress and shape memory effect �SME�. Most
recently, porous NiTi attracted an increasing attention as a pos-
sible application to medical implant devices and high energy ab-
sorption structural material and potential material for surface cool-
ing. The progress in both manufacturing and characterization of
the porous NiTi SMA has been reported by a number of research-
ers. A short review of the existed processing methods is presented
here. Li et al. �5,6� fabricated porous NiTi SMA by combustion
synthesis method, the stress-strain curves in their work exhibit
brittle behavior. Li et al. �7� also fabricated the porous NiTi by
powder sintering; it shows that the there is no stress plateau in the
stress-strain curve and the material is still brittle. Some studies
�8,9� report superelastic behavior of the foams in compression, but
stresses are low due to the high porosity. Lagoudas et al. �10� used
the HIP �hot isostatic press� method and the stress-strain curve in
their work showing brittle behavior. Recently, we processed the
porous NiTi by the spark plasma sintering �SPS� method, and the
specimens exhibit large superelastic loop with high stress flow and
high ductility �11�.

In order to make an optimum design of the microstructure of
the porous SMAs, it is important to construct a simple, yet accu-
rate model to describe its microstructure-mechanical behavior re-
lation. Thus far, there are few analytical studies focused on the
porous SMA, particularly no analytical model for the porous SMA
with open porosity. Therefore, in this paper two models are intro-
duced. The porous NiTi is treated as a composite with solid NiTi
as its matrix and pores as the inclusions. If a porous NiTi can be

viewed as a special or ellipsoidal inclusion case of a particular
reinforced composite, then one can construct a micromechanical
model based on Eshelby’s equivalent inclusion method �12� with
Mori-Tanaka mean-field theory �13�. In the first model �model 1�,
the pores in the porous NiTi are closed, i.e., pores are not con-
nected to each other. In the second model �model 2�, pores are
assumed to be connected to each other, i.e., open porosity micro-
structure. Effects of pores with different geometries �spherical and
ellipsoidal� are also studied in both models.

There are two advantages of these models. First, it is a simpler
model. We need less input data, and the input data for our model
are taken from the experimental stress-strain curve of the solid
NiTi, i.e., no need to manipulate types of matensite variants, their
orientations, etc., often used by other models. Second, in the lit-
erature, there exists no model that treated porous NiTi with the
open-cell structure. The model proposed in this paper is the first in
treating the open-cell structure within the framework of Eshelby’s
model.

In the following, we shall state first two constitutive models,
model 1 �Sec. 2� and model 2 �Sec. 3� and discuss the resulting
stress-strain curves they predict. This response will be compared
to previous experimental results, �11�, and conclusions will be
presented.

2 Model-1: Stress-Strain Curve of Porous NiTi With
Closed Pores

The stress-strain curve of a SMA with superelastic grade is
assumed to be composed of four stages; see Fig. 1. The first stage
�I� is a linear elastic stage, with the matrix of 100% austenite. The
second stage �II� is a stress-induced matensitic transformation
stage; in this stage, a volume fraction of the austenite decreases
from 100% to 0% while that of the martensite increases from 0%
to 100%, continuously. The third stage �III� is a stage with the
matrix of 100% matensite. Therefore, the third stage is an linear
elastic stage. The fourth stage �VI� is the austenite transformation
stage, in which the volume fraction of martensite changes from
100% to 0% while that of the austenite in the matrix increases
from 0% to 100%. �Ms

P , �Mf

P , �As

P , and �Af

P are the critical stresses
between the above four stages, the superscript P denotes porous
and subscripts Ms, Mf, As, and Af denote martensite start, marten-
site finish, austenite start, and austenite finish, respectively. EMs
and EMf

are the moduli of the first and third stages and ET is the
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tangent modulus of the second and fourth stages. It is noted that
the slope of the forth stage is the same as that of the second stage.
In this paper, we use the stress-strain curve of the solid NiTi �i.e.,
without pores� as a reference.

2.1 Eshelby Model for a Porous SMA With Closed Pores.
Consider an Eshelby model for a porous NiTi with closed pores
subjected to applied stress �ij

0 where the matrix is solid with uni-
form martensite transformation strain �ij

T �Fig. 2�a��. The uniform
transformation strain �ij

T is assumed only for the second and fourth
stages, while for the first and third stages, �ij

T =0. In the Eshebly’s
model, an infinite elastic body �D�, which contains spherical or
ellipsoidal pores ��p�, is subjected to a uniform stress �33

0 as
shown in Fig. 2. As far as the stress field is concerned, the model
of Fig. 2�a� is equivalent to that of Fig. 2�b� where the uniform
transformation strain in the matrix is removed from and added
with minus sign to the pore domain. Thus, the present problem is
reduced to the inhomogeneous inclusion problem where the elas-
tic stiffness tensor Cijkl

m is homogeneous in the entire domain D,
Fig. 2�b� �14�.

The Eshelby’s inhomogeneous inclusion problem with Mori-
Tanaka’s mean field theory provides the total stress field given by

�ij
0 + �ij = Cijkl

m �ekl
0 + �̄kl + �kl − ��kl

* − �kl
T ��

= Cijkl
m ��kl

0 + �̄kl + �kl − �kl
**� = Cijkl

p ��kl
0 + �̄kl + �kl� �1�

where Cijkl
m and Cijkl

P are the elastic stiffness tensor of matrix and
pores, respectively. �ij and �kl are stress and strain disturbance

due to existence of pores, respectively. �̄kl is the average strain
disturbance in the matrix due to the pores ��p�. �ij

* is the fictitious
eigenstrain, which has nonvanishing components in the domain
�p. Here, we introduce

�kl
** � �kl

* − �kl
T �2�

For the entire domain D, the following relation always holds:

�ij
0 = Cijkl

m �kl
0 �3�

Following the Mori-Tanaka mean filed theory, the average stress
disturbance in the matrix, ��ij�m is given by

��ij�m = Cijkl
m �̄kl �4�

The strain disturbance is related to �mn
** as

�kl = Sklmn�mn
** �5�

The requirement that integration of the stress disturbance over the
entire body �D� vanishes, leading to

�̄kl = − fP�Sklmn�mn
** − �kl

**� �6�

where Sklmn is Eshelby’s tensor for pore inclusion and its exact
values are given in Appendix and fp is the volume fraction of
pore, i.e., porosity of the SMA. A substitution of Eq. �3�–�6� into
�1� provides a solution for �kl

**

�ij
** = ��1 − fP�Cijkl

m �Sklmn − Iklmn� + Cijkl
P ��1 − fP�Sklmn

+ fP�	−1�Cmnst
P Cstpq

m−1 − Imnpq��pq
0 �7�

where I is identity matrix of 6�6. In this paper boldface symbols
�S ,C ,I�, are fourth-order tensor, and they are converted to 6�6
matrix form for facilitation of calculation. These boldface symbols
with subscripts should be written as not boldface with subscript
when they are scalar components. However, to avoid confusion,
we keep boldface symbols.

As the stiffness of the pores is zero, Cijkl
P =0; thus, Eq. �7� is

given as

�mn
** = −

1

1 − fP
�Sklmn − Iklmn�−1Cijkl

m−1�ij
0 �8�

By setting Cijkl
P =0, Eq. �1� becomes

�ij
0 = − �ij �9�

Next, we shall consider the strain energy density of the inhomo-
geneous inclusion problem of Fig. 2�b�, which is given by �15�

Wmi =
1

2
�ij

0 �ij
0 +

1

2
fP�ij

0 �ij
* −

1

2
fP�ij�ij

T �10�

Let us call Wmi as microscopic strain energy density. It is noted in
Eq. �10� that Wmi is valid for all three stages, i.e., for the first and
third stages �ij

T =0, whereas for the second stage, all three terms on
the right-hand side of Eq. �10� are nonvanishing.

2.1.1 Stiffness of First and Third Stages. The equivalency of
strain energy density of porous SMA for the first and third stages
can be derived from Eq. �10� with �ij

T =0, which is set equal to the
strain energy density of a porous SMA with its elastic stiffness
tensor Cijkl

c , where c refers to “composite,” as porosity is a special
case of composite.

1

2
Cijkl

c−1�ij
0 �kl

0 =
1

2
Cijkl

m−1�ij
0 �kl

0 +
1

2
fP�ij

0 �ij
* �11�

where Cijkl
c−1 and Cijkl

m−1 are the elastic compliances of the composite
and the matrix material �solid NiTi�, respectively. Since only the
nonvanishing component of �ij

0 is �33
0 =�0 �Fig. 2�, Eq. �11� is

reduced to

Fig. 1 Linearized four-stage stress-strain curve of porous NiTi

Fig. 2 The Eshelby’s model for a porous SMA: „a… the problem
of pores embedded in the NiTi matrix with stiffness Cijkl

m and
transformation strain �ij

T, which can be converted to equivalent
inclusion problem „b…, where �ij

* is the fictitious eigenstrain,
which is unknown.
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�0
2

2Ec
=

�0
2

2Em
+

fP

2
�0�33

* �12�

where Ec and Em are the Young’s moduli of the composite and the
matrix, respectively. In the first stage, Ec is EMs

, and Em is the
Young’s modulus of austenite EA. Combining Eq. �12� with Eq.
�2� and �8� with �ij

T =0, the Young’s modulus of the porous NiTi in
the first stage, EMs

normalized by EA is given as

EMs

EA
=

1

1 + �fP
�13�

where � is a parameter, a function of porosity fP and shape of the
porous inclusion

� =
− �H1133 + H2233 + H3333�

�1 − fp�
�14a�

H is a �6�6� matrix, which is given as

Hijmn = �Sijkl − Iijkl�−1Cklmn
−1 �14b�

Young’s modulus of the porous NiTi at the third stage, EMf
can be

obtained in the same manner as the above,

EMf

EM
=

1

1 + �fP
�14c�

2.1.2 Critical Stresses �Ms

P and �Mf

P . Under the uniaxial stress

along the x3-axis ��0�, the transformation strain �ij
T is assumed to

be uniform with the following components:

�ij
T = ���T ��T − �T 0 0 0	T �15�

where �T is the transformation strain along x3-axis.
The stress disturbance �ij is obtained from Eq. �9�. The change

of the total potential energy of the inhomogeneous inclusion of the
problem of Fig. 2�b�, �U, due to the change in transformation
strain ��ij

T is given by �16�

�U = − ��ij
T ��1 − fP��ij

0 − fP�ij� �16�

The work done by the applied stress �Q causing infinitesimal
transformation strain ��T is

�Q = �1 − fP��Ms

S ��T �17�

where �Ms

S is the stress of the matrix at the onset of stress-induced
martensite transformation, at the beginning of the second stage of
the solid NiTi, the superscript S denotes solid material, and the
subscript Ms denotes matensitic start transformation. Since �U
+�Q=0, we obtain

�0 = �Ms

S +
fP

1 − fP
��33 − �11� �18�

substituting �33=−�0 and �11=0 from Eq. �9� into Eq. �18�, we
obtain

�Ms

P = �1 − fP��Ms

S �19a�

The martensitic transformation finish critical stress �Mf

P can be
obtained in the same manner

�Mf

P = �1 − fP��Mf

S �19b�

2.1.3 Stiffness of Second Stage. Refer to Fig. 3�a�, Young’s
modulus �E� of a SMA with transformation �T is estimated by

E��T� = EA +
�T

�Mf

T �EM − EA� �20�

where EA, EM are the Young’s modulus of 100% austenite and
100% martensite phase, respectively, Fig. 3�a�, and �Mf

T is the

maximum transformation strain, and it is given by

�Mf

T = �Mf
−

�Mf

EM
�21�

Equation �20� is valid for both dense and porous SMA; thus, we
can rewrite Eq. �20� using Eq. �21� as

Ei = EA
i −

EA
i − EM

i

�Mf

i − �Mf

i /EM
i �T �22�

where the superscript i denotes i=S �solid� or P �porous�. In order
to obtain the slope of the linearized second stage of compressive
stress-strain curve of a porous NiTi, we consider the equivalency
of strain energy density. In addition, in the case of the second
stage, we evaluate the macroscopic strain energy density of a po-
rous NiTi graphically from Fig. 3�a�, i.e., area enclosed by the
curve. Wma is given by

Wma =
1

2
��Ms

P + �0
P�
�T

P +
�0

P

EAM
−

�Ms

P

EMs

� �23�

where �Ms

P is the martensitic start transformation stress of porous

SMA, �0
P is an applied stress, �T

P is the strain corresponding to �0
P.

Since there is no transformation strain in pores, the transformation

Fig. 3 „a… Stress-strain curve of porous or solid sample „i=P
or S…, „b… stress-strain curve of solid NiTi
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strain for porous SMA �T
P is the uniform transformation strain in

the matrix, i.e., solid NiTi,

�T
P = �T

S � �T �24�

The above macroscopic strain energy density is set equal to the
microscopic stain energy density Wmi defined by Eq. �10�, where
the solution for �ij

* is obtained from Eqs. �1�–�7� as

�kl
* = �kl

T −
1

1 − fP
�Sklmn − Iklmn�−1Cmnij

m−1�ij
0 �25�

In Eq. �25�, the first term on the right represents the transforma-
tion in the solid NiTi matrix; the second term comes from the
interactions between pores and applied stress.

Substituting Eq. �25� into Eq. �10�, the microscopic strain en-
ergy density, Wmi is given by

Wmi =
1

2
�ij

0 �ij
0 +

1

2
fP�ij

0�2�ij
T −

1

1 − fP
�Sijkl − Iijkl�−1�kl

0  �26�

Since the porous NiTi is subjected to uniaxile load, i.e., �ij
0

= �0 0 �0
P 0 0 0	T, and transformation strain given by

�ij
T = ���T ��T −�T 0 0 0	T, and the pores are assumed to be

spherical; thus, Eq. �26� can be reduced to

Wmi =
1

2
�0

P�0 +
1

2
fP�0

P�2�T −
1

1 − fP
Z3333�0 �27�

where Z3333 is a component of a 6�6 matrix, Z= �Sijkl−Iijkl�−1. S
is Eshelby tensor for spherical and ellipsoidal inclusions, respec-
tively. �0 is the macroscopic strain of the porous SMA, and it is
related to applied stress �0

P as

�0 =
�0

P

EAM
�28�

Substituting Eq. �28� into Eq. �27�, the microscopic strain energy
density Wmi of porous NiTi is finally reduced to

Wmi =
1

2

��0
P�2

EAM
+

1

2
fP�0

P
2�T
P − Z3333

�0
P

EAM
� �29�

where EAM is the Young’s modulus of solid �matrix� SMA with �T.
By equating the macroscopic strain energy density Wma of Eq.

�23� Wmi of Eq. �29�, and using Eq. �22� with i= P, we obtained
the following algebraic equation of second-order �T as:

F��T�2 + G�T + H = 0 �30�

F =
���0

P + �Ms

P ��1 − 	�

�Ms

, G = ��0
P + �Ms

P

+
�Ms

P �1 − 	���Ms

P + �0
P�

EMs
�Mf

,

H =
�1 − 
���0

P�2 − ��Ms

P �2

EMs

, 
 = 1 −
fP

1 − fP
Z3333,

	 =
EMf

EMs

, � = 1 − 2fP �31�

The solution of �T
P, which corresponds to the second kink point

DP in Fig. 3�a�, is given by

�T =
− G + �G2 − 4FH

2F
�32�

The tangent modulus of the porous SMA is the slope of the second
stage of the stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 1, thus, ET can be

expressed in terms of transformation strain �T and the stresses, �0
P

and �Ms

P as

ET =
�0

P − �Ms

P

�T
�33�

2.2 Unloading Curve. During unloading, the porous SMA
material undergoes reverse transformation �martensite phase to
austenite phase�. Before the applied stress reaches to a
critical value �As

P , the matrix SMA remains 100%
martensite phase �first stage of the unloading stress-strain curve in
the modeling curve�. When the applied stress is decreased to �As

P ,
reverse transformation starts and it finishes when the stress
reaches another critical value �Af

P ; thereafter, the porous SMA
material remains 100% austenite. Therefore, the slope of the first
and third stages of the unloading curve is the Young’s modulus of
the 100% martensite and 100% austenite phase, respectively. The
slope of the fourth stage is the same as that of the loading curve in
the second stage. Therefore, the Young’s moduli of the unloading
curve are related to those of the loading curve as

EAs = EMf
�34a�

ET
u = ET �34b�

EAf = EMs �34c�

where ET
u is the slope of the second stage of the unloading curve.

The superscript u denotes unloading, whereas those without su-
perscript are the slopes of loading curve.

The austenite start and finish transformation stresses of porous
SMA, �As

P and �Af
P are related to the corresponding stresses of the

solid NiTi by

�As
P = �1 − fP��As

S �35a�

�Af
P = �1 − fP��Af

S �35b�

where �As
S and �Af

S are austenite start and finish transformation
stresses of the solid NiTi, respectively. First, we assume that the
solid NiTi matrix is isotropic with Poisson’s ratio �A=�M =0.33.

3 Model 2: Stress-Strain Curve of Porous NiTi With
Open Pores

Here we shall discuss the Eshelby model for a porous SMA
with open pores where pores are interconnected �Fig. 4�, where
unknown fictitious eigenstrain is in pore 1 ��ij

*1� and in pore 2
��ij

*2� will be determined by Eshelby method. Initially, we distin-
guish the elastic constant �Cijkl� and eigenstrain ��*� associated
with pores 1 and those with pores 2, but later we will set those
identical to each other as two adjacent pores of the same shape,
and orientation should have the same Cijkl and �ij

* . There are two
steps to obtain the eigenstrains. The first step is to find the eigen-
strain �ij

*1 and the disturbed stress �ij
1 in �1 for an infinite body

containing ellipsoidal or spherical pores and subjected to uniaxial
applied stress �0. In the first problem, the other pore �2 is not
considered for obtaining �ij

*1, but the interaction between the pores
is taken into account by Mori-Tanaka mean field theory. The sec-
ond step is to find the eigenstrain �ij

*2 and disturbed stress �ij
2 in

�2, where the interactions between �1 and �2 is taken into ac-
count. After obtaining �ij

*1 and �ij
*2, we take the average of these

eigenstrains to represent the eigenstrain for the two interconnected
pores. The transformation strain �T is zero in the first and third
stages, since there is no transformation occurring in these two
stages, whereas it is not zero in the second and fourth stage. That
is the same as in Sec. 2.
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3.1 Computation of Average Eigenstrain in Open Pores. In
this model, we will simulate the stress-strain curve of a porous
SMA with open porosity where two kinds of pore shapes—
spherical and ellipsoidal—are used.

3.1.1 Solution of Eigenstrain in �1 Without �2, �ij
**1. The Es-

helby model for finding �ij
**1 is the same as the in model 1;

therefore, we list only the final solutions

�kl
**1 = −

1

1 − fP
�Sklmn − Iklmn�−1Cmnij

m−1�ij
0 �36�

3.1.2 Solution of Eigenstrain in �2 by Accounting Interac-
tions Between �1 and �2, �ij

**2. In this step, the disturbed stress in
�2 is obtained in terms of �ij

**2, which is unknown thus far. In the
first problem, disturbed stress outside the end of the �1, �ij

−1 is
expressed in terms of �ij

1 . Then the total stress �ij
t in �2 vanishes

�ij
t = �ij

0 + �ij
2 ��ij

**2� + �ij
−1 = 0 �37�

where �ij
2 ��ij

**2� is the self-stress in �2 induced by eigenstrain �ij
**2

The disturbed stress �ij
−1 is given by the formula of Hill-Walpole-

Mura jump condition �17�

�ij
−1 − �ij

1 = Cijkl�− Cpqmn�mn
**1Mkpnqnl + �kl

**1� �38a�

where

Mkp =
��kp − nknp

2�1 − �� �
�

�38b�

and where ni is the ith component of an unit vector outer normal
to the inclusion and is given by

n = �1 0 0� �38c�

It is noted in Fig. 4 that the interconnection between �1 and �2 is
at the equator region with its normal base vector pointing to
x1-axis. With Eq. �38c�, Eq. �38a� yields

�ij
−1 = �ij

1 + Cij11�− C11mn�mn
**1M11 + �11

**1� �39�

where M11 =
�1 + ���1 − 2��

E�1 − ��
�40�

The applied stress is given as

�ij
0 = �0 0 �0 0 0 0� �41�

Stress in �2 in terms of eigensrain �ij
**2 is given by

�ij
2 = �1 − fP�Cijkl

m �Sklmn − Iklmn��mn
**2 �42�

By substituting Eq. �39�, �41�, and �42� into Eq. �37�, we obtain
eigenstrain in �2 �ij

**2 as

�mn
**2 = �mnrs�rs

**1 �43a�

where �mnrs = − �Smnpq − Imnpq�−1�− CpqrsM11 + Ipqrs�/�1 − fP�
�43b�

We take average of the eigenstrains in �1 and �2 to represent the
eigenstrain of all interconnected pores

�mn
** =

1

2
��mn

**1 + �mn
**2� =

1

2
��mnrs + Imnrs��rs

**1 �44�

Once the average eigenstrain �mn
** is obtained, we can use the

first model to calculate the moduli and critical stresses. Therefore,
we list only the final useful for the moduli and critical stresses in
the following.

3.2 Elastic Moduli at Stage I and III. Since there is no
transformation at stage I and III, the Young’s modulus of each
stage can be obtained by equivalency of energy density as in
model 1 from Eq. �11�. Therefore, the Young’s modulus of stage I
is given as

EMs

EA
=

1

1 + D3333fP
�45a�

and that of stage III is

EMf

EM
=

1

1 + D3333fP
�45b�

where D3333 is a component of a 6�6 matrix Dklrs, which is given
as

Dklrs = −
Aklmn · Bmnpq · Cpqrs

2�1 − fP�
�46�

where Aklmn=Iklmn+�klmn, Bmnpq= �Smnpq−Imnpq�−1, Cpqrs=Cpqrs
−1 .

3.3 Tangent Stiffness of Stage II and IV. To obtain ET, first
we have to obtain the transformation strain �T. The transformation
strain is obtained in the same manner as that in model 1

�T =
�− G2 + �G2

2 − 4G1G3�
2G1

�47�

where

G1 = ��Ms

p + �1 − fP��0
p��1 �48a�

G2 = fP�0
pEA − fPD3333��0

p�2�1 − ��Ms

p + �0
p�EA − �1�2 �48b�

Table 1 Input data given by solid NiTi reference curve

�Ms
s �Mf

s �Af
s EA EM �Ms �Mf

420 MPa 780 MPa 450 MPa 75 GPa 31 GPa 0.0053 0.04

Fig. 4 „a… Eshelby’s model for interconnected pores in NiTi matrix, which is converted to
equivalent inclusion problem „b…
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G3 = �2EA − �Ms

p �0
p + fpD3333��0

p�2EA �48c�

and

�1 =
�EA − EM�

��Mf
− �Ms

p /EM�
�49a�

�2 =
��Ms

p + �0
p��Ms

p

EMs

�49b�

Therefore, the tangent modulus, ET is given in terms of transfor-
mation strain as

ET =
�0

P − �Ms

P

�T
�50�

3.4 Critical Stress. The four critical stresses are obtained in
the same manner as that in model 1. They are given by

�Ms

P = �1 − fP��Ms

S �51a�

�Mf

P = �1 − fP��Mf

S �51b�

�As
P = �1 − fP��As

S �51c�

�Af
P = �1 − fP��Af

S �51d�

It is noted here that superscripts S and P denote solid and porous
SMA, respectively.

4 Discussion
We use Ti-50.9 at. %Ni as SMA, and the experimental data of

the stress-strain curve of solid NiTi under compressive loading is
made into piecewise linear wire four stages, Fig. 3�a�. Table 1
shows the input data of the piecewise linearized stress-strain curve
of solid NiTi to simulate the stress-strain curve of 13% porosity
NiTi specimen �11�.

Figure 5 shows the stress-strain curves predicted by models 1
and 2. Table 2 lists the values of the critical stresses and Young’s

Table 2 Comparison of the critical stresses and Young’s
moduli of experimental data and predictions by two models

EMs �GPa� ET �GPa� EMf �GPa�

Experimental 41.0 8.0 27.0
Ellipsoidal pore—Model 1 52.6 9.2 23.7
Spherical pores—Model 1 52.6 10.1 22.7
Ellipsoidal pore—Model 2 43.2 7.7 23.2
Spherical pores—Model 2 33.2 7.9 17.9

Fig. 5 Comparison of the experimental data to predictions by
the present two models

Fig. 6 Microstructure of 13% porosity specimen

Fig. 7 Stress-strain curves predicted by ellipsoidal and
spherical open-cell model
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moduli predicted by two models, as well as the experiment �11�.
The comparison shows that the simulations have reasonable good
agreement with the experimental data.

It is noted that the stress-strain curve of the ellipsoidal pore-
shape assumption is closer to the experimental curve than that of
the spherical pore-shape assumption. This indicates that the ellip-
soidal pore shape is more likely the realistic pore shape in the
specimen used for the experiment. Figure 6 shows the microstruc-
ture of the porous NiTi specimen. Although, from this figure we
can see that the realistic pore shape is not ellipsoidal, but the
ellipsoidal is closer than the spherical to the realistic shape. There-
fore, the model with ellipsoidal pore shape predicts more
accurately.

Comparing the stress-strain curves predicted by Models 1 and
2, we can see that model 2 is more accurate than model 1. This is
because model 2 takes into account the interactions between two
adjacent pores by assuming they are interconnecting to each other.
Figure 6 supports this assumption that pores are indeed intercon-
nected. Model 2 can take account for the interaction between the
interconnected pores; therefore, the predictions by model 2 give
rise to closer agreement with the experiment.

Figure 7 shows how the porosity fP influents stress-strain curve
predicted by model 2, the open-cell model. It is found in Fig. 7
that when the porosity is 10%, the ellipsoidal and spherical
shapes have almost same prediction; but once when the porosity
gets larger and larger, the difference between the two shapes in-
creases dramatically.

5 Conclusion
Two models predicting the stress-strain curve of porous SMA

subjected to compressive load are presented. Pores are treated as
separate individuals in model 1, whereas they are interconnected
to each other in model 2. Both models explain the experimental
data reasonably well. Model 2, which can take account for the
interactions among interconnected pores, provides better predic-
tions than model 1 in predicting the experimental data of the
Young’s moduli of porous NiTi.
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Application of Minature
Ring-Core and Interferometric
Strain/Slope Rosette to
Determine Residual Stress
Distribution With Depth—Part I:
Theories
The principle of an interferometric strain/slope rosette (ISSR) is based on interference of
laser beams reflected from three microindentations on a specimen surface. The ISSR can
simultaneously measure the in-plane strains and the out-of-plane slopes. Ring-core cut-
ting is a mechanical stress relief method. When used with the ISSR technique for residual
stress measurement, the ring core can be made much smaller than used with the resis-
tance strain rosette. Thus, more localized residual stresses can be measured. The theories
of the ISSR/ring-core cutting method are described in this paper. Both mechanical and
finite element models are developed for the incremental ring-core cutting process with the
application of the ISSR technique. The stress-strain coefficients of the ISSR/ring-core
method are calculated and nondimensionalized for general applications. A test example
is given to demonstrate how residual stress distribution is determined by using the stress-
strain coefficients and the ISSR data. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198251�

1 Introduction
Ring-core cutting combined with a resistance strain rosette

�RSR� was used to measure residual stresses. Ring-core cutting
method mills an annular groove to relieve residual stresses around
a resistance strain-gage rosette. The resistance strain rosette is
bonded on the surface for strain measurement during the ring-core
cutting �1�. Because of connecting electrical wires of the RSR and
the complicated measurement system, the RSR/ring-core method
is far less used than the RSR/hole-drilling method. Since discon-
necting and reconnecting the RSR wires for each incremental cut-
ting step would possibly cause circuit instability and lead to sig-
nificant errors, the wires have to be led vertically upward through
the hollow drive spindle �1�. Thus, the cutting and measurement
equipment is very complicated. Besides mechanical milling meth-
ods, some researchers use electron discharge machining �EDM�
apparatus to burn the material and create a ring-core groove �2�.
Exact ring-core shape and accurate depth measurement are re-
quired for each cutting step. Hence, the operation of material re-
moval with EDM is very technique demanding. The EDM process
could also induce large errors on the residual stresses.

The ring-core cutting has several advantages over the hole-
drilling release residual stresses: �i� the relieved strains are one
order of magnitude larger than in the hole-drilling so that it offers
greater measurement sensitivity; �ii� the ring-core cutting causes
no stress concentration on the gage grid and can be used to quan-
tify the stress larger than half of yield strength; �iii� the ring-core
method is less sensitive to the location of the drilling when used

with a strain rosette �3�. On the theoretical development, similar to
the application in the hole-drilling method, the integral method
was applied in the incremental ring-core cutting problem to in-
clude the change of the groove geometry �4�. Various cutting in-
crement distributions were investigated, and an optimized incre-
ment distribution was proposed �5�. The assumption of uniform
stress distribution is normally made within each removed layer
where the measured strains are averaged strains over the gage
grids of the rosette. Therefore, the size of the rosette is a critical
factor in improving the resolution and accuracy of strain measure-
ment. The magnitude of the inner diameter is limited by the size
of the rosette. The commonly used resistance rosette for the ring-
core cutting has a 12 mm diameter �measuring grid with carrier�
and the length of measuring grid is about half of the diameter. The
corresponding core diameter is about 14 mm for this type of RSR.
If a smaller ring-core could be cut, more localized residual
stresses can be measured. This can improve the resolution and
accuracy of strain measurement, especially at the locations with
high stress gradients.

To overcome the difficulties of the RSR/ring-core method, op-
tical methods may be considered due to their noncontacting na-
ture. Different optical methods, such as Morié, holography, and
speckle methods have been used with the hole drilling to measure
residual stresses �6,7�. However, when any of the above methods
would be utilized in conjunction with the ring-core method to
measure residual stresses, it would be difficult to acquire reliable
fringe patterns in a small core area. According to our literature
review, there has been no published paper about optical method
applied with the ring-core cutting for residual stress measurement.

Optical gages have been developed to measure strains, such as
the grating diffraction strain gage �7�, diffractographic strain gage
�8�, and the interferometric strain/displacement gage �ISDG� �9�.
The ISDG is based on interference of laser reflected from two
grooves, and a biaxial ISDG developed later can be used to mea-
sure two orthogonal strains �10�. The interferometric strain/slope
rosette �ISSR� technique �11� is extended from the ISDG. The
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ISSR has high accuracy for measurements of three strain compo-
nents and three out-of-plane slopes �12�. Besides its noncontacting
nature, the ISSR has extremely short gage length �50–250 �m�.
When the ISSR is applied to specimens with complex geometry,
its miniature size makes strain measurement effective in the areas
with steep stress gradients. The ISSR method has been tested
through various calibration experiments, such as measurements in
a uniaxially stressed field on a thin-walled tube �13� and near a
through-hole on a loaded thin bar �14�. The test results have
shown good agreement with the theoretical solutions. The ISSR in
conjunction with the hole-drilling method has been developed as
means of residual stress measurement �14�.

In this paper, the ISSR is used with the ring-core method for
residual stress measurement. The diameter of central core used
with the ISSR is about 2 mm, only 1/7 of that used with the RSR.
Ring-core cutting and data acquisition are more convenient due to
the noncontacting nature of the ISSR. The purpose of this paper is
to develop the principles of the ISSR/ring-core cutting method. A
new mechanical model of incremental ring-core cutting must be
created to simulate the response of the ISSR. Furthermore, the
numerical methods, such as finite element analysis �FEA�, must
be implemented to set up the relationship between the residual
stresses and the ISSR strain measurements.

2 Theoretical Development of
ISSR/Ring-Core Method

2.1 Application of ISSR With Ring-Core Method. An ISSR
normally consists of three microindentations and can have a con-
figuration of delta or rectangular rosette. The � rosette contains
three six-faced indentations and these indentations form an equi-
lateral triangle as shown in Fig. 1. The size of indentations is in
the order of 10 �m, and the separation between a pair of inden-
tations or gage length is in the order of 100 �m. Under illumina-
tion by an incident laser beam, the six faces of each indentation in
a � rosette reflect and diffract the light in six directions, which are
60 deg apart from one another, and there exists an interference
fringe pattern in every 60 deg direction. Both in-plane and out-of-
plane displacements between the indentations cause the change of
the optical path length and, hence, the phase change between two
interfering laser beams. The strains and slopes are measured ac-
cording to the movement of the interference fringes. The govern-
ing equations �11� are

�d1

d1
=

�

2d1 sin �
��m1 + �m4�

�w1

d1
=

�

2d1�1 + cos ��
��m1 − �m4�

�d2

d2
=

�

2d2 sin �
��m3 + �m6�

�w2

d2
=

�

2d2�1 + cos ��
��m3 − �m6�

�d3

d3
=

�

2d3 sin �
��m2 + �m5�

�w3

d3
=

�

2d3�1 + cos ��
��m5 − �m2�

�1�

where � is the wavelength of the laser, � is the angle between the
incident laser beam and the reflected laser beams, di �i=1, 2, and
3� is the separation between each pair of the indentations or gage
length, �di is the relative in-plane displacement, �wi is the relative
out-of-plane displacement, �mj �j=1,2 , . . .6� is the change of the
fringe order in the interference pattern j, which is measured by a
six-channel linear-array system, and �di /di and �wi /di are strains
and slopes with respect to the direction of corresponding indenta-
tion separation, respectively.

For a thin plate in the plane stress state, if the material is iso-
tropic and linear elastic, and strains are small, the stresses are
uniformly distributed through the thickness of the plate. For a
ring-core cutting, Fig. 2 illustrates the relative positions of the ring
core and the ISSR, where R is the radius of central core and Rout
is the outer radius of the ring core. The rectangular and polar
coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 3, where �1 and �2 are the
maximum and minimum principal stresses, respectively, r is the
vector from the core center to the ISSR center, � is the angle from
the x-axis to the vector r, and � is the angle from the x-axis to the
direction of �1. Both � and � are defined to be positive in coun-
terclockwise direction. If the ring-core cutting is through the plate
thickness, the stresses around the central core are completely re-
lieved and only the strain relaxation on the central core needs to
be analyzed. As the relieved in-plane strains in polar coordinates,
�r, ��, and 	r� can be derived in terms of the original stresses in
Eq. �2�, where E is Young’s modulus and 
 is Poisson’s ratio.

Fig. 1 60 deg ISSR with three hexagonal pyramidal
indentations

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of ring core and ISSR

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of rectangular and polar coordi-
nates for the ISSR/ring-core method
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1 − 
 − �1 + 
�cos 2� �1 + 
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�

��
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�1 + �2

2

−
�1 − �2

2
cos 2�

�1 − �2

2
sin 2�

� �2�

2.2 Incremental Ring-Core Cutting/ISSR Method. Incre-
mental ring-core cutting must be conducted to obtain the distribu-
tion of residual stresses with respect to depth of cutting into the
material surface. The ring-core is cut around the ISSR layer by
layer. After the relieved strains are measured on the surface of the
specimen, residual stresses in the first layer of cutting can be
approximately calculated using the equation of the through-ring-
core case, e.g., Eq. �2�. To obtain more accurate solutions, the
geometry of the blind ring-core cut has to be taken into account
and numerical methods such as finite element analysis �FEA� need
to be adopted to calibrate the stress-strain relationship.

To simulate the removed ring of material during the first step of
cutting, normal and shear tractions with same depth are applied to
the inner and outer walls of the ring core. At any arbitrary angle,
the tractions applied to the inner and outer walls have same mag-
nitudes but opposite directions. A uniform plane-stress state is
assumed for the first layer of cutting. The tractions on a unit area
can be expressed in terms of the stress field as

Tr
in = ��1 + �2

2
� + ��1 − �2

2
�cos�2�� − ��� = − Tr

out �3a�

Tr�
in = −

�1 − �2

2
sin�2�� − ��� = − Tr�

out �3b�

where Tr
in is the normal traction acting on the inner wall, Tr

out is
the normal traction acting on the outer wall, Tr�

in and Tr�
out are

circumferential tractions acting on the inner wall and the outer
wall, respectively, �1 and �2 are the maximum and minimum
principal residual stresses at the first depth increment of cutting
respectively, and � and � are defined in Sec. 2.1 and are shown in
Fig. 3. The superposition of the original stress state and the stress
change due to cutting results in a final zero stress state �15�.

Let P=−���1+�2� /2�, Q=−���1−�2� /2�cos�2��−��� and R
= ��1−�2� /2 sin�2��−���, where P is called the hydrostatic radial
stress, Q is called the second-order harmonic radial stress and R is
called the second-order harmonic circumferential stress. If the ge-
ometry of the problem is axisymmetric, the displacements must
also show the same harmonics and symmetry as the tractions �16�.
P and Q are symmetric functions while R is anti-symmetric func-
tion. Since P and Q represent normal stresses, and R represents
shear stress; P, Q, and R are all symmetrical with respect to the
principal direction of �1. A symmetric and harmonic displacement
field would be resulted as

ur = A�r�P + B�r�Q u� = C�r�R uz = D�r�P + F�r�Q �4�

where r is the norm of the vector r as shown in Fig. 3, ur, u�, and
uz are displacement components in polar coordinates and ex-
pressed in terms of �1, �2, and �; A, B, C, D, and F are coeffi-
cients, which are functions of the ISSR position parameter r, core
radius R, outer radius Rout, Young’s modulus E, and Poisson’s
ratio 
. All these parameters are taken into account in the FEA.
For the model with Rout�2R, the coefficients A–F show little
dependence on the change of outer radius. Therefore, owing to the
usage of Rout larger than 2R, the variation of Rout would not be
taken into account when the coefficients are developed. The dis-
placement components are differentiated to calculate strains and
slopes. The relieved strains during the blind ring-core cutting are
derived to relate to the residual stresses in Eq. �5a� or Eq. �5b�.
When A�r�= �1−
�r /E, B�r�= �1+
�r /E, and C�r�= �1+
�r /E,
Eq. �5a� can be simplified to Eq. �2�, indicating the through-ring-
core cutting case

�
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�uz
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or

L1 = U11I1 �5b�

In Eq. �5b�, I1 is the 3�1 vector of unknown stresses, U11 is the
5�3 matrix of relaxation coefficients, and L1 is the 5�1 vector
of displacement derivatives including strains and slopes. The com-
ponents of strains and slopes are measured by the ISSR during the
ring-core cutting. There are five equations to be solved for the
three unknown stress components in Eq. �5a� or �5b�. The least-
squares method can be applied to solve this overdetermined prob-
lem and the solution can be obtained through the pseudoinversion.
The last two elements of the vector L1 represent the out-of-plane
slopes. If �1 is taken as a 3�1 vector with the first three elements
of the vector L1 and the upper 3�3 submatrix of the matrix U11
is designated as the matrix K11, the residual stresses can be cal-
culated by direct inversion as

I1 = K11
−1 · �1 �6�

The stress vector I1 can be solved if the coefficients in matrix U11
or K11 are provided. The determination of U11 and K11 relies on
the FEA and will be discussed in Sec. 3.1.

2.3 Application of Integral Method. The applied tractions
and the matrix formulation in the first step of ring-core cutting can
be generalized to the subsequent cutting steps. The isotropic ma-
terial and plane-stress assumptions are still valid in each removed
layer. The in-plane residual stresses are uniform for each depth
increment, but may vary with respect to the depths of increments.
Integral method was used for the resistance strain rosette and ring-
core method. Two sets of the relaxation coefficients were deter-
mined numerically through a boundary element method �4�. For
the ISSR/ring-core method, more relaxation coefficients are in-
volved in the mechanical model. Thus, a new scheme needs to be
developed for the stress calculation by using the integral method.
The relaxed strains in the various layers are expressed as

�
L1

L2

]

Ln

� = �
U11 0 ¯ 0

U21 U22 ¯ 0

] ] � ]

Un1 Un2 ¯ Unn

� · �
I1

I2

]

In

� ⇔ L = U · I �7�

If the form of direct inversion in Eq. �6� is used, the in-plane
strains can be expressed as

�
�1

�2

]

�n

� = �
K11 0 ¯ 0

K21 K22 ¯ 0

] ] � ]

Kn1 Kn2 ¯ Knn

� · �
I1

I2

]

In

� ⇔ � = K · I �8�

In Eq. �7�, each of Li, Ii, and Uij �1 j in� takes the same
form as L1, I1, and U11 in Eq. �5a�. Li represents the vector of
cumulative strains and slopes till the completion of the ith step of
cutting while �i in Eq. �8� only consists of the strain elements of
Li, Ii is the vector of residual stresses in the ith removed layer. Uij
is the matrix with incremental strain/slope relaxation coefficients
when the current cutting step is i and tractions are only applied to
the jth layer. Kij in Eq. �8� is the upper 3�3 submatrix of Uij.
After the ith cutting step is finished, the cumulative relaxed strains
are related to residual stresses in all the 1st–ith layers. The physi-
cal meanings of Kij matrices are illustrated by a three-step ring-
core cutting example shown in Fig. 4, where only the normal
tractions are plotted. In Fig. 4, it can be found that the variation of
ring-core geometry is taken into account for each step of cutting.
The stress components for each layer can be solved through the
inversion form of Eq. �7� or �8�.

3 Numerical Calibrations of Relaxation Coefficients
In this section, a finite element model is developed to simulate

the process of ring-core cutting around the ISSR. The relaxation

coefficients in Uij and Kij are numerically calibrated by applying
the loads on the boundary of the model. The coefficients are also
nondimensionalized for general applications.

3.1 Finite Element Analysis of the Problem. A three-
dimensional problem with axisymmetric geometry can be reduced
to a two-dimensional problem by means of Fourier expansion
�17�. The axisymmetric element ANSYS PLANE83, is used in the
finite element modeling. Each node has three degrees of freedom,
which are translations in x, y, and z directions. The geometry of
this thick plate model is shown in Fig. 5. The model width and
height are chosen sufficiently large with respect to the ring-core
dimensions to minimize the influence caused by constraints. Se-
lection of a suitable constraint is based on the clamping and sup-
porting conditions in the test. The model is originally built in a
rectangular shape, and the elements in GEFH zone in Fig. 5 are
gradually removed to simulate the layer-by-layer ring-core cut-
ting. The finite element mesh in the ring-core area is shown in Fig.
6, where the elements in several layers have been “killed.” The
zeroth and second-order harmonic loads are applied to the inner
and outer walls. With given magnitudes of loads, the displacement
response at the ISSR on the core surface can be obtained.

For an equibiaxial stress case ��1=1 MPa and �2=1 MPa�, Eq.
�4� yields

uz = − D�r�

ur = − A�r� �9�

For a pure shear stress case ��1=1 MPa and �2=−1 MPa�, Eq. �4�
results in the following displacement field:

ur = − B�r�cos 2�� − ��

u� = C�r�sin 2�� − ��

Fig. 4 Mechanical model used to calculate the relaxation ma-
trices K11−K33

Fig. 5 Geometry of finite element model
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uz = − F�r�cos 2�� − �� �10�

B, C, and F are related to the displacements caused by the second-
order harmonic tractions. Hence, all the ur, u�, and uz in Eq. �10�
consist of displacements caused by both radial and circumferential
tractions.

By setting different loading cases and angles in Eqs. �9� and
�10�, A, B, C, D, and F can be determined. In practice, the cumu-

lative displacement coefficients Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄, and F̄ are obtained
when the applied loads are cumulative tractions. For different cut-
ting depths and loading depths, the finite element model can al-

ways generate Ā– F̄ values at all the mesh points on the core
surface. If H represents the current cutting depth, and the tractions
are applied from the surface down to a cutting depth h �0h

H�, Ā is a function of H, h, and r. For a given H and h, a series

of Ā values are obtained when r ranges from the core center to the
core edge, and these values can be fitted by a continuous function
as

Ā = a1 + a2r + a3r2 + a4r3 + a5r4 + a6r5 + a7r6 + a8r7 �11�

where a1 ,a2 , . . . ,a8 are constants of fit. Similarly, B̄, C̄, D̄, and F̄
can also be calculated. When the current cutting step is i with the
cutting depth of H and tractions are applied from surface down to
each cutting depth h with the jth step �0 j i�, the cumulative

displacement coefficients can be denoted as Āij, B̄ij, C̄ij, D̄ij, and

F̄ij.

3.2 Nondimensionalized Strain/Slope Coefficients. The ma-

trix Uij with cumulative relaxation coefficients is denoted as Ûij.
To simplify the problem, the angle � is set to zero in the matrix

Ûij. Hence, the x-axis is in the direction of vector r and through

the ISSR center. Several coefficients in Ûij are zeros as shown in

Ûij = �
�Āij�r�

�r

�B̄ij�r�
�r

0

Āij�r�
r

B̄ij�r�
r

−
2C̄ij�r�

r
0

0 0 −
2B̄ij�r�

r
−

�C̄ij�r�
�r

+
C̄ij�r�

r

�D̄ij�r�
�r

�F̄ij�r�
�r

0

0 0 −
2F̄ij�r�

r

�
= �

Âij B̂ij 0

Ĉij D̂ij 0

0 0 F̂ij

Ĝij Ĵij 0

0 0 T̂ij

� �12�

The strain/slope relaxation coefficients Âij, B̂ij, Ĉij, D̂ij, F̂ij, Ĝij,

Ĵij, and T̂ij are calculated from the cumulative displacement coef-

ficients Āij – F̄ij. The coefficients Âij – T̂ij are not only functions of
the dimension ratios H /R, h /R, and r /R, but also functions of the
elastic properties �E and 
�. To apply the coefficients to different

engineering materials, Âij – T̂ij are transformed to be independent
of material constants. Based on the aluminum material �E

=70 GPa and 
=0.33� and the thick plate model shown in Fig. 5,

the cumulative coefficients in Ûij are nondimensionalized with
respect to E and 
 as

Âij� =
E

1 − 

Âij B̂ij� = EB̂ij Ĉij� =

E

1 − 

Ĉij D̂ij� = ED̂ij

F̂ij� = EF̂ij Ĝij� = E�1 + 
�Ĝij Ĵij� = E�1 + 
�Ĵij T̂ij� = E�1 + 
�T̂ij

�13�

The cumulative strain/slope relaxation coefficients Âij� – T̂ij� are in-
dependent of the material properties. For the given ratios of r /R,

H /R, and h /R �0hH�, the coefficients Âij� – T̂ij� �0 j i� are
calculated using Eqs. �9�–�13� and recorded in Table 1.

Within elastic range, the nondimensionalized coefficients in
Table 1 can be applied to many isotropic and linear elastic engi-
neering materials, and the coefficients are suitable for various
ring-core geometry. Most of engineering materials have close
Poisson’s ratios. Some metal materials with 
 ranging from 0.28
to 0.33 are examined. After nondimensionalization, using Eq.

�13�, Â�, B̂�, Ĉ�, D̂�, and F̂� have shown little dependence on 
.
These coefficients represent in-plane strain relaxation. For out-of-

plane slope coefficients Ĝ�, Ĵ�, and T̂�, although the dependence
on 
 is reduced through the nondimensionalization, they are still

related to the ratio 
. For example, most values of Ĝ�, Ĵ� and T̂� at
r /R=0.4 have �7% differences between the values calculated
with 
=0.28 and 
=0.33. But for some cutting depths, the differ-
ences can be �10%.

In Table 1, the nondimensionalized coefficients for the through
ring-core cutting are calculated using Eqs. �2� and �13�. Ideally,
the coefficients of a blind ring core should be smaller in magni-
tude than those from a through ring core. However, when the
ISSR position is near the core edge and the cutting depth is large,

e.g., r /R=0.8 and H /R=h /R=0.6, Â�, B̂�, Ĉ�, and F̂� show values
greater than the through-ring-core coefficients. The constraints of
type I in Fig. 5 are used as the constraint conditions in the calcu-
lation of Table 1. Only slight differences are observed between the
two sets of coefficients calculated by using type I and type II
constraints. For a thick plate model with length and thickness
beyond certain values, the constraints on the sides of the model
show little influence on the surface area of the ring core.

4 Determination of Residual Stresses

4.1 Residual Stress Calculation. In the ring core cutting test,
if the cutting depth ratios are the same as listed in Table 1, the

Fig. 6 Finite element mesh of local ring-core area
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nondimensional coefficients Âij� – T̂ij� are directly looked up from
Table 1. Otherwise, the coefficients in Table 1 need to be interpo-
lated in terms of the depth increments in the test. The coefficients

Âij – T̂ij �0 j i� can then be back-calculated through Eq. �13�.

With the calculated coefficients Âij – T̂ij, the matrix Ûij can be
obtained and the matrix with incremental coefficients can be cal-

culated through subtractions between two adjacent Ûij matrices,
e.g.,

Table 1 Nondimensionalized cumulative coefficients in matrix Û�

r /R
H /R h /R Â� B̂� Ĉ� D̂� F̂� Ĝ� Ĵ� T̂�
Through ring core 1 1.33 1 −1.33 −2.66

0.2 0.05 0.05 0.0634 0.0474 0.0592 −0.0373 −0.1028 −0.0098 −0.0098 −0.0046
0.1 0.05 0.0804 0.0570 0.0820 −0.0500 −0.1284 −0.0092 −0.0092 −0.0012

0.1 0.1465 0.1049 0.1489 −0.1018 −0.2215 −0.0070 −0.0065 0.0063
0.2 0.05 0.1150 0.0835 0.1147 −0.0755 −0.1783 −0.0103 −0.0092 0.0037

0.1 0.2182 0.1571 0.2167 −0.1523 −0.3194 −0.0094 −0.0069 0.0158
0.2 0.3835 0.2774 0.3694 −0.2698 −0.5460 −0.0249 −0.0166 0.0260

0.4 0.05 0.1565 0.1374 0.1538 −0.1246 −0.2799 −0.0188 −0.0216 0.0144
0.1 0.3008 0.2599 0.2945 −0.2465 −0.5140 −0.0261 −0.0303 0.0360
0.2 0.5578 0.4708 0.5342 −0.4486 −0.9140 −0.0599 −0.0594 0.0628
0.4 0.8476 0.7180 0.8223 −0.6941 −1.4084 −0.1167 −0.0954 0.0918

0.6 0.05 0.1709 0.1763 0.1684 −0.1623 −0.3567 −0.0232 −0.0359 0.0282
0.1 0.3295 0.3343 0.3237 −0.3187 −0.6609 −0.0348 −0.0573 0.0619
0.2 0.6158 0.6078 0.5933 −0.5818 −1.1848 −0.0770 −0.1075 0.1091
0.4 0.9854 0.9644 0.9636 −0.9358 −1.8977 −0.1562 −0.1744 0.1678
0.6 1.1143 1.1103 1.1037 −1.0900 −2.1992 −0.1799 −0.1816 0.1762

0.4 0.05 0.05 0.0767 0.0557 0.0636 −0.0516 −0.0937 0.0072 0.0071 0.0049
0.1 0.05 0.1123 0.0783 0.0858 −0.0652 −0.1271 0.0013 0.0017 0.0062

0.1 0.2018 0.1430 0.1569 −0.1185 −0.2505 −0.0168 −0.0133 0.0110
0.2 0.05 0.1576 0.1146 0.1220 −0.0905 −0.1898 −0.0122 −0.0114 0.0127

0.1 0.2947 0.2138 0.2318 −0.1695 −0.3752 −0.0442 −0.0388 0.0241
0.2 0.4766 0.3518 0.3963 −0.2970 −0.6503 −0.0885 −0.0688 0.0489

0.4 0.05 0.2039 0.1768 0.1635 −0.1371 −0.2993 −0.0324 −0.0429 0.0395
0.1 0.3863 0.3325 0.3144 −0.2596 −0.5852 −0.0838 −0.0978 0.0746
0.2 0.6684 0.5749 0.5704 −0.4722 −1.0509 −0.1699 −0.1755 0.1406
0.4 0.9484 0.8358 0.8577 −0.7387 −1.5793 −0.2781 −0.2444 0.2089

0.6 0.05 0.2171 0.2150 0.1778 −0.1715 −0.3721 −0.0415 −0.0740 0.0687
0.1 0.4124 0.4053 0.3428 −0.3256 −0.7245 −0.1016 −0.1563 0.1298
0.2 0.7200 0.7085 0.6277 −0.5950 −1.3083 −0.2046 −0.2794 0.2390
0.4 1.0683 1.0764 0.9935 −0.9676 −2.0498 −0.3563 −0.4138 0.3699
0.6 1.1484 1.2020 1.1174 −1.1289 −2.3354 −0.3845 −0.4146 0.3800

0.6 0.05 0.05 0.1235 0.0908 0.0750 −0.0586 −0.1665 −0.0233 −0.0219 0.0044
0.1 0.05 0.1651 0.1177 0.1033 −0.0754 −0.2118 −0.0302 −0.0275 0.0104

0.1 0.2864 0.2067 0.1850 −0.1438 −0.3660 −0.0462 −0.0373 0.0242
0.2 0.05 0.2375 0.1783 0.1460 −0.1027 −0.2939 −0.0556 −0.0526 0.0271

0.1 0.4341 0.3247 0.2729 −0.2010 −0.5307 −0.0978 −0.0857 0.0567
0.2 0.6824 0.5195 0.4523 −0.3571 −0.8794 −0.1959 −0.1546 0.1029

0.4 0.05 0.2937 0.2572 0.1908 −0.1447 −0.4135 −0.1022 −0.1302 0.0789
0.1 0.5434 0.4740 0.3616 −0.2837 −0.7608 −0.1883 −0.2307 0.1538
0.2 0.9063 0.7988 0.6380 −0.5261 −1.3262 −0.3799 −0.4154 0.2785
0.4 1.1126 1.0533 0.9145 −0.8267 −1.8969 −0.5550 −0.5389 0.3882

0.6 0.05 0.3014 0.2873 0.2040 −0.1735 −0.4749 −0.1155 −0.1803 0.1256
0.1 0.5581 0.5313 0.3877 −0.3393 −0.8784 −0.2139 −0.3245 0.2418
0.2 0.9340 0.9037 0.6902 −0.6309 −1.5440 −0.4277 −0.5806 0.4346
0.4 1.1712 1.2427 1.0364 −1.0320 −2.3035 −0.6563 −0.8023 0.6417
0.6 1.1538 1.3204 1.1305 −1.1989 −2.5404 −0.6225 −0.7460 0.6344

0.8 0.05 0.05 0.2862 0.2026 0.1008 −0.0865 −0.2676 −0.0133 −0.0066 0.0121
0.1 0.05 0.4486 0.3168 0.1428 −0.1082 −0.3825 −0.0862 −0.0758 0.0269

0.1 0.6862 0.4957 0.2475 −0.2047 −0.6979 −0.2111 −0.1781 0.0566
0.2 0.05 0.5733 0.4304 0.2000 −0.1372 −0.5199 −0.2108 −0.2187 0.0735

0.1 0.9343 0.7141 0.3641 −0.2704 −0.9807 −0.4582 −0.4475 0.1460
0.2 1.1289 0.9225 0.5614 −0.4816 −1.4837 −0.6683 −0.6097 0.2399

0.4 0.05 0.6020 0.4881 0.2457 −0.1722 −0.6277 −0.2894 −0.3622 0.1688
0.1 0.9874 0.8226 0.4538 −0.3417 −1.1889 −0.6065 −0.7114 0.3235
0.2 1.2302 1.1272 0.7473 −0.6408 −1.8991 −0.9567 −1.0731 0.5580
0.4 1.1693 1.2656 0.9765 −0.9816 −2.3758 −0.9609 −1.0701 0.6858

0.6 0.05 0.5993 0.4990 0.2562 −0.1929 −0.6636 −0.2977 −0.4129 0.2304
0.1 0.9817 0.8435 0.4746 −0.3820 −1.2574 −0.6211 −0.8052 0.4389
0.2 1.2173 1.1661 0.7882 −0.7186 −2.0263 −0.9794 −1.2336 0.7611
0.4 1.1337 1.3415 1.0705 −1.1462 −2.6187 −0.9911 −1.3066 1.0090
0.6 1.0534 1.3756 1.1263 −1.3012 −2.7410 −0.7875 −1.1101 0.9428
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Uij = Ûij − Ûi,j−1 �14�

Since Uij is the submatrix of U at the ith row and jth column, the
matrix U can be constructed. The matrix K can be obtained as
well.

The strains and slopes at the location of the ISSR are measured
for each depth increment of ring-core cutting. Therefore, the
strain/slope vectors �L and �� are experimentally determined with
the accumulation of the strains and slopes. The stress vector I is
calculated using the inversion form of Eq. �7� or �8�. If the three
elements of the stress vector I j for the jth depth increment can be
recorded as I j�1�, I j�2�, and I j�3�, the uniform principal stresses
and principal angle can be calculated as

�1j,�2j = − I j�1� ± 	I j
2�2� + I j

2�3� � j =
1

2
arctan
−

I j�3�
I j�2��

�15�
The stresses in the original coordinate system can be obtained
through transformation as


�xx,j �xy,j

�xy,j �yy,j
� = 
cos � j − sin � j

sin � j cos � j
�
�1j 0

0 �2j
�
 cos � j sin � j

− sin � j cos � j
�

�16�
Therefore, the stress distribution can be determined with the ap-
plication of Eq. �16� to each depth increment.

4.2 Discussion of Experimental Parameters. The test pa-
rameters that can have influences on the measurement sensitivity
are the ISSR position on the core surface, the ISSR gage length,
the radius of the central core, the total depth of the blind ring-core
cutting, and the depth of each cutting increment. These parameters
are experimentally determined in the ring-core cutting test and the
measurement of the parameters will be discussed in Part II �18�.
These parameters are also numerically examined for the best sen-
sitivity and measurement accuracy. On the core surface, the core
radius r can be chosen within the range 0.25r /R0.65, which
not only avoids the plasticity effect near the core edge but also
ensures enough sensitive response. Cutting depth H /R0.7 is a
suitable range to perform the test. For H /R�0.7, the core surface
is no longer sensitive to the release of residual stresses in the deep
layers and the errors in the calculation increase considerably.
Some other researchers also suggest the similar maximum cutting
depth �4�.

4.3 Residual Stress Determination for Ultrasonic Spot
Weld. In this section, a test on the ultrasonic spot weld is de-
scribed to demonstrate the calculation procedure of the ISSR/ring-
core method �19�. As a newly developed joining process, ultra-
sonic spot welding is conducted through the mechanical vibration
at very high frequency. The upper sheet for joining is in contact
with the vibrating sonotrode, and the vibration energy and clamp-

ing pressure act on the upper spot face. The lower sheet is sup-
ported by a stationary anvil. Because of depressing and clamping,
a concave occurs on the top surface of the spot weld and a bulge
is found on the bottom surface of the spot weld. The temperature
gradients cause the inhomogeneous deformations in the material
during the mass transportation. The residual stresses in the ultra-
sonic spot weld are valuable for the failure analysis and need to be
determined.

The top view of the test coupon is shown in Fig. 7. Both top
and bottom sheets are �0.9 mm in thickness. The spot weld is
small with a diameter of 6 mm. The conventional residual stress
measurement methods such as resistance strain rosette, are diffi-
cult to be applied to the tiny weld. A ring-core cutting test with the
ISSR method was conducted at the center of the spot weld on the
bottom surface. The bottom side of the coupon after the ring core
cutting is shown in Fig. 8. The dimension parameters of the ring
core are measured under the microscope and recorded in Table 2.

Eight steps of cutting were conducted on the spot weld. The
strain data of eight-step cutting are plotted at the end of each
cutting increment in Fig. 9 as marked symbols. The strains are
also fitted by the fourth-order polynomials and shown in Fig. 9.
The fitted strains are used to calculate the residual stresses. For the
convenience of the calculation, the rectangular coordinate system
needs to be rotated 110.8 deg in the counterclockwise direction to
the new polar coordinate system, where � equals to zero. Corre-
spondingly, strain components, �xx, �yy, and 	xy are transformed
into �rr, ���, and 	r�.

Each of the first three cutting increments is 0.025 mm, and the
subsequent cutting increment is 0.1 mm. The nondimensionalized
cumulative relaxation coefficients are listed in Table 3. �Only the
coefficients of the first five cutting steps are listed.� To obtain the
results with higher accuracy, the interpolation is based on a table

similar to the Table 1 but with finer depth increments. K̂ij� , the

upper 3�3 submatrix of matrix Ûij� , is obtained from Table 3.

Then each K̂ij� is transformed back to K̂ij through Eq. �13�. After
the subtractions are conducted to calculate the incremental coef-
ficients, all the Kij matrices can be obtained. The residual stresses
are calculated through the iteration form of Eq. �8� as

Table 2 Parameters of the ring-core on the spot weld

Ring-core outer radius Central core radius
Rout=2.506±0.002 mm R=0.955±0.002 mm

ISSR position in polar coordinates
r=0.413±0.002 mm �=110.8±0.2 deg

Fig. 7 Top surface of spot-weld coupon

Fig. 8 Bottom surface of spot-weld coupon after the ring-core
cutting
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Ii = Kii
−1�i − Kii

−1�
j=1

i−1

KijI j� �17�

where 1 j i8 for this test. The results of residual stresses are
in polar coordinates and can be transformed into the original rect-
angular coordinates. The residual stress results are plotted at the
middle of each depth increment in Fig. 10. The calculated residual
stresses are fitted by the fifth-order polynomials and shown as
stress distributions in Fig. 10. �xx �stress in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the coupon� and �yy �stress in the transverse direction of
the coupon� are both in tension and reach the maximum values
near the bottom surface. The material in the weld of bottom sheet
was forced by the mass squeeze to bulge out. This expanding
effect is the source to generate the internal tension stress in the
weld of the bottom sheet. Being tiny and localized, the ISSR has
demonstrated its advantages through the application on the ultra-
sonic spot weld.

5 Conclusion
The interferometric strain/slope rosette technique combined

with ring-core cutting method is successfully developed in order
to measure residual stress distributions with depths into material
surface. A mechanical model is established to simulate the incre-
mental ring-core cutting process around the ISSR. The strain re-
sponse of the ISSR is derived to relate to the residual stresses.
Using the integral method, the analyses and equations in the first
step of ring-core cutting are generalized to the subsequent cutting
steps. By employing the FEA and solving the ring-core model, the
strain/slope relaxation coefficients are determined. To measure
uniform residual stresses, a through-thickness ring-core cutting
case is analyzed and the corresponding relaxation coefficients are
recorded in the first row of Table 1. Nonuniform residual stresses
can be determined as a distribution with depth by conducting the
incremental ring-core cutting test and applying the interpolation of
the strain/slope relaxation coefficients recorded in Table 1. The
procedures are developed to determine residual stress distribution
with depth. Residual stress determination on an ultrasonic spot
weld demonstrates the unique applicability of the method and the
calculation procedures of residual stresses from the measured
ISSR data.
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Application of Miniature
Ring-Core and Interferometric
Strain/Slope Rosette to
Determine Residual Stress
Distribution With Depth—Part II:
Experiments
The theoretical development of the interferometric strain/slope rosette (ISSR) and ring-
core cutting method is described in Part I of the paper [K. Li and W. Ren, ASME J. Appl.
Mech. 74(2), 298–306 (2007)]. In Part II, experiments are presented to demonstrate the
applicability of the method. The procedures of experimentation are developed. An ISSR/
ring-core cutting system was established and its measurement stability and accuracy
were examined in a two-step measurement program. By repeating the two-step measure-
ment procedures, several incremental ring-core cutting experiments were conducted. Re-
sidual stress distribution is calculated from the measured ISSR data by using the relax-
ation coefficients calibrated in Part I of the paper. Measurement resolution, accuracy,
and sensitivity of the ISSR/ring-core method are evaluated. Tests on a titanium block
show the reliability of the method in comparison with the results obtained by using other
measurement methods. The new method is also applied on a laser weld which demon-
strates its uniqueness to measure residual stresses in small areas with high stress gradi-
ents. The experiments show advantages of the ISSR/ring-core method, such as miniature
size, noncontacting nature, and high sensitivity. The method can be effectively used to
measure residual stress distributions with depth on various manufactured components.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2198252�

1 Introduction
The ring-core method was introduced in a companion paper �1�.

The ring-core cutting has not been widely used with the resistance
strain rosette �RSR� due to the drawbacks, including the inaccu-
racy caused by the large size of the RSR and instability due to the
wire connection of the RSR. In Part II, the optical strain measure-
ment method—interferometric strain/slope rosette �ISSR� is used
with the ring-core cutting for residual stress measurement. The
ISSR is tiny and its commonly used gauge length is between
50 �m and 250 �m. The diameter of the ring-core with the ISSR
is only one-seventh of that with a RSR. Thus, more localized
residual stresses can be measured. The ISSR is a laser-based tech-
nique and the measurement system is noncontacting. Only three
tiny indentations need to be made on the core surface and they
constitute an optical rosette. Bonding and wiring are not necessary
for the ISSR which makes it convenient to perform ring-core cut-
ting. According to a previous study of the ISSR technique �2�, the
in-plane strain measurements are not influenced by the in-plane
rigid-body motion, and the out-of-plane displacement derivative
measurements are not influenced by the out-of-plane rigid-body
motion. Influences of in-plane rigid-body motion on out-of-plane
displacement derivative measurements and out-of-plane rigid-

body motion on in-plane strain measurements can be compensated
�2�. In comparison with other interferometric methods, such as
holography and Moiré methods, the ISSR method is less sensitive
to the rigid-body motion and vibrations from the environment.
The small gauge length, high accuracy, and insensitivity to vibra-
tions make the ISSR feasible to be used with the ring-core cutting
method. Although the mechanical model and finite element model
have been developed in Part I �1�, the feasibility of the method
must be experimentally validated. The test system and procedures
must be established. The accuracy and resolution of the measure-
ment technique need to be evaluated. In the following sections,
the ISSR test system and procedures are described. The reliability
of the method is tested through experiments.

2 Setup and Evaluation of Test System
An ISSR/ring-core system was established to conduct tests and

data acquisition. In this section, the construction of the system is
explained thoroughly. Its measurement stability and accuracy are
studied through a two-step test program.

2.1 Construction of the ISSR Test System. An ISSR system
was constructed for use with a delta rosette. The system can be set
up horizontally or vertically. The vertical setup can be located in
front of any machine. The ISSR system is normally used for real-
time measurements. When several loading steps are continuously
applied to the specimen, the ISSR keeps recording the strain in-
crements in real time for each loading step.

Figure 1 shows a horizontal setup of the ISSR measurement
system. The light source is an 8 mW He–Ne laser �wavelength
�=0.6328 �m�. The reflection angle of a mirror can be adjusted
to ensure that the incident laser beam is vertically downward,
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which is in the normal direction of the horizontal specimen sur-
face. The clamping fixture is mounted on the base and the speci-
men can be translated and locked in the fixture. After a delta ISSR
is indented on the specimen surface and the ISSR area is illumi-
nated by an incident laser beam, six interferometric fringe patterns
would appear in the directions of reflection, which are separated
60 deg apart from each other. Six linear photodiode arrays are
used to record the six interferometric fringe patterns. The linear
photodiode arrays convert the optical intensity signals into the
voltage signals �2�. Each photodiode array is installed in the sat-
ellite board. Six satellite boards are mounted on the supporting
frames of the system structure and can be translated in all three
directions and rotated by two angles. Each satellite board is con-
nected to a mother evaluation board by the extended analog and
digital cables, which allow the satellite boards to be remotely
located. The mother boards and the satellite boards work together
as circuitry support to power and control the linear photodiode
arrays. Data acquisition proceeds simultaneously for all six
channels.

A computer equipped with an acquisition board can perform
A/D conversion at a sampling rate of 250 kHz. Differential analog
inputs are used to reduce the common mode noise. The voltage
signals from the photodiodes and mother boards are digitized by
the A/D conversion process. Several programs were developed to
operate the A/D board, digitize the analog signals, and record the
data �2�. The digitized optical intensity of the interference patterns
would show a sinusoidal shape. The peaks and valleys of the
sinusoidal curves represent the light and dark interferometric
fringes. For a two-step measurement with a loading increment, the
program was developed to record the fringe patterns before and
after loading, obtain the fringe shifts according to the differences
of the dark fringes �valley points� between two patterns, and cal-
culate the strains and slopes. The data acquisition and strain/slope
calculation are on a real-time basis because only little time is
required for instant processing.

2.2 Evaluation of Test System. With the deformations mea-
sured by the ISSR in real time, the program for the two-step
measurement acquires two sets of data separately. To evaluate the
measurement procedure and the computer program, various
tensile/compressive tests are conducted on a bar specimen. The
dimensions of the specimen are: Thickness—3.18 mm, width—
51.20 mm, and length—300 mm. The material properties of the

specimen are: Young’s modulus E=70 GPa, Poisson’s ratio �
=0.33, yielding stress �y =270 MPa, and ultimate stress �u
=310 MPa.

The first group of tests is so-called “zero-shift” experiments to
test the stability of the system. A vertical ISSR system is set up at
a distance of 44 cm from the specimen. The gauge length of the
ISSR is 250 �m. Two-step measurements are performed within a
few minutes. There is a constant load applied to hold the speci-
men. Ideally, the strain differences between the two steps should
be zero due to constant load, and the program should output zero
differences. But in real experiments, nonzero strains are recorded.
The strain differences in the transverse and axial directions of the
bar are measured by the ISSR and listed in Table 1. The maximum
difference of strain readings between the two measurements is
about 5 �� �microstrain�, which is a shear strain. The maximum
axial strain difference is about 4 ��. The nonzero results indicate
a sensitive response of the electrical-optical system to its
environment.

The second group of tests is to test the two-step measurement
program when loads are gradually applied. The test procedure is
similar to the above test except that the loading increments are no
longer zeros. In the axial direction, a RSG was bonded beside the
ISSR. The theoretical strains in both axial and transverse direc-
tions are calculated according to the elastic theory. The experi-
mental and theoretical results are listed in Table 2 and plotted in
Fig. 2. In the axial direction, the results of the ISSR are compared
with the theoretical calculation values and the experimental results
of the RSG. In the transverse direction, only theoretical results are
available for comparison with the results of the ISSR. For most of
loading steps, the measured strains by the ISSR agree well with
the results of theoretical calculation and those measured by the
RSG. The comparison shows that the developed ISSR system and
the two-step measurement program are reliable.

3 Incremental Ring-Core Cutting Experiments and
Analyses

A ring-core cut on an aluminum specimen is shown in Fig. 3.
An ISSR is on the surface of the core island. In comparison with
a U.S. penny, the size of the ring-core is very small. With a small
gauge length and noncontacting feature, the ISSR can be success-
fully used with the ring-core method to measure residual stresses
in local areas with high stress concentrations. An application ex-
ample of ISSR/ring-core on a small ultrasonic spot weld was pre-
sented in Part I of the paper �1�. In this section, the ISSR/ring-core
test procedure is first introduced. Then, two samples are used to
test the applicability of the method. The samples are a titanium
block after a shot-peening process and a steel tube cut from truck
frame after hydroforming and laser-welding processes. The pro-
cesses induced residual stresses. The relieved strains are measured
using the ISSR during the incremental ring-core cutting. The re-
sidual stresses are calculated from the measured strains according
to the theories developed in Part I of the paper �1�. The accuracy

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of ISSR measurement system

Table 1 Strains measured by the ISSR in “zero-shift”
experiments

Test No. Axial strain ���� Transverse strain ���� Shear strain ����

1 −1.66 −0.31 3.56
2 4.08 1.47 −5.38
3 −0.33 −1.34 1.56
4 4.28 −0.10 −0.52
5 2.42 1.51 1.61

Maximum
difference

4.28 1.51 5.38
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of the ISSR/ring-core method is evaluated. Results of residual
stresses are discussed and compared with the results obtained
through other methods.

3.1 Ring-Core Cutting and ISSR Measurement System.
The photograph of experimental setup for the ISSR/ring-core cut-
ting method is shown in Fig. 4. The ISSR measurement system is
constructed according to the schematic diagram illustrated in Fig.
1. The ring-core cutting system is installed underneath the laser
and satellite boards. As part of the ring-core cutting system, the
milling guide assembly is mounted above the clamping fixture.
The supports of the guide are screwed on the base. The milling
guide is similar to the drilling guide used in a standard hole-
drilling test.

Before each cutting is conducted, a drill is inserted into the
journal hole at the center of the guide. Each depth increment can
be well controlled through a micrometer with the smallest division
equal to 10−3 inches or 0.0254 mm and the stop collar of the
drilling guide. The drill with a central hole is specially designed
and manufactured, which can cut an annular groove and leave a
cylindrical central core on the surface of specimen. To shine the
laser on the ISSR area and to receive the corresponding fringe
patterns, the milling guide and drill are removed after the cutting.
The guide can be relocated precisely at the same position to en-
sure that each incremental cutting is conducted at the same ring-
core location. The testing system is mounted on a separate table
which isolates the optical sensors from the cutting system to mini-
mize the vibrations. Therefore, the influences from the environ-
ment are well controlled through the experimental design.

3.2 Test Procedures. An ISSR/ring-core cutting experiment
requires three major procedures: Test preparation, experiment op-

eration, and data processing. Test preparation includes specimen
preparation and test system adjustment. Normally, the surface of
test specimens is slightly polished with diamond paste. Under a
microhardness tester, the ISSR indentations are created on the
specimen surface with suitable sizes by adjusting the indenting
force and time. The specimen is clamped in a precision vise, and
the whole vise assembly is translated to the position where the
indentation is to be made. After three small indentations are cre-
ated, the specimen is installed in the fixture of cutting system.
Precaution must be taken to avoid extra stresses induced due to
the clamping. Under illumination of a laser, the reflection mirror is
adjusted to direct the incident laser beam to be perpendicular to
the sample surface. The ISSR is translated to appear in the area of
the illumination. Each satellite board is adjusted to be perpendicu-
lar to the reflected beam and locked at proper position where the
fringe pattern is intercepted with the best quality.

The reference fringe patterns are first recorded before a cutting
step. Then, the milling guide is mounted above the specimen and
a required depth increment is milled. After the cutting, the milling
guide is removed and the perturbed fringe patterns are recorded.
The strains and slopes due to the stress relief at the depth incre-
ment are calculated using the two-step measurement programs.
For incremental ring-core cutting, this two-step measurement pro-
cedure needs to be repeated for each incremental cutting step. The
fringe shift is measured through comparison of two sets of the
patterns before and after each cutting step. Since the shifts are
normally much less than the one-quarter wavelength of the
fringes, the fringe movements can easily be traced. For example,
if four dark fringes are captured within a linear photodiode con-

Table 2 Comparison of the results of the ISSR measurements, the resistance-strain-gauge „RSG… measurements, and the theo-
retical calculations

Test No.

Tensile
stress
�MPa�

Axial strains ���� Transverse strains ����

Calculation ISSR �RSG�

Difference
between

ISSR and
RSG Calculation ISSR

Difference
between

calculation
and ISSR

1 27.6 395 385 394 −9 −130 −134 4
2 27.4 391 383 409 −26 −129 −144 15
3 −14.0 −199 −202 −213 11 66 82 −16
4 −16.4 −235 −251 −249 −2 77 100 −23
5 −24.9 −356 −358 −376 18 117 126 −9
6 −27.4 −391 −382 −408 26 129 137 −8
7 −35.3 −504 −524 −529 5 166 208 −42
8 −41.1 −586 −567 −592 25 194 200 −6

Fig. 2 Results of two-step ISSR measurements compared with
those obtained by RSG measurements and theoretical
calculations Fig. 3 Ring-core cut on the surface of aluminum bar
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sisting of 512 pixels, the averaged fringe shift of one-quarter
wavelength would correspond to 1000 �� of deformation, which
is much greater than the normal strain relaxation at a depth
increment.

After all the cutting steps are finished, the parameters, such as
the core radius and the ISSR position, are measured under the
microscope. The residual stresses are calculated according to Sec.
4.1 in Part I of the paper, and the results are saved in files and
displayed in figures.

3.3 Incremental Ring-Core Cutting on a Titanium Block.
To examine the reliability of the ISSR/ring-core cutting method, a
shot-peened titanium block was tested. Shot peening is a cold
working process to induce compressive residual stresses and im-
prove fatigue life. During the shot-peening process, the surface of
the titanium-alloy �TA6V� block �size 56�49�23 mm� is bom-
barded with small spherical media called shot �3� and large com-
pressive residual stresses are induced on the block surface. The
material properties of the titanium alloy are: Young’s modulus E
=110 GPa, Poisson’s ratio �=0.33, yield strength �y =830 MPa,
and ultimate strength �u=900–970 MPa.

Two ring-core cutting tests were conducted on the titanium al-
loy block and ten steps of cutting were performed for each test.
Each cutting increment was 0.0254 mm. The relieved strains at
each depth increment were measured by the ISSR. The x and y
axes are set along the longitudinal direction and widthwise direc-
tion of the block, respectively. The position parameters of the
ring-core cutting are defined and illustrated in Fig. 3 of Part I �1�,
and measured and recorded in Table 3 of this paper. The incre-
mentally relieved strains for Tests 1 and 2 are measured by the
ISSR and recorded in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The measured
strains at each depth increment are added up until the completion
of each depth increment to obtain the cumulative strains. The
cumulative strains of the two tests are plotted in Figs. 5�a� and
6�a�. The strains are fitted by the second-order polynomial
functions.

The marked symbols in Figs. 5�b� and 6�b� are the calculated
residual stresses for the two tests using the fitted strain curves.
Stress distributions are obtained after the calculated residual

stresses are fitted by high-order polynomials. For most of depth
increments, the normal stresses �xx and �yy are approximately
equal and the shear stress �xy is close to zero, which indicates an
equibiaxial stress state. The peak compressive stress is between
−700 MPa and −800 MPa for both tests. The stress distributions
of the two ISSR/ring-core tests compare closely with each other.

The random errors of fringe patterns measured in the zero-shift
tests are due to noise and influences from the environment.
Through the experiments and tests on the titanium block, the es-
timated random errors based on the ISSR/ring-core cutting setup
is ±4 �� for �xx and �yy, and ±3 �� for �xy. On the other hand,
the systematic errors are caused by the inaccurate measurement of
the experimental data and the parameters. Either the limited mea-
surement resolution or personal error during the test could lead to
the inaccurate measurement. The systematic errors can be divided
into two types. The first-type errors include the error of gauge-
length measurement and the inaccuracy of fringe-order counting.
The second-type systematic errors are mainly caused by the inac-
curate measurements of the core radius and the ISSR position. The
random errors and the first-type of systematic errors cause the
perturbations of the measured strains, while the second-type errors
induce the perturbations into the coefficient matrix.

The errors of the gauge-length measurement and the fringe-
order determination are the main concerns in the first-type system-
atic errors and can be analyzed by the governing equation. In both
tests on the titanium block, the indentations are made with a
200 �m gauge length. According to the precision of micrometer,
the error range for each gauge length is ±2 �m. Using the gov-
erning equation �Eq. �1�� in Part I of the paper �1�, the error ranges
in terms of the gauge-length measurement are estimated as ±1%
of the measured strains �xx, �yy, and �xy. Each photodiode has
512 pixels. The measurement resolution is 1 pixel. Hence, the er-
ror range of the measurement is ±0.5 pixel. The 	mj �j
=1,2 , . . . ,6� in the governing equation is the relative fringe shift,
which is obtained by dividing the absolute fringe shift with the
spacing �distance between two adjacent intensity minimums�.
Normally, by adjusting the distance between the photodiode and

Fig. 4 Setup of the ISSR system for incremental ring-core cut-
ting experiments

Table 3 Position parameters of the ring-core cutting on the
titanium block

Test No. Central core radius ISSR position in polar coordinates

1 R=1.048±0.002 mm r=0.332±0.002 mm 
=87.5±0.2°
2 R=1.041±0.002 mm r=0.422±0.002 mm 
=93.6±0.2°

Table 4 Measured incremental relieved strains for Test No. 1
on the titanium block

Depth �mm� �xx ���� �yy ���� �xy ����

0.0254 127.2 165.7 6.2
0.0508 102.3 130.7 −32.4
0.0762 149.9 168.7 −29.0
0.1016 94.6 82.7 13.1
0.127 180.0 200.5 −17.9
0.1524 78.2 117.1 −9.1
0.1778 51.3 73.3 18.0
0.2032 116.7 137.4 6.3
0.2286 124.4 160.3 −19.6
0.254 102.8 76.5 −4.9

Table 5 Measured incremental relieved strains for Test No. 2
on the titanium block

Depth �mm� �xx ���� �yy ���� �xy ����

0.0254 88.8 91.1 4.6
0.0508 180.8 207.8 23.7
0.0762 176.7 200.2 20.8
0.1016 90.8 202.4 −28.4
0.127 37.7 139.2 9.5
0.1524 125.5 94.9 −36.2
0.1778 150.6 166.3 8.9
0.2032 138.9 181.6 −19.6
0.2286 81.9 104.5 9.7
0.254 77.6 131.8 −9.8
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the sample for each channel, four to six periods of signal are
captured within the photodiode length. In this case, the errors due
to the resolution of fringe-shift measurement are estimated as
±0.6% of the measured strains �xx, �yy, and �xy for a 60° ISSR.

The errors induced from the strain measurement can propagate
during the stress backcalculation process and cause errors in the
residual stress results. In the ISSR/ring-core cutting experiment,
good accuracy can still be achieved when the residual stresses are
backcalculated with relatively small strain perturbations. As dis-
cussed above, the strain errors include the random errors and the
first-type systematic errors. The two types of errors are added and
substituted into the backcalculation scheme to examine the influ-
ences on the stress results. With the maximum error ranges of
4 ��+1.6% ��xx�, 4 ��+1.6% ��yy� and 3 ��+1.6% ��xy� added to
the fitted strains of the first-step cutting in Test No. 1 on the Ti
block, the root-mean-square values are calculated as the total
strain errors and substituted into the backcalculation scheme. The
estimated errors for the resultant principal stresses �1, �2, and
principal angle � are found to be 3.9%, 2.7%, and 1.7°,
respectively.

For the second-type of systematic errors, the measurement er-
rors of the core radius and ISSR position can affect the stress-
strain coefficient matrix and hence the stress results. The error
ranges of these parameters are recorded in Table 3. Numerical
analysis is conducted according to these error ranges. With current
measurement precision, it has been found that the error in the core

radius is negligible. The error in the radial coordinate of the ISSR
causes ±1.5%, ±1.5%, and ±3.0° errors on the principal stresses
�1, �2, and principal angle �, respectively. For most cutting steps,
the error of the angular coordinate of the ISSR causes ±1.5° error
on the principal angle �, but the influence on the �1 and �2 is
negligible. As an example, with both random and systematic er-
rors considered, the total stress errors are estimated as ±5% for
both �1 and �2 for the first depth increment of Test No. 1. In
comparison with the stress errors of the hole-drilling method �4�,
the ISSR/ring-core method has a smaller error range. With efforts
of accurate strain measurement and precise parameter determina-
tion, higher accuracy can be achieved in the residual stress mea-
surement with the ISSR/ring-core method.

The same shot-peened block was tested by using the ISSR/hole-
drilling method �4�. The residual stress results obtained by the
ring-core method in this work compare reasonably well with the
results in Ref. �4�. Both the ISSR/ring-core method and the ISSR/
hole-drilling method obtain approximately −800 MPa maximum
compressive residual stress near the surface. The trend of the
stress distribution is also similar, showing the decrease of the
stress magnitude with depth. The equibiaxial stress states are mea-
sured by both methods. The magnitude of the normal residual
stresses measured by the ring-core method quickly decreases to
the 200 MPa level at the depth of 0.13 mm, and thereafter the
stress magnitude decreases slowly until the depth of 0.25 mm. But
the magnitude of the normal stresses obtained by the hole-drilling

Fig. 5 Cumulative relieved strains and residual stresses for
Test No. 1 on the Ti-alloy block

Fig. 6 Cumulative relieved strains and residual stresses for
Test No. 2 on the Ti-alloy block
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method decreases almost linearly to 350 MPa from the surface to
0.25 mm. A close examination indicates that only four drilling
steps were taken between 0 and 0.25 mm in the hole-drilling test.
The large increments did not provide as many data points as the
ring-core method provided to fit a curve. In addition, a regulariza-
tion scheme used to stabilize the solutions of stresses at a deep
depth in the hole-drilling method could distort the distribution of
stresses over the initial depths of increments between 0 and
0.25 mm.

In summary, equibiaxial stress state is found in the sample with
a peak compression residual stress of −800 MPa. The measured
results of the two ring-core experiments show good agreement
with the previously published results of other research �4�. The
two ring-core tests have demonstrated excellent repeatability.

3.4 Incremental Ring-Core Cutting on Weld of Hydro-
formed Frame. In this section, an application of the ISSR/ring-
core method is introduced. As shown in Fig. 7, a test sample was
cut from a hydroformed frame. The sample is provided by an
automotive company. The material is AISI 1010 steel and the
properties are: E=205 GPa, and �=0.30. The sample dimensions
are illustrated in Fig. 8. The width of the laser weld is about
5 mm.

Since the laser weld is narrow, it is difficult to mount RSRs to
measure the residual stresses on the weld. The ISSR, being tiny,
was indented at the center of the laser weld. Then, a ring-core
cutting test was conducted. Ring-core geometry and ISSR position
parameters in the test were measured and are recorded in Table 6.
These parameters were measured under a microscope upon the
completion of the ring-core cutting. The parameters are defined
and illustrated in Fig. 3 of Part I �1�. Since the residual stresses

vary across the weld with steep gradients, a smaller core radius is
preferred to measure the residual stress distribution along the
width of the weld.

The coefficients calculated with the thick plate model are ap-
plied to solve for the stresses because the total cutting depth is
only one-fifth of the thickness of hydroformed tube. Since the
diameter of central core is comparable to the thickness of hydro-
formed tube, more accurate stress results can be obtained by using
the coefficients of a thin plate model. If the model is modified for
this thin plate case, only the thickness of the model needs to be
changed to a dimension 1.3 times of the central core diameter
while the other dimensions remain unchanged.

The relieved strains measured by the ISSR are recorded in
Table 7. In Fig. 9�a�, the measured strains of five steps of cutting
are cumulated till the completion of each increment and plotted at
the end of each cutting increment as the marked symbols. The
strains are also fitted by the third-order polynomials and shown in
Fig. 9�a�. With the same setup, the error ranges for the measure-
ment of the relieved strains are close to those of the tests on the
titanium blocks. The fitted strains are used to calculate residual
stresses. The stress-strain coefficients in Table 1 of Part I �1� are
used to calculate the residual stresses. In Fig. 9�b�, the results of
residual stresses are plotted at the middle position of each depth
increment. Stress distributions are obtained by fitting the calcu-
lated residual stresses with high-order polynomials.

The residual stress results shown in Fig. 9�b� are compared with
the results obtained by the ISSR/hole-drilling method in the same
laser weld at a different location �5�. Distributions of the longitu-
dinal stress �xx obtained by both methods compare well. Since �xx
is in the longitudinal direction of the welding, the close �xx values
at different locations show a uniform stress distribution along the
weld. The transverse stress �yy measured by the ISSR/ring-core
cutting method is in tension, increasing from zero to 200 MPa,
while it is in compression from 0 to 0.12 mm and in tension
from 0.12 mm to 0.48 mm and it increases from
−300 MPa to 100 MPa as measured by the hole-drilling method.
Noting that the location of the ring-core cutting is different from
that of the hole-drilling experiment, the results of the transverse
stress �yy obtained from the two methods are different. Despite
the difference of values, tensile stresses along the transverse di-
rection of the weld were measured by both methods. The tensile
stress in �yy is the most concerned stress component for the hy-
droformed part because it could add to the operation stress and
reduce the fatigue life. The tensile residual stress is induced due to
the manufacture processing of the part. First, the weld cools rap-
idly and attempts to shrink during cooling. But the base material is
cooler, stronger, and resistant to the shrink. As a result, the weld is
essentially “stretched” by the base material �3�. Second, the
welded tubular part would tend to spring back and open the weld
joint. The weld joint resists this tendency and is stretched by the

Fig. 7 Test sample cut from a hydroformed frame

Fig. 8 Sample with a ring-core cut in plan, elevation, and side
views

Table 6 Parameters of the ring-core on the laser weld

Ring-core outer radius
Rout Central core radius R ISSR position in polar coordinates

2.384±0.002 mm 1.094±0.002 mm r=0.248±0.002 mm 
=−84.1±0.2°

Table 7 Measured incremental relieved strains for laser weld

Depth �mm� �xx ���� �yy ���� �xy ����

0.102 9.1 −10.4 −20.7
0.2032 48.9 −19.7 32.1
0.3048 96.7 −56.8 5.6
0.4064 169.4 −77.8 24.1
0.5588 278.4 −198.3 100.4
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surrounding structure. Third, more tensile residual stresses are in-
duced due to the plastic expansion of hydroforming process. Since
the stress �yy represents the stretch effect by the surrounding area
in the transverse direction of the weld, it is much dependent on the
joining conditions. Therefore, different spot joints along the same
weld could have large differences in stress values.

As a newly developed measurement method, the ISSR/ring-
core method is successfully applied to the residual stress measure-
ment on the laser weld of hydroformed frame. Since the ISSR is
tiny, the method is suitable to the measurement over small areas
with high stress gradients. The experiment on the laser weld has
demonstrated its advantages over the conventional methods. Be-
cause fundamental mechanics and material behavior associated
with hydroforming operation have not been thoroughly under-
stood �6�, the test results provide important references for the
improvement of the hydroforming process.

3.5 Discussions on Cutting Depth. The ill-conditioning
problem for the coefficient matrix K in Eq. �8� of Part I �1� is
caused by either deep cutting or small increments which can lead
to the appearance of small elements in the diagonal bands of the
coefficient matrix. When the matrix with ill-conditioning coeffi-
cients is employed to solve for the residual stresses, the solutions
appear to be radically scattering or oscillating due to the magni-
fied errors. Therefore, both the maximum cutting depth and the
minimum depth increment need to be discussed.

Through the numerical analysis, the maximum cutting depth
ratio Hmax/D=0.35 �or Hmax/R=0.7� has been found for the
ISSR/ring-core method, where Hmax is the maximum cutting depth
and D is the central core diameter. In the RSR/ring-core method,
the maximum cutting depth was provided as a 5 mm maximum
cutting depth for a ring-core with 14 mm inner diameter �7�. The
sensitivity of the measurement decreases as the cutting deepens.
The coefficients for a cutting increment at the deep depths are
relatively small. To reduce solution errors and validate test results,
all Hmax values in the tests are controlled to be smaller than 0.3D.
If the ring-core has a larger diameter D, a larger maximum cutting
depth Hmax can be reached and the stress distribution at the deep
depths can be measured. But the resolution for stress determina-
tion would be decreased.

Once high stress spatial resolution or large measurement depth
is required, the calculation errors are easily magnified. High spa-
tial resolution and large measurement depth cannot be achieved at
the same time �8�. As discussed above, the total cutting depths for
the presented tests are less than 0.3D. Hence, for the ISSR/ring-
core method, all Kij matrices in the tests are still well conditioned
when high spatial resolution is reached.

If the maximum cutting depth Hmax is fixed, the error sensitivity
grows much higher when the total cutting step number N is in-
creased. Since decreasing the error sensitivity is contradictory to
increasing the spatial resolution, the suitable number N needs to
be chosen as a compromise. If both the maximum cutting depth
Hmax and the total cutting step number N are fixed, the distribution
of depth increments can be varied. For the RSR/ring-core method,
three types of distributions were compared �9�: Constant depth-
increment distribution, increasing depth-increment distribution,
and optimized depth-increment distribution. The optimized depth
increment distribution was obtained through decreasing the con-
dition number of the coefficient matrix. Through the numerical
analysis for the ISSR/ring-core method in this study, it can be
concluded that there are no large differences among the condition
numbers for the three types of distributions if the cutting steps are
less than ten, and there is no extremely small depth-increment to
cause ill-conditioning problems. The cutting steps for the tests
presented in this paper are equal to or less than ten steps and the
depth increments are appropriate. The constant depth increment
and the increasing depth increment are used in the study because
the two types of distributions are convenient to perform and easy
to calculate.

3.6 Discussions on Error Propagation. The analysis per-
formed for the RSR/ring-core method shows that the error of the
measured strain at the nth step has an appreciable influence only
on the residual stress at the n and n+1 steps �9�. Although the
schemes of the ISSR/ring-core method are very different from
those of the RSR/ring-core method, it has been found that the
above conclusion is still valid for the ISSR/ring-core method. The
stress error, caused by the strain perturbation at the n step, appears
in the first term of Eq. �17� of Part I �1� at the n step. At the
subsequent n+1 step, the stress errors appear in the second term.
If there is a strain perturbation �1 in the first step of cutting and
the corresponding stress perturbation is �I1, then the stress error
vectors for the first three steps would be

�I1 = K11
−1�1

�I2 = �− K22
−1K21K11

−1��1

�I3 = �K33
−1�− K31K11

−1 + K32K22
−1K21K11

−1���1 �1�

Fig. 9 Cumulative relieved strains and residual stresses for
the laser weld of the hydroformed frame
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Given a strain error vector with unit microstrains �1= �1,1 ,1�T

and the parameters r and 
 of Test No. 1 on a titanium block, the
calculated stress error ratios are �I2 /�I1= �−1.24,−0.85,−1.27�T

and �I3 /�I1= �0.07,0 ,0.05�T. In the example, error at the first
step only propagates to the second step, and it quickly damps at
the third step. In comparison with the errors at the first step, the
caused errors at the second step are nearly the reflection with an
inverted sign. This can cause the back-and-forth oscillations of
residual stresses. The above analysis for the example can be gen-
eralized to the subsequent steps of cutting.

The experiments on the titanium block have also found that the
stress results calculated by the third-order-polynomial fitted
strains are close to those by the second-order-polynomial fitted
strains. The residual stress solutions directly calculated from the
relieved strains are unstable and start to oscillate after the third
step, while the smooth residual stress distributions can be obtained
from the fitted strain data. In both fitted-strain and unfitted-strain
cases, the same Kij matrices have been used for calculation. All
the depth increments are equal. Each Kij matrix is well condi-
tioned and has a small condition number. Therefore, polynomial
fitting based on the least-squares technique can restrain the error
propagation and stabilize the solutions. For the ring-core cutting
with many steps, the second- or third-order-polynomial fitting for
strains can be adopted to diminish the error propagation. If the
measured strains are dispersing high-order polynomial fittinges,
other fitting methods should be considered.

4 Conclusion
The ISSR/ring-core cutting method has been developed to mea-

sure residual stresses. The test system of the ISSR/ring-core cut-
ting was constructed. A two-step measurement procedure and soft-
ware were evaluated by the uniaxial loading tests.

Test procedures of the ISSR/ring-core method have been devel-
oped and tested. The stress coefficients determined in Part I �1�
are used to calculate residual stresses from the strains measured
by the ISSR. The cutting depth, cutting increments, and limita-
tions were discussed. Measurement accuracy, resolution, and sen-
sitivity were evaluated. Measurement error ranges were estimated.
The strain measurement error can propagate only in the current
and the next step of cutting increment in stress calculation. Fitting
the strain data by polynomial functions can reduce error propaga-
tion and stabilize the results of residual stresses.

Experiments on the shot-peened titanium block show excellent
repeatability and reliability of the method. The experiment on la-
ser weld demonstrates the advantages of the ISSR being ex-
tremely small and applicable to local areas with high stress gradi-
ents. The ISSR/ring-core cutting method overcomes the
shortcomings of the RSR/ring-core cutting method because of its
miniature size and noncontacting nature.
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Nonstationary Response
Envelope Probability Densities of
Nonlinear Oscillators
The nonstationary random response of a class of lightly damped nonlinear oscillators
subjected to Gaussian white noise is considered. An approximate analytical method for
determining the response envelope statistics is presented. Within the framework of sto-
chastic averaging, the procedure relies on the Markovian modeling of the response en-
velope process through the definition of an equivalent linear system with response-
dependent parameters. An approximate solution of the associated Fokker-Planck
equation is derived by resorting to a Galerkin scheme. Specifically, the nonstationary
probability density function of the response envelope is expressed as the sum of a time-
dependent Rayleigh distribution and of a series expansion in terms of a set of properly
selected basis functions with time-dependent coefficients. These functions are the eigen-
functions of the boundary-value problem associated with the Fokker-Planck equation
governing the evolution of the probability density function of the response envelope of a
linear oscillator. The selected basis functions possess some notable properties that yield
substantial computational advantages. Applications to the Van der Pol and Duffing os-
cillators are presented. Appropriate comparisons to the data obtained by digital simula-
tion show that the method, being nonperturbative in nature, yields reliable results even
for large values of the nonlinearity parameter. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198253�

1 Introduction
The response of nonlinear oscillators subjected to random ex-

citations has been extensively studied over a period of several
decades. Indeed, problems encountered in various engineering
fields have shown that in many circumstances the adoption of a
linear model, though convenient, may fail to accurately predict the
main features of the system behavior. Furthermore, it is well
known that a realistic mathematical representation of environmen-
tal loads, such as ground motion, atmospheric turbulence, sea
waves, etc., can be pursued by using stochastic processes. Well-
established techniques have been developed for the analysis of
randomly excited linear systems and are available in standard
textbooks �1–3�. However, much research effort is still needed to
provide accurate and efficient tools for estimating the response
statistics of nonlinear systems subjected to stochastic excitations.
Exact solutions of the Fokker-Planck �FP� equation, governing the
transient probability density function �PDF� of the response, are
available only for some special first-order nonlinear systems
�4–6�. Analytical solutions for second- and higher-order systems
are restricted to the reduced FP equation, namely, the FP equation
without time derivative �see, e.g., �7–10��. Therefore, several ap-
proximate methods for solving nonlinear random vibration prob-
lems have been proposed in the literature. Among such proce-
dures, stochastic averaging has proved to be a useful tool for
analyzing the response of lightly damped nonlinear systems sub-
jected to broadband stochastic excitations �see, e.g., �11��. This
method was originally introduced by Stratonovich �12� and sub-
sequently elucidated mathematically by Khasminskii �13� through

a limit theorem. It may be viewed as an extension to stochastic
differential equations of the well-known Bogoliubov-Mitropolski
technique �14� for solving deterministic nonlinear vibration prob-
lems. A main feature of the method is that it enables replacement
of the original system by a lower-dimensional one through a com-
bination of time averaging and ensemble averaging. In the case of
a single-degree-of-freedom system, the original two-dimensional
Markov vector of displacement and velocity is approximated by a
one-dimensional Markov process governing the response enve-
lope. The associated FP equation is much more tractable math-
ematically than the original two-dimensional equation governing
the joint PDF of the displacement and velocity processes. In par-
ticular, exact solutions can be derived for the stationary PDF of
the response envelope �15�, while the evaluation of the nonstation-
ary PDF is a quite difficult task and approximate solution proce-
dures are required. An envelope-based approach has been devel-
oped in �15,16� for a general class of nonlinear oscillators under
white noise excitation by combining the concepts of equivalent
linearization and stochastic averaging. Recently, this approach has
been applied to Preisach hysteretic systems �17�. Furthermore, the
definition of an equivalent linear system in the framework of sto-
chastic averaging has also been employed by Bouc �18� to evalu-
ate the response power spectral density function of strongly non-
linear oscillators. In �15�, the nonstationary response envelope
statistics have been estimated by a perturbation technique approxi-
mating the PDF as a series expansion in terms of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the boundary-value problem associated with
the FP equation governing the evolution of the envelope PDF of a
linear oscillator. An analogous procedure has been applied in �19�
to oscillators with nonlinear damping subjected to broadband sto-
chastic excitations. However, since this approach relies on pertur-
bation, it yields accurate results only for small values of the non-
linearity parameter. A Galerkin technique has been adopted in �20�
to determine the nonstationary PDF of the response envelope by
selecting as basis functions the eigenfunctions pertaining to the
envelope of a linear oscillator. Indeed, such functions possess no-
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table properties that may provide substantial computational ad-
vantages in the implementation of approximate procedures based
on eigenfunction expansions �21�.

The present paper deals with random vibration analysis of a
class of lightly damped nonlinear oscillators subjected to Gaussian
white noise. The response envelope is modeled as a Markov pro-
cess by using the averaging procedure presented in �15�. A general
Galerkin scheme is adopted to find an approximate solution of the
associated FP equation, without resorting to any perturbation
analysis. In particular, the nonstationary PDF of the response en-
velope is expressed as the sum of a time-dependent Rayleigh dis-
tribution �approximate solution for the linear oscillator �22�� and
of a series expansion in terms of a set of properly selected basis
functions with time-dependent coefficients. These functions are
the eigenfunctions of the boundary-value problem associated with
the FP equation governing the evolution of the PDF of the re-
sponse envelope of a linear oscillator. In this manner, a set of
linear ordinary differential equations governing the unknown
time-dependent series coefficients is obtained. Applications con-
cerning a Van der Pol oscillator and a Duffing oscillator subjected
to Gaussian white noise excitation are discussed. The accuracy of
the proposed procedure is demonstrated through appropriate com-
parisons to Monte Carlo simulation data.

2 Mathematical Formulation

2.1 Markovian Model of Response Envelope. Consider a
randomly excited nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom system
whose motion is governed by

ẍ�t� + 2�0�0ẋ�t� + �0
2x�t� + �f�x�t�, ẋ�t�� = w�t� �1�

where a dot over a variable denotes differentiation with respect to
time t; �0 and �0 represent the natural angular frequency and the
ratio of critical damping, respectively; � is a real number;
f�x�t� , ẋ�t�� is an arbitrary nonlinear function of the response dis-
placement and velocity; and the symbol w�t� denotes a Gaussian
white noise process with zero mean and power spectral density S0.
It is assumed that �0�1 and S0 is O��0�. Under these assumptions,
it can be argued that the response of the nonlinear oscillator �1�
exhibits a pseudoharmonic behavior described by

x�t� = a�t�cos��nt + ��t�� �2�

and

ẋ�t� = − a�t��n sin��nt + ��t�� �3�

where the envelope a�t� and phase ��t� are assumed to be slowly
varying functions of time. The symbol �n denotes the effective
angular frequency of the system, which is taken to be different
from the angular frequency �0 in order to partly account for the
effect of the nonlinear function �f�x�t� , ẋ�t��. Once the form of the
response has been defined using Eqs. �2� and �3�, attention can be
focused on the envelope process a�t�, which is particularly useful
in estimating the failure probability of a system. Specifically, a
first-order differential equation governing approximately the time
evolution of a�t� and the associated FP equation can be deter-
mined by applying the general averaging technique presented in
�15–19�, which is briefly reviewed here for completeness.

The first step of the aforementioned procedure involves replac-
ing the nonlinear system �1� by an equivalent linear one by lin-
earizing the function f�x�t� , ẋ�t��. That is,

ẍ�t� + 2�0��0 + ��e�a��ẋ�t� + ��0
2 + ��e

2�a��x�t� = w�t� �4�

where �e�a� and �e�a� represent the response-dependent contribu-
tions of the nonlinear function to the effective damping and stiff-
ness, respectively. Assuming that the envelope and phase remain
essentially constant over one period of oscillation, such quantities
can be determined through the relationships

2�0�e�a� = −
1

�n�a�0

2�

f�a cos �,− a�n sin ��sin �d� �5�

and

�e
2�a� =

1

�a�0

2�

f�a cos �,− a�n sin ��cos �d� �6�

In view of Eq. �4�, the effective natural frequency of the nonlinear
system is therefore given by

�n
2�a� = �0

2 + ��e
2�a� �7�

Squaring and summing both sides of Eqs. �2� and �3� yields

a�t� = �x2�t� +
ẋ2�t�
�n

2�a��1/2

�8�

Differentiating the previous equation with respect to time and tak-
ing into account Eqs. �2�–�4�, the first-order stochastic differential
equation

ȧ�t� = − 2�0��0 + ��e�a��a�t�sin2��n�a�t + ��t��

−
w�t�

�n�a�
sin��n�a�t + ��t�� �9�

governing, approximately, the time evolution of a�t� is obtained.
Equation �9� can be further simplified by applying an averaging
procedure based on deterministic and stochastic averaging �12�.
Thus, the averaged equation, which approximately governs a�t�,
reads

ȧ�t� = − �0��0 + ��e�a��a�t� +
�S0

2a�t��n
2�a�

+
��S0�1/2

�n�a�
��t�

�10�

where ��t� is a unitary white noise process with zero mean, i.e.,
E���t���t+	��=
�	�, with E�·� and 
�	� being the mathematical
expectation operator and the Dirac delta function, respectively.
Note that Eq. �10� is decoupled from the phase ��t�. Thus, it
provides the basis for modeling the response envelope as a one-
dimensional Markov process, which is much more tractable math-
ematically, as will be shown next.

2.2 Fokker-Planck Equation. The FP equation associated
with the stochastic differential equation �10� is given by �15�

�p�a,t�
�t

= −
�

�a
�Y�a�p�a,t�� +

1

4

�

�a
�Z�a�

�p�a,t�
�a

+
�

�a
�Z�a�p�a,t��	 �11�

where p�a , t� is the PDF of the random process a�t�, while Y�a�
and Z�a� are defined as

Y�a� = − �0�0
a −
�s

2

a

�0
2

�n
2�a�

� − ��e�a��0a �12�

Z�a� = 2�0�0�s
2
 �0

�n�a�
�2

�13�

The symbol �s
2 in Eqs. �12� and �13� denotes the stationary vari-

ance of x�t� for �=0

�s
2 =

�S0

2�0�0
3 �14�

As outlined in �15�, the stationary PDF, ps�a�, solution of Eq. �11�
for �p�a , t� /�t=0, can be expressed in closed form
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ps�a� =
C

�Z�a�
exp�2� Y�a�

Z�a�
da� �15�

where C is a normalization constant. However, the FP equation
�11�, in general, is not amenable to exact solutions in terms of the
nonstationary PDF, p�a , t�. Therefore the development of accurate
and efficient approximate solution procedures is desirable.

Equation �11� can be rewritten as

�p�a,t�
�t

= LL�p�a,t�� + LNL�p�a,t�� �16�

where LL�·� and LNL�·� are the following linear differential opera-
tors:

LL�·� = �0�0
�

�a
�
a −

�s
2

a
��·�� + �0�0�s

2�2�·�
�a2 �17�

LNL�·� = �0�0�s
2 �

�a
�1

a

1 −

�0
2

�n
2�a�

��·�� + ��0
�

�a
��e�a�a�·��

+
1

2
�0�0�s

2 �

�a
��·�

�

�a

 �0

�n�a�
�2

+ 2
 �0
2

�n
2�a�

− 1� ��·�
�a

�
�18�

In particular, LL�·� is the FP operator for a linear oscillator ��
=0�, such that the PDF of the response envelope for �=0, pL�a , t�,
satisfies the partial differential equation

�pL�a,t�
�t

= LL�pL�a,t�� �19�

In �22�, it has been shown that the solution of Eq. �19� is a
time-dependent Rayleigh distribution

pL�a,t� =
a

�2�t�
exp�−

a2

2�2�t�� �20�

in which

�2�t� = �s
2�1 − exp�− 2�0�0t�� �21�

Furthermore, under the restriction 0�a�, it can be verified that
the eigenvalues, �r, and the eigenfunctions, Ar�a�, of the
boundary-value problem devised by applying a separation of vari-
able procedure to Eq. �19� are given by

�r = 2�0�0r, r = 0,1, . . . �22�

and

Ar�a� =
1

r!

a

�s
2 exp
−

a2

2�s
2�Lr
 a2

2�s
2�, r = 0,1, . . . �23�

where Lr is the Laguerre polynomial of order r. Using the prop-
erties of Laguerre polynomials it can be readily proved that the
eigenfunctions Ar�a� satisfy the orthonormality condition

�
0


Ar�a�Ak�a�

A0�a�
da = 
rk �24�

where 
rk is the Kronecker delta symbol.

2.3 Computational Aspects of Eigenfunction Expansion. A
solution of the FP equation �16� based on a series expansion in
terms of the eigenfunctions Ar�a� has been proposed in the past
for both the case of linear �22� and nonlinear oscillators
�15,19,20�. In �21�, a detailed study of the computational aspects
related to approximate procedures based on the use of the eigen-
functions Ar�a� has been carried out. Specifically, analytical for-
mulas that allow one to significantly reduce the computational
effort associated with the implementation of the eigenfunction ex-
pansion have been derived. Some useful results, which will be

used in the following, are briefly summarized here.
Using the properties of Laguerre polynomials, it can be proved

that the recursive formula

�r + 1�Ar+1�a� = 
2r + 1 −
a2

2�s
2�Ar�a� − rAr−1�a� �25�

holds, which affords an easily mechanized numerical computation
of the eigenfunctions Ar�a�.

Furthermore, the first-order derivative of Ar�a� with respect to a
can be conveniently expressed in terms of Ar+1�a� and Ar�a�, as
follows:

dAr�a�
da

=
1

a
�2�r + 1�Ar+1�a� − �2r + 1�Ar�a�� �26�

Using the recursive formula �25� and the orthonormality condi-
tion �24�, it can be verified that integrals of the form

In,r,k =�
0



anAr�a�Ak�a�
A0�a�

da �27�

with n, r, and k being arbitrary integers, may be computed recur-
sively by means of

In+2,r,k = 2�s
2��2k + 1�In,r,k − kIn,r,k−1 − �k + 1�In,r,k+1� �28�

It can be seen that for n even, the values of I0,r,k, given by Eq.
�24�, are needed to start the recursive scheme, whereas for n odd,
the numerical evaluation of I1,r,k is required.

A recursive computation of the integral

In,r =�
0



anAr�a�da �29�

can be accomplished by using

In,r+1 =

r −
n

2

r + 1
In,r �30�

A notable property, which simplifies the determination of the
statistical moments of the response envelope when p�a , t� is ap-
proximated in terms of the eigenfunctions Ar�a�, is

In,r = 0 for r �
n

2
�31�

with n being an even integer.

3 Approximate Solution of the Fokker-Planck Equa-
tion

In the present section, an approximate procedure is presented
for estimating the nonstationary PDF of the response envelope of
the class of lightly damped nonlinear oscillators considered
herein. This procedure may be viewed as an appropriate generali-
zation of the approach proposed in �15,16�, which is based on the
joint use of the eigenfunction expansion and perturbation tech-
nique. Numerical results have shown the limitation of the afore-
mentioned method to handle large values of the nonlinearity pa-
rameter. In �15�, the authors have suggested that the lack of
accuracy detected for highly nonlinear systems is not related to
the approximations involved in the linearization of the system, but
it is a consequence of the perturbation solution of Eq. �11�. In
context with this notion, herein Eq. �11� is solved approximately
by using a general Galerkin scheme without resorting to any per-
turbation analysis.

Specifically, relying on the mathematical structure of Eq. �16�, a
solution is attempted by expressing the PDF of the response en-
velope as the sum of the solution for �=0, pL�a , t� �Eq. �20��, and
of an unknown function, g�a , t�, which accounts for the deviation
of p�a , t� from pL�a , t� due to the nonlinearity. That is,
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p�a,t� = pL�a,t� + g�a,t� �32�

Furthermore, the function g�a , t� is approximated by a truncated
series expansion in terms of the eigenfunctions Ar�a�. That is,

g�a,t� = 
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a� �33�

where N is an appropriate integer and cr�t� are functions of time to
be determined. As shown in �22�, an eigenfunction expansion can
be used to express pL�a , t� as well.

It is assumed that the system is initially at rest, so that using
Eqs. �32� and �33�, the initial condition for Eq. �16� can be ex-
pressed as

p�a,0� = 
̂�a� = pL�a,0� + 
r=0

N

cr�0�Ar�a� �34�

in which 
̂�a� denotes the one-sided Dirac delta function. Taking

into account that pL�a ,0�= 
̂�a�, Eq. �34� yields

cr�0� = 0, r = 0,1,2, . . . ,N �35�

Substituting Eq. �32� into Eq. �16� with g�a , t� given by Eq.
�33�, the residual error

R�a,c�t�� =
�pL�a,t�

�t
+ 

r=0

N

ċr�t�Ar�a� − LL�pL�a,t��

− LL�
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a�� − LNL�pL�a,t��

− LNL�
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a�� �36�

is obtained, where c�t�= �c0�t� ,c1�t� , . . . ,cN�t��T. Taking into ac-
count Eq. �19� and that the relationship

LL�
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a�� = − 
r=0

N

�rcr�t�Ar�a� �37�

holds, Eq. �36� can be rewritten as

R�a,c�t�� = 
r=0

N

ċr�t�Ar�a� + 
r=0

N

�rcr�t�Ar�a� − LNL�pL�a,t��

− LNL�
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a�� �38�

According to the Galerkin method, the N+1 unknown functions
cr�t� can be evaluated by imposing that the projection of the re-
sidual error R�a ,c�t�� on a properly selected set of independent
functions is zero. Then, selecting Ak�a� /A0�a� as weighting func-
tions this condition can be expressed as

�
0


Ak�a�
A0�a�

R�a,c�t��da = 0, k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N �39�

Substituting Eq. �38� into Eq. �39�, the set of linear first-order
ordinary differential equations governing the unknown functions
cr�t�

ċ�t� = Dc�t� + F�t� �40�

is obtained. In Eq. �40�, D and F�t� denote a matrix of order �N
+1�� �N+1� and an �N+1�-vector, respectively, whose generic
elements are given by

Dkr = − �k
kr +�
0


Ak�a�
A0�a�

LNL�Ar�a��da �41�

and

Fk�t� =�
0


Ak�a�
A0�a�

LNL�pL�a,t��da �42�

Obviously, in the stationary case, Eq. �40� reduces to a set of
linear algebraic equations governing the unknown constant coef-
ficients ck. In particular, it can be seen that as t tends to infinity the
function pL�a , t� approaches the Rayleigh distribution �see Eq.
�20�� and the elements of F�t� become constant.

Note that the computation of the integrals in Eqs. �41� and �42�
can be readily accomplished in a mechanized way by exploiting
the properties of the eigenfunctions Ar�a� listed in Sec. 2, as will
be outlined in detail next through applications. In particular, if
pL�a , t� is expressed in terms of the eigenvalues �r and the eigen-
functions Ar�a�, as �22�

pL�a,t� = 
r=0

N

e−�rtAr�a� �43�

Equation �42� can be rewritten in the form

Fk�t� = 
r=0

N

e−�rt�
0


Ak�a�
A0�a�

LNL�Ar�a��da �44�

which involves the evaluation of the same integrals appearing in
Eq. �41�. This fact, obviously, induces substantial computational
savings.

Note that the solution of Eq. �40� under the initial condition
c�0�=0 can be pursued either numerically or in a closed form as

c�t� =�
0

t

exp�D	�F�t − 	�d	 �45�

Once the differential equations �40� are integrated, an approxi-
mate analytical expression of p�a , t� can be obtained by back sub-
stitution of c�t� into Eqs. �33� and �32�.

The selected form of the approximate solution �32� proves ad-
vantageous for the determination of the statistical moments of the
response envelope. Specifically, the jth order moment of a�t� can
be expressed as

mj�t� = E�aj�t�� = mL,j�t� + 
r=0

N

cr�t�Ij,r �46�

where

mL,j�t� =�
0



aj�t�pL�a,t�da �47�

and

Ij,r =�
0



aj�t�Ar�a�da �48�

The integrals Ij,r can be readily computed by using the recursive
formula �30�. Furthermore, in view of property �31� it can be
argued that if j is even, then only the first r� j /2 terms of the
summation in Eq. �46� are different from zero. For instance, the
first- and second-order statistical moments of the response enve-
lope are given by

m1�t� = E�a�t�� =�
0



a�t�pL�a,t�da + 
r=0

N

cr�t�I1,r �49�

and
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m2�t� = E�a2�t�� =�
0



a2�t�pL�a,t�da + 
r=0

1

cr�t�I2,r �50�

where I1,r and I2,r with r�0 can be computed by the recursive
formula �30�, taking into account that I1,0=�s

�� /2 and I2,0
=2�s

2. It must be emphasized that the result in Eq. �50� does not
imply that the PDF p�a , t� can be approximated by retaining only
the first two terms in Eq. �33�. In fact, since the nonlinearity
makes the differential equations �40� coupled �see Eq. �41��, in
general, Eq. �50� provides more accurate estimates of the second-
order moment m2�t� as a greater number of eigenfunctions is con-
sidered in the Galerkin solution of the FP equation.

4 Applications

4.1 Van der Pol Oscillator. Consider the special case in
which

f�x�t�, ẋ�t�� = 2�0�0�−
2

�
+

x2�t�
�s

2 �ẋ�t�, � � 0 �51�

so that Eq. �1� represents a Van der Pol oscillator subjected to
random excitation. That is, the equation of motion becomes

ẍ�t� + 2�0�0�− 1 +
�x2�t�

�s
2 �ẋ�t� + �0

2x�t� = w�t� �52�

Based on the procedure described in Sec. 2, Eq. �52� is linearized
according to the scheme

f�x�t�, ẋ�t�� → 2�0�e�a�ẋ�t� �53�

Using Eqs. �5� and �6�, it can be proved that

�e�a� = �0
−
2

�
+

a2

4�s
2� ; �e�a� = 0 �54�

Hence, in this case, there is no contribution by the nonlinear func-
tion to the effective stiffness of the system, namely, �n�a���0.

Relying on the results in Eq. �54�, it is readily found that for the
system �52�, the differential operator LNL�·� reduces to

LNL�·� = ��0
�

�a
��e�a�a�·�� ⇒ LNL�·� = − 2�0�0

�

�a
�a�·��

+
��0�0

4�s
2

�

�a
�a3�·�� �55�

while, obviously, the differential operator LL�·� is still given by
Eq. �17�. In this context, it should be noted that the function
pL�a , t� satisfying Eq. �19� does not represent the PDF of the
response envelope of the oscillator for �=0 and, consequently, the
function g�a , t� �Eq. �32�� cannot be viewed as the deviation from
the linear solution due to nonlinearity. In fact, it is known that the
linear part of the Van der Pol oscillator is unstable. Therefore, in
this case the split of the differential operator of the FP equation
�Eq. �16�� and of the PDF p�a , t� �Eq. �32�� does not possess a
physical meaning.

The stationary solution of the FP equation, ps�a�, may be deter-
mined in closed form by applying Eq. �15�. Following the proce-
dure presented in Sec. 3, the nonstationary PDF, p�a , t�, can be
approximated by means of Eq. �32�. Then, on account of Eq. �55�
the associated residual error �38� takes the form

R�a,c�t�� = 
r=0

N

ċr�t�Ar�a� + 
r=0

N

�rcr�t�Ar�a� + 2�0�0�pL�a,t�

+ a
�pL�a,t�

�a
+ 

r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a� + a
r=0

N

cr�t�
dAr�a�

da �
−

��0�0

4�s
2

�

�a�a3pL�a,t� + a3
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a�� �56�

Finally, using the orthonormality condition �24� and Eq. �26�, Eq.
�39� yields the set of linear ordinary differential equations

ċk�t� = �− �k + 4�0�0k�ck�t� +
��0�0

4�s
2 �2

r=0

N

cr�t���1 − r�I2,k,r

+ �r + 1�I2,k,r+1� + 3Lk
�1��t� + Lk

�2��t�	
− 2�0�0�2

r=0

N

�r + 1�cr�t�
k,r+1 + Lk
�3��t� + Lk

�4��t�	 ;

k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N �57�

for the functions cr�t�, where I2,k,r is given by Eq. �28� for n=0,
while the time-dependent functions Lk

�j��t� �j=1, . . . ,4� are defined
by

Lk
�1��t� =�

0



a2 Ak�a�
A0�a�

pL�a,t�da; Lk
�2��t� =�

0



a3 Ak�a�
A0�a�

�pL�a,t�
�a

da

Lk
�3��t� =�

0


Ak�a�
A0�a�

pL�a,t�da; Lk
�4��t� =�

0



a
Ak�a�
A0�a�

�pL�a,t�
�a

da

�58�
To assess the accuracy of the present procedure, a Van der Pol

oscillator characterized by the following parameters is considered:
�0=0.02, �0=1 rad/s and �=2. It is assumed that the oscillator is
subjected to a Gaussian white noise with power spectral density
S0=0.1 m2/s3.

In Fig. 1, the time evolution of the series coefficients ci�t�, �i
=0,1 , . . . ,7�, solution of the differential equations �40� for N=7,
is plotted. It can be seen that as time increases the coefficients
tend to constant values, which pertain to the stationary solution.
Furthermore, the first coefficients dominate the higher-order ones
whose contribution becomes negligible as larger values of N are
considered.

Figure 2 displays the PDF p�a , t� evaluated at different time
instants by means of the proposed procedure retaining 20 terms in

Fig. 1 Time evolution of the series coefficients ci„t…, i
=0,1, . . . ,7 „Van der Pol oscillator Eq. „52……
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Eq. �33� �N=19� along with the results obtained by applying
Monte Carlo simulation �MCS� to Eq. �52�. It is noted that related
comparisons have demonstrated that the present solution is in
good agreement with digital simulation at each time instant even
for N=15.

In Fig. 3, the PDF of the response envelope at t=5 s is shown.
The estimates provided by the proposed procedure, including an
increasing number of series terms in Eq. �33�, are compared to
MCS data. Note that, despite the large value of the nonlinearity
parameter, 16 terms �N=15� are enough to achieve a good agree-
ment with digital simulation. No significant improvement is ob-
tained by further increasing the number of series terms over N
=19. An analogous comparison for the stationary PDF, ps�a�, is
shown in Fig. 4, where the present solution is also compared to
the exact one �Eq. �15��. It can be seen that the approximate sta-
tionary PDF corresponding to N=15 matches closely both the
exact solution and MCS data.

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the first- and second-order
statistical moments of the response envelope �Eqs. �49� and �50��.
It can be seen that the proposed estimates of m1�t� and m2�t� are in
good agreement with digital simulation even for N=3. For com-
parison purpose, the exact stationary values of the first- and
second-order statistical moments computed by means of the ana-
lytical expression of ps�a� are also plotted. As already mentioned,
though m2�t� is evaluated by means of Eq. �50� where I2,r=0 for
r�1, a more accurate approximation is obtained by retaining a
number of eigenfunctions greater than two in the series expansion
�33�.

4.2 Duffing Oscillator. The second application concerns a
randomly excited Duffing oscillator

ẍ�t� + 2�0�0ẋ�t� + �0
2�1 +

�x2�t�
�s

2 �x�t� = w�t�, � � 0 �59�

for which the nonlinear function f�x�t� , ẋ�t�� is defined as

Fig. 2 Nonstationary PDF of the response envelope evaluated
at different time instants by the proposed method setting N
=19 „continuous line… and by MCS „symbols… „Van der Pol os-
cillator Eq. „52……

Fig. 3 Proposed approximation of the nonstationary PDF of
the response envelope evaluated at t=5 s retaining N series
terms contrasted with MCS data „Van der Pol oscillator Eq.
„52……

Fig. 4 Proposed approximation of the stationary PDF of the
response envelope for different values of N compared to the
exact solution „Eq. „15…… and MCS data „Van der Pol oscillator
Eq. „52……

Fig. 5 Proposed estimates of the first- „a… and second-order
„b… statistical moments of the response envelope obtained by
applying Eqs. „49… and „50… for different values of N compared
to MCS data „Van der Pol oscillator Eq. „52……
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f�x�t�, ẋ�t�� =
�0

2x3�t�
�s

2 �60�

Then, using Eqs. �5� and �6�, the equivalent damping and stiffness
are found to be, respectively,

�e�a� = 0; �e
2�a� =

3

4

�0
2a2

�s
2 �61�

Replacing Eq. �61� into Eq. �18�, the following expression of the
linear differential operator LNL�·� is obtained:

LNL�·� = �0�0�s
2 �

�a
�1

a

 3�a2/4�s

2

1 + 3�a2/4�s
2��·��

+
1

2
�0�0�s

2 �

�a
��·�

�

�a

 1

1 + 3�a2/4�s
2�

− 2
 3�a2/4�s
2

1 + 3�a2/4�s
2� ��·�

�a
� �62�

The stationary solution of the FP equation, ps�a�, can be expressed
in a closed form �15� by applying the general formula �15�. How-
ever, to find an approximate expression for the nonstationary PDF,
p�a , t�, a solution of the form �32� is assumed. Based on Eq. �62�,
it can be readily shown that the associated residual error �Eq. �38��
becomes

R�a,c�t�� = 
r=0

N

ċr�t�Ar�a� + 
r=0

N

�rcr�t�Ar�a�

+
3��s

2�0�0

h�a� �l�a�
r=0

N

cr�t�Ar�a� + m�a�
r=0

N

cr�t�
dAr�a�

da

+ n�a�
r=0

N

cr�t�
d2Ar�a�

da2 + l�a�pL�a,t� + m�a�
�pL�a,t�

�a

+ n�a�
�2pL�a,t�

�a2 	 �63�

where

l�a� = 9�a2�a2� − 4�s
2�; m�a� = a�3a2� + 4�s

2��8�s
2 − 3a2��

n�a� = a2�3a2� + 4�s
2�2; h�a� = �3a2� + 4�s

2�3 �64�
Using the orthonormality condition �24� and applying Eq. �39�,

the set of linear ordinary differential equations

ċk�t� = − �kck�t� − 3��s
2�0�0�

r=0

N

�Bkr
�1� + Bkr

�2� + Bkr
�3��cr�t� + Lk

�1��t�

+ Lk
�2��t� + Lk

�3��t�	 k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N �65�

governing the unknown functions ck�t� is obtained, where

Bkr
�1� =�

0


l�a�
h�a�

Ak�a�Ar�a�
A0�a�

da;

Bkr
�2� =�

0


m�a�
h�a�

Ak�a�
A0�a�

dAr�a�
da

da;

Bkr
�3� =�

0


n�a�
h�a�

Ak�a�
A0�a�

d2Ar�a�
da2 da �66�

and

Lk
�1��t� =�

0


l�a�
h�a�

Ak�a�
A0�a�

pL�a,t�da;

Lk
�2��t� =�

0


m�a�
h�a�

Ak�a�
A0�a�

�pL�a,t�
�a

da;

Lk
�3��t� =�

0


n�a�
h�a�

Ak�a�
A0�a�

�2pL�a,t�
�a2 da �67�

Because of the presence of ratios of the polynomials defined in
Eq. �64�, the above integrals cannot be evaluated taking advantage
of the recursive formula �28�. Nevertheless, the required compu-
tations can be significantly reduced by approximating the function
pL�a , t� in terms of the eigenvalues �r and eigenfunctions Ar�a�,
according to Eq. �43�. In this manner, the functions Lk

�i��t�, �i
=1,2 ,3�, defined in Eq. �67�, can be expressed as

Lk
�1��t� = 

r=0

N

e−�rtBkr
�1�; Lk

�2��t� = 
r=0

N

e−�rtBkr
�2�;

Lk
�3��t� = 

r=0

N

e−�rtBkr
�3� �68�

where the dependence on time is explicit. It appears that only the
evaluation of the integrals �66� is required, thus allowing substan-
tial computational savings.

The preceding formulation is applied to a Duffing oscillator
with �0=0.02 and �0=2 rad/s, for two different values of the
nonlinearity parameter, say �=0.5 and �=2. It is assumed that the
oscillator is subjected to a Gaussian white noise with power spec-
tral density S0=0.1 m2/s3.

Figure 6 displays the time evolution of the series coefficients
ci�t�, �i=0,1 , . . . ,7�, solution of the differential equations �40� for

Fig. 6 Time evolution of the series coefficients ci„t…, i
=0,1, . . . ,7 „Duffing oscillator Eq. „59……: „a… �=0.5; „b… �=2
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N=7. Note that for �=0.5 the values of the coefficients ci�t� with
i�4 become smaller as the order i increases. A similar trend is
also observed for �=2 by retaining a number of series terms N
�7. This implies that the proposed solution converges to the exact
one more rapidly when the nonlinearity parameter is smaller, as
will be shown next.

In Fig. 7, the PDF p�a , t� evaluated at different time instants by
means of the present procedure setting N=19 in Eq. �33� is com-
pared to the results obtained by applying MCS to the original
nonlinear system �59�. As expected, the estimates pertaining to
�=0.5 are more accurate than those retrieved for �=2 by retaining
the same number of series terms. Nevertheless, numerical inves-
tigations have demonstrated that for values of N�19 slight im-
provements of the accuracy are achieved. In this context, it should
be emphasized that when quite strong nonlinearities are consid-
ered, the proposed solution is inevitably affected by the approxi-
mations involved in both the definition of the equivalent linear
system and the Markovian modeling of the response envelope
process.

Figure 8 displays the estimates of p�a , t� at t=20 s obtained by
the proposed procedure, including an increasing number of series
terms. The comparison to MCS data shows that for �=0.5 a rather
good accuracy is achieved by retaining only eight terms �N=7�.
For �=2, despite the large nonlinearity involved, 12 terms �N
=11� are enough to obtain a reasonable agreement with digital
simulation, though small negative values of probability still ap-
pear. This drawback can be overcome by further increasing N. In
particular, for N�13 the proposed solution remains almost un-
changed, so that no further improvement of the accuracy can be
obtained.

In Fig. 9, different approximations of the stationary PDF, ps�a�,
determined by the proposed approach by retaining an increasing
number of series terms in Eq. �33� are compared to both the exact
solution �Eq. �15�� and MCS data. The exact stationary PDF per-

Fig. 7 Nonstationary PDF of the response envelope evaluated
at different time instants by the proposed method setting N
=19 „continuous line… and by MCS „symbols… „Duffing oscillator
Eq. „59……: „a… �=0.5; „b… �=2

Fig. 8 Proposed approximation of the nonstationary PDF of
the response envelope evaluated at t=20 s retaining N series
terms contrasted with MCS data „Duffing oscillator Eq. „59……:
„a… �=0.5; „b… �=2

Fig. 9 Proposed approximation of the stationary PDF of the
response envelope for different values of N compared to the
exact solution „Eq. „15……, the solution pertaining to �=0 and
MCS data „Duffing oscillator Eq. „59……: „a… �=0.5; „b… �=2.
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taining to the linear oscillator ��=0� is also plotted. As expected,
the present approximation converges more rapidly to the exact
solution when a smaller nonlinearity is involved. In particular, it
can be seen that for �=0.5, the estimate of the stationary PDF
obtained by retaining only the first eight series terms �N=7� is
almost coincident with the exact one. However, for �=2 a similar
level of accuracy is achieved by setting N=15. In this regard, it is
worth noting the capability of the present procedure to accurately
describe the deviation of the PDF from the linear solution.

In Fig. 10, the time evolution of the first-order statistical mo-
ment of the response envelope �Eq. �49�� is plotted. Appropriate
comparisons to both the exact stationary value, computed by using
the analytical expression of ps�a�, and digital simulation demon-
strate that for �=0.5 and �=2, accurate estimates of m1�t� are
obtained by setting N=1 and N=3, respectively. The statistical
moment m1,L�t� pertaining to the linear oscillator ��=0� is also
plotted. Figure 11 displays the time evolution of the second-order
statistical moment of the response envelope �Eq. �50��. Note that
for �=0.5, the proposed approximations of m2�t� corresponding to
N=1 and N=19 are almost coincident, and as time increases they
approach the exact stationary value deduced from the closed-form
expression of ps�a�. Hence, only the first two series terms are
enough to achieve a good agreement with MCS. Furthermore, for
�=2 the comparison to the exact stationary value shows that,
though only the contributions of the coefficients c0�t� and c1�t� to
the second-order moment are different from zero �Eq. �50��, a
more accurate approximation of m2�t� is obtained by setting N
=7 in the series expansion �33�. An inspection of Fig. 11�b� also
reveals that the solution corresponding to N=1 is fortuitously
closer to MCS data. For comparison purpose, the statistical mo-

ment m2,L�t� pertaining to the linear oscillator ��=0� is also dis-
played. As already mentioned, the deviation of the results pro-
vided by the proposed method from MCS data is partly
attributable to the approximations inherent in the linearization and
averaging procedures. It should be observed, however, that the
present estimates of the response envelope statistics are much
more accurate than those obtained by a perturbation solution of
the relevant FP equation �15�.

5 Concluding Remarks
The nonstationary response of a class of lightly damped non-

linear oscillators subjected to Gaussian white noise excitation has
been studied. The response envelope has been modeled as a Mar-
kov process by defining an equivalent linear system with
response-dependent parameters and applying stochastic averaging.
An approximate solution of the associated Fokker-Planck equation
has been pursued resorting to the Galerkin method. Specifically,
the nonstationary probability density function of the response en-
velope has been approximated by a time-dependent Rayleigh dis-
tribution plus a series expansion in terms of a set of properly
selected basis functions with time-dependent coefficients. These
functions are the eigenfunctions of the Fokker-Planck equation
governing the evolution of the probability density function of the
response envelope of a linear oscillator. A set of coupled linear
ordinary differential equations governing the time-dependent se-
ries coefficients has been obtained. It has been shown that the
computational time required by the derivation of such equations
can be substantially reduced by exploiting the properties of the
eigenfunctions. Furthermore, the selected form of the probability

Fig. 10 Proposed estimate of the first-order statistical mo-
ment of the response envelope obtained by applying Eq. „49…
for different values of N compared to MCS data „Duffing oscil-
lator Eq. „59……: „a… �=0.5; „b… �=2

Fig. 11 Proposed estimate of the second-order statistical mo-
ment of the response envelope obtained by applying Eq. „50…
for different values of N compared to MCS data „Duffing oscil-
lator Eq. „59……: „a… �=0.5; „b… �=2
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density function proves quite advantageous in determining the sta-
tistical moments of the nonstationary response envelope.

Numerical results concerning a Van der Pol oscillator and a
Duffing oscillator under Gaussian white noise excitation have
demonstrated that the estimates of the nonstationary probability
density function and statistical moments of the response envelope
provided by the present procedure are in close agreement with
Monte Carlo simulation data even when large nonlinearities are
involved.

It is noted that the proposed Galerkin approach for determining
an approximate expression for the nonstationary probability den-
sity of the system response envelope may yield reliable solutions
for even stronger degrees of nonlinearity than the ones considered
herein, if it is applied to more refined averaging schemes, such as,
for instance, the one discussed in �18�. Furthermore, the presented
approach should be deemed as supplementary to other more ver-
satile, nevertheless more computationally intensive, purely nu-
merical methods, such as the ones in �23–25�. Finally, it should be
mentioned that the concepts of the proposed procedure are also
applicable in the framework of alternative stochastic averaging
approaches involving the energy envelope �see, e.g., �26,27��.
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Quasi-Periodic Response
Regimes of Linear Oscillator
Coupled to Nonlinear Energy Sink
Under Periodic Forcing
Quasi-periodic response of a linear oscillator attached to nonlinear energy sink with
relatively small mass under external sinusoidal forcing in a vicinity of main (1:1) reso-
nance is studied analytically and numerically. It is shown that the quasi-periodic re-
sponse is exhibited in well-defined amplitude-frequency range of the external force. Two
qualitatively different regimes of the quasi-periodic response are revealed. The first ap-
pears as a result of linear instability of the steady-state regime of the oscillations. The
second one occurs due to interaction of the dynamical flow with invariant manifold of
damped-forced nonlinear normal mode of the system, resulting in hysteretic motion of the
flow in the vicinity of this mode. Parameters of external forcing giving rise to the quasi-
periodic response are predicted by means of simplified analytic model. The model also
allows predicting that the stable quasi-periodic regimes appear for certain range of
damping coefficient. All findings of the simplified analytic model are verified numerically
and considerable agreement is observed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198546�

1 Introduction
Recently it has been demonstrated that various systems com-

prised of linear substructures and strongly nonlinear attachments
demonstrate localization and irreversible transient transfer �pump-
ing� of energy to prescribed fragments of structure dependent on
initial conditions and external forcing �1–3�. Addition of a rela-
tively small and spatially localized attachment leads to essential
changes in the properties of the whole system. Unlike common
linear and weakly nonlinear systems, systems with strongly non-
linear elements are able to react efficiently on the amplitude char-
acteristics of the external forcing in a wide range of frequencies
�4–6�. Thus, the systems under consideration give rise to a new
concept of nonlinear energy sink �NES�.

It was demonstrated �2,3� that the possibility of the energy
pumping phenomenon in nonconservative systems can be under-
stood and explained by studying the energy dependence of the
nonlinear undamped free periodic solutions �nonlinear normal
modes �NNM�� of the corresponding conservative system which
are obtained when all damping forces are eliminated. Recent in-
vestigation �7� based on the approach of invariant manifolds �8,9�
has introduced an asymptotic procedure suitable for explicit inclu-
sion of damping within the framework of nonlinear normal
modes.

Steady-state responses �i.e., the responses with almost constant
amplitude� of the primary oscillator with NES attached were stud-
ied previously �10� for somewhat different design of the NES than
we use. In recent studies, it was demonstrated �11� that in close
vicinity of the main resonance the system with NES can exhibit
quasi-periodic rather than steady-state response, leading to quali-
tatively different dynamical behavior. Besides, it was demon-
strated that it is possible to use the NES in the quasi-periodic

regime as a vibration absorber. Quasi-periodic response regimes
in weakly nonlinear vibration absorbers were studied in papers
�12–14�, but it seems than no such results exist for strongly non-
linear absorbers. Detailed study of such regimes is a primary goal
of present paper.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to
description and preliminary investigation of the model. In Secs. 3
and 4, two possible mechanisms for the quasi-periodic response
are investigated analytically. Section 5 contains numeric verifica-
tions of the results, and Sec. 6 offers some concluding remarks
and discussion.

2 Description of the Model
Analytic treatment of the model generally follows the proce-

dure developed earlier �7,11� with modifications due to presence
of the external forcing. Let us consider the system, which consists
of a linear oscillator and small strongly nonlinear attachment
�pure cubic nonlinearity� and is forced harmonically. The system
is described by the following equations:

ÿ1 + ���ẏ1 − ẏ2� + y1 + 4
3��y1 − y2�3 = �A cos t

�ÿ2 + ���ẏ2 − ẏ1� + 4
3��y2 − y1�3 = 0 �1�

where y1 and y2 are the displacements of the linear oscillator and
the attachment, respectively, �� is the damping coefficient, and �A
is the amplitude of external force. For the sake of simplicity, the
frequency of the external force is adopted to be exactly equal to
linear frequency of the linear oscillator. ��1 is a small parameter
that establishes the order of magnitude for coupling, damping,
mass of the nonlinear attachment, and the amplitude of the exter-
nal forcing; coefficients � and A are adopted to be of order unity.
Rigidity of the nonlinear spring is adopted to be equal to 4� /3 and
linear frequency of the linear oscillator, to unity. Both these adop-
tions do not affect a generality of a treatment below, since they
may be changed independently by proper rescaling of the vari-
ables.

Mass of the attachment is considered to be small related to the
mass of the main oscillator. This condition has obvious motivation
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from the viewpoint of possible applications: NES is designed to
have small mass compared to the main system and does not re-
quire alternative grounding.

Change of variables

v = y1 + �y2, w = y1 − y2 �2�

reduces Eqs. �1� to the following form:

v̈ +
v

1 + �
+

�w

1 + �
= �A cos t

ẅ +
v

1 + �
+

�w

1 + �
+ �1 + ���ẇ +

4

3
�1 + ��w3 = �A cos t �3�

Complex variables are introduced according to following rela-
tionship:

�1 exp�it� = v̇ + iv

�2 exp�it� = ẇ + iw �4�
With account of this change of variables, Eqs. �3� are rewritten

as:

�̇1 +
i�

2�1 + ��
��1 − �2 − �1

* exp�− 2it� + �2
* exp�− 2it��

=
�A

2
�1 + exp�− 2it��

��˙ 2 +
i

2�1 + ��
��2 − �1 − �2

* exp�− 2it� + �1
* exp�− 2it��

+
��1 + ��

2
��2 + �2

* exp�− 2it�� +
i�1 + ��

6

�exp�− it���2 exp�it� − �2
* exp�− it��3 =

�A

2
�1 + exp�− 2it��

�5�

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
The problem under investigation is the response regime of sys-

tem described by Eqs. �5� in the vicinity of 1:1 resonance. There-
fore, it is possible to suggest that the evolution of the modulation
variables �1 and �2 may be considered as slow compared to the
fast oscillations of the external force. Thus, the first approximation
for the modulation variables may be obtained by averaging Eqs.
�5� with respect to this fast time scale. The averaged system is as
follows

�1� +
i�

2�1 + ��
��1 − �2� =

�A

2

�2� +
i

2�1 + ��
��2 − �1� +

��1 + ��
2

�2 −
i�1 + ��

2
��2�2�2 =

�A

2

�6�
The differentiation with respect to time is denoted by the prime,

to distinguish it formally from the fast time of the original prob-
lem. It should be mentioned that the smallness of parameter � was
not used at this stage.

Fixed points of Eqs. �6� correspond to steady-state response
regimes of Eqs. �1�. The condition for fixed point is written as

i�

2�1 + ��
��10 − �20� =

�A

2

i

2�1 + ��
��20 − �10� +

��1 + ��
2

�20 −
i�1 + ��

2
��20�2�20 =

�A

2

�7�

where �10 and �20 denote the constant values of the modulation
functions at the fixed points. System of equations �7� may be
easily solved and yields the following result for the fixed point:

�2N0
2 + N0

6 = A2, �0 = − tan−1 N0
2

�

�20 = N0 exp�i�0�, �10 = �20 − i�1 + ��A �8�

where N0 and �0 are real vaues. It is easy to see that for any A and
�, Eq. �8� yields exactly one solution for value Z0=N0

2.

3 Linear Stability Analysis and Weak Quasi-periodic
Regime

The standard approach to exploration of quasi-periodic re-
sponses of nonlinear vibration absorbers �13,14� involves the in-
stability of the steady-state response regime. To perform such an
investigation, one should linearize modulation equations �6� in the
vicinity of the steady-state response and investigate the stability of
the fixed point. Let us introduce small perturbations of the fixed
point

�1 = �10 + �1, �2 = �20 + �2 �9�
The system of linearized equations is expressed as

�1� +
i�

2�1 + ��
��1 − �2� = 0

�2� +
i

2�1 + ��
��2 − �1� +

��1 + ��
2

�2 − i�1 + ���2��20�2

−
i�1 + ��

2
�20

2 �2
* = 0 �10�

Because of linearity, it is possible to express the solutions of
Eqs. �10� in the following form:

�1 = p+ exp��t� + p− exp��*t�

�2 = q+ exp��t� + q− exp��*t� �11�
Substituting Eqs. �11� into �10� and performing some simple al-
gebraic transformations, one obtains the solvability conditions for
exponent �

�� +
i�

2��1 + �� + i�
+

��1 + ��
2

− i�1 + ����20�2�
��� −

i�

2��1 + �� − i�
+

��1 + ��
2

+ i�1 + ����20�2�
=

1

4
�1 + ��2��20�4 �12�

Equation �12� has the fourth degree and is solvable by standard
methods. It is even easier to establish the boundary of stability by
assuming �= i	, where 	 is real modulation frequency. The con-
dition of 	 being the real number greatly simplifies the treatment
of �12� and yields the following expression for the frequency and
the stability boundary:

	 =
1

2
� �

1 + �

�1 − 2�1 + ��N0
2�2 + �2�1 + ��2 − �1 + ��2N0

4 = 0 �13�

N0 in Eqs. �13� is the solution of Eqs. �8�. Therefore, the second
equation of �13� constitutes the equation for stability boundary of
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the steady-state solution in the space of variables �A ,� ,��. If the
steady-state solution loses its stability by this mechanism, then in
addition to main harmonic with unit frequency, two additional
harmonics appear with frequencies 1+	 and 1−	. This response
regime is clearly quasi-periodic since 1 and 	 are, generally
speaking, incommensurate. Numeric examples of this quasi-
periodic regime are presented in Sec. 5. We refer to this regime as
weak quasi-periodic, since it emerges due to loss of stability of the
periodic steady-state response regime.

4 Invariant Manifolds of Averaged Modulation Equa-
tions and Strong Quasi-Periodic Response

The above treatment did not take into account specific
asymptotic structure of modulation equations �6�. The loss of sta-
bility of the steady-state solution described by Eqs. �10� involved
equal exponents for variables �1 and �2 despite strong mass asym-
metry of the initial system. The purpose of this section is to dem-
onstrate that the above asymmetry brings about possibility of ad-
ditional qusiperiodic response regimes not related to perturbation
of the steady-state response.

Crude approximation which allows estimating the boundaries
for these nontrivial response regimes may be constructed with the
help of asymptotic analysis of system �6� with respect to small
parameter �. For this sake, let us consider that typical time scale
for the modulation is O���. Therefore, slow time may be intro-
duced as

d

dt
= �

�

�

�14�

Rescaling of Eqs. �6� with account of �14� yields

��1

�

+

i

2�1 + ��
��1 − �2� =

A

2

�
��2

�

+

i

2�1 + ��
��2 − �1� +

��1 + ��
2

�2 −
i�1 + ��

2
��2�2�2 =

�A

2

�15�
The system of equations �15� is singular and therefore should

be described with the help of both regular and singular asymptotic
approaches. The singular asymptotic regime corresponds to fast
evolution of variable �2 and, in fact, is described by the second
equation of system �6� without rescaling; in the lowest approxi-
mation of the singular asymptotic regime, variable �1 should be
considered as constant. Qualitative behavior of the solution may
be established with the help of Bendixon criterion �15�. By split-
ting the last equation of �6� to real and imaginary parts, one gets

x� =
1

2�1 + ��
y −

��1 + ��
2

x −
1 + �

2
y�x2 + y2� −

1

2�1 + ��
Im��1�

+
�A

2
= P�x,y�

y� = −
1

2�1 + ��
x −

��1 + ��
2

y +
1 + �

2
x�x2 + y2� +

1

2�1 + ��
Re��1�

= Q�x,y�

x = Re��2�, y = Im��2� �16�

One obtains �P /�x+�Q /�y=−��1+���0 for any values of x
and y. The Bendixon criterion leads to the conclusion that the
asymptotic solutions related to the singular regime must end �or
begin� at fixed points of the equation and cannot be periodic.
Consequently, in the singular regime variable �2 rapidly evolutes
toward the equilibrium value � defined as follows:

i

2�1 + ��
�� − �1� +

��1 + ��
2

� −
i�1 + ��

2
���2� =

�A

2
�17�

provided that the limit manifold is stable. In fact, the limit mani-
fold �� ,�*� constitutes the limit invariant manifold of system
�15� �7�.

The regular asymptotic regime of Eqs. �15� is thus related to
evolution of variables � and �1 �or, equivalently, evolution of the
invariant manifold descried above� with respect to slow time 
. To
get explicit expression, one substitutes Eq. �17� to the first equa-
tion of system �15� and gets

��

�

�1 − i��1 + ��2 − 2�1 + ��2���2� −

��*

�

�1 + ��2�2

=
i�1 + ��

2
����2 +

�1 + ��
2

A −
��1 + ��

2
� �18�

By splitting modulus and argument of function ��
�
= P�
�exp�i�
�� where P and  are real functions, after simple
but lengthy algebraic calculations one gets

�P

�

= −

�

2D
�A�2�2P2 cos  − �P2 cos  − cos  − �2� sin � + �P

+ ��P3 − �2�P3�

P
�

�

= −

�

2D
�A�sin  − �P2 sin  − 2�2P2 sin  − �2� cos �

+ �2�2P + �P5 + 2�2P5 − P3�

� = 1 + �

D = 1 + �2�2 − 4�2P2 + 3�4P4 �19�

Equations for fixed points �0 , P0� of system �19� are written as

A�2�2P0
2 cos 0 − �P0

2 cos 0 − cos 0 − �2� sin 0�

= − �P0 − ��P0
3 + �2�P0

3

A�sin 0 − �P0
2 sin 0 − 2�2P0

2 sin 0 − �2� cos 0�

= − �2�2P0 − �P0
5 − 2�2P0

5 + P0
3 �20�

System �20� has two families of solutions. The first one is de-
scribed by the following expressions:

P0
2�P0

4 + �2� = A2

tan 0 =
P0

2

�
�21�

In fact, this solution coincides with steady-state regime de-
scribed by �8� and does not require any additional investigation.
The second family of two possible solutions is described by the
expressions:

P01,2 =�2� � �1 + �2�4 − 4�2�6

��4�2 − 1�

cos�01,2 + �1,2� = −
1

A

�P01,2 + ��P01,2
3 − �2�P01,2

3

��2�4 + �1 + �P01,2
2 − 2�2P01,2

2 �2

�1,2 = − tan−1 ��2

1 + �P01,2
2 − 2�2P01,2

2 �22�

Families of solutions �22� exist if the expressions at the right-
hand side of cosine have modulus less than unity. Only the value
−1 or limit value of the cosine function is considered; switch to 1
amounts to insufficient change of sign for A. Consequently, there
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are two boundaries for two families of the solutions in the space
of parameters �A ,� ,��. The boundary for the first family of solu-
tions is expressed as

1

A

�P01 + ��P01
3 − �2�P01

3

��2�4 + �1 + �P01
2 − 2�2P01

2 �2
= 1

P01 =�2� − �1 + �2�4 − 4�2�6

��4�2 − 1�
�23�

Similarly, the boundary for the second family of solutions is
expressed as

1

A

�P02 + ��P02
3 − �2�P02

3

��2�4 + �1 + �P02
2 − 2�2P02

2 �2
= 1

P02 =�2� + �1 + �2�4 − 4�2�6

��4�2 − 1�
�24�

It is possible to conclude that saddle-node bifurcation occurs at
each of two boundaries, described by Eqs. �23� and �24�, resulting
in appearance of an attractor-repeller pair at the invariant mani-
fold. Presence of additional attractors at the invariant manifold
provides the possibility for nontrivial quasi-periodic response re-
gimes, not related to the loss of stability of the steady-state re-
sponse regime. It is worthwhile to mention that the characteristic
modulation frequency of the weakly quasi-periodic response is of
order �1/2; the above consideration demonstrates that for the re-
gimes related to families of attractors at the invariant manifold,
the modulation frequency should be of order �. The latter re-
sponse regime is referred to as strongly quasi-periodic one.

5 Numeric Verification
For the sake of numeric simulation, the value �=0.05 has been

chosen. For given value of �, the boundaries for weakly and
strongly quasi-periodic regimes may be presented at the plane of
parameters �� ,A�. Boundary for weakly quasi-periodic regime in

accordance with Eq. �13� and boundaries for strongly quasi-
periodic response in accordance with Eqs. �23� and �24� are pre-
sented at Fig. 1.

To verify the above conclusions numerically, we choose three
points within three different zones at the plane of parameters. The
value of the damping coefficient is adopted to be �=0.2 and the
amplitude of the external forcing A is modified.

For the point in zone 1, one expects both stable steady-state
response and possibility of strongly quasi-periodic response for
different initial conditions. Value A=0.225 is chosen. At Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b�, the results of appropriate numeric simulations are pre-

Fig. 1 Zones for weakly and strongly quasi-periodic re-
sponses at the plane of parameters. Weakly quasi-periodic re-
sponses can exist within the red boundary „Eq. „13……, family
„23… of the strongly quasi-periodic attractors exists above blue
curve, family „24…—above green curve.

Fig. 2 „a… Steady-state response of system „1… for A=0.225,
�=0.2, and �=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…=0.29, dy1 /dt„0…
=0.25, y2„0…=0, and dy2 /dt„0…=−0.15, and „b…. Strongly quasi-
periodic response of system „1… for A=0.225, �=0.2, and �
=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…=0, dy1 /dt„0…=0, y2„0…=0, and
dy2 /dt„0…=0.
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sented for initial system �1� for the internal displacement of the
attachment y1–y2 versus time t.

For the point from zone 2 at Fig. 1 both weakly and strongly
quasi-periodic regimes are expected to be possible. A=0.24 is
chosen and the results of numeric simulations are presented at
Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.

For the point in zone 3 both stable steady-state and strongly
quasi-periodic response are expected. Still, the strongly quasi-
periodic response will be related to family of attractors different
from one for regimes at Figs. 2�b� and 3�b�, since this point is
above the green line at Fig. 1. Therefore, the shape of the strongly
quasi-

periodic response in this case will be rather different from those at
Figs. 2�b� and 3�b�. Appropriate simulation results are presented at
Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�.

The response curves presented above support the findings con-
cerning two possible scenarios of quasi-periodic response. Still, in
order to get deeper understanding of the structure of the response,
Fourier spectra of three out of six response curves presented
above were analyzed.

Figure 5 demonstrates a fast Fourier transform �FFT� of the
steady response presented at Fig. 4�a�.

The response has one very strong central peak at unit frequency.

Fig. 3 „a… weakly quasi-periodic response of system „1… for A
=0.24, �=0.2, and �=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…=0.29,
dy1 /dt„0…=0.25, y2„0…=0, and dy2 /dt„0…=−0.15, and „b… strongly
quasi-periodic response of system „1… for A=0.24, �=0.2, �
=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…=0, dy1 /dt„0…=0, y2„0…=0, and
dy2 /dt„0…=0.

Fig. 4 „a… Steady-state response of system „1… for A=1, �
=0.2, and �=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…=−0.052,
dy1 /dt„0…=0.187, y2„0…=−1, dy2 /dt„0…=0, and „b… strongly
quasi-periodic response of system „1… for A=1, �=0.2, and �
=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…=0, dy1 /dt„0…=0, y2„0…=0, and
dy2 /dt„0…=0.
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All other minor peaks are related to the finite size of the sample
used for FFT. Such structure of the spectrum is consistent with
steady character of the response.

FFT for weakly quasi-periodic response is presented at Fig. 6.
The parameters and initial conditions �IC� are chosen to be the
same as for the simulation presented at Fig. 3�a�.

In addition to the central peak at unit frequency, two new peaks
appear at frequencies equal to 0.89 and 1.11, shifted by ±0.11
with respect to the central peak. These additional peaks are related
to the modulation of the response. The modulation frequency for
�=0.05 in accordance with Eq. �13� is 	=0.109. Accordingly, the
prediction of the theory is in excellent agreement with the simu-
lation results.

FFT for the case of strongly quasi-periodic response is pre-
sented at Fig. 7. The parameters and IC were chosen to be equal to
those used for simulation at Fig. 3�b�.

In addition to the central peak, a periodic structure of smaller
peaks appears. The distance between neighboring small peaks is
	0.045. This value represents the characteristic frequency of the
modulation; as suggested by the theoretical analysis, it is of order
�. Multiplicity of the peaks is related to strongly anharmonic
shape of the modulation function in the case of a strongly quasi-
periodic response.

The last test for verification of the approach developed above is
to compare the shape of the modulation function computed in
accordance with Eqs. �19� to the result of direct numeric simula-
tion of system �1�. Such a comparison is presented at Fig. 8.

It is clear from Fig. 8 that Eq. �19� predicts the shape of the
modulation function with rather good accuracy up to the value
y1–y2=0.55, which corresponds to the singularity P01. Obviously,
if the singularity of the invariant manifold is approached, the ap-
proximation �17� and �18� is no longer valid and an alternative
analytic approach is required.

Fig. 5 Fast Fourier transform of the response for parameter
values A=1, �=0.2, and �=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…
=−0.052, dy1 /dt„0…=0.187, y2„0…=−1, and dy2 /dt„0…=0.

Fig. 6 Fast Fourier transform of the response for parameter
values A=0.24, �=0.2, and �=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…
=0.29, dy1 /dt„0…=0.25, y2„0…=0, and dy2 /dt„0…=−0.15.

Fig. 7 Fast Fourier transform of the response for parameter
values A=0.24, �=0.2, and �=0.05. Initial conditions are y1„0…
=0, dy1 /dt„0…=0, y2„0…=0, and dy2 /dt„0…=0.

Fig. 8 Direct numeric simulation of system „1… for A=0.225,
�=0.2, and �=0.05 „thin line… and modulation shape obtained
from solution of Eq. „19… „thick line…. The time scale is shifted to
zero and scaled by factor �.
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6 Concluding Remarks and Discussion
The results presented above demonstrate that the quasi-periodic

response regimes are very typical for a periodically forced linear
oscillator with the NES attached. It is possible to distinguish two
qualitatively different types of such responses. The first is similar
to one revealed in weakly nonlinear vibration absorbers and is
related to instability of the steady-state response regime. This re-
gime has a typical modulation frequency of order �1/2. The other
possible quasi-periodic response regime is related to the formation
of additional attractors at invariant manifolds of the averaged sys-
tem and has the modulation frequency of order �. This mechanism
is similar to well-known relaxation oscillations in multiple-branch
systems. It seems that no such mechanism has been revealed to
date in weakly nonlinear vibration absorbers. Approximate ana-
lytic models demonstrate good coincidence with numeric findings.

It was also revealed that stable response regimes of different
types may coexist for the same parameters of the system under
different initial conditions. The latter observation poses essential
problem of the domains of attraction for different quasi-periodic
response regimes. This issue may be crucial for possible use of the
NES as vibration absorber.
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Mechanical Steering
Compensators for High-
Performance Motorcycles
This paper introduces the idea of using mechanical steering compensators to improve the
dynamic behavior of high-performance motorcycles. These compensators are seen as
possible replacements for a conventional steering damper and comprise networks of
springs, dampers, and a less familiar component called the inerter. The inerter was
recently introduced to allow the synthesis of arbitrary passive mechanical impedances,
and finds a potential application in the present work. The design and synthesis of these
compensation systems make use of the analogy between passive electrical and mechani-
cal networks. This analogy is reviewed alongside the links between passivity, positive
reality, and network synthesis. Compensator design methods that are based on classical
Bode-Nyquist frequency-response ideas are presented. Initial designs are subsequently
optimized using a sequential quadratic programing algorithm. This optimization process
ensures improved performance over the machine’s entire operating regime. The investi-
gation is developed from an analysis of specific mechanical networks to the class of all
biquadratic positive real functions. This aspect of the research is directed to answering
the question: “What is the best possible system performance achievable using any simple
passive mechanical network compensator?” The study makes use of computer simula-
tions, which exploit a state-of-the-art motorcycle model whose parameter set is based on
a Suzuki GSX-R1000 sports machine. The results show that, compared to a conventional
steering damper, it is possible to obtain significant improvements in the dynamic proper-
ties of the primary oscillatory modes, known as “wobble” and “weave.”
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2198547�

1 Introduction
The dynamics of motorcycles and their possible modes of in-

stability have been studied for decades. In the case that one or
more of these modes is stable, but lightly damped, the potential
exists for undesirable responses to uneven road surfaces. Early
research on motorcycle dynamics was confined to the relatively
simple case of small perturbations from straight running �1–3�. In
later work, models were extended to include small perturbations
from a steady-state cornering condition �4–9�. It is clear from
these studies that under certain operating conditions some of the
machine’s modes can be lightly damped, or even unstable. It is
also clear that the lightly damped modes can be excited by road
undulations �10�. Reference �10� refers to several real-life inci-
dents in which resonant-forcing-type phenomena ended unhappily
for the rider. In addition to this theoretical work, motorcycle os-
cillations have been widely studied via measurement programs
�11–25�.

The main lateral oscillations in two-wheeled vehicles are
“wobble” and “weave.” In straight running, the weave mode is
well damped at moderate speeds, but becomes less so as the ma-
chine’s forward speed increases. The natural frequency rises from
zero at very low speed to somewhere in the range 2–4 Hz, de-
pending on the mass and size of the machine, the lower frequen-
cies corresponding to heavier motorcycles. The only properly
documented wobble oscillations involve moderate speeds, al-

though there are many anecdotal accounts of wobble at high
speeds �26�. Theoretical results indicate that the torsional stiffness
of the motorcycle frame at the steering head determines whether a
machine will be prone to wobbling at medium speeds �compliant
frame� or at high speeds �stiff frame� �27,28�. The frequency of
the wobble mode is relatively independent of speed and is gov-
erned primarily by the mechanical trail, the front tire cornering
stiffness and the front frame steer inertia. The wobble mode’s
frequency is normally in the range 6–9 Hz. Stiff framed ma-
chines, being prone to wobbling at high speed, often depend on a
steering damper for satisfactory wobble-mode damping. Nor-
mally, however, a steering damper will destabilize the high-speed
weave mode. In cornering, the above lateral modes and the in-
plane modes associated with tire deflections and suspension mo-
tions become coupled, as was first shown in any detail by Koenen
�4�. The motorcycle becomes prone to resonant forcing via regular
road undulations when the displacement forcing they produce is
tuned to lightly damped modal frequencies of the machine. Mod-
erate roll angles are likely to represent the worst-case conditions
�10�.

The free steering system of a single-track vehicle is essential to
its stability and control behavior �7�. It enables the machine to
self-steer, to some extent, and it allows the rider to operate in free
control, or provide a steering torque input for directional control
purposes. Modifications to the machine in the steering head region
that impact the steering geometry, the frame compliance, and the
steering damping are particularly influential. The question natu-
rally arises: “are there better ways of influencing the self-steering
action than through the use of conventional steering dampers?”
One approach to the problem posed by this question is described
in �29�, where an adaptive damper is considered as a means of
alleviating a wobble-related phenomenon known as “kickback.”
Kickback is a sharp change is steering angle that results from
high-speed running over rough surfaces. An interesting feature of
this work is the preservation of the low-speed light handling of the
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machine. The simultaneous suppression of kickback and low-
speed maneuverability preservation led to the speed- and
acceleration-based adaptive damping scheme described. The pur-
pose of the present paper is to introduce a phase-compensation-
based approach to the design question posed earlier in the para-
graph. This compensation is achieved using passive mechanical
networks consisting of springs, dampers, and inerters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the nature
and properties of the inerter, which is still a relatively unfamiliar
mechanical component. Some of the basic elements of electrical-
mechanical circuit analogies, passive network synthesis, and posi-
tive reality are briefly reviewed. In Sec. 3, the background to the
motorcycle model is described. Some of the important character-
istics of the reference motorcycle-rider system are described in
Sec. 4. Frequency-response-based design procedures for simple
mechanical networks are given in Sec. 5. A procedure for optimiz-
ing the parameter values of arbitrary passive steering compensa-
tors is given in Sec. 6. Both time- and frequency-domain ap-
proaches to parameter optimization are studied. The influence and
performance of the base motorcycle fitted with various steering
compensators are evaluated in Sec. 7. Conclusions are drawn in
Sec. 8.

2 Network Synthesis

2.1 The Inerter. A two-terminal mechanical element called
the inerter was introduced in �30� with the property that the �equal
and opposite� force applied at the terminals is proportional to the
relative acceleration between them. The inerter obeys the force-
velocity law F=b�v̇1− v̇2�, where the constant of proportionality b
is called the inertance and has the units of kilograms. In order to
be practically useful, the device should have a small mass �rela-
tive to b� and its inertance should be adjustable independently of
the mass. Also, the device should function properly in any spatial
orientation, it should support adequate linear travel and should
have reasonable overall dimensions. One way in which such a
device can be made with the required properties is illustrated in
Fig. 1. It comprises a plunger that is constrained to translate rela-
tive to a housing, which then drives a flywheel via a rack and
pinion, and gears. For such devices, the value of the inertance b is
easy to compute in terms of the various gear ratios and the fly-
wheel’s moment of inertia �30�. In general, if the device gives rise
to a flywheel rotation of � radians per meter of relative displace-
ment between the terminals, then the inertance of the device is
given by b=J�2 where J is the flywheel’s moment of inertia.
Various embodiments of inerters are described in �31�, and several
prototype devices have been built and tested in the Engineering
Department at Cambridge University.

A rotational version of the inerter can also be defined, namely,
a device where the �equal and opposite� torque applied at each
terminal �which can be separately rotated� is proportional to the
relative angular acceleration between the terminals. The inertance
of such a device is measured in kilogram meter squared. Embodi-

ments in pure rotational form can be devised, by making use of
epicyclic gears, for example �31�. For an ideal device of this type
in which there is a gear ratio of n between rotations of the termi-
nals and rotations of a flywheel with moment of inertia J, the
inertance is given by Jn2.

2.2 Passive Circuit Synthesis. One of the principal motiva-
tions for the introduction of the inerter in �30� was the synthesis of
passive mechanical networks. It was pointed out that the standard
form of the electrical-mechanical analogy �in which the spring,
mass, and damper are analogous to the inductor, capacitor, and
resistor� was restrictive for this purpose, because the mass element
effectively has one terminal connected to ground. In order that the
full power of electrical circuit synthesis theory be translated over
to mechanical networks, it is necessary to replace the mass ele-
ment by a genuine two-terminal element—the inerter. Figure 2
shows the new table of element correspondences in the force-
current analogy where force and current are the “through” vari-
ables, and velocity and voltage are the “across” variables. The
admittance Y�s� is the ratio of through to across quantities, where
s is the standard Laplace transform variable. For mechanical net-
works in rotational form, the through and across variables are
torque and angular velocity, respectively. For further background
on network analogies, the reader is referred to �32�.

The theory of passive circuits has been widely studied in the
electrical engineering literature �33,34�. The concept of passivity
can be translated over directly to mechanical networks as follows.
Suppose that �F ,v� represents the force-velocity pair associated
with a two-terminal mechanical network, then passivity requires

E�T� =�
−�

T

F�t�v�t�dt � 0 �1�

for all admissible force-velocity pairs. The integral in �1� repre-
sents the energy supplied to the mechanical network. An impor-
tant class of �rational� functions that relate to passivity are the
positive real functions.

The following theorem is taken from �33,34�; see, for example,
page 96 of �34�.

THEOREM 1. Let Z�s� be the real rational immittance2 function
of a linear time-invariant two-terminal network. Then the network
is passive if and only if

1. Z�s� has no pole in Re�s��0;
2. Re�Z�j����0 for all real �, in the case that j� is not a pole

of Z�s�;
3. If j�0 is a pole of Z�s�, it is at most a simple pole, and the

residue Zj�0
= lims→j�0

�s− j�0�Z�s� in the case that �0 is fi-

2The immittance function of a network refers to either its impedance or admit-
tance function.

Fig. 1 Schematic of an inerter embodiment
Fig. 2 Circuit symbols and electromechanical correspon-
dences with defining equations and admittances Y„s…
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nite, and Z�=lims→�Z�s� /s in the case that Z�s� has a pole
at infinity, is non-negative.

Real rational functions satisfying the above conditions are termed
positive real. If Z�s� is positive real, there exists a two-terminal
mechanical network whose impedance equals Z�s�, which consists
of a finite interconnection of springs, dampers, and inerters �30�.

The work presented here will make use of a characterization of
biquadratic positive-real functions. This result is often quoted
without proof in the electrical circuit literature �e.g., �35�, problem
4-18, and �36��. A full proof of necessity and sufficiency is pro-
vided in the Appendix.

THEOREM 2. Consider the biquadratic real rational function

Z�s� =
a2s2 + a1s + a0

d2s2 + d1s + d0

where a2, a1, a0, d2, d1, d0 are all non-negative and at least one of
d0, d1, d2 is positive. Then Z�s� is positive real if and only if

a1d1 � ��a0d2 − �d0a2�2

2.3 Applications. Various inerter-based mechanical network
applications are outlined in �30�. These include �i� the simulation
of a mass element without the need for a large mass, �ii� an alter-
native solution to vibration absorption problems, but without the
requirement to mount additional mass-spring elements on the
main body, and �iii� a new element in road vehicle suspension
systems. In traditional four-wheeled vehicle suspension problems,
the suspension system makes use of springs and dampers to con-
nect together the sprung and unsprung masses. The limitations of
such an approach are analogous to attempts to synthesize a
driving-point impedance via resistors and inductors alone—it is
possible to achieve a far broader class of passive circuits if ca-
pacitors are also available. The inerter allows a similar broadening
for mechanical impedances. The possible benefits of using inerters
in passive vehicle suspensions have been explored in �37�. In the
present paper, the application of the inerter to motorcycles is con-
sidered only in respect of the steering system.

3 Motorcycle Model
The dynamics of motorcycles and the model used to represent

them involve three translational and three rotational freedoms of
the main frame, a steering freedom associated with the rotation of
the front frame relative to the main frame, and the influences of
spinning road wheels. The mathematical model employed here
also accommodates front and rear suspension freedoms, frame
twisting, aerodynamic forces and moments, and the rolling of the
rider’s upper body relative to the main frame. The forces and
moments associated with the tires are modeled using “magic for-
mulas” whose parameters have been optimized to fit measured rig
data �38–41�. The tire models used here have been qualified
against the contemporary measured data given in �6,42�; these
details can be found in �43�. A motorcycle model incorporating all
of the above features is described in detail elsewhere; it begins in
�5� and is extended in �8,9�. The simulation model is written in
LISP and makes use of the multibody modeling code AUTOSIM

�44�. The source code can be obtained from the web site http://
www.imperial.ac.uk/controlandpower/motorcycles/. The motorcy-
cle’s physical geometry is shown in Fig. 3, in which the masses
are represented by circles, each with diameter proportional to the
mass involved. The AUTOSIM™ �44� model can be configured as
either “linear” or “nonlinear.” In the latter case, a simulation pro-
gram results in which the describing equations of motion are
solved using numerical integration. The simulation program is
used to find equilibrium trim states, which typically involve a
fixed target lean angle and a fixed target speed. In the linear con-
figuration, the system is symbolically linearized for small pertur-
bations about a general trim condition. A MATLAB “M” file that
sets up the linear model in state-space form is generated automati-

cally. The parameters used in the model derive from laboratory
experiments conducted on a contemporary commercially available
sports machine �9�, the Suzuki GSX-R1000. The effects of a steer-
ing damper or a more general steering compensator can be incor-
porated via the differential equations that describe it. For the par-
ticular purposes of the study presented here, the steering
compensation system is separated from the rest of the model in
the generalized regulator feedback structure �45� shown in Fig. 4.
See �46� for a similar use of a control systems paradigm applied to
car suspensions. Although this figure shows a frequency-domain
model of the linearized system, it is equally applicable to nonlin-
ear time-domain studies. The steering compensator appears as
K�s�. If P�s� is partitioned as

P�s� = �P11�s� P12�s�
P21�s� P22�s� �

then the generalized regulator configuration is defined by

� ��s�
s��s� � = �P11�s� P12�s�

P21�s� P22�s� �� d�s�
Ts�s� �

and

Ts�s� = K�s�s��s�
which gives

��s� = �I − sP12�s�K�s��−1P11�s�d�s�

since P21�s�=sP11�s� and P22�s�=sP12�s�. Repeated reference will
be made to Nyquist diagrams and the Nyquist criterion �for an
elementary account, see �47�, Sec. 9.3� of the open-loop system

Fig. 3 Scaled diagrammatic motorcycle and rider in side view.
The motorcycle-and-rider model shows the machine layout
with each of the masses depicted as a proportionately scaled
shaded circle.

Fig. 4 Feedback arrangement in which P„s… is the linearized
motorcycle model and K„s… is the steering compensator. The
signal d„s… represents vertical road displacement distur-
bances, Ts„s… is the steering torque and �„s… is the steering
angle.
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sK�s�P12�s�, in which P12�s� maps the steering torque Ts�s� into
the steering angle ��s�.

As has been explained elsewhere �5,8,10�, speed and steering
torque controllers are used in the nonlinear model to establish the
steady-state equilibrium state. The reader should understand that
these controllers are not included in any of the linearized models
or any of the results presented here.

4 Characteristics of the Standard Machine
The important oscillatory modes associated with “wobble” and

“weave” are illustrated in the root-locus diagrams of Figs. 5 and 6.
Figure 5 corresponds to the straight-running machine with the
steering damper removed. It can be seen from this diagram that
the wobble-mode frequency varies between 47 and 57 rad/s,
while the weave mode’s resonant frequency varies between 10
and 28 rad/s. It is clear that the damping of the wobble mode
decreases with increased speed, and the mode becomes unstable at
	25 m/s. Figure 6 shows root-loci for the machine with the
nominal steering damper fitted for four values of lean angle.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the steering damper stabilizes the
wobble mode. It also reduces the damping of the weave mode.
Figure 6 also shows that increased values of roll angle tend to
increase the high-speed weave-mode damping. Since the coupling
between the in-plane and out-of-plane dynamics increases with
roll angle, one expects the weave mode’s vulnerability to road
displacement forcing to maximize at an intermediate value �of
	15 deg �10��. It can also be seen from Fig. 6 that for roll angles
of up to 30 deg, the high-speed wobble-mode damping increases
with roll angle. Further increases in roll angle then destabilize this
mode. At low speeds, the wobble-mode damping decreases mono-
tonically with roll angle, and the vulnerability of this mode is
worst at low speed and high roll angles.

The open-loop linearized motorcycle model can also be used to
generate the Nyquist diagrams shown in Fig. 7. Frequency re-
sponse plots for straight running at four different values of for-
ward speed are considered. In the case of a steering damper as the
compensator in the feedback loop of Fig. 4, K�s� becomes a con-
stant, K, say. It follows from the well-known Nyquist criterion
�47� that closed-loop stability requires N anticlockwise encircle-
ments of the −1/K point, where N is the number of unstable poles
of the open-loop system and K is the value of the steering damp-
ing. At low speeds, both the wobble and weave modes are stable
�see Fig. 5�, and therefore, no encirclements of the −1/K point are
required for the 15 m/s case as shown in Fig. 7. At 35 m/s, the
wobble mode of the nominal motorcycle, without its steering
damper, becomes unstable as the corresponding complex conju-
gate pair of poles crosses the imaginary axis into the right-half
plane. Under these operating conditions, two counterclockwise
encirclements of the −1/K point are therefore required. For higher
speeds, two counterclockwise encirclements of the −1/K point are
also required, but the range of damper values that will achieve this
reduces. Indeed, if the steering damping value is too low, the
wobble mode becomes unstable and if it is set too high, the weave
mode becomes unstable. In order to appreciate this aspect of the
motorcycle’s behavior, the reader is referred to the 75 m/s locus
in Fig. 7. If the steering damping is set at a low value such that the
−1/K point is located at A, the system is on the stability boundary
and will oscillate at 47.6 rad/s, which is the wobble-mode fre-
quency. If the steering damper is now increased, two counter-
clockwise encirclement of the −1/K point result and the machine
will be stable. If the steering damper is increased further so that
the −1/K point is coincident with the point C, the machine will
oscillate at 28.4 rad/s, indicating that the weave mode is on the
stability boundary. Any further increases in the steering damper

Fig. 5 Root-locus plot for the straight-running motorcycle
with speed the varied parameter. No steering damper is fitted.
The speed is increased from 5 m/s „�… to 85 m/s „�….

Fig. 6 Root-locus plots for: Straight running „Ã…, 15 deg „Œ…,
30 deg „+…, and 45 deg „�… of roll angle with speed the varied
parameter. The nominal steering damper is fitted. The speed is
increased from 7 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�….

Fig. 7 Straight-running Nyquist diagrams for the open-loop
motorcycle model for four different values of forward speed.
On the 75 m/s locus, the frequency at A is 47.6 rad/s, at B it is
33.8 rad/s, and at C it reduces to 28.4 rad/s.
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will render the machine unstable because the −1/K point is not
encircled at all. The nominal steering damper value is
6.944 Nms/rad thereby locating the −1/K point at −0.144, which
is approximately midway between points A and C in Fig. 7.

5 Frequency Response Design

5.1 Preliminary Observations. In order to develop design
methodologies for passive steering compensators, the influences
of the damper, the spring, and the inerter, as isolated components,
are studied briefly. This will be done by investigating their effect
on the wobble- and weave-mode damping and stability. It can be
seen from Fig. 8 that the introduction of a steering damper im-
proves the damping of the wobble mode. When the steering
damper coefficient value is reduced, the wobble mode becomes
unstable at high speed, while the high-speed weave-mode damp-
ing increases. The damper has almost no effect on the natural
frequency of either of these modes.

Figure 9 shows the effect of a simple torsional spring on the
machine’s modal damping. As the torsional stiffness is increased,
the wobble-mode natural frequency increases and the mode be-
comes less unstable. At intermediate and high speeds, the wobble
mode is unstable for all spring stiffness values. The spring has
almost no effect on the weave mode, particularly at high speed,
where the weave-mode damping is low.

Figure 10 illustrates the effect on the machine’s modal damping
characteristics of introducing an inerter. It may be observed that
the wobble mode natural frequency reduces as the value of iner-
tance is increased. This is to be expected, since the wobble mode
chiefly involves rotation of the front frame assembly; thus, the
change is similar to increasing its moment of inertia. It also makes
the wobble mode more unstable and increases the damping of the
weave mode. When comparing Figs. 8 and 10, one is drawn to the
idea that an effective steering compensator should “look like” an
inerter at low frequencies in order to improve the damping of the
weave mode, while taking on the mantle of a damper at higher
frequencies in order to stabilize the wobble mode. This can be
interpreted as a form of lead compensation �47�.

5.2 Candidate Networks. Beyond the three simple one-
element networks considered in Sec. 5.1, the next simplest possi-
bilities are those containing two components. It is easy to show
that the three possible pairwise parallel networks have admittance

functions: c+k /s, c+sb, and �s2+k /b� / �s /b�; b, c, and k are used
to denote inertance, damping coefficient, and spring stiffness, re-
spectively. The first of these networks takes the form of a
proportional-plus-integral compensator, the second is a
proportional-plus-derivative compensator, and the third is a notch
filter with blocking frequency k /b. Only the second provides the
desirable phase-advance property identified in Sec. 5.1 for weave-
mode stability, but this occurs above rather than below a specified
frequency. The third network suggests the interesting idea of a
compensator that is “tuned” to block the high-speed weave-mode
range of frequencies. However, this network does not provide
damper-like characteristics over the wobble range of frequencies.

The three possible pairwise series networks have transfer func-
tions: ck / �sc+k�, scb / �sb+c�, and sk / �s2+k /b�. The first of these
networks is a lag compensator, the second is a lead compensator,

Fig. 8 Straight-running root-loci with speed the varied param-
eter. The speed is increased from 5 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�…. The
Ã locus represents the nominal machine damping value, Œ re-
fers to a steering damping decrease of 3 Nms/rad, and + to a
steering damping reduction of 6 Nms/rad.

Fig. 9 Straight-running root-loci with speed the varied param-
eter. The speed is increased from 5 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�…. The
Ã locus represents the nominal machine without a steering
damper, but fitted instead with a torsional spring of
100 Nm/rad, Œ represents a spring of 200 Nm/rad, and + corre-
sponds to a spring of 400 Nm/rad.

Fig. 10 Straight-running root-loci with speed the varied pa-
rameter; the speed is increased from 5 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�….
The Ã locus represents the nominal machine without a steering
damper, Œ represents the effect of an inertance of 0.1 kgm2, and
+ the influence of an inertance of 0.2 kgm2.
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while the third has a resonant frequency at �0=�k /b. Among
these, the second is the most promising because it has inerter-like
�phase-lead� characteristics at low frequencies and damper-like
behavior at higher ones. The preliminary observations in Sec. 5.1
have identified such a frequency characteristic as being potentially
suitable.

Extending the above type of reasoning to networks with three
or four components allows a number of networks to be selected as
potentially promising candidate steering compensators for further
study. These are shown in Fig. 11. Alongside the conventional
damper �steering compensator� SC-1, is the compensation net-
work comprising a damper, spring, and inerter in series �SC-2�.
This network is a generalization of the two-component device
scb / �sb+c� identified above. The important added generality af-
forded by SC-2 facilitates a rapid phase change in the neighbor-
hood of the resonant frequency �n=�k /b. As with the series con-
nected damper-inerter combination, SC-2 has the characteristics
of an inerter at low frequencies. The SC-2 network is damper-like
in the neighborhood of �n and spring-like at high frequencies. In
our application, �n will be tuned to the wobble-mode frequency
so as to introduce damping there.

Network SC-3 has lead networklike properties, and the spring
allows fast phase changes through the transition region. Since a
damper improves the wobble-mode damping, while having a del-
eterious effect on the weave-mode characteristics, benefit might
be derived from a network which “notches out” the effect of a
damper over the weave-mode frequency band. A mechanical net-
work with notch filter characteristics is shown as SC-4 in Fig. 11.

The admittance functions for the networks in Fig. 11 are as
follows:

Y1�s� = c

Y2�s� = k
s

s2 + sk/c + k/b

Y3�s� = c
s�s + k/c�

s2 + sc/b + k/b

Y4�s� = c1
s2 + sc2/b + k/b

s2 + s�c1 + c2�/b + k/b

It may be observed that the above admittances are at most second-
order rational functions and are special cases of the positive-real
biquadratic functions of Theorem 2. This class may still be syn-
thesized using springs, dampers, and inerters �although the num-
ber of elements may be larger than that required in the networks
shown in Fig. 11�. It is appropriate to add the idealized case

Y5�s� =
a2s2 + a1s + a0

d2s2 + d1s + d0

as a further candidate admittance, with the parameters a0, a1, a2,
d0, d1, d2 constrained by the conditions of Theorem 2. Although
we will not show a circuit realization of Y5�s�, we will refer to this
configuration as SC-5.

It is possible to re-parameterize each of the networks SC-2,
SC-3, SC-4, and SC-5 in terms of undamped natural frequencies
and damping ratios. The admittance function for the network SC-2
may be reparametrized as

Y2�s� = k
s

s2 + 2��ns + �n
2

in which

�n = �k/b, � =
�bk

2c
�2�

In the case of SC-3,

Y3�s� = c

s
s +
�n

2�
�

s2 + 2��ns + �n
2

in which �n=�k /b and �=c / �2�kb�.
Similarly,

Y4�s� = c1
s2 + 2�1�ns + �n

2

s2 + 2�2�ns + �n
2

in which �n=�k /b, �1=c2 / �2�bk� and �2= �c1+c2� / �2�bk�, and
so �1��2 is enforced by this network.

In the case of the positive real biquadratic compensator, with
a0, a2, d0, d2�0, one obtains

Y5�s� = k
s2 + 2�1�1s + �1

2

s2 + 2�2�2s + �2
2

in which k=a2 /d2, �1=�a0 /a2, �2=�d0 /d2, �1=a1 / �2�a0a2�, and
�2=d1 / �2�d0d2�. Then in essence, positive reality comes from sat-
isfaction of the inequality

�1�2 �
��1 − �2�2

4�1�2
�3�

As compared to the network SC-4, one is allowed two indepen-
dent resonant frequencies �rather than one� and the damping ratios
need to satisfy the less restrictive constraint �3� instead of �2
��1.

In the studies which follow, the steering compensator admit-
tance K�s� will be set equal to each of the admittances
Y1�s� , . . . ,Y5�s�. For Y1�s� , . . . ,Y4�s� the parameter values will be

Fig. 11 Simple steering compensation networks
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required to be nonnegative, while for Y5�s� the passivity constraint
of Theorem 2 will be imposed; additional networks are considered
in the report �48�.

5.3 Lead Network Design. The frequency-response charac-
teristics of the compensator SC-3 in Fig. 11 are illustrated in Fig.
12, which has been normalized to �n=1. As one would expect, the
resonant peak becomes more and more pronounced as the value of
� is reduced. At the same time, one observes an increasingly rapid
phase transition in the neighborhood of �n and a smaller value of
	n=arctan�2��, which is the network’s phase shift at s= j�n.

We now turn to the development of design guidelines for the
SC-3 network. A careful examination of the 75 m/s Nyquist plot
in Fig. 7 reveals that, for this high-speed straight-running condi-
tion, it is advantageous for the steering compensator to introduce
phase lead up to the cusp frequency at point B �33.8 rad/s� and
proportional gain thereafter; we therefore set �n=33.8.

This observation is faithful to the notion that weave requires
derivative action, whereas wobble requires proportional compen-
sation. It was established by trial that a damping ratio of �=0.5

was suitable. The influence of this unity-gain compensator is il-
lustrated in Fig. 13. As desired, the derivative action has moved
the negative-axis crossing point associated with weave-mode in-
stability toward the origin and the crossing point linked to wobble
to the left of the diagram. This “opens up” the interval over which
two counterclockwise encirclements of the −1/K point can be
achieved. In order to maximize the radius of a circle centered at
−1, and which can be encircled twice by the Nyquist diagram, the
damper coefficient was chosen to be c=1/0.1741=5.744. This
places the −1 point at the midpoint between the two negative
real-axis crossing points. Given these values for c, �, and �n, the
b and k parameters can be found via back substitution using

b =
c

2��n

k =
c�n

2�

This gives the network parameter values listed in Table 1, and the
root-locus plot that results with this mechanical network is shown
in Fig. 14. Although the design was based on a single high-speed
straight-running linearized model, it is evident that, in comparison
with the nominal machine behavior given in Fig. 6, substantial
improvements in the damping of the weave mode, under all oper-
ating conditions, have been achieved. Greatly improved wobble-
mode damping has also been obtained. The improvement in the
high-roll-angle �45 deg� case is worthy of particular note.

5.4 Notch Filter Design. The frequency-response character-
istics of the notch filter network SC-4 in Fig. 11 are illustrated in
Fig. 15, in which the depth of the notch is set via �1. Trial and
error design studies suggested that the notch frequency should be
set below the weave-mode crossing frequency �28.4 rad/s� at
point C in Fig. 7 in order that phase lead be introduced above the
chosen �n value. The following were found to be suitable: �1

Table 1 Parameters for network SC-3 given in Fig. 11

c b k

5.744 0.1699 194.14

Fig. 13 Nyquist diagram for the straight-running open-loop
motorcycle at a forward speed of 75 m/s. The solid line repre-
sents the nominal machine with a unity-gain steering damper
and the dashed line the compensated system using the SC-3
network given in Fig. 11 „�n=33.8, �=0.5, c=1….

Fig. 12 Normalized frequency responses for SC-3 with unity
gain and resonant frequency �n=1 for three values of damping
ratio �

Fig. 14 Root-locus plots for: Straight running „Ã…, 15 deg „Œ…,
30 deg „+…, and 45 deg „�… with speed the varied parameter
from 7 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�…. The machine is fitted with the
SC-3 network with the parameter values given in Table 1.
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=0.1, �2=0.4 and �n=25.
In the second phase of the design process, the unity-gain com-

pensated Nyquist diagram is computed; the outcome is illustrated
in Fig. 16. By studying the position of the −1/K point as a func-
tion of K in Fig. 16, it can be seen that c1=10 is a suitable damper
value. As before, the other parameter values can be found by back
substitution and are shown in Table 2.

As with the lead network illustrated above in Sec. 5.3, the notch
compensator has good global properties which are demonstrated
in Fig. 17. Again, good wobble- and weave-mode damping char-
acteristics are evident.

5.5 Series Resonant Filter Design. The frequency-response
characteristics of the SC-2 network are illustrated in Fig. 18. It is
apparent from this figure that this network has the characteristics
of an inerter at low frequencies and will introduce damping in the
vicinity of �n, which should be tuned to the wobble-mode fre-
quency. The damping ratio � is a free design parameter that can be
chosen by trial and is used to provide the required phase compen-

sation. As compared to the 90 deg of phase shift of SC-3, this
network introduces 180 deg of phase and potentially has a fast
phase transition in the vicinity of �n. These characteristics are
useful in the present context. The correct value of the spring con-
stant k can be derived from a compensated Nyquist plot in a
manner analogous to the procedure explained in Secs. 5.3 and 5.4.
Once k has been fixed, b can be found from �n and c from �; these
details are left to the reader.

6 Optimization
The optimization of the mechanical networks in Fig. 11 will be

studied from both a time- and a frequency-domain perspective. In
order to do this, one has to deal with passivity constraints on the
compensator parameters, the stability of the uncontrolled ma-
chine, as well as optimization across multiple linearized motor-
cycle models that “grid” the machine’s operating envelope. The
optimization studies will make use of the MATLAB sequential qua-
dratic programing algorithm FMINCON �49�, which accepts both
linear and nonlinear equality and inequality constraints. In the
case of the mechanical networks given in Fig. 11, passivity is
ensured via the non-negativity of the network parameters. In the
case of positive-real biquadratic functions, the constraints alluded
to in Theorem 2 must be enforced.

6.1 Time Domain Criterion. The time-domain optimization
of the networks in Fig. 11 seeks to maximize the motorcycle’s
lowest modal damping ratio for all the linearized models in the
model set. In order to specify formally this optimization problem,
it is helpful to refer to Fig. 19. In addition to the �hard� passivity
constraints associated with the network parameter values, it is
necessary to introduce stability constraints and a performance cri-
terion for minimization. Recognizing that the low-frequency sta-
bility of the machine will be ensured by the rider, and not the
compensation network, the stability constraint used here allows
unstable low-frequency modes to remain in the right-half plane.

Table 2 Parameters for notch compensator „SC-4…

c1 c2 b k

10 3.33 0.667 416.67

Fig. 15 Frequency responses for SC-4 with unity gain, reso-
nant frequency �n=1, denominator damping ratio �2=0.75 for
three values of numerator damping ratio �1

Fig. 16 Nyquist diagram for the straight-running open-loop
motorcycle at a forward speed of 75 m/s. The solid line repre-
sents the nominal machine with a unity-gain steering damper
and the dashed line the compensated system using the SC-4
network given in Fig. 11. The network parameters are c1=1,
�1�0.1,�2�0.4, and �n=25.

Fig. 17 Root-locus plots for: Straight running „Ã…, 15 deg „Œ…,
30 deg „+…, and 45 deg „�… with speed the varied parameter for
the compensated machine fitted with the network SC-4 with the
parameters of Table 2. The speed is increased from 7 m/s „�…

to 75 m/s „�….
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This is achieved via the requirement that only closed-loop eigen-
values with an imaginary part greater than j must be confined to
the left-half of the complex plane. For illustration, this stability-
related hard constraint is shown pictorially in Fig. 19�a� via the
cross-hatching of the imaginary axis for values above j. As can be
seen from Fig. 5 there is a low-frequency mode that is associated
with rider upper-body oscillations. This mode is unstable for low
speeds, and since it crosses the imaginary axis at 	2.5j, the op-
timization problem demands that the compensator stabilizes it. In
contrast, no attempt is made to stabilize the marginally unstable
capsize mode whose eigenvalue�s� is/are either real or has/have a
very small imaginary part.

The set of linear motorcycle models used in solving the opti-
mization problem grids the important part of the machine’s oper-
ating conditions. This set is denoted 
 and contains linearized

models corresponding to trim roll angles of 0 ,3 ,6 , . . . ,45 deg and
trim speeds of 7 ,9 ,11, . . . ,75 m/s. The time-domain index for
minimization is

Jt = max



max
i

�tan�	i� �4�

in which the index i ranges over those modes with an imaginary
part �4j. It is recognized that minimizing Jt will minimize 	i for
0�	i�� /2, and thus maximize the damping ratios, which are
given by �i=cos�	i�. Geometrically, the optimizing algorithm will
try to rotate the constant-damping-ratio line illustrated in Fig.
19�b� counterclockwise around the origin toward the negative real
axis. The achieved minimum in Jt is associated with the least
damped mode across the model set 
.

6.2 Frequency-Domain Criterion. The optimization of lin-
ear systems via H� frequency-response performance measures is
a well-developed subject �45�. In the present context these mea-
sures are motivated by the role played by road displacement forc-
ing in stability-related road traffic accidents �10�. The objective is
to minimize the worst-case closed-loop gain from road forcing
disturbances to steering angle �see Sec. 3 and Fig. 4� for all oper-
ating conditions, while simultaneously ensuring that the open-loop
Nyquist diagram does not get “too close” to the −1 point. For each
frequency �i, the

Jf = max


�max�max

�i

� P11�j�i�
1 − j�iK�j�i�P12�j�i�

�,max
�i

� 

1 − j�iK�j�i�P12�j�i�
��� �5�

distance between the Nyquist diagram and the −1 point is given
by �1− j�iK�j�i�P12�j�i��. This is the modulus of the classical
sensitivity function, which plays a central role in the subject of
sensitivity and robustness of control systems �45�. In the work
presented here, the multiobjective H� index given in Eq. �5� will
be used. The first term in �5� is the closed-loop transfer function
between road forcing disturbances and the steering angle, while
the second is a fixed constant times the inverse of the distance of
closest approach between the Nyquist diagram and the −1 point.
The positive reality constraints, the stability constraint, and the
model set 
 used here are the same as those employed in the
time-domain optimization problem described in Sec. 6.1. When
evaluating Jf, a 100-point frequency list was used. These points
were placed on a logarithmic scale that covered the range �
=101.3 to �=101.85. This range was selected to include all the
maxima in the index �5�. The weighting factor on the second term
was set by trial to =16.

7 Optimization Results
Results pertaining to the performance of the optimized net-

works in Fig. 11, as well as the general positive real biquadratic
function �SC-5� will now be given. The time-domain optimization
results for the criterion described in Sec. 6.1 will be described first
followed by the frequency-domain approach of Sec. 6.2. In appro-
priate cases, the optimization processes were initialized using the
loop-shaping design methods described in Secs. 5.3–5.5.

7.1 Time-Domain Optimization. The results of optimizing
each of the networks in Fig. 11 with the time-domain index �4� are
given in Table 3. In addition to the optimal parameter values, the
table also provides the minimum values achieved for the perfor-
mance index �4�, the trim condition at which the minimum was
achieved, and the damped natural frequency of the least-damped
mode at that trim state. The eigenvalues associated with this least-
damped mode will lie against the damping ratio line in Fig. 19�b�,
while all the others will lie to the left of it. It can be seen from the

Fig. 19 „a… Stability constraint region and „b… damping ratio
optimization region

Fig. 18 Normalized frequency-response characteristics of the
network SC-2 for three values of damping ratio
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table that the “best” network in this case is SC-2, and the least
satisfactory is the conventional damper �SC-1�. The performance
of SC-2 �Jt=16.646� is only slightly worse than that of the general
biquadratic positive real function SC-5 �Jt=14.55�. Referring to
Fig. 20, one observes the influence of the optimized SC-2 network
on the compensated motorcycle’s root-locus plot. As expected, the
damping ratios of all the lightly damped motorcycle modes have
been substantially increased with the wobble mode at 	66 rad/s
against the constant damping ratio line. It can be shown that the
networks SC-2, SC-3, and SC-4 substantially increase the highest
achievable stable straight-running speed for the motorcycle mod-
eled here ��48�, Table 4�.

Figure 21 shows the variation of Jt with operating point in the
case of the optimal damper SC-1. The figure reflects the fact that
there is a compromise between high-speed-weave and low-speed-
wobble operating conditions with conventional dampers. In par-
ticular, at a speed of 11 m/s and a roll angle of 45 deg, the
wobble damping ratio is only �=0.009. For high-speed straight-
running, the weave mode is similarly lightly damped. A Jt perfor-

mance surface for SC-2 is given in Fig. 22. It is clear from this
figure that although the machine retains its tendency to have a
lightly damped weave mode under high-speed straight-running
conditions, and a lightly damped wobble mode under lower-speed
high-roll-angle conditions, the worst case damping ratio has in-
creased significantly to �=0.06. The general biquadratic positive
real compensator increases this value only slightly to �=0.069.

Before leaving the time-domain results, it is interesting to con-
sider the sensitivity of the designs obtained. Figure 23 shows the
Nyquist diagrams associated with the nominal damper and the
series resonant network SC-2. It is clear that in the latter case the
optimized network offers poor gain and phase margins; indeed
these were not included in the optimization problem formulation.
This suggests the possibility that parameter variations and/or mod-
eling inaccuracies may result in the instability of the weave mode.

Figure 24 shows the sensitivity of the wobble mode at 11 m/s
and 45 deg to variations in the nominal steering damper parameter
value, and the parameter values of each of the networks SC-2 to
SC-4 inclusive. As compared to the other networks, the SC-2 net-
work wobble-mode damping performance appears especially sen-
sitive to variations in each of its three parameters. This is particu-
larly true in the case of the spring constant and the inertance
value, which together dictate the network’s resonant frequency;

Table 3 Optimal Time-domain network parameter values

Parameters Jt Maximum

�deg� �m/s� �rad/s�

SC-1 c=7.2526 112.99 45 11 54.56
SC-2 k=773.31 16.646 45 21 65.81

c=22.723
b=0.32673

SC-3 c=11.987 16.683 45 7 48.69
k=416.54
b=0.32771

SC-4 c1=22.518 21.102 15 75 37.25
c2=0
k=101.74
b=0.6536

SC-5 a2=19.053 14.55 45 7 48.43
a1=180.29
a0=11030.5
d2=1.0
d1=21.352
d0=929.51

Fig. 20 Root-locus plots for: Straight running „Ã…, 15 deg „Œ…,
30 deg „+…, and 45 deg „�… of roll angle with speed the varied
parameter. The network SC-2 is fitted and was optimized to
minimize the performance index „4…. The speed is increased
from 7 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�….

Fig. 21 Cost function Jt for 7–75 m/s and 0–45 deg lean with
the motorcycle fitted with the optimized SC-1 compensated
system

Fig. 22 Cost function Jt for 7–75 m/s and 0–45 deg lean with
the motorcycle fitted with the optimized SC-2 compensated
system
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see �2�. A similar calculation of sensitivities will also be done in
the next section where the cost criterion �5� specifically includes a
robustness enhancing term.

7.2 Frequency-Domain Optimization. The results of opti-
mizing each of the networks in Fig. 11 with the frequency-domain
index �5� are given in Table 4. In addition to the optimal param-
eter values the table also provides the minimum values achieved
for the performance index �5�, the trim condition at which the
minimum was achieved, and the frequencies corresponding to the
frequency-response peaks associated with the limiting value of Jf.
It is evident from the table that the “best” network in this case is
again SC-2 and the least satisfactory is the conventional steering
damper SC-1. As one would now expect, a marginally better per-
formance is achieved by the general biquadratic positive real com-
pensator SC-5. It is also clear that in each case the wobble mode
is dictating the lowest achievable value of Jf. In the case of SC-2,
Jf =40.576 was obtained, and so the closest distance of approach
between the Nyquist plot and the −1 point is �16/40.576

=0.394; recall that =16 was used in �5�. As a result, improved
gain and phase margins have been achieved as compared with the
time-domain optimized SC-2 network.

Figure 25 shows the locus of the motorcycle’s important modes
for a wide range of speeds and roll angles in the case that the
optimized SC-2 network is fitted. As with the time-domain opti-
mized parameters, this network achieves improved damping ratios
for each of the machine’s lightly damped modes. Figure 26 shows
the road-forcing response

max
�i

� P11�j�i�
1 − j�iK�j�i�P12�j�i�

�
as the trim state ranges over the motorcycle’s cornering regime;
under straight-running conditions, the road-forcing response goes
to zero. In common with each of the other networks, the highest
gain values occur at low speeds and high roll angles, and corre-
spond to the excitation of the wobble mode. As one would expect,
relatively high values of road forcing gain are also achieved under
high-speed low-roll-angle conditions �see 75 m/s and 15 deg roll

Fig. 23 Nyquist diagrams for the open-loop motorcycle with a
forward speed of 75 m/s and a roll angle of 15 deg. The solid
line represents the machine fitted with the nominal steering
damper, and the dashed line represents the machine fitted with
the time-domain optimized SC-2 network.

Fig. 24 The vertical axis shows changes in the damping ratio
of the wobble mode for single-parameter variations in each of
the time-domain optimized networks: nominal steering damper
SC-1 to SC-4. The trim condition is 45 deg and 11 m/s; the pa-
rameter values are adjusted by 0.01%. The order of the param-
eters in each group is the same as that given in Table 3.

Table 4 Optimal frequency-domain network parameter values

Parameters Jf Maximum

�deg� �m/s� �rad/s�

SC-1 c=8.0695 109.8412 45 9 52.97
SC-2 k=594.08 40.576 45 7 49.95

c=13.716
b=0.24252

SC-3 c=8.0941 49.05 45 7 49.21
k=281.2483
b=0.2387

SC-4 c1=13.322 46.155 45 7 48.89
c2=0.00070281
k=256.66
b=0.71191

SC-5 a2=13.944 37.5896 45 7 49.16
a1=85.172
a0=11167
d2=1.0
d1=13.535
d0=941.83

Fig. 25 Root-locus plots for: Straight running „Ã…, 15 deg „Œ…,
30 deg „+…, and 45 deg „�… of roll angle, with the speed varied
from 7 m/s „�… to 75 m/s „�…. The network SC-2 is fitted with its
parameters set to minimize Jf in „5….
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angle�; this is a feature shared by each of the other networks. The
road forcing characteristics of the machine are also illustrated by
the frequency-response plots shown in Figs. 27 and 28. As is
evident from the first of these figures, the SC-2 network decreases
the peak wobble-mode road-forcing gain by 	15 dB. The trim
condition selected corresponds to an equilibrium state in which
the wobble mode is particularly vulnerable to road displacement
forcing. The second of these figures corresponds to a high-speed
trim condition in which the weave mode is particularly vulnerable
to road displacement forcing. In this case the SC-2 network is
seen to reduce the weave-mode peak by 	3 dB as compared to
the nominal damper that is fitted to the production machine.

In order to further investigate the robustness of the frequency-
domain optimized networks, a study was carried out that investi-
gates the range over which the network parameters can be varied,
one at a time, without destabilizing the machine. Table 5 shows
the effect of changing individual network parameters. As ex-
pected, in the case of the damper, the wobble mode will be desta-
bilized if the damper value is too low, while the weave mode is

destabilized if it is too large. In comparison to the other networks,
the stable range of the SC-1 damper values is relatively small.
Without exception, in the case of the other networks, the various
parameter values can be varied over a much larger range without
instability.

Figure 29 shows that the frequency-domain optimized SC-2
network has improved wobble-mode sensitivity properties as
compared to its time-domain counterpart �Fig. 24�. With that said,
compared to the other networks, the need to “tune” this network to
the low-speed high-roll-angle, wobble-mode frequency renders it
relatively sensitive to parameter variations under these conditions.
This relatively high low-speed high-roll-angle sensitivity charac-
teristic has to be set against its excellent overall nominal
performance.

We conclude with a brief examination of the motorcycle’s sen-
sitivity to machine parameter variations. Intuitively, one would
expect any difficulty to be most apparent in the parameters which
specify the dynamics of the steering system and the “front-end” of
the motorcycle. These include geometry-related parameters, the
front-frame stiffness and the steering system inertia parameters.
The sensitivities to variations in a selection of these parameters is
given in Fig. 30. It is apparent from this diagram that the damping
ratio sensitivity of the wobble mode, at the indicated trim condi-
tion, for the network SC-2, is particularly large in respect of the
front wheel attachment point, the x-axis component of the twist
axis joint with the main frame, the front tire crown radius, and the
steering head angle. The wobble-mode damping ratio sensitivities
to the front frame stiffness, and the mass and moment of inertia
parameters are comparatively low. It is important to note from
Fig. 30 that the frequency-domain optimized networks have sen-
sitivities that are comparable with those of the conventional
damper. This indicates that the robustness of these networks will
be no worse than that of the conventional damper.

8 Conclusions
This paper has introduced the idea of replacing a conventional

steering damper with a mechanical network comprising spring�s�,
damper�s�, and inerter�s� �30� on a high-performance motorcycle.
The study has used an advanced motorcycle simulation model
�5,8,9� to demonstrate that this can lead to clear performance ben-
efits in the wobble- and weave-mode damping. Methods of pas-
sive electrical circuit synthesis �33,34� that have been recast into a

Fig. 26 Road forcing gain for 7–75 m/s and 3–45 deg roll
angle for the frequency-domain optimized SC-2 compensated
system

Fig. 27 Bode magnitude plot for road displacement forcing
„0 dB=1 rad/m…. The machine is operating at a forward speed
of 15 m/s and a roll angle of 45 deg. The solid line represents
the nominal machine, and the dashed line the machine fitted
with the frequency-domain optimized SC-2 network.

Fig. 28 Bode magnitude plot for road displacement forcing
„0 dB=1 rad/m…. The machine is operating at a forward speed
of 75 m/s and a roll angle of 15 deg. The solid line represents
the nominal machine, and the dashed line the machine fitted
with the frequency-domain optimized SC-2 network.
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mechanical engineering setting via the introduction of the inerter
play a central role in this research. Classical frequency-response
methodologies �47� also play an important role. A number of
steering compensators are optimized and analyzed in the spirit of
classical time-domain and H� control systems design ideas �45�.

The investigation in this paper was prompted by the often re-
ported poor performance of high-powered sports motorcycles op-
erating at high speed. The results of Sec. 4 show that the nominal
machine is vulnerable to high-speed weave, particularly under
straight-running or low-roll-angle conditions, and low-speed
wobble, particularly at high roll angles. This initial study shows
why there is only a small usable range of steering damper param-
eter values and illustrates why conventional motorcycles are
dogged by an apparently intractable wobble-weave-mode damp-
ing compromise.

The results in Sec. 5.1 show that a steering damper is an effec-
tive means of damping the wobble mode, but that it has a delete-
rious effect on the weave mode. These results also show that a
steering inerter can improve the damping of the weave mode.
Taken in combination, these observations motivated the study of
the simple mechanical networks presented in Fig. 11. In each case
the network parameters can be selected so that they “look like” a

damper above the weave-mode frequency band, while adopting
the mantle of an inerter at lower frequencies. Three network con-
figurations with these general characteristics were analyzed in de-
tail. The network SC-2 introduces low-frequency inertance and
narrowband wobble-mode damping, SC-3 is in essence a me-
chanical lead compensator �47�, while the notch filter characteris-
tics of SC-4 are used to shield the weave mode from the negative
effect of a steering damper. Simple frequency-response design
procedures are presented for each of these networks. In a first
design step, each compensation network’s natural frequency and
damping ratio�s� are chosen. In a second step, which is conducted
after the unity-gain compensated Nyquist diagram is plotted, the
network’s spring constant �SC-2�, or �one of� the network’s
damper values is selected �SC-3 and SC-4�. The remaining param-
eters are found by back substitution. It is demonstrated that these
hand-designed networks have greatly improved performance char-
acteristics as compared to the nominal machine.

Time- and frequency-domain design optimization frameworks
are described in Sec. 6, which accommodate passivity and robust
stability. The philosophy behind these frameworks comes from
traditional second-order system ideas �47� and robust control
theory �45�. The parameter optimization is achieved via a sequen-
tial quadratic programing algorithm �49�. Given the nonlinear
characteristics of motorcycles, as they range over their operating
envelope, it is vital that the steering compensator networks are
optimized across the machine’s entire working regime. This was
achieved using a set of linearized models that grid the motorcy-
cle’s operating domain.

The results presented in Sec. 7 show that substantial global
performance improvements, as compared to conventional steering
dampers, are achievable using the various network configurations
given in Fig. 11. In the case of both time- and frequency-domain
optimization criteria, the nominal performance of the network
SC-2 is excellent and only slightly worse than that of the ideal
biquadratic positive real compensator SC-5. Important facets of
this improved performance come in the form of substantially im-
proved wobble- and weave-mode damping, as well as improve-
ments in the motorcycle’s straight-running top-speed stability.
Sensitivity studies, and gain and phase margin considerations, in-
dicated that parameter optimization exercises should be “robusti-
fied” against modeling uncertainties and parameter drift. In the
case of the frequency-domain criterion Jf, given in Eq. �5�, an
explicit robust stability property is introduced. The operating con-
ditions associated with worst-case wobble- and weave-mode
damping are identified, and the road disturbance rejection proper-
ties of the various steering compensators are studied and greatly
improved there. Worst-case wobble performance occurs under
low-speed high-roll-angle conditions, while worst-case weave per-
formance occurs when the machine is operating under high-speed
low-roll-angle circumstances. As expected, each of the steering
compensators is particularly effective against wobble. Impor-

Table 5 Stable ranges for single parameter variations. The frequency of oscillation at instability and the associated trim states
are also noted. The frequency-domain optimized network parameters are used. The operating conditions considered include
forward speeds from 7 to 75 m/s and roll angles from 0 to 45 deg.

Network Parameters Stable range Lower instability Upper instability

SC-1 c=8.0695 6.1328�c�9.1992 �45 deg,11 m/s� 54.4036 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s� 28.3597 rad/s
SC-2 k=594.08 433.6784�k�1969.4 �45 deg,15 m/s� 60.0887 rad/s �0 deg,73 m/s� 42.3941 rad/s

c=13.716 6.3779�c�27.0205 �45 deg,11 m/s� 54.7304 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s�36.5001 rad/s
b=0.24252 0.1601�b�0.3771 �0 deg,73 m/s� 42.4039 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s� 29.3787 rad/s

SC-3 c=8.0941 4.4518�c�13.0315 �0 deg,75 m/s� 31.1644 rad/s �0 deg,73 m/s� 41.2790 rad/s
k=281.2483 32.3436�k�442.9661 �0 deg,69 m/s� 45.1722 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s�37.4435 rad/s
b=0.2387 0.1719�b�0.3103 �0 deg,73 m/s� 42.4861 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s� 30.2920 rad/s

SC-4 c1=13.322 5.9949�c1�26.644 �45 deg,11 m/s� 53.9057 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s� 36.7354 rad/s
c2=0.00070281 0�c2�29.5 �0 deg,75 m/s� 28.5082 rad/s

k=256.66 0�k�730.1977 �0 deg,75 m/s� 42.396 rad/s
b=0.71191 0.4485�b�1.1569 �0 deg,73 m/s� 42.5535 rad/s �0 deg,75 m/s� 29.3067 rad/s

Fig. 29 Compensator parameter sensitivities for the wobble
mode at 45 deg and 11 m/s. The vertical axis shows the
change in the damping ratio for a 0.01% change in each param-
eter. The frequency-domain optimized networks are used; the
first network is the nominal steering damper. The parameters in
each of the four network groups „SC-1 to SC-4… adopt the or-
dering in Table 4.
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tantly, enhanced weave-mode performance can be achieved simul-
taneously. In each case, the network performance is more sensitive
to front-end parameter variations than to those that do not directly
affect the machine’s steering behavior.

The general issue of the practical implementation of passive
mechanical compensators is the subject of ongoing investigation.
A prototype for the SC-2 network has been built and tested at the
Cambridge University Engineering Department comprising an
epicyclic gear mechanism. For steering compensators to be de-
ployed on production motorcycles, issues such as the selection of
optimal gear ratios for the inerters, correct dimensioning of the
device in order that it is robust enough to withstand the wear and
tear of normal usage, and packaging will be important to consider.

It has not escaped our notice that the use of active steering
compensation is a potentially attractive possibility by, for ex-
ample, making use of a steering torque motor, a digital signal
processing chip set, and a speed- and steer-angle sensing arrange-
ment. In this case, the correct dimensioning of the torque motor
and its associated gearing and power electronics is likely to be of
central importance. This approach has several potential advan-
tages: one is no longer restricted to positive-real compensators, it
is no longer necessary for the device to be low-order, and finally,
adaptive systems are a practical possibility. This topic is the sub-
ject of ongoing research.

Appendix
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that Z�s� is positive real. By cal-

culation

Z�j�� =
�a0 − a2�2� + j�a1

�d0 − d2�2� + j�d1

=
a2d2�4 + �2�a1d1 − a0d2 − a2d0� + a0d0

�d0 − d2�2�2 + �2d1
2 + Im �A1�

in which Im is the imaginary part of Z�j��. Since the real part of
Z�j�� is non-negative, after setting x=�2, we obtain

f�x� = a2d2x2 + �a1d1 − a0d2 − a2d0�x + a0d0 � 0

for all x�0. In the case that a2d0+a0d2−a1d1�0, it follows from
the properties of quadratic equations that f�x��0 implies

4a2a0d2d0 � �a1d1 − a0d2 − a2d0�2

⇔2�a0d2
�a2d0 � a0d2 + a2d0 − a1d1

⇔a1d1 � ��a0d2 − �a2d0�2 �A2�

which shows that the inequality in the theorem is necessary. In the
case that a0d2+a2d0−a1d1�0, we observe that the inequality is
again necessary.

Let us now turn to the sufficiency of the inequality in the theo-
rem. Since d0, d1 and d2 are all nonnegative, Z�s� has no poles in
the open right-half plane. If the inequality is satisfied, it follows
that �A2� holds, which implies that f�x��0 for all x. Hence,
Re�Z�j����0 for all j� values that are not poles of Z�s�. To
complete the proof we need to check the residue condition for all
cases in which Z�s� has poles on the imaginary axis, or infinity.

Fig. 30 Wobble-mode damping ratio sensitivities at 45 deg and 11 m/s. The vertical axis shows the change in the damping
ratio for a 0.01% change in each of the parameters shown in the tables below the subfigures. The bars are shown in groups
of five; each group represents the steering-compensated vehicle with the frequency-domain optimized networks in the
order: nominal steering damper, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4, and SC-5.
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Case 1. Poles at the origin. This situation occurs when d2�0,
d1�0 and d0=0, in which case

Z0 = lim
s→0

s�a2s2 + a1s + a0�
s�d2s + d1�

=
a0

d1

when d1�0. If d1=0 and d2�0, the inequality in the theorem
⇒a0=0 and Z0=a1 /d2. In each case Z0�0.

Case 2. Poles at infinity. This occurs when d2=0, d1�0 and
d0�0, in which case

Z� = lim
s→�

a2s2 + a1s + a0

s�d1s + d0�
=

a2

d1

when d1�0. If d1=0, the inequality in the theorem ⇒a2=0 and
Z�=a1 /d0. In each case, Z��0.

Case 3. Poles on the imaginary axis with finite positive modu-
lus. This occurs when d2�0, d1=0 and d0�0, in which case

Zj�0
= lim

s→j�0=j�d0/d2

�s − j�0�
a2s2 + a1s + a0

d2s2 + d0

=
a0d2 − a2d0 + j�d2d0a1

2jd2
�d0d2

.

Since d1=0, it follows from the inequality in the theorem that
a0d2=a2d0 and so Zj�0

=a1 /2d2�0. A similar calculation also
shows that Z−j�0

=a1 /2d2�0.
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Critical Strain of Carbon
Nanotubes: An Atomic-Scale
Finite Element Study
This paper employs the atomic-scale finite element method (AFEM) to study critical
strain of axial buckling for carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Brenner et al. “second-
generation” empirical potential is used to model covalent bonds among atoms. The
computed energy curve and critical strain for (8, 0) single-walled CNT (SWNT) agree
well with molecular dynamics simulations. Both local and global buckling are achieved,
two corresponding buckling zones are obtained, and the global buckling behavior of
SWNT with a larger aspect ratio approaches gradually to that of a column described by
Euler’s formula. For double-walled CNTs with smaller ratio of length to outer diameter,
the local buckling behavior can be explained by conventional shell theory very well.
AFEM is an efficient way to study buckling of CNTs. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198548�

Introduction
By atomic force microscope, Falvo et al. observed reversible

high-strain deformation and periodic buckling of multiwalled car-
bon nanotubes �MWNT� �1�. Examining slices of MWNT embed-
ded within a polymeric film by transmission electron microscopy,
Lourie et al. reported experimental results of various deformation
and fracture modes under compression �2�. To investigate buck-
ling behavior of carbon nanotubes �CNTs�, extensive theoretical
research has been carried out. In general, the widely used theoret-
ical methods can be divided into atomistic-based methods and
continuum mechanics. Using molecular dynamics �MD�, Yakob-
son et al. found that single-walled CNT �SWNT� switches into
different morphological patterns when subject to large deforma-
tion �3�. Srivastava et al. investigated axial compression of SWNT
using generalized tight-binding MD �4�. By MD simulation, Xiao
et al. �5� and Liew et al. �6� studied instability of CNTs under
axial compression, Sears and Batra �7� and Wang et al. �8� inves-
tigated critical strain for global and local buckling of CNTs, and
further, Liew et al. �9� simulated the critical strain and buckling
loads of CNT bundles. The atomistic-based methods are currently
limited to very small length and time scales, due to insufficient
computing power �6,9,10�. Several elasticity models can be com-
paratively easily used. Pantano et al. presented a nonlinear struc-
tural mechanics model and studied wrinkling of MWNT �11�.
Based on explicit formula for the van der Waals �vdW� interaction

between any two layers of MWNT, He et al. established a shell
buckling model �12� and Kitipornchai et al. studied buckling be-
havior of triple-walled CNTs embedded in an elastic matrix �13�.
In the above continuum models, interatomic potential is not em-
ployed directly and multibody interactions cannot be considered
accurately, so the behavior of discrete atoms and concrete con-
figuration of CNT can hardly be achieved. Huang and his col-
leagues proposed a three-dimensional atomic-scale finite element
method �AFEM� �14,15�. Using interatomic potential to consider
the multibody interactions, AFEM is as accurate as molecular me-
chanics simulation. It is much faster than molecular mechanics
because it uses the first and second order of derivative of total
energy, while molecular mechanics employs the conjugate gradi-
ent method, which only uses its first order of derivative.

This paper employs AFEM to study critical strain of axial buck-
ling for CNTs. The achieved energy curve and critical strain for
�8, 0� SWNT agree well with recent MD simulations, which veri-
fies the application of AFEM to study buckling of CNTs. It is
found that there are two kinds of buckling: local and global. With
the aspect ratio �ratio of length to diameter� increasing, CNTs first
locally buckle and then globally buckle. The local and global
buckling zones can be searched in detail, and the critical strain
shows different characteristics in two zones. The global buckling
behavior of SWNT with a larger aspect ratio can be explained by
Euler’s buckling formula for column. For double-walled CNTs
�DWNTs� with smaller ratio of length to outer diameter, the local
buckling behavior is consistent with conventional shell theory.

Potential Function and AFEM for CNTs
As for the CNTs, covalent bonds among atoms can be modeled

according to Brenner et al. “second-generation” empirical poten-
tials �16�. For SWNT, covalent bonds are dominant interaction, so
in the following simulations on SWNT, vdW interaction is not
considered. For MWNT, vdW interaction is expressed according
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to the Lennard-Jones 12-6 model �17� and is taken as a nonlinear
spring when the distance between two carbon atoms in the differ-
ent layer is less than the cutoff radius.

In AFEM for CNTs proposed by Huang and his colleagues
�14,15�, the AFEM element consists of ten atoms because each
carbon atom has three nearest-neighboring atoms and six second
nearest-neighboring atoms. A schematic diagram of AFEM ele-
ment, the associated element stiffness matrix, and the nonequilib-
rium force vector are therein �14,15�. Such an element captures
the interactions among the central atom and other atoms. The
number of nonzero entries in the global stiffness matrix K is of
order N, so is the computational effort to solve Ku= P, while the
conjugate gradient method widely used in atomistic studies is of
order N2.

Simulation on Buckling of CNTs
Consider an initial equilibrium configuration of CNT. Unless

direct specification, one end of the CNT is fixed and the in-plane
displacements of the other end are prohibited in our paper. An
axial displacement can be applied to compress it, and AFEM can
be performed to obtain new equilibrium configuration; then a fur-
ther displacement can be applied. It deforms linearly when the
strain is small. With the strain increasing, the stiffness matrix will
lose positive definiteness at a certain point, which is the critical
strain for axial buckling. The post-buckling configuration of CNT
can also be achieved. All calculation is performed by ABAQUS via
its UEL subroutine �18�.

First, we study axial buckling of a �8, 0� zigzag SWNT, with
length 4.07 nm and diameter 0.63 nm. The average strain energy
per atom is calculated as the difference in the average energy per
atom in the strained and unstrained system as a function of strain
shown in Fig. 1. In Srivastava et al. �4�, its structural deformation
strained at 0.12 in the generalized tight-binding MD is completely
spontaneous and leads to plastic collapse. By MD simulation us-
ing Brenner et al. “second-generation” empirical potential, Xiao et
al. investigated nonlinear elastic properties and instability of
SWNT under axial compression and found that �8, 0� SWNT can
deform elastically to the strain 0.10 �5�, while Liew et al. have
shown that it can be compressed up to a strain 0.135 before buck-
ling �6�. In our AFEM simulation, the critical strain is 0.105. For
comparison, the strain energy curves of Srivastava et al. �4�, Xiao
et al. �5�, and Liew et al. �6� are compared in Fig. 1. It can be
easily found that our energy curve approaches theirs closely. Es-
pecially, the energy curve of Xiao et al. and ours almost coincide
with each other. Srivastava et al. used the tight-binding MD
scheme of Menon et al. �19�, resulting in the highest strain energy
in comparison to the others. Although the same Brenner et al.

potential was employed in Liew et al., that their SWNT is a bit
longer explains the slight difference. Thus, the application of
AFEM to study the critical strain of axial buckling for CNTs is
verified. The time needed really depends on the applied total dis-
placement step size and the initial step size. Here only tens of
seconds are needed to achieve the final critical strain 0.105. To
show the effect of the boundary condition on the buckling behav-
ior, we still keep one end of the �8, 0� SWNT fixed, but allow for
the in-plane displacement at the other end. It is found that the new
boundary conditions almost do not affect the strain energy, but
reduce the critical strain to 0.03, less than one-third of the former
one. The phenomenon that the release of the constraint will facili-
tate the buckling is consistent with the continuum mechanics.

As for CNT, there are two kinds of buckling. The first one is
column buckling, where CNT approximately keeps the circular
cross section and buckles sideways as a whole. The second one is
shell buckling, where CNT buckles with lobes and half waves
along the tube and the axis remains straight. It was the same with
Wang et al. �8�, the former and latter is named the global buckling
and local buckling, respectively. For a �16, 0� zigzag SWNT, with
length 17.1 nm and diameter 1.254 nm, by MD simulation, Sears
and Batra found that critical strain is 0.02784 and it is global
buckling �7�. In our AFEM simulation, its critical strain is 0.029,
which represents 4.2% relative error with theirs, and it is also
global buckling, shown in Fig. 2�a� �20�. In our AFEM simulation
on a �7, 7� armchair SWNT, with length 6 nm and diameter
0.95 nm under axial compression, there is local buckling in good
agreement with MD simulation of Yakobson et al. �3�. Its mor-
phology after buckling is shown in Fig. 2�b� �20�.

Figure 3 shows the various critical strains �cr of �5, 5�, �10, 10�,
and �15, 15� armchair SWNTs at different length l, while their
aspects ratios change from �5 to �20. It is obvious that the
shorter SWNTs buckle locally and the longer ones buckle glo-
bally. There is an inflexion point in each curve of Fig. 3, and the
aspect ratio is 7.1, 12.0, and 14.4, while the corresponding length
is 4.788 nm, 16.35 nm, and 29.39 nm, respectively. With the di-
ameter increasing, the length associated with inflexion point in-
creases and so does the local buckling zone. The MD simulation
of Wang et al. shows the length associated with its inflexion point
for �10, 10� SWNT is 15.79 nm �8�, and the result in our AFEM
simulation has �4% relative error with theirs. In the local buck-
ling zone, the critical strain decreases very slowly. In the global
buckling zone, the critical strain first decreases fast, and then de-
creases slowly when the length is comparatively larger, which is
consistent with MD simulation of Liew et al. �6�. Thus, to show
this important characteristic of critical strain in the global buck-
ling zone, the exponential decay function is chosen to fit the cor-
responding data, i.e.,

Fig. 1 Comparison among the strain energy curves for „8, 0…
SWNT

Fig. 2 „a… Morphology of „16, 0… SWNT after global buckling,
„b… morphology of „7, 7… SWNT after local buckling. Two kinds
of buckling for CNTs with different aspect ratios.
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�cr = C + A exp�−
l

B
� �1�

where A, B, and C are fitting parameters. 1 /B shows the decay of
critical strain �cr with the length l, so it is named as decay rate.

The fitting curves and the associated correlation coefficients are
shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, it can be found that Eq. �1� fits the
data very well. With the diameter increasing, B increases, and so

Fig. 3 Critical strain versus aspect ratio for „a… „5, 5… SWNT
with diameter of 0.678 nm, „b… „10, 10… SWNT with diameter of
1.357 nm, and „c… „15, 15… SWNT with diameter of 2.036 nm

Fig. 4 Critical strain and fitting result by Eq. „1… for global
buckling of „a… „5, 5…, „b… „10, 10…, and „c… „15, 15… SWNTs with
different length
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the decay rate decreases, which is because, for SWNT with larger
diameter, more length is needed to realize the same change of
aspect ratio.

As shown in Fig. 2�a�, the morphology of CNT after global
buckling is similar to the buckled column, and quantitative dis-
cussion on the critical strain is performed as follows. According to
Euler’s formula, the critical strain �cr of column with both ends
built in is given by �21�

�cr =
4�2I

Al2 �2�

where A is the cross-sectional area and I is moment of inertia of
the column. Equation �2� shows that the critical strain �cr will be
inversely proportional to the square of the length, given the con-
stant A and I. As shown in Fig. 3, the data associated with global
buckling are the right part of whole curve; thus, a power function
with a shift term is chosen to fit the data in Fig. 4, i.e.,

�cr = alb + c �3�

where a ,b ,c are fitting parameters. It is found that Eq. �3� can
also fit each curve in Fig. 4 very well and all correlation coeffi-
cients are larger than 0.997. b is −1.01412, −1.44938, and
−1.62841; thus, the critical strain �cr is linearly related to the
length to power of −1.01412, −1.44938, and −1.62841 for �5, 5�,
�10, 10�, and �15, 15� SWNT, respectively. With the diameter
increasing, number of the atoms in each circumference increase,
and b approaches to −2.0 gradually, which shows that the global
buckling behavior of SWNT with a larger aspect ratio approaches
gradually to that of a column described by Euler’s formula.

For armchair SWNTs with an approximate fixed aspect ratio
7.6, the relationship between critical strain in our AFEM simula-
tion and the diameter is shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, it is ob-
served that as the diameter increases, the critical strain decreases.
The power function is used to fit the critical strain, and it is found
that the critical strain is inversely proportional to the diameter to
power of 0.724.

Finally, we employ AFEM to study buckling behavior of
DWNTs. They are �5, 5� and �10, 10�, �10, 10� and �15, 15�, �15,
15� and �20, 20�, �20, 20� and �25, 25�, �25, 25� and �30, 30�,
sequentially. The ratio of length to the corresponding outer diam-
eter is kept as �4.5. Their critical strain �cr versus the outer di-
ameter is shown in Fig. 6. It shows that as the length increases, the
critical strain decreases. As shown in Fig. 2�b�, the morphology of
CNT after local buckling is similar with the buckled thin shell,

and quantitative discussion on the critical strain is performed as
follows. For the buckling of a compressed thin shell, the critical
strain is �21�

�cr =
2h

d�3�1 − �2�
� �� = 0.6 − 1� �4�

where h is the effective thickness, d is the diameter of the shell, �
is the Poisson’s ratio, and � is correction coefficient. Usually, �
=1 if it buckles into short longitudinal waves, otherwise it de-
creases with longer waves. Equation �4� shows that the critical
strain will be inversely proportional to the diameter d, given con-
stant effective thickness h. The fitting results on MD simulation of
Xiao et al. �5� also reach that same conclusion on the critical
strain for shorter SWNTs. Because the ratio of length to the cor-
responding outer diameter keeps constant, we fit the critical strain
with the length in Fig. 6 and found that the critical strain is in-
versely proportional to the length to power of 0.897. There are
different definitions of effective thickness of CNTs �3,11,22–24�.
In our above analysis, the effective thickness of different DWNT
is assumed as a constant and the DWNT is taken as thin shell.
Further considering the vague definition on the diameter of
DWNT, the buckling behavior of DWNTs with a smaller ratio of
length to outer diameter can be explained very well by the con-
ventional shell theory.

In order to show the effect of the intertube vdW interaction, we
study the buckling of the above �5, 5� and �10, 10� DWNT without
intertube vdW interaction. It is found that it does not affect the
strain energy, but reduces the critical strain to 0.04, which is 15%
smaller than the former one. The attractive intertube vdW interac-
tion explains the larger critical strain when the vdW interaction is
considered.

Conclusions
This paper employs the atomic-scale finite element method

�AFEM� to study critical strain of the axial buckling for SWNTs
and DWNTs. Comparison of the energy curve and critical strain
for �8, 0� SWNT with MD simulations validates the application of
AFEM. There are two kinds of buckling: local and global. With
the aspect ratio increasing, SWNT first locally buckles and then
globally buckles. With its diameter increasing, the length associ-
ated with inflexion point increases, decay rate of critical strain
with length in the global buckling zone slows down, and its global
buckling behavior gradually approaches that of a column de-
scribed by Euler’s formula. The relationship between critical

Fig. 5 Critical strain versus the diameter of SWNT with ap-
proximate aspect ratio of 7.6

Fig. 6 Critical strain versus the outer diameter of DWNT. The
ratio of length to the corresponding outer diameter is kept as
È4.5
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strain and the diameter for armchair SWNTs with an approximate
fixed aspect ratio is obtained. For DWNTs with smaller ratio of
length to outer diameter, the dependence of the critical strain on
diameter is explained by conventional shell theory very well.
AFEM is much faster in terms of computation because it is within
the theoretical framework of the conventional FEM. It is an effi-
cient way to study buckling of CNTs.
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The Underwater Blast Resistance
of Metallic Sandwich Beams With
Prismatic Lattice Cores
The finite element method is used to evaluate the underwater blast resistance of mono-
lithic beams and sandwich beams containing prismatic lattice cores (Y-frame and corru-
gated core) and an ideal foam core. Calculations are performed on both free-standing
and end-clamped beams, and fluid-structure interaction effects are accounted for. It is
found that the degree of core compression in the free-standing sandwich beam is sensitive
to core strength, yet the transmitted impulse is only mildly sensitive to the type of sand-
wich core. Clamped sandwich beams significantly outperform clamped monolithic beams
of equal mass, particularly for stubby beams. The Fleck and Deshpande analytical model
for the blast response of sandwich beams is critically assessed by determining the sig-
nificance of cross-coupling between the three stages of response: in stage I the front face
is accelerated by the fluid up to the point of first cavitation, stage II involves compression
of the core until the front and back faces have an equal velocity, and in stage III the
sandwich beam arrests by a combination of beam bending and stretching. The sensitivity
of the response to the relative magnitude of these time scales is assessed by appropriately
chosen numerical simulations. Coupling between stages I and II increases the level of
transmitted impulse by the fluid by 20–30% for a wide range of core strengths, for both
the free-standing and clamped beams. Consequently, the back face deflection of the
clamped sandwich beam exceeds that of the fully decoupled model. For stubby beams
with a Y-frame and corrugated core, strong coupling exists between the core compression
phase (stage II) and the beam bending/stretching phase (stage III); this coupling is
beneficial as it results in a reduced deflection of the back (distal) face. In contrast, the
phases of core compression (stage II) and beam bending/stretching (stage III) are decou-
pled for slender beams. The significance of the relative time scales for the three stages of
response of the clamped beams are summarized on a performance map that takes as axes
the ratios of the time scales. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198549�

1 Introduction
The underwater blast resistance of sandwich beams remains an

active research subject of obvious practical importance to the ma-
rine industry. The prototypical problem is sketched in Fig. 1,
where a planar underwater blast wave impinges the entire sand-
wich beam. This is representative of the loading on the outermost
structure of a ship by a remote explosion. A number of low
strength prismatic sandwich cores have been proposed for appli-
cation in blast resistant sandwich beams, including the Y-frame of
Schelde Shipbuilding2, the corrugated core and the I-core3. The
overall aim of this study �and that of the recent investigations
reviewed below� is to develop sandwich beams whose blast resis-
tance exceeds that of monolithic beams of equal mass.

Fleck and Deshpande �1� and Xue and Hutchinson �2� have
used analytical methods and three-dimensional �3D� finite element
�FE� simulations, respectively, to demonstrate that sandwich
beams have superior shock resistance to monolithic beams. Fleck
and Deshpande �1� developed an analytical model for the shock
resistance of clamped sandwich beams by separating the response

of these beams into three sequential stages comprising the fluid-
structure interaction stage I up to the point of first cavitation, the
core compression stage II and finally a combined beam bending
and stretching stage III. Both studies decoupled the fluid-structure
interaction phase from the structural response and employed the
Taylor �3� analysis for a free-standing front face-sheet of the sand-
wich beam to estimate the momentum transmitted into the beam
from the underwater blast wave. A detailed examination of the
coupling between the fluid-structure interaction and core compres-
sion phases by Deshpande and Fleck �4� demonstrated that the
Taylor analysis based upon a free-standing front face-sheet typi-
cally underestimates the transmitted momentum for sandwich
beams comprising cores with high compressive strengths. This
additional fluid-structure interaction was used to explain the dif-
ference in predictions between the fully-coupled finite element
fluid-structure interaction simulations of Rabczuk et al. �5� and the
Fleck and Deshpande �1� analytical model.

Deshpande and Fleck �4� tentatively suggested that low strength
sandwich cores endow sandwich beams with enhanced underwa-
ter blast resistance: they argue that the low strength core causes
sandwich action to begin during the core compression phase, and
consequently the back face deflection is reduced. This hypothesis
could not be confirmed from the free-standing sandwich beam
calculations of Deshpande and Fleck �4�: fully coupled fluid-
structure interaction simulations of clamped sandwich beams are
required in order to investigate this coupling. In a parallel study,
Liang et al. �6� investigated the blast resistance of the sandwich
beams with a corrugated core and I-core via fully coupled FE
fluid-structure interaction simulations. Their calculations also sug-
gest that weak cores can enhance the blast resistance of sandwich
beams. However, the reasons for this enhanced performance are
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unclear from the Liang et al. �6� investigation as the fully coupled
simulations are difficult to interpret. In the current study, a set of
numerical calculations are reported that switch on and off the
coupling between the three stages of response; thereby, the rea-
sons for enhanced performance are determined unambiguously.

Scope of Study
The main aims of this study are:

�i� To compare the underwater blast resistance of sand-
wich beams with a prismatic Y-frame core, a corru-
gated core and a foam core of “ideal” strength as de-
fined by Fleck and Deshpande �1�, and detailed below.

�ii� To contrast the blast resistance of these sandwich
beams with monolithic beams of equal mass.

�iii� To develop an understanding of the effect of cross-
coupling between the stages of response in beams
with prismatic cores and an ideal foam core. To elu-
cidate this, simulations are performed on both free-
standing and end-clamped beams.

The three sandwich cores were chosen in order to span the
expected response of a wide range of lattice materials. The
Y-frame has a much lower transverse static strength than the cor-
rugated core and ideal foam core, while its longitudinal axial
strength and longitudinal shear strength are comparable to those
of the other cores. Here the ideal strength foam core with a well-
defined isotropic core strength is used solely as a means to clarify
the effect of core strength on the sandwich beam response. It gives
a useful reference solution by which various topologies can be
compared. The ideal strength foam might be representative of
stacked cores such as the diamond core �7�, and the square hon-
eycomb core �8�, but direct comparisons are beyond the scope of
the current investigation.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, the geometries of
the sandwich beams are defined. The underwater blast resistance
of free-standing monolithic and sandwich beams is investigated to
determine the transmitted momentum, degree of core compression
and the duration of the core compression phase. The use of free-
standing beams gives unambiguous results for stages I and II.
Next, the fully coupled fluid structure interaction response of
clamped monolithic and sandwich beams is described. These cal-
culations include stage III. The results for the clamped beams are
then contrasted with three sets of decoupled simulations in which
we systematically decouple one or more stages of the beam re-

sponse. Finally, a blast mechanism map is constructed with axes
comprising the ratios of the durations of the various phases of
beam response.

2 Conceptual Framework
We shall make extensive use of the Fleck-Deshpande �1� frame-

work in order to devise numerical calculations for the sandwich
beam response, including a study on the role of overlapping time
scales from stage to stage.

Stage I - The Initial Fluid-Structure Interaction Phase. Taylor
�3� obtained the solution for a one-dimensional wave in an acous-
tic fluid impinging a free-standing plate. He demonstrated that
fluid cavitation limits the momentum conveyed to the plate; when
the plate is light, cavitation occurs early and only a small propor-
tion of the free-wave impulse is transmitted to the plate. Fleck and
Deshpande �1� and Xue and Hutchinson �2� followed this ap-
proach and similarly computed the momentum transmitted to the
sandwich beam by treating the front face of the sandwich beam as
a free-standing plate. We briefly review the relevant equations as
we shall make use of them below. Consider a representative fluid
particle engulfed by a pressure wave traveling at a velocity cw.
The pressure p on the particle of the fluid, of density �w, rises
from zero at time t�0 to the transient value

p = p0e−t/� �1�

for t�0. Here, p0 is the peak pressure and � is the decay constant
of the wave. �The values of �p0 ,�� depend upon the details of the
underwater explosion.� When this pressure wave hits a stationary
rigid plate at normal incidence it imparts an impulse

I0 = 2�
0

�

p0e−t/�dt = 2p0� , �2�

to the plate. The factor of 2 arises in �2� due to full reflection of
the wave.

If instead, the pressure wave impacts a free-standing plate, the
imparted impulse is less than I0 and can be estimated as follows.
When the pressure wave strikes a free-standing plate of thickness
h made from a material of density � f, it sets the plate in motion
and is partly reflected. The reflected wave causes the pressure in
the fluid to drop to zero, and thereby trigger cavitation. This oc-
curs first at the interface between the plate and the fluid after a
time

T1

�
=

1

� − 1
ln � �3�

where ���wcw� / �� fh�. The momentum per unit area It transmit-
ted to the structure is

It = �I0, �4a�

where

� � ��/�1−�� �4b�

Fleck and Deshpande �1� assumed that this transmitted impulse
imparts a uniform velocity

v0 = It/�� fh� �5�

to the outer face of the sandwich plate. Now assume some repre-
sentative values. The sandwich beam has steel faces of density
� f =7850 kgm−3 and is of thickness h=10 mm. The fluid medium
is water of density �w=1000 kgm−3 and wave speed cw
=1400 m s−1. The primary wave is assumed to possess a decay
time �=0.1 ms. Then, the fluid-structure interaction parameter has
the value �=1.8, resulting in a transmitted impulse of It=0.27I0
from Fig. 4, and a duration of loading T1�0.74�=0.07 ms via
�3�.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the underwater blast loading of a clamped
sandwich beam
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Stage II–Core Compression Phase. At the start of this phase,
the front face has a velocity v0, while the core and back face are
stationary. The finite compressive strength of the core causes the
front face to be decelerated and the back face to be accelerated.
The final common velocity of the faces and core is dictated by
momentum conservation. Fleck and Deshpande �1� derived simple
approximate expressions for the degree of core compression and
the duration of this phase4. They argued that the duration of the
core compression phase is

T2 �
It

2�c
�6�

where �c is the transverse compressive strength of the core. Now
substitute some typical values. Upon taking p0=100 MPa for an
intense shock, and �c in the range 0.5 to 15 MPa, we estimate T2
to lie in the range 0.1 to 5 ms.

Stage III–Beam Bending and Stretching Phase. At the end of
stage II, the sandwich beam has a uniform velocity except for a
boundary layer near the supports. The remaining problem to be
solved is the classical problem of the impulsive response of a
monolithic beam, and Fleck and Deshpande �1� presented an ana-
lytical solution by extending the Symmonds �9� analysis to finite
deflections. The beam is brought to rest by plastic bending and
stretching at a time T3 given by

T3 � L��hom

�hom
�7�

where L is the half-span of the beam and �hom and �hom are the
homogenized values of density and longitudinal strength of the
beam, respectively. Now consider representative values for the
material and geometric parameters. The average axial strength
over the cross section of a sandwich beam is of order 60 MPa, and
�hom is of order 2000 kgm−3. Consequently, T3 ranges from 5 to
25 ms for beams of half-span 1 to 5 m, respectively.

Fleck and Deshpande �1� derived analytical expressions for the
underwater blast response of sandwich beams by assuming that
T1	T2	T3. With the above choice of physical properties, the
three time scales decouple for a slender beam with a strong core.
In contrast, the three time scales overlap for a stubby beam with a
weak core. We shall investigate the significance of overlapping
time scales in some detail below.

2.1 An Hypothesis for the Effect of the Cross-Coupling
Between the Stages of Response. It is now argued that the cross-
coupling of the three stages of response can be parametrized in
terms of the nondimensional groups T1 /T2 and T2 /T3 for a sand-
wich beam. The parameter T1 /T2 gives a measure of fluid-
structure interaction during core compression, while the parameter
T2 /T3 gives a measure of the degree to which beam bending/
stretching occurs simultaneously with core compression. Desh-
pande and Fleck �4� have already investigated the sensitivity of
the blast resistance of a free-standing sandwich beam with a foam
core to the parameter T1 /T2. Upon noting that T1 /T2 is approxi-
mately equal to �c / p0 via �3� and �6�, we can reinterpret their
results for the dependence of transmitted impulse and degree of
core crush upon �c / p0. In brief, they noted that the transmitted
impulse is almost insensitive to �c / p0 provided this ratio is less
than 0.1, while the core compressive strain acquired in stage II is
sensitive to �c / p0 over the full range5. We conclude that the de-
gree of core crush is much more sensitive to the ratio T1 /T2 than
the level of transmitted impulse.

Define w̄p as the peak value over the time history of the mid-
span back-face deflection, normalized by the corresponding value

from a fully decoupled analysis, such as the analytical model of
Fleck and Deshpande �1�. In broad terms, we can consider four
regimes of behavior for w̄p, depending upon the values of T1 /T2
and T2 /T3. These four regimes are summarized in Fig. 2 in the
form of a blast mechanism map for the underwater blast response
of sandwich beams. The regimes are:

�i� Low T1 /T2 and low T2 /T3, giving w̄p�1. This corre-
sponds to a fully decoupled response from one stage
to the next, in the manner assumed by Fleck and
Deshpande �1�.

�ii� High T1 /T2 and low T2 /T3, giving w̄p
1. Coupling
exists between the fluid-structure interaction stage I
and the core compression stage II, while the beam
bending/stretching phase �stage III� is decoupled. This
scenario has already been considered by Deshpande
and Fleck �4� for the case of a foam core. They dem-
onstrated that the momentum transmitted into the
beam exceeds that predicted by the Taylor analysis �4�
based upon a free-standing front face-sheet. In this
regime, we expect the beams to undergo larger deflec-
tions than that predicted by a decoupled analysis.

�iii� Low T1 /T2 and high T2 /T3, giving w̄p�1. The fluid-
structure interaction stage is decoupled from the core
compression phase, but the core compression and
beam bending and stretching phases are coupled. The
response resembles the one-dimensional buffer plate/
crushable core as analyzed by Ashby et al. �10�. The
front face arrests with little deflection of the back
face, and sandwich action �that is, cooperative bend-
ing deformation of the faces� does not arise. Conse-
quently, a decoupled analysis is expected to overpre-
dict the back face deflection in this regime.

�iv� High T1 /T2 and high T2 /T3. Full coupling exists be-
tween all stages and it is difficult to make simplifying
approximations. Additional 3D calculations are
needed to determine the value of w̄p in this regime,
but this is beyond the scope of this study.

We conclude from the above discussion that the preferred small
value of w̄p is achieved by arranging for a small T1 /T2 and a high
T2 /T3.

4More accurate calculations are reported by Radford et al. �12� but these involve
numerical quadratures rather than explicit formulae.

5The interested reader is referred to Figs. 14�a� and 14�b� of Deshpande and Fleck
�4�.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the deformation mechanism map for the
underwater blast loading of a sandwich beam. Four regimes of
behavior are expected depending on the ratios of the durations
of the stages: T1 /T2 and T2 /T3. The anticipated values of w̄p
„peak deflection of the beams normalized by the prediction of
the decoupled analysis… are included in the sketch.
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3 Geometry and Material Properties of Sandwich and
Monolithic Beams

All beams of span 2L are assumed to be made from steel �den-
sity of steel � f =8000 kgm−3� with a fixed mass per unit area
mtot=192 kgm−2, corresponding to a monolithic beam of thickness
d=24 mm. The sandwich beams comprise identical front and back
face-sheets of thickness h=8 mm and a core of depth c
=360 mm. The relative density of the core is �̄=0.022. Thus, the
only difference between the three types of sandwich beams is the
core topology.

The sandwich beams comprise a large number of repeating
units, see, for example, the sketches of the Y-frame and corrugated
core beams in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, respectively. A single unit cell
suffices to describe the Y-frame and corrugated core topologies:

�a� The Y-frame is sketched in Fig. 3�a�. It comprises a
Y-shaped frame with the prismatic x3 axis along the
beam length. The cross section of the Y-frame is de-
scribed by the height l of the Y-frame leg, the inclina-
tion � of the Y-angles, the thickness g of all the con-
stituent members, the overall core thickness c and the
width B of the unit cell. In this study we restrict at-
tention to the Y-frame design as employed by Royal
Schelde �the dimensions are detailed in Fig. 3�a��.

�b� The corrugated core is chosen to ensure a fair com-
parison between the Y-frame and corrugated core
sandwich beams. Both sets of beams have the same
overall dimensions, face-sheet thickness, and overall
mass. This dictates the sheet thickness of the corruga-
tions to be g=4.84 mm, with a corrugation angle of
53 deg, as sketched in Fig. 3�b�.

�c� The ideal foam core, described as follows. The
Y-frame and corrugated cores described above have a

relative density �ratio of mass of smeared-out core to
the mass of the solid material from which the core is
made� of �̄=0.022. As a reference case, we also ana-
lyze the blast response of a sandwich beam with an
“ideal” strength foam core of relative density �̄
=0.022. As introduced by Fleck and Deshpande �1�,
this foam core has an isotropic response with a com-
pressive strength �c= �̄�Y, where �Y is the yield
strength of the solid from which the foam is made and
a nominal densification strain 1− �̄. This is the Voigt
upper bound on the strength of the cellular material of
relative density �̄ made from a solid material with
yield strength �Y. The constitutive response of the
foam core is detailed in Sec. 3.1.

In addition to these sandwich beams, a reference monolithic
steel beam of thickness d=24.0 mm �mass per unit area equal to
that of the sandwich beams� is also considered. For each beam
geometry, we assume two beam spans: L=1 m and L=3 m.

3.1 Material Properties. The sandwich beams �face-sheets
and core� are made from 304 stainless steel of density � f
=8000 kgm−3. The stainless steel is modeled as a rate independent
J2 flow theory solid with Young’s modulus Es=210 GPa, and
Poisson’s ratio �=0.3. The uniaxial tensile true stress versus
equivalent plastic strain response of 304 stainless steel has been
measured by Côté et al. �7,8� at an applied strain rate of 10−3 s−1,
and the measured response is plotted in Fig. 4. This uniaxial ten-
sile curve was assumed in all calculations presented here. Al-
though the actual curve was used, it is clear from Fig. 4 that the
material behaves in a bilinear manner, with a Young’s modulus of
210 GPa, a yield strength of �Y =217 MPa and a post-yield linear
hardening modulus of Et=2.1 GPa.

The ideal strength foam core was modeled as a compressible
continuum using the metal foam constitutive model of Deshpande
and Fleck �11�. Write sij as the usual deviatoric stress and the von
Mises effective stress as �e��3sijsij /2. The isotropic yield sur-
face for the metal foam is then specified by

�̂ − Y = 0, �8�

where the equivalent stress �̂ is a homogeneous function of �e and
mean stress �m��kk /3 according to

�̂2 �
1

1 + ��/3�2 ��e
2 + �2�m

2 � �9�

The material parameter � denotes the ratio of deviatoric strength
to hydrostatic strength, and the normalization factor on the right
hand side of relation �9� is chosen such that �̂ denotes the stress in

Fig. 3 Sketches of the „a… Y-frame „b… corrugated core sand-
wich beams, comprising a large number of repeating units. The
prismatic axes of these cores are along the length of the
beams. The cross-sectional beam dimensions employed in the
FE calculations for the shell reference planes are given in the
figure. All dimensions are in millimeters.

Fig. 4 The uniaxial tensile stress versus strain response of
304 stainless steel as measured by Côté et al. †7,8‡ and em-
ployed in all the calculations reported here
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a uniaxial tension or compression test. An over-stress model is
employed with the yield stress Y specified by

Y = �̇̂p + �c �10�

in terms of the viscosity  and the plastic strain-rate �̇̂p �work
conjugate to �̂�. The characteristic �c��̂p� is the static uniaxial
stress versus plastic strain relation. Normality of plastic flow is
assumed, and this implies that the “plastic Poisson’s ratio” �p

=−�̇22
p / �̇11

p for uniaxial compression in the 1-direction is given by

�p =
1/2 − ��/3�2

1 + ��/3�2 �11�

In the simulations, the ideal strength foam is assumed to have a
Young’s modulus Ec= �̄Es, an elastic Poisson’s ratio �=0.3, and a
plastic Poisson’s ratio �p=0 �10�. The static strength �c versus
equivalent plastic strain �̂p history is taken as

�c = 	�̄�Y , �̂p � �D

�̄�Y + Ef��̂p − �D� , otherwise

 �12�

where �D�−ln��̄� is the logarithmic densification strain beyond
which negligible plastic straining of the foam occurs. The viscos-
ity  in the foam core was set to 0.86�10−3 MPa s. This ensures
that the shock width is approximately c /10 for the range of the
calculations reported here; see Radford et al. �12� for details of the
shock width calculation.

4 Finite Element Calculations
The explicit time integration version of the commercial finite

element package ABAQUS was used to calculate the underwater
blast response of �i� a free-standing sandwich beam �Fig. 5�a��
and �ii� a clamped sandwich beam �Fig. 5�b��. Two-dimensional
analyses sufficed to investigate the underwater blast response of
the free-standing beams. The clamped beam simulations required
three-dimensional analyses for the Y-frame and corrugated core
beams while two-dimensional plane strain analyses sufficed for
the clamped sandwich beams with an ideal strength foam core.
Perfect bonding between core and face-sheets is assumed in all
sandwich beams. The ABAQUS “general contact” option �which
includes self-contact� was used to enforce a hard contact between
all surfaces for the lattice cores in order to include the effect of
core densification.

The monolithic beams were modeled using four-noded plane
strain quadrilaterals �CPE4R in the ABAQUS notation�. Typically,
ten elements were used in the through-thickness direction of the
beam and about 200 elements exist along the beam length.

4.1 The Fluid Column. All calculations were performed us-
ing the free-field pressure versus time characteristic �1� with �
=0.1 ms and p0 in the range 60 to 180 MPa. The fluid was taken
to be water, treated here as an acoustic medium with density �w
=1.0 Mg m−3, bulk modulus Ew=1.96 GPa, and wave speed cw

��Ew /�w=1400 m s−1. The fluid is assumed to be unable to sus-
tain tensile loading, which implies that the cavitation pressure is
pc=0 MPa.

The fluid column �in both the free-standing and clamped beam
simulations� was modeled using acoustic elements: eight-node
bricks in 3D, and four-node quadrilaterals in the plane strain
analyses �AC3D8R and AC2D4R, respectively, in ABAQUS nota-
tion�. The fluid column represents a semi-infinite fluid in order to
model a far field explosion. However, refinement of the mesh in
the fluid is necessary to ensure minimal numerical dispersion of
the blast wave. As discussed by Sprague �13�, it is desirable to
have a small fluid-column with the pressure history �1� applied as
close to the structure as possible. We thus employ a fluid-column
of height H=1 m in all calculations and use the following pre-
scription to ensure minimal reflections from the top of the column,

thereby simulating a semi-infinite column.
The fluid column was divided into two equal halves, each of

height 0.5 m with a horizontal layer of nodes along the interface.
The bottom half in contact with the structure was discretized by
elements of height 10 mm and the pressure boundary condition
�1� was applied on the surface separating the two halves of the
fluid column. The top half of the column was discretized using
elements of height 40 mm and an impendence boundary condition

u̇ =
p

�wcw
�13�

on the top surface of the column, where u̇ is the particle velocity
normal to the top surface and p is the fluid pressure. This bound-
ary condition ensures no reflection of the waves from the top
surface thereby simulating a semi-infinite column.

The pressure boundary condition �1� was applied to the hori-
zontal layer of nodes separating the two halves of the column, in
two steps. Step 1 has duration 0.69 ms and the pressure history �1�
is applied throughout this step. The duration of this step is less
than the time required for the wave reflected from the structure to
reach the horizontal layer of nodes where the pressure boundary
condition is specified. In step 2, no pressure was specified on the
boundary separating the two halves of the fluid-column. This per-
mits the reflected wave to pass through unimpeded. Note that
although we only specify the pressure history �1� for 0.69 ms,
99.9% of the blast impulse is applied in this period since we have

Fig. 5 Boundary value problems analyzed for the underwater
blast loading of „a… the free-standing and „b… the clamped sand-
wich beam. Only the Y-frame core beams are shown in this
figure.
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made the choice �=0.1 ms in all calculations.
This prescription for the fluid column and application of the

pressure wave �1� gave excellent agreement between analytically
known fluid-structure interaction solutions and the numerical re-
sults. For example, the cavitation time and transmitted impulse
predicted by the FE simulations were nearly identical to the Tay-
lor �3� prediction for a variety of thicknesses of steel plate.

4.2 Free-Standing Beam Simulations. A sketch of the
boundary value problem analyzed to investigate the underwater
blast response of free-standing beams is shown in Fig. 5�a�. In
these two-dimensional calculations, the sandwich beam is free to
move in the x1-direction and constrained from motion in the
x2-direction via symmetry boundary conditions. The beams with
an ideal foam core were modeled using four-noded quadrilaterals
�CPE4R in the ABAQUS notation� in both the faces and core, with
about 180 elements in the x1-direction. The beams with a Y-frame
core and a corrugated core were modeled using two-dimensional
linear Timoshenko beam elements �B21 in ABAQUS notation� with
elements of thickness 8 mm and 10 mm used to discretize each
core strut and face-sheet, respectively. The symmetry boundary
conditions for the Y-frame core and corrugated core entail zero
rotation and zero displacement in the x2-direction.

4.3 Clamped Beam Simulations. The boundary value prob-
lem comprises a clamped beam subjected to a far-field underwater
explosion, as sketched in Fig. 5�b�. Only half of the beam is
analyzed and symmetry boundary conditions are specified on the
x1-x2 plane at midspan �x3=0�; the beam �core and face-sheets� is
clamped at the other end �x3=L�. These fully clamped boundary
conditions have been employed in prior investigations �see for
example Fleck and Deshpande �1� and Xue and Hutchinson �2��
and are considered appropriate for ship hulls where the bulkhead
extends to the outer hull. We note that Liang et al. �6� have em-
ployed boundary conditions wherein only the inner face is fixed at
the two outer supports. The effect of the choice of boundary con-
ditions on the sandwich beam response is not within the scope of
the present investigation, but clearly is important.

The beams with an ideal foam core are again modeled using
plane strain elements �approximately 180 and 200 elements in the
x1- and x3-directions, respectively�. The Y-frame and corrugated
core beams for the clamped beam analysis were generated in
ABAQUS by extruding the respective cross sections �Figs. 3�a� and
3�b�� to the required lengths. These beams were then discretized
using the 3D shell elements �S4R in the ABAQUS notation�. Typi-
cally, 5500 elements were used to discretize each face-sheet and
11,000 elements were used in the core. In these 3D analyses,
symmetry boundary conditions are specified on the x1-x3 planes at
x2= ±B /2 in order to represent repeating units of the Y-frame and
corrugated core in the x2-direction �see Fig. 3�.

5 Blast Response of Free-Standing Sandwich Beams
We first consider the blast response of free-standing sandwich

beams due to an underwater blast wave impinging the front face,
as sketched in Fig. 5�a�. The beams are free to move in the
x1-direction but are constrained from motion in the x2-direction
via symmetry boundary conditions �consistent with the notion that
we are analyzing a representative section of a panel comprising a
large number of repeating units�. Beam bending and stretching
�stage III� effects are absent, and we use these calculations to
investigate the coupling between stages I and II of the beam re-
sponse and hence determine the �i� transmitted momentum, �ii�
degree of core compression and �iii� times at which stages I and II
end.

5.1 Results. The progressive increase in normalized momen-
tum I / Io of the entire sandwich beam with increasing normalized
time t /� �measured from the instant of the shock wave impinging
on the structure� is plotted in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� for peak blast
pressures po=100 MPa and 180 MPa, respectively. Each of the

sandwich beams rapidly acquires momentum, followed by a more
gradual increase. Finally, the sandwich plate separates from the
water and the ensuing momentum remains constant. Stage I of the
response ends �by definition at the first cavitation of the water� at
t /��1 for the monolithic and sandwich beams, while Stage II
ends �as defined by the peak core compression being attained�
much later at t /��10–80 for the various sandwich beams. The
end of each stage is marked on the plots of Fig. 6. The beam with
an ideal strength core acquires a slightly higher transmitted mo-
mentum over a much shorter time than the Y-frame and corrugated
core beams. The momentum transmitted into each of the sandwich
beams is less than that for a monolithic beam of equal mass but
exceeds the Fleck and Deshpande �1� prediction based upon a
free-standing front face-sheet.

The through-thickness core compression is related to the aver-
age reduction �c in core thickness by � fs�t���c /c, and is plotted
in Fig. 7 �the core compression was obtained by averaging the
displacements of the front and back faces over the beam width B�.
For both values of p0, the Y-frame undergoes the maximum core
compression, while the ideal core compresses least. The ends of
stages I and II are also in Fig. 7. For each beam, and at both
pressure levels, the time to maximum core compression in Fig. 7
defines the duration of stage II and approximates the time for the
transmitted momentum to asymptote to the maximum value in
Fig. 6. �The end of stage II marked in Fig. 6 corresponds to the
time at which this maximum core compression is achieved.�

The effect of the free-field impulse I0 upon the transmitted im-
pulse It / I0, duration of stage II T2 /� and degree of core compres-
sion � fs

max are summarized in Fig. 8 for the free-standing beams.
These calculations have been performed by varying p0 with � held
fixed at 0.1 ms. Observe that the normalized transmitted impulse
is reasonably independent of the level of blast impulse and is

Fig. 6 The time variations of the momenta of the free-standing
sandwich and monolithic plates for blast pressures „a… p0
=100 MPa and „b… p0=180 MPa. The Taylor prediction of the fi-
nal transmitted momentum into the sandwich plate based on a
free-standing front face-sheet is also included.
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approximately equal for all beams; It is intermediate between that
predicted for a free-standing front face and that transmitted into a
monolithic beam of mass equal to that of the sandwich beam. In
contrast, the duration of stage II, T2, and the core compression
strain � fs

max are sensitive to the level of applied impulse I0. Both T2
and the peak core compression � fs

max are much greater for the sand-
wich beams with corrugated and Y-frame cores than for the sand-
wich beams with an ideal strength foam core.

Recall that the Taylor analysis predicts a fluid-structure interac-
tion period up to first cavitation in stage I of duration about �. The
present free-standing beam calculations reveal that an additional
20–30% momentum is transmitted during the stage II period of
core compression. After first cavitation, the fluid continues to load
the structure. The duration of stage II is 50�–80� for the corru-
gated and Y-frame sandwich beams and 5�–10� for the ideal
strength foam core. Since the duration of stage III scales with the
length L of the beam by �7�, we anticipate that time-decoupling of
stages II and III may not hold for short span corrugated and
Y-frame sandwich beams. The significance of this temporal over-
lap is explored below where we investigate the blast response of
clamped sandwich beams.

6 Blast Response of Clamped Sandwich Beams
Consider the underwater blast response of clamped sandwich

beams with geometry and material properties described in Sec. 3.
The boundary value problem under consideration is sketched in
Fig. 5�b�. A one-dimensional blast wave as defined by �1� loads a
clamped sandwich beam. Both the core and the face-sheets of the
sandwich beam are fully clamped, as in the analyses of Fleck and
Deshpande �1� and Xue and Hutchinson �2�. In order to investi-
gate the coupling between stages II and III of the response, we

consider two sandwich configurations with L=1 m and 3 m, and
all other parameters are held fixed at the reference values detailed
in Sec. 3.

6.1 Fully Coupled Calculations for Clamped Sandwich
Beams. The normalized transverse midspan deflections w /L of
the back face-sheet of the L=1 m sandwich and monolithic beams
�p0=100 MPa� are plotted in Fig. 9�a� as a function of the nor-
malized time t̄= t / �L�� f /�Y�, where t is measured from the instant
of the shock wave impinging the beams. The corresponding tran-
sient mid-span core compression �c�t̄� is given in Fig. 9�b� for the

Fig. 7 The time evolution of core compression �fs in the free-
standing sandwich beams for blast pressures „a… p0=100 MPa
and „b… p0=180 MPa

Fig. 8 Finite element predictions of the „a… normalized trans-
mitted momentum It / I0, „b… normalized duration of core com-
pression T2 /� and „c… peak core compression �fs

max as a function
of the blast impulse for free-standing monolithic and sandwich
beams
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three sandwich beams. Both the back face deflections and core
compressions were obtained by averaging the midspan deflections
over the width B of the sandwich beams. Stage I ends early at t̄
�0.02 for all three types of sandwich beams. For the beam with
an ideal foam core, maximum core compression signifies the end
of stage II at t̄�0.1 while stage III ends at the point of peak back
face deflection at t̄�0.8. The stage II response of the beams with
a Y-frame and a corrugated core is simultaneous with stage III and
ends at t̄�1.0. Note the reverse ordering of the three cores in Fig.
9�a� and 9�b�: the Y-frame core has the lowest back face deflec-
tion, and this is associated with the largest degree of core crush.
This is reminiscent of the behavior noted by Liang et al. �6� for
stubby beams with a weak core: their assumed boundary condi-
tions were such that the front face behaved as a flyer plate against
the weak core, and produced minimal back face deflection.

The FE predictions of the deformation modes �at two selected
values of time t̄� of the L=1 m sandwich beams subjected to a
p0=100 MPa blast are shown in Fig. 10. The core compression of
the Y-frame �Fig. 10�a�� is accommodated mainly by the deforma-
tion of the webs of the Y-frame while the compression of the
corrugated core is more uniform �Fig. 10�b��. The ideal strength
beams undergo smaller core compression �Fig. 10�c��, with almost
complete densification near the front face-sheet and nearly no de-
formation adjacent to the back face-sheet due to the propagation
and arrest of a plastic shock wave.

The peak midspan back face deflection wp /L is plotted as a
function of blast impulse I0 in Fig. 11�a� for the L=1 m mono-
lithic and sandwich beams. Additionally, the core compressive

strain �c
max �normalized by the corresponding maximum core com-

pressions in the free-standing sandwich beams � fs
max of Fig. 8�c�� is

plotted against I0 in Fig. 11�b�; and the time T3 required to achieve
peak back face deflection �normalized by the time T2 required to
achieve maximum core compression in the corresponding free-
standing sandwich beam calculations of Fig. 8�b�� is plotted
against I0 in Fig. 11�c�. It is evident from Fig. 11�a� that the
midspan deflection of the sandwich beams is significantly less
than that of the monolithic beam of equal mass. With back face
deflection taken as the performance metric, the Y-frame and cor-
rugated core beams have a comparable performance and outper-
form the sandwich beam with an ideal strength core. For the sand-
wich beams with an the ideal strength core we find that T3�T2,
and so the beam bending/stretching stage III is decoupled from the
core compression stage II. This is consistent with the fact that the
degree of core compression in the free-standing and clamped
beams are similar �see Fig. 11�b��. In contrast, the degree of core
compression in the clamped Y-frame and corrugated core sand-
wich beam calculations differs from that in the free-standing sand-
wich beam calculations �see Fig. 11�b��. This is due to the fact that
the structural response time T3 is comparable to the core compres-
sion time T2 for the sandwich beams with a Y-frame core or cor-
rugated core.

The blast response of the L=3 m sandwich and monolithic
beams is shown in Fig. 12: wp /L, �c

max/� fs
max, and T3 /T2 are each

plotted against I0 for each beam. Again, the sandwich beams out-
perform the monolithic beam in the sense that wp /L is reduced.
There is only a minor variation in rear face deflection for the
different sandwich beams, in contrast to the case of L=1 m shown
in Fig. 11�a�. The structural response time of the L=3 m sandwich
beams is about three times greater than that of the L=1 m beams,
as anticipated by relation �7�. The ratios T3 /T2 exceed unity for all

Fig. 9 The time variation of „a… normalized deflections of the
midspan of the back face w /L and „b… midspan core compres-
sion of the L=1 m clamped beams subject to a p0=100 MPa
blast. Both the back face deflections and core compressions
are obtained by spatially averaging the deflections over the
width B at the midspans.

Fig. 10 Finite element predictions of the deformation modes
of the L=1 m. „a… Y-frame, „b… corrugated core, and „c… ideal
strength foam core clamped sandwich beams at t̄É0.1 and 0.8
for p0=100 MPa.
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the sandwich beams �Fig. 12�c��, implying that stages II and III
are decoupled. Consistently, the core compression predictions
from the free-standing and clamped beam simulation are almost
identical for all the sandwich cores considered here �refer to Fig.
12�b��.

7 An Assessment of the Cross-Coupling Between
the Three Stages of Response for the Clamped
Sandwich Beam

The superior performance of the Y-frame and corrugated core
beams over both the ideal strength foam core sandwich beams and
monolithic beams of equal mass is evident from the above calcu-
lations for a fully clamped sandwich beam over a wide range of

imposed impulses. Here we attempt to explain this performance
enhancement within the Fleck and Deshpande �1� conceptual
framework. For this purpose we consider the following three sets
of calculations for the sandwich beams.

(i) Decoupled Stage I, Denoted by I/II�III. These simulations
decouple stage I from the remaining stages by applying an initial
uniform velocity to the front face only of the sandwich beam in
accordance with the Taylor prediction �5�, with no subsequent
interaction between the clamped sandwich beam and the fluid.
This type of loading was assumed in the previous finite element
studies of Xue and Hutchinson �2� and Qiu et al. �14�. A decou-
pled stage I response is achieved when T1 /T2 is much less than

Fig. 11 Finite element predictions of the „a… peak normalized
back face deflections wp /L, „b… normalized peak core compres-
sion �c

max/�fs
max, and „c… normalized time required to attain the

maximum deflection T3 /T2 as a function of blast impulse for the
L=1 m clamped monolithic and sandwich beams

Fig. 12 Finite element predictions of the „a… peak normalized
back face deflections wp /L, „b… normalized peak core compres-
sion �c

max/�fs
max and „c… normalized time required to attain the

maximum deflection T3 /T2 as a function of blast impulse for the
L=3 m clamped monolithic and sandwich beams
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unity, or equivalently when �c / p0 is small via �2�, �3�, and �6�.
Recall that the full simulations reported above demonstrate that
continued fluid loading occurs during stages II and III. Conse-
quently, a comparison of the results for the fully coupled case and
for the decoupled stage I case provides an assessment of the sig-
nificance of fluid-structure interaction in stages II and III. The
fully coupled simulations reveal that an additional 20–30% im-
pulse is transmitted during stage II, and thus it is anticipated that
the decoupled stage I simulations will result in somewhat smaller
back face deflections than the fully coupled case. �For consistency
of notation, we shall refer to the fully coupled case by I+ II+ III.�

For the monolithic beams, the only meaningful decoupled cal-
culation is the decoupled stage I calculation, I / II+ III �or equiva-
lently I / III as no core compression exists for monolithic beams�,
where we impart the velocity �5� to the monolithic beam based
upon the Taylor �3� free-standing plate analysis. This corresponds
to impulsive loading of the monolithic beam with the impulse
given by the Taylor �3� analysis.

(ii) Decoupled Stage III, Denoted by I�II/III. This is achieved
by fluid-loading of the free standing beam in stages I and II. At the
instant when the faces and core of the sandwich beam share a
common velocity, the ends of the sandwich beam are clamped and
the beam is allowed to be brought to rest by a combination of
plastic bending and stretching in the absence of a fluid. Thus,
these simulations switch off any fluid-structure interaction in stage
III, and additionally switch off any beneficial coupling between
stages II and III. We shall show below that the contribution to the
beam displacement is negligible due to pressure loading by the
fluid in stage III. However, the cross-coupling between stages II
and III significantly reduces the rear face deflection of the
clamped sandwich beam for stubby beams with a weak core. We
anticipate that the simulations that decouple stage III will produce
a greater deflection than the fully coupled case I�II�III.

(iii) Fully decoupled, Denoted by I/II/III. The fully decoupled
case considers a freely supported beam with its front face given an
initial velocity according to the Taylor �3� result �5�. The fluid is
absent in stages II and III. After the core has finished compressing
in stage II, end clamps are applied instantaneously to the beam
and the beam is allowed to arrest by bending/stretching in stage
III. Now compare this analysis to the fully coupled case I+ II
+ III. The fully coupled problem involves 20–30% additional mo-
mentum transfer in stage II than that given by the Taylor predic-
tion, but the coupled analysis includes the beneficial coupling be-
tween stages II and III, particularly for stubby beams with a weak
core. Consequently, it is anticipated that the decoupled numerical
analysis will give predictions which are reasonably close to the
predictions of the fully coupled analysis. Recall that the analytical
model of Fleck and Deshpande �1� also assumes decoupling from
one stage to the next.

These decoupled calculations were performed using the finite
element meshes described in Sec. 4. The boundary conditions are
as specified above �all other boundary conditions being the same
as those in the fully coupled simulations�. We proceed to present
numerical predictions for the maximum midspan back face deflec-
tions wp /L from the above partially and fully decoupled simula-
tions and compare them with the fully coupled predictions. Note
that the transverse deflection w is always measured from the
clamped supports. The fully coupled finite element calculations
reported above for the free-standing and clamped beams have re-
vealed that the deformation mode of the Y-frame resembles that of
the corrugated core, while the beams with an ideal foam core
display a markedly different behavior. We first explore the signifi-
cance of cross-coupling between the three stages of response for
the Y-frame and corrugated cores and then consider the beams
with an ideal foam core.

7.1 The Y-frame and Corrugated Core Beams. Compari-
sons between the decoupled and fully coupled predictions for the

L=1 m Y-frame and corrugated core beams are shown in Figs.
13�a� and 13�b�, respectively. In general, the fully decoupled
analysis I / II / III and decoupled stage III analysis I+ II / III over-
predict the maximum midspan deflection wp while the decoupled
stage I analysis underpredicts wp for the L=1 m sandwich beams.
On the other hand, the decoupled stage I calculation I / II+ III for
the monolithic beam is in good agreement with the fully coupled
predictions I+ II+ III. These results are rationalized as follows.

�a� The decoupled stage I calculation underpredicts the
deflection because the Taylor prediction based on a
free-standing outer-face-sheet underpredicts the mo-
mentum transmitted to the Y-frame and corrugated
core beams �see Fig. 8�a��.

�b� Peak core compression and back face deflection are
attained approximately simultaneously in the L=1 m
Y-frame and corrugated core beams �Fig. 9�. This
strong coupling between stages II and III results in
reduced back face deflections: the bending action in
the sandwich beam occurs at the same time as core
crush. Thus, the decoupled stage III calculations over-
predict the deflection.

�c� The fully decoupled calculations I / II / III only slightly
overpredict the deflections as the competing effects
�a� and �b� mitigate against each other.

Fig. 13 Comparisons between the fully coupled „I+ II+ III… and
decoupled finite element predictions of the peak normalized
back face deflections wp /L of the L=1 m „a… Y-frame and „b…
corrugated core clamped sandwich beams. The decoupled cal-
culations for the sandwich beams are the „i… fully decoupled
„I / II / III…, „ii… the decoupled stage I „I / II+ III…, and „iii… the decou-
pled stage III „I+ II / III… calculations. The fully coupled and de-
coupled stage I predictions for the L=1 m monolithic beams
are included.
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Similar comparisons between the decoupled and fully coupled
predictions of the L=3 m Y-frame and corrugated core beams are
shown in Figs. 14�a� and 14�b�, respectively. For these slender
sandwich beams, there is negligible coupling between stages II
and III, and so the decoupled stage III calculations are in good
agreement with the fully coupled predictions. On the other hand,
the decoupled stage I calculations �and the fully decoupled calcu-
lations� underpredict the deflection as the transmitted impulse is
underestimated by a Taylor analysis based on the free-standing
front face-sheet. Note that the decoupled and fully coupled mono-
lithic beam calculations are in excellent agreement for the L
=3 m sandwich beams.

7.2 Ideal Strength Core. Comparisons between the various
decoupled and fully coupled predictions for the maximum mid-
span back face deflections of the ideal strength core beams are
shown in Figs. 15�a� and 15�b� for the L=1 and 3 m beams,
respectively. Unlike the Y-frame and corrugated core beams, the
degree of cross-coupling between the three stages of response is
similar for the two lengths of sandwich beam. The decoupled
stage III calculations slightly underpredict the deflections, while
the decoupled stage I and fully decoupled predictions are substan-
tially lower than the fully coupled estimates. These results are
understood as follows.

�a� The duration of the beam bending and stretching
phases greatly exceeds the duration of the core com-
pression phase in these beams with strong cores �Figs.
11 and 12�. Thus, stage III is decoupled from stages I
and II and the decoupled stage III calculation only
slightly underestimates the fully coupled predictions
for both beam lengths.

�b� Similar to the Y-frame and corrugated core beams, the
Taylor analysis based on a free-standing front face-
sheet underestimates the momentum transmitted into
the ideal strength foam core beams �Fig. 8�a��. Thus,
the decoupled stage I and fully decoupled calculations
under-predict the deflection. Since there is negligible
coupling between stage III and stages I and II, the
fully decoupled calculation and the decoupled stage I
calculation predict approximately equal deflections.

7.3 Effect of Transmitted Impulse in Stage III. The trans-
mitted impulse is plotted in Fig. 16 as a function of t̄ for the case
of a 100 MPa blast wave impinging the clamped sandwich beams
�Y-frame, corrugated core and ideal strength foam core� and
clamped monolithic beams with half-span L=1 m. In order to
define the impulse, first define p̄ as the spatial average of the fluid
pressure on the front face of the monolithic or sandwich beams.
The accumulated transmitted impulse is I�t̄�=�0

t̄ p̄���d�. We have

Fig. 14 Comparisons between the fully coupled „I+ II+ III… and
decoupled finite element predictions of the peak normalized
back face deflections wp /L of the L=3 m „a… Y-frame and „b…
corrugated core clamped sandwich beams. The decoupled cal-
culations for the sandwich beams are the „i… fully decoupled
„I / II / III…, „ii… the decoupled stage I „I / II+ III…, and „iii… the decou-
pled stage III „I+ II / III… calculations. The fully coupled and de-
coupled stage I predictions for the L=1 m monolithic beams
are included.

Fig. 15 Comparisons between the fully coupled „I+ II+ III… and
decoupled finite element predictions of the peak normalized
back face deflections wp /L of the „a… L=1 m and „b… L=3 m
ideal strength core clamped sandwich beams. The decoupled
calculations for the sandwich beams are the „i… fully decoupled
„I / II / III…, „ii… the decoupled stage I „I / II+ III…, and „iii… the decou-
pled stage III „I+ II / III… calculations. The fully coupled and de-
coupled stage I predictions for the L=1 m and L=3 m mono-
lithic beams are included.
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marked on Fig. 16 the final transmitted momentum as predicted
by the free-standing beam analyses. Clearly, there is continued
loading of the beam by the water beyond stage II, but at a much
reduced pressure �for the sandwich beams, p̄�0.2 MPa for t̄

0.25�. This pressure has a negligible effect upon the response
for all beams considered, by the following argument. First, con-
sider the sandwich beam with an ideal foam core, in which stages
II and III are temporally decoupled; in the fully coupled simula-
tions I+ II+ III of these beams, continued fluid loading is present
in stage III and leads to a small additional deflection compared to
the response for decoupled stage III analysis I+ II / III �in which
fluid loading is absent in stage III�. This confirms that fluid load-
ing in stage III has a negligible effect upon beam deflection. Sec-
ond, consider the sandwich beams with a Y-frame or corrugated
core. The beneficial coupling between stages II and III has a major
effect upon the back face deflection, and the small increase in
deflection due to fluid loading in stage III is masked.

7.4 Assembly of Results Into a Performance Map for
Blast. Consider again the maximum midspan back face deflec-
tions of the beams with an ideal core and a Y-frame core. The
dependence of these deflections upon the relative durations of the
three stages of response is summarized in the three-dimensional
plot of Fig. 17. The horizontal axes are T1 /T2 and T2 /T3

6, while
the vertical axis is the ratio w̄p of deflection from the fully coupled
calculations I+ II+ III and from the fully decoupled calculations
I / II / III. The predictions of w̄p for the sandwich beams with a
corrugated core are omitted as they lay close to the results for the
beams with a Y-frame core.

The beams with an ideal foam core have high values of T1 /T2
and a low value of T2 /T3 due to the high transverse strength of the
core. The low value of T2 /T3 implies that the stages II and III are
decoupled. The values of T1 /T2 are sufficiently high for additional
momentum transfer to occur in stage II, and thus the fully coupled
calculations I+ II+ III have 50–100% larger deflections than the
fully decoupled calculations I/II/III. This is emphasized by replot-
ting the data in a two-dimensional graph of w̄p versus T1 /T2 in
Fig. 18�a�. It is seen that fluid loading in stage II enhances the
beam deflection unless T1 /T2 is very small �less than 0.05�.

The sandwich beams with a Y-frame core lie in a different
domain of the performance map �Fig. 17�. The L=3 m Y-frame
beams have low values of T1 /T2 and T2 /T3, resulting in a decou-

pled response from one stage to the next. Consequently, good
agreement exists between the predictions of the fully coupled and
fully decoupled analyses. In contrast, the L=1 m Y-frame sand-
wich beams display a high value of T2 /T3, resulting in a beneficial

6Here the durations T1, T2, and T3 are obtained from the fully decoupled analysis
I / II / III.

Fig. 16 Time variation of the normalized transmitted momen-
tum I / Io for the L=1 m clamped monolithic and sandwich
beams subject to the po=100 MPa blast. Predictions for the fi-
nal transmitted impulse in the free-standing cases are shown
„for the sandwich beams an average value is given….

Fig. 17 A synopsis of the normalized peak deflections w̄p of
the Y-frame and ideal strength core sandwich beams. The axes
employed are the ratios T1 /T2 and T2 /T3 of the durations of
stages I and II and II and III, respectively, as predicted from a
fully decoupled analysis. „w̄p is defined as the ratio of the peak
deflection as predicted from the fully coupled analysis to that
predicted by a fully decoupled analysis.…

Fig. 18 The variation of w̄p „a… with T1 /T2 „ratio of the duration
of stages I and II… for the ideal strength core beams and „b… with
T2 /T3 „ratio of the durations of stages II and III… for the Y-frame
core beams. „w̄p is defined as the ratio of the peak deflection as
predicted from the fully coupled analysis to that predicted by a
fully decoupled analysis.…
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coupling between stages II and III and a small deflection in the
fully coupled simulations. The correlation of w̄p with T2 /T3 is
summarized in Fig. 18�b� for the sandwich beams with a Y-frame
core.

The results in Figs. 17 and 18 confirm the hypothesis presented
in Sec. 2.1, viz.:

�i� the fully decoupled model underpredicts deflections
when there is coupling between stages I and II �i.e.,
high values of T1 /T2�;

�ii� the decoupled model overpredicts deflections when
coupling between stages II and III exists �i.e., high
values of T2 /T3�, and

�iii� the decoupled model is adequate in the low T1 /T2 and
T2 /T3 limit.

8 Concluding Remarks
The underwater blast response of clamped sandwich beams

with a Y-frame, corrugated core and an ideal strength isotropic
foam core has been investigated. The beams with a Y-frame core
and corrugated core outperform the beams with an ideal foam core
on the basis of rear face deflection for a beam of given mass. This
is particularly true for stubby beams. All sandwich beams inves-
tigated here outperform monolithic beams of equal mass.

The Fleck and Deshpande �1� framework has been used to de-
vise and interpret the finite element simulations. For all sandwich
beams explored, the Taylor analysis based on a free-standing front
face-sheet underestimates the transmitted momentum by 20–30%.
This is due to continued fluid loading during the core compression
phase, and leads to enhanced sandwich beam deflections.

A beneficial coupling can occur between the core compression
stage and the final beam bending/stretching stage of the response
for the case of stubby beams with a weak core. Consequently,
cores made from a Y-frame or corrugations are superior to the
stronger foam core.

The regimes of behavior of the underwater blast response of
sandwich beams are usefully summarized in a performance map
which takes as axes the relative duration of the three stages of
response. The optimal regime is located where the initial stage of
response �up to the point of first cavitation in the fluid� is decou-
pled from that of core compression, while the core compression
phase is coupled to the beam bending/stretching phase.
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An Asymptotic Framework for the
Analysis of Hydraulic Fractures:
The Impermeable Case
This paper presents a novel asymptotic framework to obtain detailed solutions describing
the propagation of hydraulic fractures in an elastic material. The problem consists of a
system of nonlinear integro-differential equations and a free boundary problem. This
combination of local and nonlocal effects leads to transitions on a small scale near the
crack tip, which control the behavior across the whole fracture profile. These transitions
depend upon the dominant physical process(es) and are identified by simultaneously
scaling the associated parameters with the distance from the tip. A smooth analytic
solution incorporating several physical processes in the crucial tip region can be con-
structed using this new framework. In order to clarify the exposition of the new method-
ology, this paper is confined to considering the impermeable case in which only the two
physical processes of viscous dissipation and structure energy release compete.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2200653�

1 Introduction
Hydraulic fracturing involves the propagation of a fracture in a

brittle material, such as rock, due to the pressure exerted on the
fracture surfaces by a viscous fluid that is pumped into the frac-
ture. Hydraulic fractures occur naturally as a result of magma
driven flows �1–3� as well as in several industrial and environ-
mental applications such as the deliberate propagation of fractures
in oil and gas reservoirs to enhance oil recovery; the generation of
free-surface parallel hydraulic fractures in block caving mining
operations as an alternative to explosive blasting �4�; and the gen-
eration of hydraulic fractures that are subsequently filled with im-
permeable material to isolate toxic waste or environmentally sen-
sitive regions.

In many of these applications it is important to determine the
progress of the fracture surface over time, which cannot be ob-
tained from the few quantities that can easily be monitored, such
as the fluid volume and pressure. It is, therefore, desirable to
develop mathematical models that will predict the evolution of
hydraulic fractures under given pumping conditions and geologi-
cal situations �3,5–14�. The objective of these models is to calcu-
late the fluid pressure, fracture width, and footprint given the
properties of the rock, the injection rate, and the fluid character-
istics. These models typically assume that: �i� the intact rock is
linear elastic having a Young’s modulus E and a Poisson’s ratio �;
�ii� the fluid has viscosity �; �iii� the progress of the fracture is
controlled by rock toughness KIc; �iv� the loss of fluid to the
reservoir �not considered in this paper� is determined by the leak-
off coefficient Cl.

While the most general hydraulic fracture situations require nu-
merical solution of these models, analytic and asymptotic methods
also provide solutions for simple geometries. The highly nonlinear
terms in the fluid flow equations, the nonlocal elastic response of
the fracture, and the history-dependence of a sink term governing
the fluid-loss present considerable challenges to mathematical

analysis. The analytic solutions are important as they provide:
benchmarks against which to test numerical algorithms; detailed
information about the singular near-tip behavior of the solution in
order to design suitable basis functions for numerical models; and
the parameter values and length scales that characterize the tran-
sitions between distinct combinations of physical processes.

The purpose of this paper is to present a novel asymptotic
framework that enables us to determine the different propagation
regimes as well as an asymptotic solution. The ultimate strength
of the new methodology is its capacity for developing asymptotic
solutions when more than two physical processes compete or, for
situations in which the solution is not self-similar, for example,
when a fracture passes through a bi-material interface. For clarity
of exposition of the new methodology we concentrate here on
self-similar solutions as in �15�, in which only two physical pro-
cesses �viscosity and toughness� compete.

The fracture geometry considered here, known as the KGD
�plane strain� model, was developed independently by Geertsma
and de Klerk �8� and Khristianovic and Zheltov �12�. It assumes
the fracture is an infinite vertical strip so that horizontal cross-
sections are in a state of plane strain, see Fig. 1. This model is
applicable to large aspect ratio rectangular planar fractures and
was extended in �16� to include toughness. A major contribution
to this mathematical modeling was by Spence and Sharp �16� who
initiated the work on self-similar solutions and scaling for a KGD
crack propagating in an elastic, impermeable medium with finite
toughness. Their approach has been continued through asymptotic
analyses of near-tip processes, yielding results for zero-toughness
in an impermeable rock �17�; and for zero-toughness when leak-
off is dominant �18�. Several papers �19–21� have extended this
analysis to include toughness and fluid lag, where regions devoid
of fluid develop close to the crack tip, along with transitional
regions. This paper assumes that fluid lag is negligible and so
these effects can be ignored.

Certain phases of hydraulic fracture propagation are character-
ized within a dimensionless parametric space �15,22�, with bound-
aries controlled by the dominant processes, namely viscosity, en-
ergy release/toughness, or leak-off. This framework has been the
basis for semi-analytical solutions for simple geometries �KGD
and penny-shaped� which have provided benchmarks for numeri-
cal simulators. These include the following asymptotic regimes:
impermeable with zero toughness �23–25�, small toughness �26�,
finite toughness �16,27�, and large toughness �25,28�; and perme-
able with zero toughness �29�.
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The analysis in this paper is closely related and complementary
to these most recent studies; thus we describe here how our frame-
work is different and more far-reaching. Previous analyses
�21,23,24,26,28,30� have been limited to parameter regimes in
which one or two physical processes dominate the dynamics, with
the remainder of the related nondimensional quantities set to zero.
A different set of scaling parameters is defined depending on
which process is dominant, corresponding to the edges and cor-
ners of the parameter space �22,31�. We develop an asymptotic
method which handles different scaling limits within a single
framework, and so it is not necessary to redefine scaling param-
eters to consider the effect of different dominant processes. Al-
though this study also only considers two physical processes, our
analysis can be directly applied in situations where several pro-
cesses are in balance, for example, including leak-off �32�. It can
also be extended to other geometries, such as the PKN model
�33�, which assumes an elliptical vertical cross-section in contrast
to the KGD model.

We avoid the semi-infinite approximations used in previous
studies and consider parameter regimes which allow an
asymptotic expansion with self-similar solutions. The method in-
volves the simultaneous scaling of the physical processes relative
to a parameter denoting the distance from the tip. A uniform
asymptotic solution is then constructed in the tip region by re-
scaling the governing equations in terms of this small parameter.
We determine the regions where the different processes are domi-
nant, and relate them back to physical space. The process also
identifies an important parameter combination quantifying these
spatial transitions, which is used to match the local expansions
analytically. This is in contrast to �26�, where matching is done
numerically. We find that the flexibility of the method is valuable
for understanding the nonlocal and local effects in the model.

1.1 Governing Equations. We describe the governing equa-
tions for the propagation of an impermeable, KGD fracture driven
by a viscous fluid in a uniform elastic medium under conditions of
plane strain, as shown in Fig. 1. The solution is constructed to
determine the fracture opening w�x , t�, net pressure p�x , t� �the
difference between the fluid pressure pf and the far-field stress
�0�, and the fracture half-length, l�t�. We define three combined
parameters E�, ��, and K�, in terms of the material parameters E,
�, �, and KIc, as

E� =
E

1 − �2 , �� = 12�, K� = 4� 2

�
�1/2

KIc �1�

Along with the volumetric fluid injection rate Q0, these param-
eters govern the fracture propagation. Consistent with linear elas-
tic fracture mechanics, we assume that the rock toughness KIc
equals the stress intensity factor KI, which, for a symmetric crack
in a state of plane strain subjected to a pressure p, is given by

KIc = KI ª 2� l

�
�

0

l
p

�l2 − x2
dx �2�

The governing equations are given as follows: The conservation
of the fluid mass for an incompressible fluid with zero leak-off is
described by the lubrication equation

�w

�t
=

1

��

�

�x
	w3�p

�x

 + Q0��x� �3�

For a state of plane strain, the elasticity equation

p�x,t� = −
E�

4�
�

−l

l
�w

�s

ds

s − x
�4�

expresses the force balance through a nonlocal relationship be-
tween the fracture opening and the net pressure. Equations �2� and
�4� imply the local propagation condition

w = �K�/E���l − x + O��l − x�3/2�, x → ± l �5�
which determines the asymptotic behavior of the fracture opening
close to the tip. Finally, we have boundary conditions, which en-
sure zero width and zero fluid loss at the tip

w = 0, w3�p

�x
= 0, at x = ± l �6�

The global volume balance condition

Q0t =�
−l

l

w�s,t�ds �7�

results from integrating �3� and using �6�. The solution is con-
structed asymptotically by alternatively solving the lubrication
equation �3� and the elasticity equation �4�. In the near-tip region
the dominant physical process is the energy release which is cap-
tured by the propagation condition �5�. The remaining unknown
constants are then found by applying the global volume balance
condition �7�; this also confirms the balance of dominant physical
processes that arise.

1.2 Scaling and Dimensionless Equations. We seek a self-
similar solution in the form w�x , t�� l�t���x / l , t� and, therefore,
write the governing Eqs. �3�–�7� with nondimensionalized width,
pressure and length scales

� = x/l, l = L	, w = 
L�, p = 
E�� �8�

as used in �31,28,26�. The nondimensional quantities � �the open-
ing�, � �the net pressure�, and 	 �a fracture length� are all O�1�.
The parameter 
 is introduced here for comparison with
�26,28,31�, where it is used to relate w / l to p /E�. However, it
could be set to unity in our analysis. The parameter L denotes a
length scale and is of the same order as l. We assume that 	
=constant in our analysis below and show that this assumption is
valid in Sec. 2.5, for the impermeable case of zero leak-off.

The three nondimensional quantities, which play important
roles in our analysis, are

Gk =
K�


E�L1/2 , Gm =
��


3E�t
, Gv =

Q0t


L2 �9�

representing toughness/energy release, viscosity, and injected fluid
volume, respectively. We simultaneously balance these parameters
with the distance from the tip which allows us to consider regimes
where both toughness and viscosity compete. The method can also
be extended to consider multiple competing physical processes in
balance, as in �32� where leak-off is included. Note that we have
not introduced a nondimensionalized time scaling since it does not
affect this balance approach. Here we examine the case where
Gk�0 and Gm�0; the analysis for Gm=0 is the so called Griffiths
crack solution �34�, and Gk=0 is the viscosity solution �17,26�.

The governing Eqs. �3�–�7� can, therefore, be written as

Fig. 1 The KGD profile and its cross-section
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t�
L�t


L
� + t

��

�t
− �

t�L	�t

L	

��

��
=

1

Gm

1

	2

�

��
	�3��

��

 �10�

� = −
1

4�	
�

−1

1
��

��

d�

� − �
�11�

� = Gk	
1/2�1  ��1/2, � → ± 1 �12�

Gv = 	�
−1

1

�d� �13�

� = 0, at � = 1± �14�
We determine different local expansions depending on which
physical process is dominant, and then construct a uniform near-
tip solution analytically. The regions where these expansions are
valid depend on a critical parameter which is a combination of the
dimensionless G� � quantities �9�, and the transition in behavior can
be related to the dominant physical processes. We determine this
parameter as part of the process by scaling Eqs. �10�–�14� with a
parameter controlling the distance from the tip �=1. Our method
relies on analyzing the governing equations in this nondimen-
sional form but we also quote the results in the original dimen-
sional variables at the end of Sec. 2 to more easily give a physical
interpretation.

Some of the expansions in this paper have been found previ-
ously, see �16,17,26,28,31� for example. We obtain the well-
known results that the fracture width has �1−x / l�1/2 and �1
−x / l�2/3 asymptotic behavior for the toughness and viscosity
dominated regions, respectively. We also show that the fracture
grows as t2/3 and the fracture width is proportional to t1/3. Al-
though we confirm previous work, our new approach gives the
construction in a transition region, where the solution consists of
several terms in the expansion and thus is not purely a power law.
It is also has the flexibility to handle behavior dominated by dif-
ferent physical processes simultaneously. When considering two
or more physical processes, we do not rely on a scaling in which
any one process is dominant: This is in contrast to other studies,
�26,28,31� amongst others, where the nondimensional quantities
G� � corresponding to the controlling processes are set to unity. In
our method the critical parameters are determined as part of the
expansion. In Sec. 2 we describe the approach of the method in
detail and in Sec. 3 we briefly describe how the methodology can
be extended to include leak-off and in �33� it is applied to the
PKN model.

2 Analytical Solution Method
We now describe the new approach, which provides a unified

framework to balance viscosity and toughness simultaneously.

2.1 Re-scaled Equations and Balancing Approach. First we
scale the key dimensionless quantities in �9� with a parameter �
�1 related to the distance from the tip �=1. Then we define an
asymptotic expansion for both � and � in terms of this parameter,
and balance � with the nondimensionless quantities G� � �9�.
Through this procedure we can locate changes in the behavior of
the solution and the spatial regions characterized by the different
dominant physical processes. Thus we define

1 − �z = � �15�

Gk = ��kĜk, Gm = ��mĜm, Gv = ��vĜv �16�

where the Ĝ� � quantities are all O�1�. The construction of the
asymptotic expansion determines inequalities between the values
of the exponents �� �, which characterize the different regimes.
The parameter ��1 is essentially the distance from the tip, since

we assume that z is O�1�. Previous work, for example �26,28,31�,
assumes a semi-infinite approximation; however, the parameter �
allows us to be more general in the analysis of the fracture tip
behavior as we have not assigned the exact distance from the tip.
The semi-infinite approximation does not allow extensions to in-
clude stress jumps, for example, whereas the methodology de-
scribed in this paper can incorporate such modifications. Note that
the parameter � is used for bookkeeping to balance terms in the
expansion, but does not appear in the final solution.

We assume that the solution is symmetric about �=0 �see Fig.
1� and so, without loss of generality, we consider the interval 0
���1. Then the integral in �11� is written as �and similarly for
the integral in �13��

� = −
1

4�	
�

−1

1
d�

d�

d�

� − �
= −

1

2�	
�

0

1
d�

d�

�d�

�2 − �2 �17�

The governing Eqs. �10�–�14� are now written in terms of z by
substitutions of �15� and �16�

t�
L�t


L
� + �1 − �z�

t�L	�t

L	
�−1d�

dz
=

�−�m−2

Ĝm	2

d

dz
	�3d�

dz

 �18�

� = −
1

2�	
�−1�

0

1/�
d�

dr

�1 − �r�
r�2 − �r� − z�2 − �z�

dr �19�

� = Ĝk	
1/2��k+1/2z1/2, z → 0 �20�

��vĜv = 2	��
0

1/�

�dr �21�

� = 0, at z = 0 �22�

As mentioned above, we expand � and � in terms of �. The
terms in these expansions can then be combined with the powers
of � appearing explicitly in �18�–�22�. Hence we set

� = ��k+1/2��0 + ��1�1 + ¯ � �23�

� = ��k�0 + ��1�1 + ¯ �24�

The exponents �i and �i are unknown at present and determined
below in terms of the exponents �� � in �16� as part of the
asymptotic construction. The method involves substituting �23�
and �24� into �18�–�22� and matching terms in powers of � using
the exponents �� �. This determines the exponents �i and �i and
shows how the relative magnitudes of the dimensionless param-
eters �9� compared with � influences the solution.

The sign of �1 determines the leading order behavior of the
solution, and we see more clearly how this arises in the expan-
sions �23� and �24� by considering the lubrication Eq. �18�. The
leading order terms in � satisfy

��−1d�

dz
=

1

Ĝm	2
�−�m−2 d

dz
	�3d�

dz

 �25�

where we have assumed that the length scale L satisfies L=CLt�.
The two situations which arise are either �i� the right-hand side

of �25� is dominant and thus set to zero, so that to leading order
�=constant, and � is determined using the propagation condition
�20�. This corresponds to �1�0 and so �0 is dominant and ob-
tained from the propagation condition �20� which gives the clas-
sical square root term associated with a dominant toughness
�28,31�. This in turn also defines �0 via �19�. Note that the pre-
factor ��k incorporated explicitly in �23� and �24� comes from the
dimensionless toughness Gk. Also, we show below that the other
solution in �25�, namely �3��=constant, cannot arise. Or, �ii� the
two terms in Eq. �25� balance. This corresponds to �1�0 where
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viscosity dictates the leading order behavior of z2/3, as in
�17,26,31� and discussed here in Sec. 2.3. Then the leading order
terms in �23� and �24� are �1 and �1, and we find that �0 ,�0
=0. Hence the square root behavior is not leading order, implying
that toughness is not dominant. Our expansion ties this change in
leading order behavior to physical space.

To give the details and higher order terms of expansions �23�
and �24� we substitute these expressions into the lubrication equa-
tion �18� to give

t�
L�t


L
��k+1/2��0 + ��1�1 + ¯ � + ��1 − �z���k−1/2

��d�0

dz
+ ��1

d�1

dz
+ ¯ �

=
�−�m−1/2+3�k

Ĝm	2
·

d

dz
	��0 + ��1�1 + ¯ �3

����k
d�0

dz
+ ��1

d�1

dz
+ ¯ �
 �26�

and into the elasticity equation �19�

��k�0 + ��1�1 + ¯ = −
��k−1/2

2�	
·�

0

1/� �d�0

dr
+ ��1

d�1

dr

+ ¯ � �1 − �r�
r�2 − �r� − z�2 − �z�

dr �27�

In Secs. 2.2 and 2.3 we use �26� and �27� to determine local
expansions in the different asymptotic limits, �1� ���0, by bal-
ancing terms according to powers of �, and in Sec. 2.4 we match
to obtain a uniform near-tip expansion. Finally, in Sec. 2.5 we
substitute � from �23� into the global volume balance equation
�21� to determine remaining unknown coefficients.

2.2 The Near-Tip Behavior „�1�0…. First we look for an
expansion where �1�0, and determine the conditions under
which this is valid. The leading order terms in �26� and �27� for
��1 are

0 =
�−�m−1/2+4�k

Ĝm	2

d

dz
	�0

3d�0

dz

 �28�

��k�0 = −
��k−1/2

2�	
�

0

1/�
d�0

dr

�1 − �r�
r�2 − �r� − z�2 − �z�

dr �29�

and the solution is determined as

�0�z� = C0
�z�2 − �z�, �0�z� =

C0

4	
�30�

where �0 is found by integrating �28� �see �32�.� The solution �30�
is the eigenfunction of �29� which, with �0=constant, is symmet-
ric about �=0. It satisfies the propagation condition �20� to yield

C0= Ĝk
�	 /2. Comparison of the two leading terms in �26�,

namely the ��k−1/2 and �−�m−1/2+4�k terms, shows that we are in the
toughness regime. We assume ��k−1/2��−�m−1/2+4�k and then use

�16� to deduce that Gk
3 is large compared with Gm, since the Ĝ0 are

O�1�. From the constant C0 observe that the leading order term in
the expansion for � �for �1�0� involves the re-scaled toughness
parameter Gk; this, together with the square root behavior, also
implies that the toughness is dominant in this region. Note that we
disregard the solution �0

3�0�=constant in �28�. Using the propa-
gation condition �20� for �0 implies that �0 is O�z−1/2� to leading
order, but this contradicts �0=constant, which arises from �29�.

The next order terms in �26� and �27� for ��1 are

���k−1/2d�0

dz
=

�−�m+3�k−1/2+�1

Ĝm	2

d

dz
	�0

3d�1

dz

 �31�

��1�1 = −
��k−1/2+�1

2�	
�

0

1/�
d�1

dr

�1 − �r�
r�2 − �r� − z�2 − �z�

dr �32�

Equating exponents of � in �31� and �32� defines �1 and �1 ex-
plicitly

�1 = 1/2 + �m − 3�k, �1 = �m − 2�k �33�

The condition �1�0 can be written as Gk
3 /Gm��1/2, using �16�,

and violation of this condition means we are no longer in the
toughness dominated regime.

We can now obtain �1 and �1: Solving �31� gives

�1 = −
C1

4�	
ln�1 −

1

2 − �z
� −

C1

4�	
�ln�1 − �z� − ln��z�� �34�

for z=O�1�, and then �1�z�=C1z follows from �32�. Note that the
integration constant in �31� must be zero, otherwise �1 has infi-
nite energy, deduced from integrating �31�, also discussed in �32�:
a non-zero constant means that �1 includes a z−1/2 term, but sub-
stitution into the integral �2� would then yield an infinite stress
intensity factor KI. We can then find C1 by substituting �34� into
�31�, considering the leading order terms only.

Hence the first two terms in the expansion �23� for � are

� = ��kĜk	�	

2
��z�2 − �z� + 4�	2�

Ĝm

Ĝk
3

��m−3�k��z�
 �35�

which is valid when �1�0 or Gk
3 /Gm��1/2, i.e., close to the tip

for � near 1. The square root term is dominant, but in the transi-
tion region both terms in �35� become the same order, which is
when toughness and viscosity balance.

2.3 The Intermediate-Tip Behavior „�1�0…. The leading
order terms in �26� for ��1 are now

���k−1/2+�1
d�1

dz
=

�−�m+3�k−1/2+3�1+�1

Ĝm	2

d

dz
	�1

3d�1

dz

 �36�

which is coupled with the expression for �1 in �32�. Equating
exponents of � in �32� and �36� gives

�1 = 1/6 + �m/3 − �k, �1 = − 1/3 + �m/3 �37�

The condition �1�0 then becomes Gk
3 /Gm��1/2, which holds in

the viscosity dominated regime; combining this with the analysis
in Sec. 2.2 shows that the transition region occurs when Gk

3 /Gm
=O��1/2�, and will be discussed in the following section.

Again we look for �1 as a power law in z, namely

�1 = C̄1zm + �2 �38�

where �2 is a small correction term found below. This is equiva-
lent to a perturbation expansion for the solution of �36� for �2
�1, which we confirm in the matching.

The elasticity equation �32� can then be used to obtain

�1 = cot �m
C̄1m

4	
zm−1 +

C̄1m�1−m�2 − �z�−1

4�	
+ O��1−m� + �2

�39�

where the leading term is the standard result for the integral �32�
of �1 for �→0, as given in �35� and discussed in the Appendix,
and �2 is the term corresponding to �2. We integrate �36� and
substitute �1 and �1 from �38� and �39�, respectively; then the
leading order terms are
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�C̄1zm =
C̄1

4�m

4Ĝm	3
z4m−2 �40�

where, for convenience, we have defined �mªm�m−1�cot �m.
Equating exponents of z yields m=2/3 and the remaining expres-

sion determines C̄1. The equation for �2 is then

�d�2

dz
=

1

Ĝm	2

d

dz
	3C̄1

3�2/3

4	
�2 + C̄1

3z2d�2

dz

 �41�

We look for solutions to �41� of the form �2=Â1zh+Â2zp, with
�2 following directly from �32�. Substitution of �2 and �2 into
�41� leads to

�Â1z�h−1� + �pÂ2zp =
hC̄1

3Â1

4Ĝm	3
�h�h − 1�cot �h + 3�2/3�zh−1

+
pC̄1

3Â2

4Ĝm	3
�p�p − 1�cot �p + 3�2/3�zp−1

�42�

The coefficients Â1 and Â2 are unknown as they correspond to
coefficients of homogeneous solutions to the linear Eq. �41�.
These are found below, by matching with �35�. Setting p=0 gives

one independent solution �2=Â2. The other independent solution
is found by solving a transcendental equation from matching the
coefficients of zh−1 in �42�. This reduces to

h�h − 1�cot �h + 2�2/3 = 0 �43�

We find that h�0.138673, which confirms the result in �26�. The
solution does not satisfy the z1/2 behavior described by the propa-

gation condition �20� for Ĝk�0 �since m�1/2 and h�1/2�, and
so toughness is not dominant in the region where this solution
holds. The terms �0 and �0 are, therefore, set to zero in �23� and
�24�.

Then the first term in the expansion �23� for � is

� = ��m/3Ĝm
1/3	�4	3�

�m
1/3

��z�2/3 +
Â1�2/3−h

Ĝm
1/3

��z�h +
Â2�2/3

Ĝm
1/3 


�44�

for �1�0 or Gk
3 /Gm��1/2. This expression is valid only away

from �=1, since the propagation condition �20� is not satisfied.
It should be noted that the next term in the expansion for � in

�23�, for �1�0, is given by �2=z5/3. It can be shown to be higher
order in the construction of the uniform near-tip expansion and so
is not included in �44�.

2.4 Transition Region and Matching. We now consider the
local expansions �35� for �1�0 and �44� for �1�0, to determine
the transitions in spatial behavior, find the unknown coefficients
by matching, and construct the uniform near-tip asymptotic ex-
pansion. Motivated by the balance Eqs. �33� and �37�, we define a
combined parameter Pkm involving Gk and Gm, namely

Pkm ª Gk
3/Gm �45�

which appears explicitly in both expansions. These expansions
can be written in the � scaling, without �, in terms of Pkm as

� � Gk�C0
�1 − �2 + C1Pkm

−1�1 − ��� �46�

� � Gm
1/3�C̄1�1 − ��2/3 + A1�Pkm��1 − ��h + A2�Pkm�� �47�

for �1� ���0, respectively. The coefficients C0, C1, and C̄1 have

been re-defined without the Ĝ�� terms as these are combined with

���� to give the dimensionless G��. Also, the coefficients A1�Pkm�
and A2�Pkm� are re-defined, observed by comparing �44� and �47�.
These depend on the parameter Pkm since they are determined by
matching �46� and �47� in a transition region which is related to
Pkm, as discussed below. Some of the terms in �46� and �47� have
also been found in previous work. The terms in �46� were given in
�16,26,31�, and also in �28� in the asymptotic limit of large tough-
ness, with the second given for x→ ± l, i.e., in limit close to the
tip. The first term in �47� is found in �17�, and the first two terms
in �47� are used in local expansions in �26,31�, in the asymptotic
limit of small toughness as x→ ± l. However, the constant term in
�47� is not found in �26�. This new parameter is important in the
matching, as shown below.

The definition of the parameter Pkm follows naturally from the
two different regimes where either toughness or viscosity domi-
nates the behavior. These two regimes correspond to �1� ���0, as
seen by re-examining �33� and �37�. Recalling that 1−�=O���, we
can rewrite the condition on �1 in terms of the physical param-
eters G�� and the distance from the tip. The solution for �1�0 is
physically significant when toughness is dominant �Gk

3�Gm�,
which in physical space is close to the tip and translates to Pkm
� �1−��1/2. As �1−��1/2 approaches Pkm, the terms in �46� and
�47� are the same order of magnitude; we observe a transition to
an intermediate-tip region �see Fig. 2�, which is found by consid-
ering �1�0 in �47�. This is valid when the viscosity is dominant
�Gk

3�Gm�, which in the physical space is away from the tip and
translates to Pkm� �1−��1/2. Thus the expansion �46� holds for
1−��Pkm

2 and the expansion �47� for 1−�=O�Pkm
s �, with 0�s

�2, and Pkm�1.
The results confirm work carried out in �26� where the expan-

sion is in terms of a parameter K6�1 with Gk=K for Gv=Gm=1;
the relationship Pkm

2 =O�1−�� can be shown to be equivalent to
their scalings with K. Also, our expansion for the toughness domi-
nated solution �46� agrees with that found in �28� where a series
expansion is obtained in terms of a parameter M with Gm=M for
Gv=Gk=1. However, one difference between the two approaches
is that in both �26,28� the matching is done by numerical calcula-
tion of a series expansion, while below we construct a uniform
near-tip expansion analytically. The other main differences are
that our framework can be extended to consider cases with more
than two physical processes in balance, for example, including
leak-off �32�, and extended to cases in which the solution is not
self-similar.

We construct a uniform near-tip asymptotic approximation by
matching in the transition region where Gk

3 /Gm=O��1−��1/2�. In
this region the leading order terms in the lubrication equation
satisfy �25�, coupled with the propagation condition �20�. Note
that both �46� and �47� are solutions of �25� in the two asymptotic
limits. A closed form solution to �25� cannot be given in this

Fig. 2 Diagram of the solution � versus � near the fracture tip
with transition region at 1−�=O„Pkm

2
…
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region, but it can be constructed computationally where 1−�
=O�Pkm

2 � for 0�Pkm�1, providing the basis for numerical
matching in �26�.

However, the identification of Pkm and the correct form of �2
allows us to determine the remaining unknown coefficients
A1�Pkm� and A2�Pkm� to give an analytical expression for the
matching. The critical scaling is 1−�=Pkm

2 � for �=0�1�, and sub-
stitution into �46� and �47� yields, respectively

� � Gk�C0Pkm�1/2�2 − Pkm
2 � + C1Pkm�� �48�

� � Gm
1/3�C̄1Pkm

4/3�2/3 + A1�Pkm�Pkm
2h �h + A2�Pkm�� �49�

Equating �48� and �49� and their first derivatives gives

A1�Pkm� =
1

h
Pkm

−2h+4/3	C0

�2
+ C1 −

2C̄1

3

 �50�

A2�Pkm� = Pkm
4/3	 �2h − 1��2C0

2h
+

�h − 1�C1

h
−

�3h − 2�C̄1

3h



�51�

which is equivalent to writing a Taylor series for �46� and �47�
about 1−�=O�Pkm

2 � where � is regular, and matching the first two
terms. The coefficient of the error is proportional to ����� which
is bounded for �=O�1� with respect to Pkm�1, so that terms are
matched up to O�Pkm

4/3�. Figure 3 shows solution profiles of �
against � for several values of Pkm. The location of the match
point within the transition region is identified in the figure by
asterisks enclosed in circles. The majority of the solution in these
cases follows the 2/3 power law characteristic of the viscosity
dominated propagation. To further emphasize this transition we
provide a log-log plot of � in Fig. 4. The asymptotic 1 /2 and 2/3
power law behaviors for the toughness and viscosity dominated
regions can be clearly seen, while in the transition region the
solution does not follow a simple power law.

The elasticity equation �19� determines �, which is used above
in the lubrication equation as part of the solution process. The
corresponding expansions to �46� and �47� are

� � Gk	�0 − Pkm
−1 C1

4�	
�ln�1 −

1

1 + �
� + ln� 1

1 − �
� + ln �


�52�

� � Gm
1/3	m cot �m

C̄1

4	
�1 − ��m−1 + h cot �h

A1�Pkm�
4	

�1 − ��h−1

�53�

for Pkm� ����1−��1/2, respectively, and the calculations are out-
lined in the Appendix. In Fig. 5 we graph � for different values of
Pkm. Note that � is a monotonically decreasing function of � in
each case, which is consistent with gradient driven fluid flow and
dynamic, viscosity driven, fracture propagation. However, as Gk is
increased � becomes close to a constant in spite of the fact that
the propagation regime is considered viscous owing to the 2/3
power law behavior of � over the majority of the fracture. Indeed,
this pressure profile is surprisingly close to that in the toughness
dominated regime which is characterized by a zero pressure gra-
dient to leading order owing to the quasi-static mode fracture
propagation in a tough material. We also note the presence of the
region close to the fracture tip where the pressure becomes nega-
tive. This “cavitation region” is an artifact of the model which
deviates from the physical situation where the fluid front lags
behind the fracture front. Such fluid lag regions, which can be
significant in fractures propagating in low confinement environ-
ments, are beyond the scope of the model considered in this paper
as the appropriate zero pressure boundary condition and unknown
lag boundary would have to be included. The phenomenon of fluid

Fig. 3 Solution profiles of � versus � in the viscosity domi-
nated regime with Gm=1 and Gk=0.45,0.35,0.15 „and so Pkm
=0.091,0.043,0.003…

Fig. 4 Plot of log � versus log„1−�… in the viscosity domi-
nated regime with Gm=1, Gk=0.35 „and so Pkm=0.043…. The
solid line denotes the leading order power law solutions, as
indicated above.

Fig. 5 Solution profiles of � versus � corresponding to � in
Fig. 3
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lag has been studied analytically in �21,36� and numerically in
�37�, both for separate toughness and viscosity regimes, and ana-
lytically and numerically in �19� for the stationary problem with
dominant toughness.

2.5 The Global Volume Balance Condition. We now use the
global volume balance condition �13� to determine the dimension-
less length parameter 	, defined in �8�. The expression incorpo-
rates the dimensionless quantities G�� in �9� which involve powers
of t. We can thus find the parameter �, the power law exponent for
L=CLt�, with CL constant, and justify the use of the self-similar
solution. The condition also checks the ordering of the terms in
the expansion. When Pkm�1, clearly Pkm� �1−��1/2 and the so-
lution for � in �46� holds for all �. Then the global volume bal-
ance condition becomes

Gv = 	�GkC0/2 + 	GkC1Pkm
−1 �54�

In the limit Gm→0, the resulting value of 	 in �54� agrees with the
value obtained numerically in previous studies �31,28�, which in-
clude computational results of � for ��0. We substitute L
=CLt� into �54� using the definitions of Gv and Gk from �9�, and
the expression for C1 from �35�, to give

Q0


CL
2 t1−2� = ��	

2
�3/2 K�


E�CL
1/2 t−�/2 + 4�	3CL

2��E�


K�2 t�−1 �55�

Then, in this toughness dominated regime, we find that �=2/3.
Now we examine the situation Pkm�1, away from the tough-

ness dominated regime, where the solution for � in �46� is valid
for 1−��Pkm

2 , and �47� is valid for Pkm
s �1−��Pkm

2 , for 0�s
�2. For the remainder of the integral �13�, � must be computed
numerically as in �23,26,31�, yielding 	�0.61524, which is used
in Figs. 4 and 5. Although a numerical approximation of the so-
lution is required near �=0 to find 	, this computation is straight-
forward and the significance of our method is that we can obtain
an analytical result for the solution near the tip, where numerical
computation is more difficult.

For Pkm�1, the leading contribution to the integral in �13� is
given by the part for � away from 1. For these values of �, the
forms of the lubrication and elasticity equations indicate that �
and � must scale with Gm

1/3, so that �13� reduces to Gv
=const·Gm

1/3. Substituting L=CLt� and the definitions of Gv and Gm
from �9� then also yields �=2/3. The time dependence of the
leading order terms are all t−1/3, confirming that the self-similar
solution, with 	 is constant, is appropriate to leading order. In
practice if leak-off is included, this assumption could break down
and some time dependence in 	 may have to be considered, as
discussed in �32�.

We summarize the main results �46� and �47� in the original
dimensional variables. For Pkmª �K�3t� / ���E�2L3/2�� ����1
−x / l�1/2, respectively

w �
K�

E�
l1/2��1 −

x

l
�1/2

+
8�

3
	3/2Pkm

−1�1 −
x

l
� �56�

w � ���

E�
�1/3 l

t1/3�22/3�3�1 −
x

l
�2/3

+ C11	
−1Pkm

−2h+4/3�1 −
x

l
�h

+ C12	
−1Pkm

4/3 �57�

Observe that these expansions confirm the well-known results re-
garding the time dependence of the fracture, as discussed in
�17,23�; the fracture half-length l�t� is proportional to t2/3 and,
therefore, the dimensional fracture width w is proportional to t1/3.
Also, the spatial dependence in �56� and �57� agrees with previous
work: the first two terms in both these expansions were obtained
in �26�; the leading order terms in both and the second term in
�57� �in the asymptotic limit x→ ± l� were obtained in �31�; and

�28�, which considers large toughness, obtained both terms in
�56�, again in the asymptotic limit x→ ± l for the latter. However,
our analysis shows that the additional terms in �56� and �57� are
needed to construct a uniform asymptotic near-tip solution be-
tween the two expansions.

3 Conclusions and Extensions
In this paper we have presented a new technique to analyze the

system of integro-differential equations that arise when fluid-
driven fractures are generated in an impermeable elastic solid. Our
theoretical approach gives detailed solutions of the crack tip re-
gion and identifies the important processes controlling the fracture
growth, namely viscosity and toughness. The combined parameter
which quantifies these processes can be identified from critical
scaling relationships between the nondimensional distance from
the tip 1−� and the key nondimensional quantities Gk, Gm, and Gv,
representing toughness/energy release, viscosity, and injected fluid
volume, respectively. This allows us to construct a uniform near-
tip asymptotic expansion analytically instead of numerically as in
�26�. From the expansion we can highlight the dominant physical
processes through the parameter combination Pkm=Gk

3 /Gm, relate
these processes to the distance from the tip, and locate the transi-
tion region Pkm=O��1−��1/2�.

It is straightforward to extend the method to the permeable case
when leak-off is included. A similar analysis in �32� leads to ex-
pansions which we quote here in the original variables. For
Pckmª �K�4t1/2� / �C���E�3L1/2�� ����1−x / l�1/2, respectively

w �
K�

E�
l1/2��1 −

x

l
�1/2

+ 	8�

3
	3/2Pkm

−1 + 4�2�	Pckm
−1 
�1 −

x

l
�
�58�

w � �C���

E�
�1/4 l3/4

t1/8	−3/4�C̃01�1 −
x

l
�5/8

+ B1�1 −
x

l
�1/8

+ B2���	−3

C�3E�
�1/4 l3/4

t5/8�1 −
x

l
�3/4

+ B3�1 −
x

l
�r �59�

where C� is the leak-off parameter, and Pckm is a combination of
Gk, Gm, and the corresponding dimensionless leak-off parameter.
Observe that the fracture width w is now proportional to t1/4, as
opposed to t1/3 for zero leak-off, which is deduced using the result
that the fracture grows as t1/2 for the permeable case. The results
in �58� and �59� are found from balancing these three parameters
simultaneously with the distance from the tip. The coefficients B1
and B3, analogous to A1 and A2 in this study, are determined by
matching in the transition region. The expansion �58� gives the
toughness dominated limit, and is analogous to �47� with an extra
leak-off term. The expansion in �59� gives the leak-off dominated
limit, where the leading order 5 /8 term was established by �18�
for the stationary solution. The other terms in �59� are new and
again necessary in order to match the expansions in the two limits
analytically.

Our methodology has also been applied to fracture propagation
with a finger-like geometry, known as the PKN fracture �13,14�.
The results show a transition between �1−��1/3 and �1−��2/3

power laws which correspond to the leading terms in the far- and
near-tip expansions for zero toughness �33�.
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Appendix: Calculation of �

To calculate � we substitute expansions �46� and �47� into the
elasticity equation �17�. A parameter �* is introduced which is in
the transition region 1−�=O�Pkm

2 �, for example 1−�*=Pkm
2 . Then

�17� becomes

� = −
Gk

4�	
�

�*

1

�C0��1 − �2�1/2�� + C1Pkm
−1��1 − �����

2�d�

�2 − �2

−
Gm

1/3

4�	
�

0

�*

�C̄1��1 − ��2/3�� + A1�Pkm���1 − ��h���
2�d�

�2 − �2

¬ I1 + I2 �A1�

Different asymptotic expansions for I1 and I2 are found depending
on the position of � relative to the interval of integration. In the
near-tip region ���*, the integral I2 gives O�1� terms and the
leading order contribution comes from the singularity in I1. Hence
the near-tip expansion for � is

� � Gk	C0

4	
−

C1Pkm
−1

4�	
�ln� �2 − �*2

1 − �2 �

for Pkm�1, which to leading order corresponds to �52� with �*

=0 in the correction.
For intermediate values ���*, the leading order expansion for

� comes from I2 in �A1�. Consider the general integral

J =�
0

�*
�1 − ��a−1

� − �
d� −�

−�*

0 �1 + ���a−1

�� − �
d�� ¬ JA + JB

where 0�a�1. Then the result for I2 follows by setting a=2/3
and a=h in the integral J, since these exponents correspond to �1
and �2 from Sec. 2.3. Introducing variables �Z=1−� and �R=1
−� means JA can be written as

JA = − �a−1��
0

�

−�
1/�

�

−�
0

�1−�*�/� � Ra−1

R − Z
dR �A2�

Then the leading order contribution to � in the intermediate-tip
region ���* is determined by the first integral in �A2� for �
=Pkm

2 �1, see �35�. Hence JA= ��Z�a−1� cot �a+O�1� and a simi-
lar calculation gives JB. Thus

� �
Gm

1/3

4	
�m cot �mC̄1

4	
�1 − ��m−1 +

h cot �hA1�Pkm�
4	

�1 − ��h−1
for Pkm�1, where m=2/3 and h�0.138673, and corresponds to
leading order to �39�.
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Hertz’s theory, developed in 1881, remains the foundation for the
analysis of most contact problems. In this paper, we consider the
axisymmetric normal contact of two elastic bodies, and the body
profiles are described by polynomial functions of integer and non-
integer positive powers. It is an extension of Hertz’s solution,
which concerns the contact of two elastic spheres. A general pro-
cedure on how to solve this kind of problem is presented. As an
example, we consider the contact between a cone and a sphere.
The relations among the radius of the contact area, the depth of
the indentation, the total load, and the contact pressure distribu-
tion are derived. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2188017�

1 Introduction
Contact pressure distribution between two surfaces has always

been of great interest to engineers. The widely used equation for
bearing application is Hertz’s solution. Boussinesq’s solution for a
flat-ended punch finds its application in the safety evaluation of
foundations in civil engineering. Recently, researchers used the
Love and Sneddon solution for a conical punch to explain nanoin-
dentation experimental data �e.g., Fu and Fischer-Cripps �1��. For
the better understanding of fretting fatigue, Ciavarella investigated
the pressure distribution for indenters with rounded corners �2�.

Perhaps the most famous solution in contact mechanics is
Hertz’s formula for the contact of two elastic bodies. Hertz de-
rived the solution in 1881; later, he tried to extend it to a hardness
definition �3�. Hertz’s solution is based on the linear theory of
elasticity. The materials of the two bodies are homogenous and
isotropic. Their surfaces are smooth and continuous. The normal
contact of the two bodies is frictionless, and the load is static. The
distance between the two bodies is zero within the contact region,
and is finite outside. Without the external force, the contact zone
is a point. The contact pressure is localized, and disappears at
great distance from the contact area. This leads to Hertz’s assump-
tion that each body may be considered as a half-space in order to
calculate the local deformations. Although Hertz’s theory has been
used in wide ranges of applications, it has some limitations; e.g., it

considers mainly the nonconformal contact of spheres, while in
reality, body profiles may be complicated. In this paper, we con-
sider the axisymmetric normal contact of two elastic bodies, and
extend Hertz’s theory to bodies with polynomial profiles. The re-
sults for the contact between a cone and a sphere are presented as
an example.

2 Problem Formulation in the Theory of Linear Elas-
ticity

We use Hertz’s assumptions, except that the shapes of the bod-
ies are not necessarily spherical. Following the standard procedure
in contact mechanics, this problem is reduced to the axisymmetric
normal indentation of a flat elastic half-space with a rigid smooth
frictionless punch �4�. In our frame of reference, the x-y plane is
the common plane tangent to the surfaces of the two bodies before
the deformation, and the z axis is directed into one of the solids.
The shape of the punch is defined as

f�r� = z1�r� − z2�r� �1�

where z1�r� and z2�r� describe individual body profiles.
The elastic modulus of the half-space is related to the elastic

properties of the two bodies by the following equation:

1

E
=

1 − �1
2

E1
+

1 − �2
2

E2
�2�

where Ei is Young’s modulus and �i Poisson’s ratio of body i.
Poisson’s ratio of the half-space is zero.

The punch described by Eq. �1� has the axis of revolution as the
z axis. It indents into the plane z=0 of the elastic half-space z
�0. The problem is considered in the linear theory of elasticity,
and the half-space is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous.
The contact region between the punch and the half-space is simply
connected. The following equations give the relevant displace-
ment and stresses for the half-space. The vertical component of
the displacement is denoted by uz, and the stress components have
two subscripts corresponding to the appropriate coordinates.

The boundary conditions for the half-space at z=0 are

�zr = �z� = 0, �0 � r � �� �3�

�zz = 0, �r 	 a� �4�

uz = h + f�r�, �0 � r � a� �5�

where a is the radius of the contact area, and h is the depth of the
indentation �h�0�. Equation �3� describes the frictionless contact
�zero shear stresses and discontinuity of tangential displacements
at the interface�. The second term at the right-hand side of Eq. �5�
describes the shape of the punch, which depends on the geom-
etries of the two bodies, and is given by Eq. �1�. f�0�=0; if
f��0��0, the punch will have a sharp tip at its apex.

Because the two bodies are smooth, f�r� will be a smooth func-
tion, and can be expressed as a polynomial series. The analytical
solution to the problem of normal indentation of a flat elastic
half-space with a rigid axisymmetric polynomial punch is avail-
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able �5�. From Ref. �5�, it will not be difficult to find those rela-
tions: �a� the radius of the contact area versus the depth of the
indentation, �b� the total load versus the depth of the indentation,
and �c� the contact pressure distribution. To illustrate the proce-
dure, we consider a special case: the contact between a cone and
a sphere.

3 Cone-Sphere Contact
Following the method given above, the original cone-sphere

contact problem is converted to the axisymmetric normal inden-
tation of a flat elastic half-space by a rigid second-order polyno-
mial punch �Figs. 1 and 2�. Equation �5� becomes

uz = h − cot 
 · r −
r2

2R
, �0 � r � a� �6�

where 
 is the half-included angle of the cone, and R is the radius
of the sphere.

The radius of the contact area a and the depth of the penetration
h are related by the following equation:

h −
�

2
cot 
 · a −

a2

R
= 0 �7�

Solving a from the quadratic equation, we have

a = −
R

4
�� cot 
 ±��� cot 
�2 +

16h

R
� �8�

Three conditions have to be satisfied in order to make Eq. �8�
physically meaningful: �a� the radius of the contact area should be
a non-negative number, �b� the radius of the contact area should
not be a complex number, and �c� the contact area is a simply
connected domain. Under these conditions, the radius of the con-
tact area can only be

a = −
R

4
�� cot 
 −��� cot 
�2 +

16h

R
� �9�

The total vertical load P, which causes the displacement h, is

P = E�2ah −
�

2
cot 
 · a2 −

2

3R
a3� �10�

where

1

E
=

1 − �c
2

Ec
+

1 − �s
2

Es
.

c in the subscript refers to the cone, and s the sphere.
Under the condition given by Eq. �7�, the contact pressure be-

tween the cone and the sphere is

��zz�z=0 = − E� cot 


4
ln

a + �a2 − r2

a − �a2 − r2
+

2

�R
�a2 − r2� ,

�0 � r � a� �11�
The first term in Eq. �11� shows the influence of cone geometry

on the pressure distribution, and the second term indicts the effect
of sphere geometry. The shape of the pressure profile is governed
solely by 
 and R. The logarithmic singularity in the pressure
profile happens at the tip of the cone, and it is due to the non-
smoothness of the cone tip.

The solid line in Fig. 3 shows a typical pressure distribution of
the cone-sphere contact. In the simulation, we choose 
=89 deg
and R=10 m. In the same figure, we also put two other pressure
distributions: the dotted line is for the contact between a rigid
cone with the same half-included angle 
, and a flat half-space;
the dashed line is for the contact between a rigid sphere with the
same radius R and a flat half-space. In both cases, the half-space
has the same Young’s modulus E. Figure 3 shows clearly that the
pressure singularity is due to the cone.
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Fig. 1 Cone-sphere contact under zero load

Fig. 2 Indentation of an elastic half-space with a rigid second-
order polynomial punch

Fig. 3 Contact pressure distributions: solid line is for the
cone-sphere contact, dotted line is for the cone–half-space
contact, and dashed line is for the sphere–half-space contact
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This paper discusses the extraction of the wavelet-based impulse
response function from the acceleration response using the dis-
crete wavelet transform (DWT). The analytical formulation of the
sensitivity of the DWT coefficient of the impulse response function
with respect to a system parameter is then presented for structural
damage detection. A numerical example with a 31-bar plane truss
structure is used to verify the proposed method with different dam-
age scenarios with or without model error and noise effect.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2189875�

1 Introduction
Numerous methods for damage detection have been developed

based on the observation of the dynamic behavior of a structure.
Cattarius and Inman �1� used the time history of structural vibra-
tion response to identify damage in smart structures. More re-
cently the sensitivity matrix of response is computed using New-
mark method �2�, and it was used directly in an inverse problem
for structural damage identification. The results were subject to
the effect of measurement noise and model error. This deficiency
was significantly alleviated later in an approach using the sensi-
tivity of the wavelet coefficient of structural responses �3�. All
these approaches require approximately equal excitation for the
testing the different states of the structure. To remove this restric-
tion, the impulse response function �IRF� is studied in the damage
detection process in this paper. IRFs are intrinsic functions of the
system given the excitation location, and they can be easily ex-
tracted from the measured response. The analytical formulation of
the sensitivity of the discrete wavelet transform coefficient of the
impulse response function with respect to a system parameter is
derived. The identification equation is then solved using the
damped least-squares method. Numerical example with a 31-bar
plane truss structure is used to verify the proposed method with
different damage scenarios with and without model error and
noise effects.

2 Sensitivity of Wavelet-Based Unit Impulse Response
The equation of motion of a N–degree-of-freedom �DOF�

damped structural system under the unit impulse excitation is

Mẍ + Cẋ + Kx = D��t� �1�

where M, C, and K are the N�N mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices, respectively. D is the mapping matrix relating the force
excitation location to the corresponding degrees of freedom of the
system. x, ẋ, and ẍ are the N�1 displacement, velocity, and ac-
celeration vectors, respectively. ��t� is the Dirac delta function.

Assuming the system is in static equilibrium, initially, the unit
impulse response function can be computed from the following
equation using the Newmark method:

� Mḧ + Cḣ + Kh = 0

h�0� = 0, ḣ�0� = M−1D
� �2�

where h, ḣ, and ḧ are the unit impulse displacement, velocity, and
acceleration vectors, respectively. We express local damage in the
structural system as �K=�i=1

ne �iKi, with 0��i�1.0, and ne is the
number of elements in the structure. Differentiating Eq. �2� with
respect to �i, we get

�M
�ḧ

��i
+ C

�ḣ

��i
+ K

�h

��i
= −

�K

��i
h

�h�0�
��i

= 0,
�ḣ�0�
��i

=
�M−1D

��i

	 �3�

The sensitivities �h /��i, �ḣ /��i, and �ḧ /��i can be obtained from
Eq. �3� using the Newmark method.

A response f�t� when expressed in terms of the Daubechies
wavelets �4� can be approximated in terms of its discrete wavelet
transform �DWT� as

f�t� = f0
DWT��t� + f1

DWT��t� + f2
DWT��2t� + ¯ + f2j+k

DWT��2 jt − k�

�4�

where ��t� and ��t� are the scaling function and the mother wave-
let function, respectively. f2 j+k

DWT is the wavelet transform coeffi-

cients. For real wavelets, f0
DWT=
f�t���t�dt and f2 j+k

DWT

=
f�t�� j,k�t�dt. Differentiating f2 j+k
DWT with respect to the stiffness

parameter of an element, we have �3�

� �ḧ

��i
�

2j+k

DWT

= �ḧ

��i
� j,k�t�dt �5�

The sensitivity matrix can then be obtained from Eq. �5�

S = � �ḧl
DWT

��1

�ḧl
DWT

��2
¯

�ḧl
DWT

��m
� �6�

where ḧl
DWT is the DWT coefficient of ḧl, and ḧl denotes the

acceleration impulse response function at location l, and m is the
number of the structural parameters.

3 Impulse Response Function via Discrete Wavelet
Transform

When the N-DOF damped structural system is under general
excitation F�t� with zero initial conditions, the acceleration re-
sponse ẍl�tn� from location l at time tn is

ẍl�tn� =
0

tn

ḧl���F�tn − ��d� �7�

Applying the DWT to ḧl��� and F�tn−�� separately, we get

ẍl�tn� =
0

tn

�ḧl,0
DWT���� + ḧl,1

DWT���� + ¯ + ḧl,2 j+k
DWT ��2 j� − k��

��F0
DWT�tn����� + F1

DWT�tn����� + ¯ + F2j+k
DWT�tn���2 j�

− k��d� �8�
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Using the orthogonal conditions for both the translation and scale
of the Daubechies wavelets, Eq. �8� can be rewritten in matrix
form for a time series

ẍl = FDWTḧl
DWT �9�

where

ẍl = �ẍl�t1� ẍl�t2� ¯ ẍl�tn��T, FDWT = �
FDWT�t1�
FDWT�t2�

¯

FDWT�tn�
�

FDWT�tn� = �F0
DWT�tn� F1

DWT�tn� ¯ F2j+k
DWT�tn�/2 j� ,

ḧl
DWT = �ḧl,0

DWT ḧl,1
DWT

¯ ḧl,2 j+k
DWT �T

Finally, ḧl
DWT can be computed using a pseudoinverse as

ḧl
DWT = �FDWTT

FDWT�−1FDWTT
ẍl �10�

4 Damage Identification Equation

In Eq. �10�, ḧl0
DWT and ḧld

DWT are vectors of the DWT coefficients
of the impulse response function from the two states of the struc-

ture. �ḧl0
DWT/�� is the sensitivity matrix of the DWT coefficient

with respect to the structural parameter of the intact state. �� is
the vector of parameter change of the system. We can express the
identification equation as

ḧld
DWT − ḧl0

DWT =
�ḧl0

DWT

��
�� = S�� �11�

The solution of Eq. �11� is ill conditioned, and the damped
least-squares method �5� is adopted for the solution. When mea-

surements from the intact state of the structure are obtained, ḧl0
DWT

is the vector of the DWT coefficients computed from the analyti-

cal model. ḧld
DWT is computed with the measured responses and the

input forces obtained in experiment from the intact state from Eqs.

�2� and �6�. The sensitivity matrix �ḧl0
DWT/�� is computed from

the analytical model of the structure at the initial state. The ana-
lytical model is then updated, and the corresponding wavelet co-
efficient and its sensitivity are again computed for the next itera-
tion. Convergence is considered achieved when both the norms of

fractional difference between successive iterations of the ḧl
DWT

and �� are smaller than some prescribed values. When measure-
ment from the damaged state is obtained, the updated analytical
model is used in the iteration in the same way as that using the
measurement from the intact state. The final set of identified pa-
rameter increments correspond to the changes that have occurred
between the two states of the structure.

5 Simulation
The 31-bar plane truss shown in Fig. 1 is modeled using 31

finite elements without internal nodes in the bars giving 28 de-
grees of freedom. The cross-sectional area of the bar is 0.0025 m2.

Damage in the structure is defined as a reduction in the axial
stiffness of individual bars with the inertial properties unchanged.
The translational restraints at the supports are represented by large
stiffnesses of 1.0�1010 kN/m. Rayleigh damping of 	1=0.01 and
	2=0.01 is adopted. The first 12 natural frequencies of the struc-
ture range from 36.415 Hz to 547.393 Hz.

Excitation is applied in the downward direction at node 5 while
the vertical acceleration measurement at node 4 is recorded. Two
different excitations are used in the different states of the struc-
ture. Note that this is different from those in Refs. �2,3�. Excita-
tion for the intact state is an impulsive force with 320.4 N peak
value and it lasts for 0.005 s. Excitation for the damaged state is a
sinusoidal force of F=20 sin�2
20t� N. Sampling rate is 2000 Hz
and the first 0.25 s of the acceleration response is used for the
damage identification. The tolerance limits for both convergence
criteria have been set equal to 1.0�10−6.

Table 1 shows eight damage scenarios with and without noise
and model error effects. The latter group of scenarios is studied
with one IRF, while the former group of scenarios is studied with
an averaged IRF from 20 samples. Results in Fig. 2 show that
both the damage location and extent are identified very accurately
without any alarm in other elements for scenarios without noise
and model errors. The random noise is seen to cause error in the
damaged element and with alarm in several other elements in
scenarios 3 and 4. The identified results for scenarios 5–8 are
acceptable for the damaged elements while there is alarm in sev-
eral other elements in the last scenario with the combined noise
and model error effects. The presence of random noise in the
“measured” data is noted to amplify the erroneous effect due to
the model errors.

6 Discussion
The noise effect can be further reduced by averaging from

longer duration of measurement with more and better located sen-
sors. However, the initial model errors associated with a sticky
joint, material nonlinearity, cracks and fissures in a member, etc.,
cannot be addressed using the present approach of modeling the
damage with an averaged damage parameter. Separate damage
models should be included in the initial model for proper identi-
fication. This, however, is optimistic since there are few damage
models. The wavelet is known to have a full bandwidth of the
responses, and further benefit can be sought by employing sensi-
tivity of wavelet coefficients from different bandwidth in the in-
verse analysis, as the noise effect and model error would have
different contributions to the different bandwidths of the re-
sponses �3�.

Fig. 1 31-bar plane truss structure

Table 1 Damage scenarios

Damage
scenario

Damage
extent
�%�

Damage
locations Noise Model error

1 5,10 22nd, 26th
element

no no

2 5 10,10 28th, 30th,
31st element

no no

3 10 28th element 1% no
4 10 28th element 5% no
5 5,10 22nd, 26th

element
no 2% reduction in the stiffness

in all elements
6 5,10 22nd, 26th

element
no 50% increase in the support

stiffness at two supports
7 5,10 22nd, 26th

element
no 2% decrease in the Rayleigh

damping coefficients
8 5,10 22nd, 26th

element
5% Include all the above model

errors
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7 Conclusions
A new method is developed for damage detection using the

sensitivity of the DWT coefficient of the impulse response func-
tion. It removes the restriction of requiring approximately equal
excitation in testing the different states of the structure. The ana-
lytical formulation of the sensitivity with respect to a system pa-
rameter is derived. Numerical example with a 31-bar plane truss
structure is studied with different damage scenarios. The new ap-
proach is shown to be effective for damage detection, but the
results are subject to the effect of measurement noise and model
errors.
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An integral equation method is presented to determine dynamic
elastic T-stress. Special attention is paid to a single crack in an
infinite elastic plane subjected to impact loading. By using the
Laplace and Fourier transforms, the associated initial-boundary
value problem is transformed to a Fredholm integral equation.
The dynamic T-stress in the Laplace transform domain can be
expressed in terms of its solution. Moreover, an explicit expression
for initial T-stress is derived in closed form. Numerically solving
the resulting equation and performing the inverse Laplace trans-
form, the transient response of T-stress is determined in the time
space, and the response history of the T-stress is shown graphi-
cally. Results indicate that T-stress exhibits apparent transient
characteristic. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2190232�

1 Introduction
In describing crack growth for brittle materials with cracks, in

addition to well-known stress intensity factors �SIFs�, elastic
T-stress at a crack tip is also a significant fracture parameter �1�.
The so-called elastic T-stress �2� refers to a nonsingular constant
term at the crack tip parallel to the crack plane, which is firstly
derived by Williams �3� using an eigenvalue expansion method.
So far, it has been observed that the T-stress plays an important
role in predicting crack propagation and changing apparent frac-
ture toughness in brittle materials �4� and in predicting shape and
size of small scale yielding around a crack tip in elastic-plastic
materials �5�.

Considerable researches are devoted to the elastic T-stress at
the crack tip under static case. For dynamic T-stress, Jayadevan et
al. �6� studied the transient response of T-stress for single edge
notched tension specimens, and three point bend specimens under
the action of impact loading. Shin and Lee �7� investigated the
T-stress of an interfacial crack of a bi-material subjected to dy-
namic loading. However, the methods they adopted are based on
the numerical finite element method. Up to now, a simple, effi-
cient analytical approach is still absent for the determination of
dynamic T-stresses, although there are several analytical ap-
proaches for static T-stresses �2,8�.

An integral equation method is proposed to determine dynamic
T-stress in this note. Special attention is paid to a single crack in
an infinite elastic plane subjected to impact loading. Similar to
obtaining dynamic SIFs, by means of integral transform methods,
the associated initial-boundary value problem is converted to a
Fredholm integral equation. The T-stress can be expressed in

terms of an integral involving the solution of the resulting Fred-
holm integral equation. A simple expression for initial T-stress is
given by asymptotic analysis.

2 Formulation of the Problem
For an infinite isotropic elastic medium, dynamic elastic dis-

placements u and v in the x- and y-axes, respectively, can be
expressed by

u = �,x + �,y, v = �,y − �,x, �1�
where a comma denotes differentiation with respect to the suffixed
space variable, � and � are governed by two decoupled wave
equations �9�

�2� = sl
2�̈, �2� = ss

2�̈ , �2�
where a dot over a function stands for differentiation with respect
to time. Here sl and ss are the slownesses of longitudinal and shear
waves, respectively, which are related to the velocities of longitu-
dinal and shear waves cl and cs by clsl=1 and csss=1. Here cl and
cs are defined as

cl = ��2� + ��/�, cs = ��/� , �3�

� and � are elastic moduli, and � the mass density. Under these
circumstances, the stress components can be expressed in terms of
� and � as follows:

�xx = ��cl
2ss

2�2� − 2��,yy − �,xy�� , �4�

�yy = ��cl
2ss

2�2� − 2��,xx + �,xy�� , �5�

�xy = ���,xy + �,yy − �,xx� . �6�
For an infinite isotropic elastic solid with a crack located at

�x��a ,y=0, it is assumed that the crack surfaces are loaded sud-
denly by impacts. Hence, the associated boundary conditions for a
mode-I crack can be stated below

�yy�x,0,t� = − �yy
0 �x�H�t�, �xy�x,0,t� = 0, �x� � a , �7�

where �yy
0 �x� is a prescribed function, and H�t� is the Heaviside

unit step function. In what follows, for simplicity �yy
0 �x� is as-

sumed to be an even function. Other cases can be similarly
treated, and a detailed procedure is omitted here.

3 Derivation of Fredholm Integral Equation
To solve an elastodynamic problem, it is convenient to employ

the Laplace transform technique. For this purpose, it is imposed
that a cracked elastic body is at rest initially and stress-free. Ap-
plying the Laplace and Fourier transforms to �2� yields ordinary
differential equations in y

�̂*� − �	2 + p2sl
2��̂* = 0, �̂*� − �	2 + p2ss

2��̂* = 0, �8�

p and 	 being the Laplace and Fourier parameters, and � ��
=d /dy.

Clearly, due to symmetry of the problem, attention may be re-
stricted to the upper half-plane. Under the regular conditions at
infinity, the solutions of Eqs. �8� are readily found, and by per-
forming the inverse Fourier transform, displacement potentials in
the transformed space can be represented as

�* = −�
−





A�	,p�e−�ly cos�	x�d	 ,

�9�

�* = −�
−





B�	,p�e−�sy sin�	x�d	 ,

where A�	 , p� and B�	 , p� are two unknown functions, and

�l = �	2 + p2sl
2, �s = �	2 + p2ss

2. �10�
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Using these representations, the components of displacement
and stress can be expressed in terms of A ,B,

u* =�
0




�	Ae−�ly + �sBe−�sy�sin�	x�d	 ,

�11�

v* =�
0




��lAe−�ly + 	Be−�sy�cos�	x�d	 ,

and

�xx
* =�

0




���2� + ��	2 − ��l
2�Ae−�ly + 2�	�sBe−�sy�cos�	x�d	 ,

�12�

�yy
* =�

0




���	2 − �2� + ���l
2�Ae−�ly − 2�	�sBe−�sy�cos�	x�d	 ,

�13�

�xy
* = − ��

0




�2	�lAe−�ly + �	2 + �s
2�Be−�sy�sin�	x�d	 . �14�

Therefore, dynamic T-stresses in the transformed space can be
determined through �10�

T̃* = lim
x→a+

��xx
* �x,0� − �yy

* �x,0�� = 2��
0




��	2 + �l
2�A

+ 2	�sB�cos�	a�d	 , �15�

where T̃ denotes the T-stress caused by loading acting at the crack
surfaces, and T corresponds to that caused by loading applied at
infinity. It is noted that the above result is only suitable to an open
crack. For a closed crack, it has been shown in �11� that there are
two T-stresses parallel to and perpendicular to the crack plane,
which is beyond the scope of this note since in this note an open-
ing crack is concerned.

For a mode-I crack, we have �xy�x ,0 , t�=0, which leads to

B = −
2	�l

	2 + �s
2A . �16�

Put this result into the expressions �11� and �13�. In particular, at
y=0, we get

v*�x,0,p� =
p2

cs
2�

0



�l

	2 + �s
2A cos�	x�d	 , �17�

�yy
* �x,0,p� = −�

0




��� + ��sl
2p2 + �q�	��A cos�	x�d	 , �18�

�xx
* �x,0,p� = −�

0




��� + ��sl
2p2 − �q�	��A cos�	x�d	 , �19�

where

q�	� =
�	2 + �l

2��	2 + �s
2� − 4	2�l�s

	2 + �s
2 . �20�

From symmetry of the problem in question, the displacement
component v should satisfy

v*�x,0,p� = 0, �x� � a , �21�

which allows us to represent A in terms of the following integral

A =
cs

2�	2 + �s
2�

�lp
2 �

0

a

r�r,p�J0�r	�dr , �22�

where J0�·� is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind,
and �r , p� is a new auxiliary function.

Taking into account the well-known identity

�
0




J0�	r�cos�	x�d	 = 0, x � r , �23�

it is easily shown that Eq. �21� is automatically fulfilled when
substituting �22� into �21�. In addition, inserting �22� into �18� and
applying the remaining boundary condition �7�, we get

�
0

a

r�r,p�dr�
0


 �	2 + �s
2���� + ��sl

2p2 + �q�	��
�lss

2p2 J0�r	�J0�x	�d	

=
2

�p�0

x
�yy

0 �r�
�x2 − r2

dr , �24�

which can be further transformed to a Fredholm integral equation
of the second kind:

�x,p� +�
0

a

rN�x,r,p��r,p�dr =
4�1 − �2�

E

1

�p�
0

x
�yy

0 �r�
�x2 − r2

dr ,

�25�

for 0�x�a, where

N�x,r,p� =�
0


 � �	2 + �s
2���� + ��sl

2p2 + �q�	��
2�� + ���l	sl

2p2

− 1		J0�r	�J0�x	�d	 . �26�

Hereafter we also use alternative pair of material constants:
Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio �, related to � and � by
the relations �=E / �2�1+���, �=E� / ��1+���1−2��� for a state of
plane strain.

4 Dynamic T-Stress
Once a solution of Eq. �25� is obtained, the transient behavior

of a cracked elastic medium can be determined. Especially, of
importance is the response history of the crack-tip field, which
contains commonly two terms, one is related to a singular field
and the other is related to a nonsingular field. They are often
characterized by SIFs and T-stresses at the crack tips, respectively.
Most existing researches on dynamic problems related to cracks
are concentrated on dynamic SIFs.

Taking into account �18� and �19�, �yy
* �x ,0 , p� and �xx

* �x ,0 , p�
are found to be

�yy
* �x,0,p� =

E

2�1 − �2�
x�a,p�
�x2 − a2

+ �̃yy
* �x,0,p� , �27�

�xx
* �x,0,p� =

E

2�1 − �2�
x�a,p�
�x2 − a2

+ �̃xx
* �x,0,p� , �28�

where �̃yy
* �x ,0 , p� and �̃xx

* �x ,0 , p� are nonsingular terms, expres-
sions for which can be given and omitted here. Accordingly, from
the crack-tip field, dynamic SIFs for a mode-I crack is easily
found to be represented as

KI
* =

E

2�1 − �2�
��a�a,p� . �29�

Furthermore, dynamic T-stresses in the transformed space can be
evaluated by subtracting �27� from �28�, after some algebra one
deduces
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T̃* =
2�cs

2

p2 �
0

a

x�x,p�V�x,p�dx , �30�

where

V�x,p� =�
0


 �	2 + �l
2��	2 + �s

2� − 4	2�l�s

�l
J0�	x�cos�	a�d	 .

�31�
In particular, consider the case of constant uniaxial tension im-

pact loading, �yy
0 �x�=�yy


 . By superposition of a uniform field aris-

ing from impact load �yy

 H�t� at infinity, we get

T* =
2�

p2ss
2�

0

a

x�x,p�V�x,p�dx −
�yy




p
. �32�

From the above, the corresponding static results of T-stress T=
−�yy


 can be also derived from the following property

T = lim
p→0

pT*. �33�

This is due to the fact

lim
p→0

�	2 + �l
2��	2 + �s

2� − 4	2�l�s

p2 = 0. �34�

On the other hand, from the asymptotic behaviors of �x , p� and
V�x , p� as p→
, one can similarly deduce dynamic T-stresses
during the earlier period of the application of impact loading. To
this end, as p is large enough, Eq. �24� with �yy

0 �x�=�yy

 becomes

E�1 − ��psl

�1 + ���1 − 2���
0

a

r�r,p�dr�
0




J0�	x�J0�	r�d	 =
�yy




p
, �35�

which, after some derivations, has a solution

�x,p� =
2�1 + ���1 − 2���yy




�E�1 − ��p2sl

1
�a2 − x2

. �36�

Consequently, substituting the above into �30� we find that as p is
sufficiently large,

T̃* =
2�1 − 2���yy




��1 − ��p �
0

a
x

�a2 − x2
dx�

0




J0�	x�cos�	a�d	

=
�1 − 2���yy




��1 − ��p �0



1

	
sin�2a	�d	 . �37�

Therefore, since 
0

	−1 sin�	�d	=� /2, from the above along with

Eq. �32� we get

T̃ =
�1 − 2���yy




2�1 − ��
, T = −

�yy



2�1 − ��
, clt/a � 1. �38�

5 Results and Discussions
In this section we appeal to a numerical technique to treat Eq.

�25�. To compute efficiently a solution, one can split N into two
parts

N�x,r,p� =
�7 − 12� + 8�2�E

4�1 − 2��
p2sl

2R�x,r�

+�
0




Z�	,p�	J0�r	�J0�x	�d	 , �39�

where R�x ,r�= I0�rp /cl�K0�xp /cl� for r�x ,R�x ,r�
= I0�xp /cl�K0�rp /cl� for x�r, and

Z�	,p� =
�	2 + �s

2���� + ��sl
2p2 + �q�	��

2�� + ���l	sl
2p2

− �1 +
7 − 12� + 8�2

4�1 − 2��
p2sl

2

�l
2 	 . �40�

Here I0�·� and K0�·� are the modified zeroth-order Bessel functions
of the first and the second kinds, respectively. By applying the
asymptotic expansion

�	2 + �l
2��	2 + �s

2� − 4	2�l�s = 0.5�p4sl
4 + p4ss

4� + O�p2	−2� ,

�41�

it is easily shown that Z�	 , p� behaves like 	−4 as 	→
, which
leads to a rapid convergence of the involved infinite integral. For
the purpose of computation, introduce the following normalized
variables

x̄ =
x

a
, r̄ =

r

a
, ��x̄,p� =

E�x,p�
2�1 − �2�a

, N̄�x̄, r̄,p� = a2N�x,r,p� .

�42�

Consequently, Eq. �25� is rewritten in the form

��x̄,p� +�
0

1

r̄N̄�x̄, r̄,p���r̄,p�dr̄ =
2

�p�0

x̄
�yy

0 �ar̄�
�x̄2 − r̄2

dr̄ , �43�

for 0� x̄�1, the solution of which is straightforward and is omit-
ted here.

Once the solution of the above equation is determined, from
�29� and �32�, one can get desired SIFs and T-stresses in the
transformed space,

KI
* = ��a��1, p̄� , �44�

T* =
�1 − 2��cl

2

p2 �
0

1

x̄��x̄,p�V̄�x̄,p�dx̄ −
�yy




p
, �45�

where V̄�x̄ , p� is readily derived from �31� and so omitted. Obvi-
ously, the result of KI

* is in exact agreement with that obtained in
�12�. Nevertheless, for T*, it can be determined based on all the
values of ��x̄ , p� over �0,1�.

In order to present dynamic T-stresses in the physical space, the
inverse Laplace transform must be performed. To achieve this, a
numerical inversion of the Laplace transform by use of the Fourier
series approximation �13� is adopted here. Several different iso-
tropic elastic materials with relevant material properties listed in
Table 1 are used to evaluate dynamics T-stresses.

The variation of normalized dynamic T-stresses T�t� /�yy



against cst /a is plotted in Fig. 1. During the early stage of the

Table 1 Material properties

E �GPa� � � �kg/m3� cl �km/s� cs �km/s� cR �km/s�

PMMA 3.02 0.35 1190 2.0182 0.9695 0.9065
Aluminum 80 0.33 2710 6.6135 3.3313 3.1049

Steel 208 0.3 7833 5.9788 3.1958 2.9638
Glass 70 0.25 2500 5.7966 3.3466 3.0769
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action of impact loading, dynamic T-stresses vary slightly with
small oscillation, climbing rapidly a peak at about cst /a=1.86
corresponding to the arrival time of a surface wave starting from
the other crack tip, then drops abruptly to a minimum at a certain
value at about cst /a=2.2, which has a slight difference for differ-
ent Poisson’s ratios, and finally exhibits oscillatory behavior ap-
proaching −1, i.e., the corresponding static result. Moreover, it is
found that the difference between response curves of dynamic
T-stress arises only from Poisson’s ratio of respective materials.
The larger Poisson’s ratio is, the slower the arrival of the maxi-
mum or minimum of dynamic T-stress is. A similar trend can be
found in Fig. 2, which displays T�t� /�yy


 versus clt /a. Since cl is
larger than cs, the arrival order of the peak value of dynamic
T-stress is more pronounced, but opposite to the arrival order in
Fig. 1. In addition, an initial value of T�t� /�yy


 for �=0.3 is given
about −0.85 �9�, which is in satisfactory agreement with our cal-
culated result −0.91 for Steel. Moreover, after a very small period
of time, T�t� /�yy


 oscillates between −0.85 and −0.74, which is
also close to −0.71 by using �38�.

6 Conclusions
Dynamic T-stresses at the tip of a crack embedded in an isotro-

pic elastic medium have been analyzed by an integral equation
approach. Transient response of T-stress is determined, which
strongly depends on Poisson’s ratio. The results indicate that there
exists a significant difference between T-stresses for dynamic and
static cases. For an internally pressured crack, elastic T-stress is
absent for static case, while it is present for the corresponding
dynamic case, inferring a remarkable transient feature of T-stress.
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In this paper, based on the theory of elastic thin plates, applying
the image method and the wave function expansion method, mul-
tiple scattering of elastic waves and dynamic stress concentration
in semi-infinite plates with a circular cutout are investigated, and
the general solutions of this problem are obtained. As an example,
the numerical results of dynamic stress concentration factors are
graphically presented and discussed. Numerical results show that
the analytical results of scattered waves and dynamic stress in
semi-infinite plates are different from those in infinite plates when
the distance ratio b /a is comparatively small. In the region of low
frequency and long wavelength, the maximum dynamic stress con-
centration factors occur on the illuminated side of scattered body
with �=�, but not on the side of cutout with �=� /2. As the
incidence frequency increases (the wavelength becomes short), the
dynamic stress on the illuminated side of cutout becomes little,
and the dynamic stress on the shadow side becomes great.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2198545�

1 Introduction
Plate structures are widely used in aviation, aerospace, ship-

ping, and civil construction engineering. To satisfy the engineer-
ing designs, it is inevitable to design plate structures containing
cutouts, which can cause stress concentrations. Stress concentra-
tions greatly decrease the bearing capacity of structures and re-
duce the service life of structures. So, the scattering of elastic
waves and dynamic stress concentrations have received a consid-
erable amount of interest over the last few decades �1–8�.

It is known from researches of wave dynamics that in a certain
frequency range of waves, the dynamic stress concentration fac-
tors are greater than static stress concentration factors. Dynamical
loads of the same amplitude can produce greater stress concentra-
tion factors than static loads. Pao studied elastic wave scattering
and dynamic stress concentrations in thin plates with cutouts; ana-
lytical and numerical solutions of the problem were presented
�1–3�. Kung also studied dynamic stress concentrations in thin
plates and gave expressions of bending moment and shearing
force versus frequency �4�. Klyukin et al. studied scattering of
flexural waves produced by a row of circular inclusions in plates
�5�. By making use of complex function method, Chao et al. ana-
lyzed the dynamic stress concentrations produced by cutouts of

arbitrary shape in thin plates and presented general and numerical
results �6,7�. Hayir and Bakirtas applied the image method to
analyze the scattering and dynamic stress concentrations of elastic
waves in plates having a circular cavity subject to plane harmonic
SH waves �8�.

It can be seen that up to the present time the researches on
elastic waves and dynamic stress in plates are mainly focused on
structure models of infinite plates. However, models of semi-
infinite plates are more familiar in engineering. But, because of
the effects of the boundaries of the investigating areas, complex
problems of multiple scattering in structures arise. In this paper,
based on the dynamical theory of the elastic thin plate, applying
the image method and the wave function expansion method, mul-
tiple scattering of elastic waves and dynamic stress concentrations
in plates with a circular cutout are investigated, and the general
solutions of the problem are presented.

2 Equations of Wave Motion and its Solution
The incidence of flexural waves in semi-infinite plates is con-

sidered, which is depicted in Fig. 1. The flexural wave equation in
elastic plates may be described as

D�2�2w + �h
�2w

�t2 = q �1�

where D is the bending stiffness of plates, D=Eh3 /12�1−�2�, � is
the density of plates, h is the thickness of plates, t is the time, q is
the transverse load, and q=0.

Steady solutions of the problem are investigated. Let w
=Re�W exp�−i�t��. Then the displacement components deter-
mined by steady flexural waves are

ux = − z
�w

�x
, uy = − z

�w

�y
, uz = w = Re�W�x,y�e−i�t� �2�

Here � is incident frequency and i=�−1 is an imaginary unit.
Simultaneously, W�x ,y� should satisfy the following equations:

�2�2W − k4W = ��2 + k2���2 − k2�W = 0 �3�

��2 + k2�W1 = 0, ��2 − k2�W2 = 0 �4�

where k is the wave number of elastic waves, and k
= ��h�2 /D�1/4.

In Eq. �4�, it is noted that W1e−i�t denotes the propagating elas-
tic waves in plates and W2e−i�t denotes the localized periodical
vibration. The two parts are integrated and form the motion of
flexural waves and vibration modes in thin plates.

The general solution of the scattered field of elastic waves de-
termined by Eq. �3� can be described as

W = W1 + W2 = �
n=−�

�

An1Hn
�1��kr�ein� + An2Kn�kr�ein� �5�

where An1 ,An2 are the mode coefficients of scattered waves pro-
duced by the cutout and can be determined by the boundary con-
ditions, Hn

�1��·� is the nth-order Hankel function of the first kind,
and Kn�·� is the nth-order modified Bessel function of the second
kind.

3 Excitation of Incident Waves and Total Wave Field
Assume that a periodical steady elastic wave impinges along

the positive x direction at the edge of semi-infinite plates. One is
the propagating waves, the other is the localized vibration. Ac-
cording to the propagating theory of Bloch waves, the incident
waves may be described as
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W1
�i� = W10exp�ikb�exp�i�kx − �t�� + W20exp�− kb�exp�− kx − i�t�

= W10exp�ikb� �
n=−�

�

inJn�kr�ein�exp�− i�t�

+ W20exp�− kb� �
n=−�

�

In�kr�ein�exp�− i�t� �6�

where W10,W20 are the transverse vibration amplitudes of incident
flexural waves, Jn�·� is the nth-order Bessel function, and In�·� is
the nth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind.

The reflected waves at the edge of semi-infinite plates are de-
scribed by the virtual image. To the image cutout, the waves
propagate in the negative x� direction and can be expressed as

W2
�i� = W10exp�ikb�exp�− i�kx� + �t�� + W20exp�− kb�

�exp�kx� − i�t� = W10exp�ikb� �
n=−�

�

i−nJn�kr��ein�

�exp�− i�t� + W20exp�− kb�

� �
n=−�

�

�− 1�nIn�kr��ein�exp�− i�t� �7�

When the exciting source is far enough from the cutout, one
may consider W20=0, and then the incident waves for the real and
the image cutouts are described as, respectively,

W1
�i� = W10exp�ikb�exp�i�kx − �t��

= W10exp�ikb� �
n=−�

�

inJn�kr�ein�exp�− i�t� �8�

W2
�i� = W10exp�ikb�exp�− i�kx� + �t��

= W10exp�ikb� �
n=−�

�

i−nJn�kr��ein��exp�− i�t� �9�

Considering the multiple scattering between the real and the
image cutouts, the scattered fields of elastic waves produced by
the real cutout in the localized coordinate system �r ,�� of the real
cutout are described as

W1
�s� = �

l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

An1
l Hn

�1��kr�ein�exp�− i�t�

+ �
l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

An2
l Kn�kr�ein�exp�− i�t� �10�

And that the scattered waves produced by the image cutout, in
the localized coordinate system �r� ,��� of the image cutout, are
described as

W2
�s� = �

l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

Bn1
l Hn

�1��kr��ein��exp�− i�t�

+ �
l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

Bn2
l Kn�kr��ein��exp�− i�t� �11�

where An1
l ,An2

l ,Bn1
l ,Bn2

l are the lth mode coefficients of scattered
waves of the real cutout and the image cutout, respectively. They
are determined by satisfying boundary conditions. In fact, they are
related to the boundary conditions of the edge of plates.

To make computation tractable, the expressions of elastic waves
in the localized coordinate system �r� ,��� may be changed into
coordinate system �r ,��. According to the addition theorem of
Graf �9�, the following relations can be derived:

Hn
�1��kr��ein�� = �

m=−�

�

�− 1�m−nHm−n
�1� �2kb�Jm�kr�eim�

�12�

Kn�kr��ein�� = �
m=−�

�

�− 1�mKm−n�2kb�Im�kr�eim�

Hn
�1��kr�ein� = �

m=−�

�

Hm−n
�1� �2kb�Jm�kr��eim��

�13�

Kn�kr�ein� = �
m=−�

�

�− 1�nKm−n�2kb�Im�kr��eim��

Thus, the total field of elastic waves in plates should be pro-
duced by the superposition of the incident field, the scattered field,
and the reflected field at the edge of plates.

W = W1
�i� + W1

�s� + W1
�f� = W1

�i� + W1
�s� + W2

�s� �14�

4 Boundary Conditions
Without loss of generality, we investigate the given generalized

force around the cutout, and then the boundary conditions ex-
pressed by the generalized force are �1�

Mr = − D� �2W

�r2 + ��1

r

�W

�r
+

1

r2

�2W

��2 	
 = M̄r �15�

Vr = Qr +
1

r

�Mr�

��
= V̄r �16�

where M̄r and V̄r are the bending moment and the equivalent
shearing force around the cutout, respectively.

5 Mode Coefficients of Elastic Waves
Multiple scattering of elastic waves takes place between the

real cutout and the image cutout. By satisfying the boundary con-
ditions around cutout, mode coefficients of elastic waves are de-
termined. When l=1, and the time factor is omitted, the relations
among every mode coefficient of scattered waves are

An1
1 k2��1 − ��Hn��ka� − �Hn�ka�� + An2

1 k2��1 − ��Kn��ka� + �Kn�ka��
�17�

=− W10exp�ikb�ink2��1 − ��Jn��ka� − �Jn�ka��

An1
1 �n2�1 − ��Hn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Hn��ka� − �ka�3Hn��ka��

+ An2
1 �n2�1 − ��Kn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Kn��ka� + �ka�3Kn��ka��

=− W10exp�ikb�in�n2�1 − ��Jn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Jn��ka�

− �ka�3Jn��ka�� �18�

Fig. 1 Sketch of elastic waves incident in plates
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Bn1
1 k2��1 − ��Hn��ka� − �Hn�ka�� + Bn2

1 k2��1 − ��Kn��ka� + �Kn�ka��

=− W10exp�ikb�i−nk2��1 − ��Jn��ka� − �Jn�ka�� �19�

Bn1
1 �n2�1 − ��Hn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Hn��ka� − �ka�3Hn��ka��

+ Bn2
1 �n2�1 − ��Kn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Kn��ka� + �ka�3Kn��ka��

=− W10exp�ikb�i−n�n2�1 − ��Jn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Jn��ka�

− �ka�3Jn��ka�� �20�

When l=2,3 , . . . ,�, and the time factor is omitted, the relations
among every mode coefficient of scattered waves are

An1
l k2��1 − ��Hn��ka� − �Hn�ka�� + An2

l k2��1 − ��Kn��ka� + �Kn�ka��

=− �
m=−�

�

Bm1
l−1Hm−n�2kb�k2��1 − ��Jn��ka� − �Jn�ka��

− �
m=−�

�

�− 1�nBm2
l−1Km−n�2kb�k2��1 − ��In��ka� + �In�ka�� �21�

An1
l �n2�1 − ��Hn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Hn��ka� − �ka�3Hn��ka��

+ An2
l �n2�1 − ��Kn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Kn��ka� + �ka�3Kn��ka��

=− �
m=−�

�

Bm1
l−1Hm−n�2kb��n2�1 − ��Jn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Jn��ka�

− �ka�3Jn��ka��

− �
m=−�

�

�− 1�nBm2
l−1Km−n�2kb��n2�1 − ��In�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��In��ka�

+ �ka�3In��ka�� �22�

Bn1
l ��1 − ��k2Hn��ka� − �k2Hn�ka�� + Bn2

l ��1 − ��k2Kn��ka�

+ �k2Kn�ka��

=− �
m=−�

�

Am1
l−1Hn−m�2kb���1 − ��k2Jn��ka� − �k2Jn�ka��

=− �
m=−�

�

�− 1�nAm2
l−1Kn−m�2kb���1 − ��k2In��ka� + �k2In�ka��

�23�

Bn1
l �n2�1 − ��Hn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Hn��ka� − �ka�3Hn��ka��

+ Bn2
l �n2�1 − ��Kn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Kn��ka� + �ka�3Kn��ka��

=− �
m=−�

�

Am1
l−1Hn−m�2kb��n2�1 − ��Jn�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��Jn��ka�

− �ka�3Jn��ka��

− �
m=−�

�

�− 1�nAm2
l−1Kn−m�2kb��n2�1 − ��In�ka� − n2ka�1 − ��In��ka�

+ �ka�3In��ka�� �24�
Equations �17�–�24� are the system of algebra equations deter-

mining mode coefficients An1
l ,An2

l ,Bn1
l ,Bn2

l of multiple scattering
of elastic waves.

We determine the characteristic scale of the problem: assuming
that the characteristic length is the radius a of the circular cutout,
the displacement amplitude of incident waves is �W10� and �W20 �
=0. When computing, the following dimensionless variables are
adopted: the ratio of Poisson is �=0.30, the wave number of in-
cident waves is ka=0.01–1.0, and the relative distance between
the cutout and the edge of plates is b /a=1.1–10.

Without loss of generality, the boundary of the circular cutout is
assumed to be free of traction. According to the definition of
dynamic stress concentration factor �DSCF� �10�, the dynamical
bending moment concentration factor is the ratio of the amplitude
hoop bending moment around the cutout and the bending moment
in the incident direction of elastic waves. Thus, the expression of
the dynamic bending moment concentration factor around the cir-
cular cutout is described as

DSCF = M�
* = M�/M0 = −

1

W10k
2 ��2W − �1 − ���2W/�r2�

�25�

Fig. 2 Dynamic stress concentration factors around a circular
cutout „ka=0.1,b /a=2.0…

Fig. 3 Dynamic stress concentration factors around a circular
cutout „ka=0.5,b /a=2.0…
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M�
* = �

l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

An1
l ��1 − ��Hn��ka� + Hn�ka��ein�

+ �
l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

An2
l ��1 − ��Kn��ka� − Kn�ka��ein�

+ �
l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

�
m=−�

�

Bm1
l Hm−n�2kb���1 − ��Jn��ka� + Jn�ka��ein�

+ �
l=1

�

�
n=−�

�

�
m=−�

�

�− 1�nBm2
l Km−n�2kb���1 − ��In��ka�

− In�ka��ein� + eikb�sin2� + � cos2�� �26�

where M0 is the amplitude of the bending moment of incident
waves, and M0=Dk2W10.

6 Numerical Examples
According to the expression of DSCF, the DSCFs around the

circular cutout are computed. It should be noted that the number
of l truncated at 10 is enough for computation, and the numbers of
n and m are truncated at 12. Figures 2–7 illustrate the angular
distribution of DSCFs around the cutout when the values of ka
and b /a are different.

From Figs. 2–7, one can see that the analytical results of dy-
namic stress in semi-infinite plates are different from those in
infinite plates. In the region of low frequency and long wave-
length, the maximum DSCF occurs on the illuminated side of the
scattered body with �=�, but not on the side of cutout with �
=� /2. The dynamic stress on the illuminated side around the
cutout is great, and the dynamic stress on the shadow side is little.
However, at higher frequency, the dynamic stress on the illumi-
nated side around the cutout becomes little, and the dynamic
stress on the shadow side becomes great.

Fig. 4 Dynamic stress concentration factors around a circular
cutout „ka=1,b /a=2.0…

Fig. 5 Dynamic stress concentration factors around a circular
cutout „ka=0.1,b /a=5.0…

Fig. 6 Dynamic stress concentration factors around a circular
cutout „ka=0.5,b /a=5.0…

Fig. 7 Dynamic stress concentration factors around a circular
cutout „ka=1,b /a=5.0…
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Figure 8 shows the DSCFs on the side of the cutout with �
=� /2 as a function of the incident wave number when the relative
distance b /a between the cutout and the edge of plates is different.
From Fig. 8, one can see that when the incident wave number is
ka→0, the DSCF is the maximum, and its value is M�

*=1.86,
which is consistent with the analytical results of infinite plates in
the literature �6�. Figure 9 shows the DSCFs on the side of the
cutout with �=� as a function of the incident wave number when
the relative distance b /a between the cutout and the edge of plates
is different. From Fig. 9, one can see that when the relative dis-
tance b /a between the cutout and the edge of plates is compara-
tively small, the DSCFs on the side of the cutout with �=� be-
come much greater, and the values are far greater than 1.86.

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of incident wave number on the
DSCFs on the side of the cutout with �=� /2 as a function of the
ratio of distance b /a. When the wavelength of incident waves is
longer, the DSCFs vary slowly with the variation of b /a. How-
ever, the DSCFs vary sharply when the wavelength is shorter.
Figure 11 illustrates the effect of incident wave number on the
DSCFs on the side of the cutout with �=� as a function of the

ratio of distance b /a. From Fig. 11, it can be seen that when the
wavelength of the incident waves is long, the DSCFs vary slowly
with the variation of the values of b /a. However, the DSCFs
around the cutout are extremely nonhomogeneous. It is noted that
when the value of b /a is small, the DSCFs on the side of the
cutout with �=� will become quite great, and the smaller the
wave number is, the greater the maximum DSCF is.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, based on the dynamical equation of flexural

waves in elastic thin plates, applying the image method and the
wave function expansion method, the multiple scattering of elastic
waves and dynamic stress concentrations in semi-infinite plates
with a circular cutout are investigated. The boundary conditions of
the cutout are free of tractions. Analytical solutions and numerical
results of the problem are presented.

It can be seen from the analytical results that the results of
scattering of elastic waves and dynamic stress in semi-infinite
plates are different from those in infinite plates. When the ratio of
distance is the same, and the incident waves are in the region of

Fig. 8 Dynamic stress concentration factors versus incident
wave number „�=� /2…

Fig. 9 Dynamic stress concentration factors versus incident
wave number „�=�…

Fig. 10 Dynamic stress concentration factors versus b /a„�
=� /2…

Fig. 11 Dynamic stress concentration factors versus b /a„�
=�…
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low frequency, the maximum DSCF occurs on the illuminated
side of the scattered body. However, in the region of short waves,
the dynamic stress on the illuminated side around the cutout be-
comes little, and the dynamic stress on the shadow side becomes
great. It is obvious that the problem of elastic propagating ex-
presses the wave property in the region of long wavelength, while
it has the corpuscular property in the region of short wavelength.

The conclusions of this paper can provide theoretical basis and
reference data for dynamical analyses, strength designs, and non-
destructive evaluation of structures.
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